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CHAPTER ONE
The fireman desperately marched down the violent war zone formally known as
Piccadilly. Desperate to try to make the second rendezvous. Desperate as he wiped
blood off his face and arm before feeling more blood trickling down his side inside his
uniform. Blood and cold sweat mixing. His face clammy despite the foul cold wind. One
black gloved hand unconsciously stroked some precious thing secreted away in a
cunning pocket inside his sinister black tunic over his heart. Then the gloved hand held
the butt of his pistol lodged inside the flap of his jacket. But by the rapidly vanishing
sunset on the far horizon and the growing shadows of twilight he knew the odds were
against him.
“If only! If only! Perhaps Marlowe wanted to extract me! If only! If only!” But the livid
smear on the far horizon said he was running out of time. More helicopters roared
across the rapidly darkening sky. He ducked behind another burned out bus as machine
gun fire peppered the foul street as if hail. Sewage and garbage spattering. Blotted
corpses exploding as bullets punctured the gross black flesh. Starving migrants
screamed as they were hit by random fire. Rolling in the rotten filth as they bled out.
Other migrants huddled on the filthy sidewalks tried to crawl into the gutted out store
fronts only to be greeted by other migrants with sticks and crude clubs. Every hiding
place already taken as the growing darkness unleashed criminal anarchy. In the far
distance there was a cry of a Feral. “God! My blood will draw the Ferals right to me!”
The fireman paused and panted, his starvation, fear, and pain mixing to make him
wobbly. “Jasper was trying to warn me to find a hole to hide in!” He stared at a gutted
church. There were shadows moving inside of it. He flinched. It was odd. Usually the
gutted churches were abandoned. The Muslims avoided them even to inflict spiteful
desecration because rebellious Cockneys deliberately sacrificed their beloved dogs so
their bones would guard eternally the desecrated places with the loyalty of death which
Muslims interpreted as taboo Najis. And now the Cockney Cockroaches were notorious
Morlocks. So they would not be there. The Baby Boomers discovered their long
neglected faith too late to dare to practice a banned religion. And the Identitarians and
Generation Zers were away in Wales waging war. As for the Snowflakes. They were
mostly dead. And they had been raised to hate Christianity, Great Britain, and
themselves. So who were the shadows moving in the shadows?

The fireman’s skin pricked. But the shadows were deepening. The shadows in the
shadows sinister. Not ‘D’s cowering. Something worse. Something more dangerous. He
strained his ears to hear any clink of a gun bolt. Did he hear it? The clink of a gun bolt?
He could not be sure. But his skin pricked. “I might still get there in time. The second
rendezvous. It would be my only hope to survive this night!” So the fireman resumed his
desperate march toward the rapidly receding sunset in the darkening sky as lengthening
shadows crept toward him as if fingers of death.
As the fireman marched away the shadows in the ruined church resumed their brisk
efforts. Some checking their guns. Some double checking their ammo. Others checking
their maps to confirm the location of the targets. London had changed drastically and
the Morlocks had been underground so long they felt as if they were invading a strange
city rather than preparing to reclaim their capital. Another Morlock watched the shadows
deepened. Then the Morlock moved into the growing shadow and heaved up the
manhole cover. More Morlocks climbed out to slip into the ruins of the fire gutted church.
Some curious to see the surface after so long. Others curious to see the surface for the
first time. After the last Morlock emerged from the depths the officer gave the signal and
a Cockney Cockroach inside the manhole briskly heaved the manhole cover back into
place and secured it.
Then the officer slipped back into the ruins. Captain Knoll Sterling prepared to wage war
when the Chimes tolled at Midnight. “That half starved fireman in his dirty uniform who
hovered before the church looked so familiar. Why can’t I place him? A sad, starved,
dirty, gaunt face creature. His thin shoulders hunched over, hugging his bony chest.
One hand stroking something inside his dirty black tunic as if something precious. But
what could he have which could be precious? He looked so starved I doubt he has
anything except his old banger of a gun such as used to be issued to firemen when they
used to be the elite. Obviously not elite anymore considering his ragged and dirty
condition. Even his helmet so battered as it dangled from one arm. His huge dark eyes
so desperate in his prematurely aged face. As if a lost child.
It is true then. The Eloi are starving. Their pleasure domes are crumbling away. Their
arrogance is evaporating. Their conceit as the ‘Best of Peoples’ is unraveling. I am sure
I know him. Yet I can’t recognize him. The only fireman I ever meet personally was that
extraordinary kid Jasper Sylvester invited to spelunker the Guildhall during our grand

adventure kidnaping the first and last Paki mayor of London to hold over for trial for high
treason. Well! The chap was not exactly invited to our shindig. Rather, he invited
himself! What an extraordinary youth he was! There to save Gog and Magog! And bland
as could be to find himself in a lost Roman temple buried deep underground As if that
sort of adventure would happen to anyone What a surprise it was to see his face pop up
at the secret temple of Minerva. What a tale that was I wonder if he is still alive? That
audacious young Apostate? .......”
*** ***
The madwoman held her gun to her bony chest as she paced back and forth. “By the
pricking of my thumb something evil this way comes! Why do I think I am going to die
tonight?.....
Meanwhile, Mr. Mole paced nervously before MIMIR as the massive network of cobbled
together computers crunched intel. “Where are you Gjallarhorn? Where are you? Where
are you? Will the Sooty Crow screech out the Fall of the Gods? The Death of the West?
Odin’s Decline and Fall? Or else the Rebirth of Albion?....”
At the same time the Minister of the Left and the Minister of the Right computers
crunched the same intel as they guarded the mysterious domed Japanese garden.
Sentient Robots silently paced between the ultra modern stainless steel bastion located
deep underground and the wondrous organic garden under glass on the surface in
which one of the last Organics dozed in her throne- like wheel chair. The Sentient
Robots were busy using gaming algorithms to project the probability of survival, victory,
defeat, or else annihilation. “The Red Rooster. The Golden Rooster. And the Sooty
Crow” one particular Robot mused as he watched the two key computers calculate the
survival or else the destruction of Japan. Instead of a Noh Mask and exquisitely rich
couture of courtly Japan the Robot wore a simple black Samurai tunic and no mask to
conceal his robotic features. As the other Robots fluttered as if butterflies in their large
billowy sleeves, he reclined on the wooden bridge between two worlds. One robotic
hand casually scratching his steel visage as if scratching a stubble of a beard. “Why
don’t we just throw dice to see if it is Ragnarok or else Ragnarokkr?”
At the same time Brigadier General Narcissi prepared to move his soldiers from their
holding position into the most dangerous position on the surface of occupied London.

He studied the map. “The location is impossible to defend. Yet the human sacrifices who
perished there requires us to risk all in a desperate attempt to save it. The Great Hall of
Westminster Palace where British Democracy was born and where it was betrayed.
How the hell am I suppose to save a fragile and nearly one thousand year old medieval
building? It has absolutely no strategic value whatsoever. Yet Crown Prince William and
his poor consort Princess Kate sacrificed their lives there. Such a baptism of sacred
royal blood requires us to try to save the ancient bastion of democracy betrayed.... the
way they were so tragically betrayed....”
Also pacing nervously in the haunted hotel was Wolfe as his soldiers queued to wait for
the Chimes to toll at Midnight. “What did that mysterious graffiti mean? ‘We always kill
the thing we love Davy’. Was Davy here? Is he still alive? Will we ever meet again to
embrace? Oh why did we fight in that damn Greenwich Tunnel? If only..... if only....”
At the same time Jack Phillips confronted Jasper Sylvester. “MI 5 has given you and
Stephan Marlowe a direct order. Wyrd David is expendable no less than Agent Valerie.
Both are doing their final patriotic duties and both will pay the final price: death.”
“We owe the poor boy” the aging spy replied.
“No we don’t! It is not as if Wyrd David ever asked for anything for his services. He
volunteered. For whatever reason he volunteered.”
“Out of guilt” the aging spy said softly.
“So his approaching death is atonement.”
“We owe him” the old spy said. “You owe him Jack. He did you service during the British
Museum Horror.”
“He is expendable! We all are. You know that. You have a sentimental feeling toward
him because of the Guildhall adventure. Because of what happened in the Lost Temple
of Minerva. Sentimentality does not weigh on the scales of necessity.”
The old spy sighed. “Stephen hoped to bring him in from the cold.”

“That only happens in old spy novels. In real life double agents are left to die.....”
In other shadows more soldiers moved into position. “How extraordinary! I declare! Isn’t
that the old In & Out Club? Those fire gutted ruins over there. How extraordinary! Did I
ever tell you the time I met a fireman of all people there. We conversed with a ghost.
The ghost of Moon Street! How extraordinary....”
*** ***
At the same time a mysterious survivalist surveyed the sunset from his fantastical glass
pyramid concealed behind the Victorian facade of a gutted townhouse braced by girders
to conceal the old Victorian Underground ----- and his own underground survivalist
bastion. He watched the sun turn the sky a deepening red and purple smeared with livid
green. The shadows ever deepening. Then he went down the spiral staircase into the
depths of his underground ‘iceberg’ mansion concealed deep under the surface. He
poured himself a glass of wine and sat down.
“The Shadow House of Sussex. What an evil place. Does she still lurk there I wonder?
And are those kids I met there still alive? Wolfe? Wyrd Davy? I doubt it. Will the ghostly
gaslight turn on tonight in a haunted house which does not exist? What did that boy call
it? Wyrd Davy? His Dickens Haunted House. His needful thing. His final escape clause.
Will they appear tonight? Will the ghosts sing the ‘Last Rose Of Summer’? Do ghosts
ever invite the living inside as house guests? Will she play the piano? Will the daughter
play that old Irish harp I found here by the body of that bum? Will he sing? Will the
children laugh? Ghosts. Ghosts. Ghosts.
The last escape clause....... Wyrd Davy called it the last escape clause..... his secret
hiding place where no one could ever find him if things became too impossible. But do
ghosts ever open their doors to the living? If rumor say this is Ragnarok then I too need
an escape clause. Not even this survivalist bastion can ride out Ragnarok. I too need a
secret hiding place where no one can find me......” The survivalist drank his wine. “Will
they sing the ‘Last Rose of Summer’ tonight? The ghosts contained within Wyrd Davy’s
secret hiding place?....”
*** ***

“If I can’t find a hiding place soon I will be trapped when the Ferals come out to eat” the
Fireman told his soul. “There is damn near no way in hell I can make the second
rendezvous with Stephan Marlowe. It will place me too near the dangerous Green Park
Jungle. I need to spelunker a hiding place where no one can find me to ride out the
night. Why do I think I am going to die tonight? Will you be satisfied at last Lledrith if I
die tonight? If only I had not spelunkered that haunted house! Your haunted house. I
spelunkered one haunted house too many I guess!
If only I had not peered into that Stanhope ball! Oh don’t cry Ahmad. I will find you
another sock monkey. Don’t cry! We were bound to die sometime. Orfeo as much as
told us so in our secret place. Our secret hiding place. The trick is to die fast. Not slow.
And not by way of the Ferals! It is just a pity we will never meet Madame X. Or Wolfey.
Don’t cry Ahmad. Don’t cry! Don’t cry! We always kill the thing we love and then we are
left terribly alone. Alone with our guilt. Alone with our troubled souls.
Tis the last rose of summer
left blooming alone
all of her lovely companions
all faded and gone
No flowers of her kindred
no rosebud is nigh
to reflect back her blushes
and give sigh for sigh....”
I’ll not leave thee lonely one
to pine on the stem
since the lovely are sleeping
go sleep thou with them.
Thus kindly I scatter
thy leaves o’ver the bed
where thy mates of the garden
lie scentless and dead....”
So soon may I follow

when friendships decay
and from love’s shining circle
the gems drop away
When true hearts lie withered
oh who would inhabit
this bleak world alone?
This bleak world alone?”
*** ***
‘......So soon may I follow
when friendships decay
and from love’s shining circle
the gems drop away
When true hearts lie withered
oh who would inhabit
this bleak world alone?
This bleak world alone?...’
The Irish tenor sang as the old madwoman played the ancient gramophone. Then the
record ended. The needle gyrating against the inner blankness. The old record spinning
around and around but no sound coming out of the ornate horn. “I am so very lonely. I
swear I am half tempted to simply let my enemy come inside to savor at last a moment
of humanity before I blow out his brains. Or my brains. Or both of our brains.” She put
down the Smith and Wesson and turned over the old record. Then she carefully placed
the massive needle down in the first grove. Another Victorian song softly sang as she
picked up the gun and held it to her heart.
*** ***
“What did old Jasper say to me once?” the fireman mused “Not the last time our paths
crossed and I shouted at him. Before. During the planning to spelunker the Guildhall”
the fireman mused as he marched across the devastation as if toward some
rendezvous. Oh yes! There is Anarchy and there is rule. Rule in Greek is Cracy. Not

crazy. Cracy. And there used to be various forms of rule as the alternative to Anarchy.
Autocracy which is rule by a warlord or tyrant or dictator or king or caliph. Like Albion.
King Brutus. King Arthur. It sounds great in theory if the king is good. But power corrupts
and absolute power corrupts absolutely. So said Old Jasper. Except Mohammad like
absolute power so much he blessed it. He claimed Allah kept his dictators immune from
the effects of absolute power by the magic of Islam. But I have not found any evidence
that Islamic dictators are anything but corrupt. Brutal. And mass murderers. Then there
is Statocracy which is rule by the military junta. Islamic failed states always bounce
between Autocracy and Statocracy. Both being authoritarian. Therefore Totalitarian.
Therefore Islamic to a T. Name one Islamic country which was anything other than
Totalitarian or else a corrupt failed state?
Then there is Plutocracy which is rule by the oligarchy. Old Venice used to be that. It
worked rather well actually. Old Venice used to be the richest place on earth — at least
for a while. It was a cross between a corporation with a CEO called the Doge and a
meritocracy oligarchy. There is a oligarchy now but it is mostly corrupt consortiums and
even more corrupted crony corporatists who pretended to ‘revert’ or else thuggee
migrants turned robber barons. The corrupt pay the Caliph and his cronies bribes to
screw the nation dry. That explains why London is no longer rich the way Old Venice
used to be rich. Our oligarches don’t think ‘What can I do for my country?’ but rather
‘What can the country do to make me even richer?’Instead of Capitalism there is
Robber Baron Extractive Economics or Islamic Extractive Economics. Devour the
carcass of the nation down to the bone.”
The fireman watched a feral child devour a rotting leg bone which looked suspiciously
like a rotting human leg bone. He carefully held his right hand on the butt of his gun
lodged inside his sinister black uniform and gingerly navigated his way through the
mounds of garbage and rotting corpses. Then he resumed his march toward the
darkening sun set as if being drawn toward some mysterious destination. “Then there is
Aristocracy or rule by the elite class. That sorta ruled London for a while. Whigs. Tories.
Fox. Pitt. Gladstone. Disraeli. It worked because the aristocrats loved Great Britain and
saw themselves as the leaders with the duty endowed by birth to lead their country and
protect their country and die for their country. Which they did. Throughout history. In
every war. Including this horror unfolding now. Every historic title from Norfolk to
Spencer to Windsor have died fighting the Islamization of Great Britain. Fighting us
relentlessly. Despite the hopelessness of it all. Despite the Luvvies and the Regressive

Left useful idiots and despite the Labor traitors and despite the Loki Insider Traitors.
Fighting the Caliph and the Mayor and Dhimmi Dave. Ferreting away military equipment
to Wales. Sabotage. Remote and now ever closer insurrection in the countryside and
now perhaps even here. Shadows everywhere! On every roof! Shadows in the
shadows! Everywhere! Leading coups and rebellions. Being tortured. Being executed.
Everything taken from them. But never surrendering. Like the ‘In &Out’ Coup.
What a tale that was! Eh Lledrith? Should I tell you about the ‘In & Out’ Revolt? Why are
you dogging my shadow Lledrith? Surely it can’t be the thrill of writing my life’s story? In
comparison the ghost I met in the ruins of the Moon Street In & Out Club was a
charmer! But compared to you even the malevolent ghost I confronted at the Shadows
House was more benevolent! Why are you haunting me? Just because I know your
secrets and what is concealed in that basement of that ruined haunted house you won’t
let me go will you? It is not as if I planned to peer into that Stanhope magic ball! I
certainly did not steal it! I have never stolen anything from any haunted house!”
The fireman unconscious stroked something concealed over his heart. “Let me go
Lledrith? Please! Let me die without your haunting presence! Please! Keeping my
unraveling sanity is hard enough without a ghost inviting himself into us! Perhaps I
should ask Dickens to write my life’s story. Like my name sake David Copperfield. He
would do the job so much better! The younger Dickens. The Dickens who still believed
in happy ever after. Not the old Dickens who knew there was never any happy ever
after.
Alas! My life’s story is not the stuff of Dickens. There will be no happy ever after. My
life’s story is not the stuffs of the heroes like the aristocrats of this once beau place! The
dwindling younger sons and daughters who survived the executions of their paters and
maters to now wage war with the Last Prince of Wales. God! Their historic treasure
homes are destroyed. But they fight on. Only the clothes on their back and their
ancestral flags. But they fight on. Leading every charge. As if reliving the War of the
Roses. As if leading the charge against the invading Vikings and the Normans. As if
relieving the ‘When Willy Came’ Invasion Novels and then fighting off the Nazis. Leading
from the front.
Incarnating Churchill the way Churchill’s descendant refused to do as he sold out.
Aiding and abetting the Remain Vote. That traitor! The ancient titled Identitarians

refused to sell out and the ancient titled Generation Zers knew they were destined to be
the children of war. WW III. The way Churchill and his generation, the Silent Generation,
was destined to be the children of WW I and WW II. Waging war accordingly. Clinging to
their weapons and their outlawed identities. Their outlawed ancestral flags and their
outlawed national flags. Everything outlawed but fighting on! Still they fight on! The flag
of Generation Identity waving beside the outlawed Union Jack! And their outlawed
ancestral flags waving beside the outlawed Flag of Saint George!
If only I had the guts those blue blooded titles have.” The fireman wiped a tear away.
“Losing everything. Including their lives. For Great Britain. When we fucking Mos gayly
betrayed our country and danced on the Medina Trench of those heroic rebels. Poor old
Norfolk. I hear they tortured him to the point there is not one bone which is not broken.
Blinded. His tongue hacked out. I don’t have the guts to rebel if that means facing
torture in The Tower. A fast shoot out death maybe. But not torture in The Tower. Or
burning alive. I have burned too many of those heroes to my shame. And I am not a
deep op! I am simply a coward too cowardly to fight out in the open! I don’t have half the
guts they have to fight and die the way they have. For a nation which betrayed them.
For a nation which betrayed itself.
Then there is Bureaucracy which used to be the EU. The rule of totalitarianism by
unelected bureaucrats and faceless quango minions and The Drunkard from his
commanding heights before he walled himself up in a bunker underground. Everyone
warned the fools! During the Brexit debate! That the EU was conceived quite
deliberately to be the ultimate totalitarianism founded by ex-Nazis playing out the
infamous Couldenhove Kalergi Plan. The end game to ‘Visions of 2050'! A slow motion
slide into dictatorship deliberately designed to slowly snuff out not only national identity
and historical heritage and every religion except one religion but also democracy as well
as meritocracy!
To replace nations with a dictatorship and democracy with a potentate ruling for the
nefarious faceless global elite! And ultimately for one elite. The Monster! Did he finally
die this night? The Monster? And ultimately to replace the indigenous peoples with more
malleable imported invaders! A faceless quango of bureaucratic banality concealing a
suicidal cult embracing a death wish and determination to exterminate the West and
everything it ever represented! The Loki Insider Traitors colluding to destroy the entire
North West Hemisphere. To displace! Replace! And erase! The Loki Insider Traitors

overflowing with self loathing! And the acid of self righteous monomania! To eradicate
Europe and displace and replace Europeans and Britishers with a more malleable
sheeple. To hand the crown jewel of the West, Europe, over to The Butcher of Istanbul
to rule for the corrupt elite. The Butcher of Istanbul who not only dealt under the table
with ISIS but massacred millions of his own people while exterminating every secular
Turk. While erasing Mustafa Kemal Ataturk’s dream of a modern, Western, progressive
and democratic Islam off the face of the Levant. Leaving fanatic medieval nutters
running the lunatic asylum called the Near East and fundamentalists metastasizing
Islam into a crazed death cult in the West. ‘Democracy, freedom, and rule of law.... for
us these words have absolutely no value any longer....’
*** ***
The commander of The Tower Fortress stared into the broken mirror. The crack in the
mirror casting a shadowy clone of his ravished face. Then the decayed telephone rang.
He ran back to his desk and grabbed it. Desperate. Hyperventilating. “Hello! Hello! Is
it .....you? Hello! Hello! Answer me you damn bastard! I know it is you on the line! You
bastard!” But the line went dead. The unraveling man slammed the decayed telephone
down. He stared at the darkening shadows creeping across the dirty wall. Then he ran
back to the broken mirror and resumed staring at his ravished features.
*** ***
The torturers waited. One gesturing to the decayed clock. “Where is the Hunter? He
said he wanted to be here when she broke.” Then they looked back at the mangled
mess which once used to be a human being. Moaning sounds barely audible. “Where is
the Hunter? She might die before he arrives. Then what?...”
*** ***
“.....But the Luvvies and the useful idiots and the Regressive Left refused to heed the
warnings” the fireman snarled as he marched with increasing desperation toward the
twilight as light faded into purple darkness. “Despite the obviously corrupt and blatantly
incompetent and absolutely dictatorial EU and UN Bureaucracy obscenely sharing a
bloody bed with The Butcher to do the will of the New World Order. The Monster! A
cancerous lesion of self loathing plotting biological genocide. Swelling up like a big fat

bloated spider in Brussels. Taking over everything! Devouring everything! Turning every
nation’s democratic government into a rubber stamp. Crushing national identities.
Eradicating national cultures and heritages. Burying freedom in a cage of bureaucratic
manacles. Micro managing free will into slavery. Paralyzing everyone and everything
into immobility with a byzantine maze of bureaucratic ineptitude. God but I love how
Anarchists talk when they highjack the Nightly Fatwa! How Wolfey used to talk....”
*** ***
Wolfey stared at his watch. Then he gestured to his flamboyantly Gay aide de camp
Guy. “It is the waiting which is hard!”
“Oh Wolfey the Great and Terrible! Your forte is hacking the Nightly Fatwa to shove facts
into the brainwashed faces of the sheeple. Actual war is rather more my forte. I am a
professional killer. But don’t worry darling! I will always guard your back!”
“I know the Mos think they will go to hell if a female soldier kills them. But what to they
think of Gays killing them?”
The Gay played with pearls. “On a scale of damnation women top the list. Then obvious
ritual Najis like pig’s blood or pig greased bullets. Then Gays. Then Jews. Then Sikhs.
Then Christians. Then Hindus. Lastly Buddhists. But don’t worry Darling. The Urban
Myth Whisperers have been whispering that the Harbi routinely grease their weapons
with pig’s blood.”
“Do we?”
“Oh Darling! Of course we do! That is half the fun of killing them! That and shooting the
buggers in the stomach so they will die slowly! I remember who the Orlando Mo Terrorist
listened to before killing that nightclub of Gays. The Pulse Massacre. The one the lying
press blamed on mythic Christians refusing to bake a Gay wedding cake. The radical
Mo in that Florida mosque who explained so softly on Youtube how the most merciful
thing a Mo could do was exterminate every Gay. Well Darling! We don’t believe in
mercy! Not anymore....”
*** ***

”...Displacing and replacing and erasing the indigenous peoples of Europe with millions
of Muslim migrants” the fireman snarled. “Of low IQ. Mostly illiterate and mostly
diseased. Shockingly backward. And unspeakably violent. All quite deliberately. But
what sort of pathologically insane person would want to deliberately displace and
replace and erase the most productive and inventive people in history with the least
productive and inventive people in history? Who would want to displace and replace
and erase the people who created such Advanced World super states with people who
time and again destroyed whole civilizations and left the carnage left behind as the
worse of the worse of Third World failed states?.....”
*** ***
The teenaged boss of The Knockers stared at the submarine style water tight steel
door. He came up and looked through the tiny porthole. It was dark in the narrow steel
walkabout which precariously connected the Knocker headquarters with the lower
depths where most of the Morlocks dwelled. He flinched. Then he pressed his ear to the
steel door. Then he pressed one shaking hand on the steel door. “Ghosts. Just ghosts.
Ghosts who perished during WW II. Ghosts can’t kill. They just make one’s skin crawl. It
is just ghosts ..... not water ..... not a breach .... just ..... ghosts ......”
*** ***
When the scared Danes announced that they planned to slash freebies and even
confiscate the obvious riches of the ‘refugees’ such as their gold jewelry and expensive
cell phones half of the parasites left Denmark for Sweden within a month! Hah!” the
fireman snarled. “And when snow descended and the Danes sent the parasites to the
farthest reaches of their rural north to freeze they likewise decamped. Or else returned
to their supposed ‘war zones’ in a huff. Then the Danes openly said they would not
allow themselves to become a minority in their own land. They identified every No Go
Zone where the Mos were approaching the majority as well as researching every level
of crime statistic and dole abuse. Then the Danes commenced finding every excuse to
deport the parasites to encourage them to go leech the Swedes instead . Building walls.
Severing bridges. Buttressing police. Amassing Military. Preparing for war. They got it!
But at least they were preparing for the war they got!....”

*** ***
The teenaged boss of the Knockers peered through the tiny porthole. “It is just my
imagination!” Then he looked through the tiny porthole again to see a dead woman’s
face floating pass .....
*** ***
“....But for those ‘guests’ who stayed! God!” the fireman snarled. “Each generation was
more criminal and parasitic than the previous. Oh! Oh! What was the campaign Wilders
waged before he was assassinated? It so embarrassed Rutte! Exposing his betrayal of
the Dutch! A deliberate policy to flood the Netherlands with parasites! What was it?” the
fireman shouted to terrified migrants as he waved his gun at them. Shouting. Maniac.
The blood from a scalp wound oozing down one side of his face. “The campaign to flood
the Dutch not with Asian Java peoples assimilated to the Dutch who used to be their
colonial masters but rather Islamic Levant and Mo Africans from the 1970s onward. By
2017 when Wilders waged his last campaign the dead beats deluged the once quant
and prosperous land. Becoming almost 30% of the population. Mostly Turks. Levant
Mos. Moroccans. Somalis. But especially Syrians. A gigantic deluge from 2015 through
2017 when the Dutch found themselves betrayed. Complete with 40 No Go Zones
where no Dutch could enter and hope to live. Third World failed state colonies inside of
the Netherlands festering with decay, disease, and radicalism....”
*** ***
The teenaged boss of The Knockers held both hands over his mouth to not scream.
Then he looked through the porthole...... “See! Shadows! Just shadows and strange!
Just cobwebs and .....” Then he saw a ghostly dead face of a child floating pass the
porthole....
*** ***
“.....The Dutch dole statistics were typical of the Western World” the fireman shouted a
starving children digging in the garbage for rot to eat. “Especially the soft touch
Europeans. The Dutch used 2% of the dole. Other Westerners settled in the country
used 4%. Typical of Putnam’s theories of the decaying behavior of non indigenous

interlopers. That is what Wolfe explained to me. The more indigenous the more law
abiding and productive. The more loyal to their country. The more alien, the more
parasitic. But nevertheless, the Westerners and especially the Dutch still displayed a
work ethic. In comparison the Non Western Mos used between 14% and 15% of the
dole. Especially Moroccans. Despite being less in population they used more of the dole
than the Dutch. Much more!...”
*** ***
The teenaged boss of The Knockers slummed down on the floor against the steel door
to stop himself from screaming. Then he felt the airtight edge of the door set in a steel
frame set in a steel tunnel. He felt all around. “No water! No breach! No water and no
breach!” He stood up. “See. Darkness! Just darkness. Imagination!” Then he turned
around and saw a chalk marking on the steel wall. ‘Kilroy was here’ He whimpered as
he backed away. “That wasn’t there before!....”
*** ***
.... “A lavish social state such as the Dutch used to enjoy could cope with 2% full time
use of the dole” the fireman shouted manically at the starving kids digging in the
garbage for rot to eat. “Even 4%. The aged. The crippled. But not 14-15%. Not with the
Baby Boomers starting to retire. A dole abuse which was fast raising toward ever more
unsustainable economic leeching as the parasites increased in population as the Baby
Boomers started to retire. Unemployment for the Dutch was .....um ....... yes! 6%!” He
pulled out his gun and shot a rat. The kids ducked as he picked up the rat and dangled
it over their cowering heads. Then he tossed it at them. The starving kids lunged to grab
it. One snaring it. The other starving kids fighting him for it. The fireman marched toward
the dying light.
*** ***
The teenaged boss of The Knockers ran down the steel hallway. Then he forced himself
to stop. He whimpered as he forced himself to march back toward that steel hatch door.
Then he forced himself to peer through. “It is a Morlock coming to relieve me! Scary
cat!” He peered through the porthole as he gestured to spin the heavy wheel to unlock
the hatch. A shadow in the dark steel walk about slowly came up to the other side of the

hatch door. Then a dead face stared desperately at the teenaged Morlock as dead
hands pounded the door.... frantic to escape the coming deluge.....
*** ***
“....Non Western Mos was between 15% and 18% and raising drastically as their
population increased” the fireman told some invisible person dogging his footsteps.
“What was it? Past 22% by 2017? But by 2018 the Mos were not pretending. It was
jizya. It was over 50% by then. 80% when all of the additional freebies were thrown in.
Free health care. Free council houses. Free education. Etc. Etc. Etc. But the kicker
was.... what did Wolfe say? The kicker was the 2nd and 3rd generations were worse
than the first generations who immigrated to the Netherlands.
Each Mo migrant generation performed worse and worse and worse. Not integrating or
assimilating. Dropping out of schools and trade schools and refusing to work even
manual labor or service jobs. Hogging more and more and more of the social safety net
while contributing the least to the country which hosted them. Interesting, the Java
migrants were worse than the Dutch but much better than the Mos of the Levant and
Africa. Nevertheless it was economically unsustainable by any definition. Yet Rutte
allowed it. Opened the borders. Embraced the EU mantra. Build bridges and not walls.
Ignored populist referendums. Gloried in the death of Wilders. Wilders was ironically mix
blood. Mother was Java. Interesting that! Yeah! Anyway! Look how well it turned out!...”
*** ***
The teenaged boss of The Knockers ran down the steel corridor to the working quarters
of The Knockers. He gasped as he stared at his child bonus boys and girls. Small faces
turned around to look at him. Each with over sized WW II headphones on their small
heads. “More ‘Kilroy was here’ ghost messages Boss!” one eleven year old said as she
waved a petit bleu note pad paper at him. Her trust in her young boss absolute.
“Just log it and stake it. We will.... worry ... about that later....” the teenage Morlock said
with false assurance. Then he covertly looked back down the steel corridor as the lights
flickered spookily......
*** ***

“....Crime was the same” the fireman told some invisible person dogging his footsteps
as if taking dictation. “The Dutch was around 1%. Westerners was around 2%. The Java
migrants were a little worse. But Mos were drastically worse. 40% criminal rates. Youth
Mo crimes were 50%. And again, each generation crime statistics doubled again and
again and again. Unlike the Dutch or Westerners. Each Mo generation was becoming
more criminal, more unemployed, more abusive, more parasitic. Prisoners. The same.
The Mos were almost 50% of the prison population despite being only some 30% of the
population. And the prisons were radical hotbeds. And by 2018 the Mos were not even
pretending to look for jobs or learn the language or culture or values of the people they
were invading. They were wallowing in crime and sloth and prisons. And terrorism was
becoming the norm. The too tolerant Dutch were being exploited by invaders. By 2019
the Mos were 50% of the population. Then the Mos entirely dropped all pretense of
working. They were invading. What happened next was a horror beyond imagining .....”
*** ***
The teenaged boss sat down at his cluttered desk. “Who do I tell? Everyone is
depending on me. I don’t know if what I saw was......” He bent over and wept covertly
with his hands over his face to conceal his fear. “I am so afraid!....”
*** ***
The ultimate 5th column! In every Western country the Mos were the ultimate 5th
column! And yet even as the indigenous population became more and more scared and
pleading of their leaders to close the borders the leaders were more and more myopic!
Oblivious to the ultimate result. This! Hell on Earth! So we goddamn Mos dug our own
European Medina Trench. And we are trapped in it no less than the Europeans we dug
the mass grave for. Starving! Rotting! Waiting for someone to put us out of our misery
by shoveling the dirt over our flesh rotting heads!”
The fireman eyed over fifty starving druggies as he carefully walked around their
sidewalk shooting gallery. The gaunt, drug ravished, flesh rotting, living corpses eyed
his still somewhat expensive fire department togs and boots. He half walked backwards
as he maneuvered around them. Then as he turned to walk very fast he heard the rush!
Then he spun around and fanned his gun as if a Wild West Gunslinger as he expertly

plugged five migrants before producing another clip as he backed away, quickly darting
behind a burned out lorry. Then he shot and reloaded and then retreated while
exploiting the wreckage as cover from the druggies as they screamed and rolled in the
sewage and garbage. Blooding spewing out. Then the fireman surveyed both sides of
the foul street littered with corpses and decay and hundreds of thousands of starving
migrants as he maneuvered around the gutted lorry before marching toward the fast
darkening sky. The twilight almost plunging behind the jagged ruins of the far horizon.
The foul air decidedly colder now that the sun was almost vanished.
“Morons” the fireman snarled. “Only the Regressive Left could be so Stockholm
Syndrome brainwashed to confuse the European Medina Trench for touchy feely multicultural do- goody correctness. What sort of brainwashed imbecile confuses an open
grave for a picnic in the park?
But those imbeciles did! All while damning the Generation Identity Freedom Movement
as Nazism and Identitarian Protests as fascism and Hooligan Protests as criminality and
Pegida Demonstrations as skinheads and Generation Z freedom fighters as some
depraved anarchist insurrection against their own morally superior vision of utopia which
was the European Medina Trench. Hell! Peoples fighting for their human rights are not
Fascists. People refusing to sleep walk into the Divine Slavery are not Nazis. People
fighting to preserve their historic identities and fundamental survival are not criminals.
People fighting against their genocide are not anarchists. People refusing to drink the
Jim Jones Cool Aid of politically correct suicide are not the enemy! The Jim Jones of this
Great Betrayal are!
The Regressive Left was the New Fascism. Pathologically freedom hating, liberty
despising, individual loathing, Big Government totalitarian, 1984 brainwashed, Group
Think and all! And Islam is the original Fascism. Before the name was ever coined Islam
was the Divine Slavery. The original top down, pathologically freedom hating, liberty
despising, individual loathing, 1984 brainwashed, Group Think Totalitarianism. What the
hell did those useful idiots think the name ‘Divine Slavery’ meant if not SLAVERY. How
could the useful idiots and snowflakes mistake those Loki Insider traitors for good
people? God! To vote down Brexit to sleep walk right into the Divine Slavery. Only
Sheeple would walk right into the European Medina Trench. Confusing a mass grave
with their name on it for the Nobel Peace Prize. Us! We were always stupid! But the
goddamn Europeans! To give up everything for their grave with their name on it!

Then there is Theocracy which is the rule of religious dictators. That is what we have
now. Islam has always embraced Theocracy when it was not embracing Autocracy.
Usually the hoity-toity holies blessing the dictator in return for the 5% Prophet’s Share of
the loot. Like what we have now! Islam has always damned the secular division of
religion and state! Always! Always! Always! What the hell did the useful idiots think
would happen when they voted so politically correctly for a Muslim Mayor of London and
a Muslim Prime Minister of Great Britain? When has any Muslim ever rejected
Theocracy and Autocracy for Democracy or Meritocracy? The arseholes! When has any
Arabic Spring ever turned out to be something other than Arabic Winter? When has any
Muslim empire or nation turned out to be anything other than a Third World failed state
ruled by a tyrant or dictator or fanatic?
Fuck! The Egyptians celebrated their Arabic Spring with a taharrush! They gang raped
Lora Logan! In TV! In front of the world! How could any touchy feely moron still believe
in multi-cultural correctness after that? How could Cologne New Year’s Eve be a
surprise after that? And the entire Islamic Levant and every Turk who survived the
Mustafa Massacres denounced Mustafa Kemal Ataturk as an apostate! A heretic! And a
Jewish Queer Freemason Fornicating Drunkard! The nearly century long experiment to
reform Islam was terminated as almost ten million secular Turks were exterminated.
Massacred in concentration camps in Turkish occupied Greece after the original
inhabitants, the Greeks, were exterminated. After no good deed ever goes unpunished
and the millions of migrants who washed ashore in bankrupt Greece rose up and
butchered every Greek they could get their hands on!
People who forget their history are condemned to relive it. The Greeks who forgot their
Greek War of Liberation against the Mos. The Spanish who forgot their Reconquista.
The Italians who forgot who sacked Rome. And hint! Hint! It was not just the Vandals! Or
the Americans who forgot who enslaved Americans during the early days of their
Republic. Hint! Hint! Barbary Pirate Jihadists! Or the French who forgot what Tours 732
meant. Or the Viennese who forgot about the Gates of Vienna. Or the Hungarians who
forgot..... No. Wait. The Hungarians did not forget who occupied them. That is why the
Hungarians rebelled first. Or the Poles who never forgot about who occupied them
either. So many occupiers. Including Mo occupiers. The Slavers of Europe. The Slavers
of the World.”

The fireman stared at the devastation as the sun set into the distant ruins as if bleeding.
A mere reflective smudge of red on the far horizon. The purples intensifying. The putrid
greens finally vanishing. “And there used to be Democracy. Demos meaning people. So
Democracy means rule by the people. Or as that Yankee guy Lincoln said: ‘rule of the
people, by the people, for the people. Popularism. The Will of the People. And that is
what we don’t have no more! And as long as there is Islam there will never be a
Democracy! It ain’t no such animal! It never has been! It never will be! Every Arabic
Spring always ends the same way! Democracy ain’t possible as long as Muslims cannot
change their spots or reform their goddamn religion! And I say this as a rogue Muslim!
Howbeit a fugitive Identitarian! And a secret apostate! A double agent! And a deserter
from the Divine Slavery!
So now we have Autocracy and Theocracy. The Caliph rules as a dictator. The Mayor
used to rule as a dictator until he met his very nasty end. And what a nasty end!
Goldsmith! Knoll Sterling! Fawkes Hyde! And .....me! But at least Gog and Magog were
liberated! Such a story as no one knows! Which should have proven me a hero but
instead exposed me as a coward! The hero being of course Goldsmith! God! What a
Jew!” The fireman grimaced with guilt. “Goldsmith died for my sins! Hell! My life’s story
will end with the ultimate act of cowardice I guess! The nonexistent non hero of my own
boko haram! David the Non Hero! Hell! Not even Ahmad or Mohammad likes me! David
The Counterfeit Dominator who replaced the original Dominator! Like David Copperfield
who grew up hating his stepfather The Dominator and then turned into the Counterfeit
Dominator to his Dora the way his stepfather dominated his mother. Replaying the
tormenter by switching roles.
Anyway! The imams and clerics and mullahs bless the dictatorship which Islam has
always been since Mohammad in return for the 5% Prophet’s share of the loot of rule
which nowadays is squat! Fresh Halal R which has dined on elite corpses compared to
street Halal R which has dined on rotten corpses infected by flesh eating germs or else
Feralism!
Actually what we have now is Anarchy on account there is no more Mayor and the
Caliph and his cronies don’t bother to rule! They just concentrate on robbing everyone
blind! Payola! Crony bribery! Crony Corporatism! Or at least until the last corrupt CEO,
The Monster, went splat! I wonder if the Animals have looted the Ritz where The
Monster stored his loot? Those flames a while ago. That rancid smell of burning.

Roasted splat! So now we are back before Cracy! To Anarchy! And everyone devours
the carcass which once was London as London devolves into Anarchy! And with the
bones of the carcass which once was London pretty much picked clean so all that is left
to devour is Halal R! Rats which eat the corpses! Not even the monstrous Garmr or the
Dire Wolf Fenrir would reduce themselves to dining on that!....”
*** ***
The Heroine of Hyde Park hunkered down in the growing shadows. She used night
goggles to survey her rooftop position. More shadows slipped in to assume their
positions. The Regiment Of The Amazons prepared to wage battle. The all woman
battle regiment in their camouflage and industrial armor prepared to fight and die. Their
only reward was knowing every Muslim they killed face to face believed he was damned
to hell because he was killed by a female. Most had cut off their hair to cope with the
lice. Shaving one’s head was easier in times of war. There was no more femininity left.
The war had been waged too long now against a foe who openly justified rape in war
and blessed war booty sex slavery.
‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will!’ Or as Prof. Saud Saleh of Al
Azhar University of Cairo explained, the rape of Harbi Kafirs to humiliate them as
conquered war booty was halal as a weapon of war because Mohammad had done so
and Mohammad was the perfect man. Only the two Sikh girls kept their ritual long hair.
They now carefully combed it in a gesture of religious devotion before braiding it tightly
as they recited war prayers. Many of the battle maidens had acid eaten faces or else
‘smiles’ carved into their faces by Islamic rapists. Taharrushes and nonstop sexual
harassment had erased any femininity from these brutalized women.
The bitter Millennial battle maiden surveyed each mangled face of her sisters of war as
they prepared to fight and die. Each Amazon in turn nodded to her tragically famous
face. Her burn scars made infamous during her tragic catapulting into notoriety for
taking down a fanatic who was later revealed to be a notorious terrorist. The Heroine of
Hyde Park. And The Heroine of the Identitarians because of what got carved into the
forehead of a particularly hated dead man. Her fame pinned on two infamous Mos she
triumphed over which was further cemented by her battlefield bravery which was all but
suicidal. From their childhood the Millennial Xers and Generation Zers had been offered
on the altar of political correctness by their parents. Baby Boomers. Delusional in their

rose colored John Lennon granny glasses of multi-cultural relativist correctness, they
had offered up their own children as Devshirme before they even understood what the
word meant.
“Can I live up to their ideal of me? Or am I a hero simply because I am a victim of
circumstances?” she mused. “I was sexually harassed in school for as long as I could
remember by the Mos” the bitter woman mused as she checked her weapons as
another scout used the night goggles to survey the battlefield. One eye was so
damaged by fire her vision was effected. “Even as a small girl. Chased on the streets.
Leered at over the school fences. Harassed from sidewalks. Threatened in public
places and rock concerts. Called Whore and Slut and Meat. Attacked in the swimming
pools. Attacked in the parks. Chased into girl restrooms and threatened. I actually
thought it was the norm. To be continuously sexually harassed and stalked by the Mos.
We learned to go in packs to protect each’s back. If you were caught alone with a Mo
you were finished!
In each class you had to conspire never to be seated next to one. His dirty hand always
found its way under the table to paw you. To fondle you. And so many of the so-called
migrant ‘children’ were actually twenty something perverts. Perverts the Multi-cultural
nutters like my father allowed to poison my childhood because they were too politically
correct to ask them to take a simple medical exam.” The badly scarred woman
shuddered. “Their dirty hands always shoving their roving fingers up my school uniform.
Drooling! Fondling! Leering! It was nonstop. It was the norm. I became Najis before I
never understood what the word meant. Befouled by the filth of Mos!” The bitter woman
flinched. “I am lucky I am rendered sterile so I can never be forced to birth one from
rape.
During school lunch the Mos would hurl sexual insults at us and throw meat at ‘The
Meat’. Us! They would leer at us during gym exercises and their dirty hands would
shove their way into every part of us. No matter now much I tried to swat them away. It
was like fighting an octopus. My flesh black and blue from their dirty hands. The
degradation was nonstop. The fear. The nonstop dehumanizing harassment. It was the
norm!” The female soldier grimaced. “The nonstop helplessness of it all. The parents
were useless. My parents were useless. The authorities were useless. Everyone was
powerless. Cowering before Muslim migrants who were not even lawful citizens and
should never have even been allowed into this country. Every night now I curse Blair

The Traitor in my prayers. And every dawn now I curse Dhimmi Dave as I raise up to
wage war. My womb will never birth life! And I will only deliver death!
The school administrators would accuse me of being a racist if I complained. Or a bigot
if I protested. The damn Mos would disrupt every class. Making learning impossible.
Drug gangsters. In their cheap bing and imitations of Black American Rappers. High on
drugs. So arrogant! So contemptuous! Terrorizing everyone! Every teacher was terrified
of them. So they would let them run amok. Calling me Najis and Slut and Whore. Dog.
Pig. Every filthy name! Then leering and cooing that I would look so pretty in a hijab.
And the female Mos in their hijabs. Did they protect their sisters? Hell no! Because Mos
always stick together. As far as those bitches in their hijabs were concerned I was just
uncover meat. A slut! A whore! Meat for any Mo to wipe his sins off on! Any female who
does not wish to be assaulted MUST VEIL. The Koran 33.59. Otherwise she is a whore.
‘Uncovered meat! That is the problem!’ Never once did they display any solidarity with
us! Never once did they display any sympathy! During so-called ‘Women’s Marches’
they would hand out hijabs and encourage females to ‘try it on’. Hell! Why didn’t anyone
see how we were walking into slavery?
Except for one. One Mo. Funny that! A strange feral creature who followed that crazy
Jewish kid around as if his bodyguard. A feral homeless kid. All huge dark eyes and
scars. The one who knifed the Mo attacking me that day in the girl’s restroom. One
moment cornered by a rapist and the next moment staring down at a knifed bastard
bleeding out on the tile floor.
Then the feral kid shouted “I followed the bastard in here because I was afraid for you!
You are a heroine! I saw you on TV! You are The Heroine of Hyde Park!” Funny! He
must have been the only chap in the whole of London at that moment who still thought I
was the Heroine of Hyde Park. I was the Pariah of Hyde Park! Then he hastily told me
to try to wipe up the blood and clean the blood spatter off me. I did not even realized
blood was spattered on me. He washed his knife. Then he gave me pepper spray. That
is when I realized he was The Pepper Spray Bloke. The unknown bloke who always
covertly handed out home made pepper spray to us girls on the sly. It being illegal. But
so needed! Then he checked and when the course was clear he dragged the dead
bastard out and dumped his carcass in the cafeteria before arranging the tableau. The
Generation Identity Symbol carved into his forehead. His balls and genitalia hacked off

and shoved into his mouth. And so I became famous for the heroism which the Pepper
Spray Bloke did.
The authorities were terrified. At that point law and order was totally breaking down. No
one was trying to even pretend there was anything but anarchy going on. But that dead
bastard was the ringleader of a gang of druggies and rapists. He was notorious! And he
had boasted he was going to rape me and kill me for supposedly desecrating that damn
Koran. Hell! Today I desecrate Korans for the sport of it. And mosques. But the joke was
I did not desecrate that damn Koran. Now everyone thinks I did. And I the Heroine of
Hyde Park for what I did and for what I did not do. And everyone thinks I also killed that
bastard. The cafeteria dead guy. The Amazons adore me for killing that bastard. The
Millennial girls. The Identitarians. The Generation Zers. Everyone believes it was me! I
am famous for what I did and for what I did not do!
Anyway! The Pepper Spray Bloke was expelled. I don’t know how the authorities found
out. I think the Pepper Spray Bloke gave himself up and took the fall because the
authorities were about to accuse me of doing it. I kept the pepper spray. But I was
searched and when it was found I was expelled. The cowardly authorities were just
looking for an excuse. On account of what happened in Hyde Park that day. So I was
home that day when.....” The soldier flinched. By habit she fingered her knives and
weapons in a ritual order.
“He was a funny one. That Mo. I figured him for a feral maniac. He was weird. He used
to talk to himself. Stalk that Jewish kid around as if his shadow. I think he starred in
Youtube arsons. So it was a surprise he proved to be the Pepper Spray Bloke. His
recipe was fantastic. I wish I had the recipe. It was so hot it damn near burned the skin.
Great chemistry! And he knew about the Identitarian movement. At that point I did not
know about it. I figured he followed that bastard into the girl’s restrooms to join in the
rape. Funny that. I never saw him again.” She checked her machine gun. Her scarred
face was grim. “Every Mo is going down tonight.”
At that moment a young Amazon came up. “I am so honored to be fighting with your
great regiment Colonel Bogart.”

The Hyde Park Heroine nodded by habit. “I am glad for every brave soldier who joins.
The honor is mine. May the Amazons restore the honor of all women. Tonight every Mo
dies.”
“Including the Mo who saved you?” the young girl asked.
“Eh? How did you know about the Pepper Spray Bloke?”
“Who? I mean the Arsonist who joined my brother’s pal Wolfe to rescue you by
manufacturing that nifty frame job. To discredit the Somali” the girl replied. “My brother
and his pal Wolfe were in the Anarchists Brigade. ‘The enemy of my enemy is my
temporary friend and ally’ Brigade. But everyone just calls them the Anarchists Brigade.
They were the ‘Anti- Antifa Black Bloc’ Brigade. An Arsonist knew my brother and his pal
Wolfe were Anarchists. Well. He knew Wolfe. He needed my brother to contact Wolfe.
Long story. Identitarian posters. A midnight chat in the shadows while vandalizing
Dhimmi Dave’s election posters. The Mo needed someone to help him frame the
Somalis. He had the Arson bomb making stuff to plant. He planned to artfully set fire to
the mosque as if an arson lab accidentally exploded. But he needed a better frame up.
A fake Facebook glorifying ISIS supposedly posted by the lawyer persecuting you for
the Somalis. Some shocking Anti-Semitic cartoons off a Saudi site planted on the Labor
Party bastard going after you. Everyone knew the Labor Party was totally Jew hating so
everyone would believe it. A flash stick full of bogus ISIS terrorism photos doctored to
incriminate the Somalis and their Labor lawyer. The Hyde Park Somali photo shopped
to appear to be in ISIS couture.
Everyone would believe it because so many ISIS terrorists were showing up in the West
after poising in full ISIS regalia just as everyone knew the Labor Party hated Jews and
loved Mos. The mosque of the Somalis had to be burned just right to get the fire
department arson experts there to discover the supposed arson lab and bomb making
equipment and also find the computer and flash stick. An artful fire to bring in the
authorities inside without a search warrant to accidentally discover the fake evidence.
CAGE had to be implicated too. A doctored pic of Jihadi John with a stooge of CAGE in
Syria. It had to be done delicately. Very delicately. That was my brother’s role in it.
My brother and Wolfe were intrigued so they worked up a nifty frame up. Then the Mo
Arsonist planted the stuff as he burned parts of each lair to bring the authorities into the

picture. To force them to go after your enemies. My brother sent other tidbits to
Breitbart. It all looked genuine. And everyone fell for it. Better than even my brother
thought. Wolfe was so charmed by its success he became pals with the arsonist after
that. You emerged the total Heroine of Hyde Park! You really did bring down a terrorist!”
“So I really am a total lie” the hardened Amazon replied softly.
“Oh no! You are everyone’s heroine! My brother and the Anarchist Brigade commanded
by Wolfe totally adores you. I am just wondering if you mean all Mos must die?
Including that Mo? What did you call him? The Pepper Spray Bloke? And anyway. You
killed that molester in school. And how you killed that bastard! Wow! To carve the
symbol of the Identitarian Movement on his forehead and then hack off his genitalia and
shove it into his mouth like that! For everyone to see! You are every girl’s heroine!”
Then a man with a dog mask appeared. “Is everyone current with your vaccines....”
As the Amazons checked their tags the Heroine of Hyde Park flinched. “Pepper Spray
Bloke. You had better not be in London when the Chimes toll at Midnight....”
*** ***
“.....So anyway! The Jews had twenty four hours to leave London after the election for
the first Muslim Mayor of London. Such as not happened since the Twelfth Century.
Was anyone really surprised?” the fireman ask the reflected blood scarlet of the now
vanished sunset rhetorically as he dictated his boko haram life’s story to the ghostly
Lledrith. “Previously Gallows The Turncoat tried to do a Jew Free Zone in his district and
Tower Hamlets was a defacto Jew Free Zone. During every Hamas protest the most
enthusiastic protestors were the Regressive Left. Females of British birth wearing the
damn Hamas rag hats and screaming ‘Jews to the gas!’ as enthusiastically as any
Hamas fanatic. The Labor Party of Oxford was so anti-Semitic even the Regressive Left
was embarrassed. Soon every Jew was exterminated in the Islamic Levant outside of
Israel. Ditto every Christian. So what the hell did the touchy feely Jewish fools think
would happen to London? What did that stupid cow Barbara Spectre think would
happen? I mean! The bastard of a Paki ranted in 1997 before the Trafalgar Column
against all Najis filthy Kafirs and Uncle Tom Apostates while proclaiming he wanted an
Islamic state. What the hell did the politically correct areseholes think would happen?

But now it was official. London was to be Jew Free to celebrate the building of the
Medieval Guildhall which was built as the Medieval Jews were ordered to decamp. And
now the Modern Jews were ordered to decamp in time for the celebrations. Oh shut up
Mohammad! Let me tell Lledrith our story my way! The rescue of Gog and Magog. But I
need to explain the back story of the mystery.
Not that the building of the original Medieval Guildhall had any connection to the
medieval ethnic cleansing of London. The Guildhall was build over centuries. No
connection at all. But the Millennial of the building of the Guildhall put the ethnic
cleansing front and center. Basically it was an excuse for the traitor of a Paki mayor to
celebrate his overseeing of the destruction of London and the Jews both. While
announcing that there would be no more elections. Islamic democracy means one Male
Muslim Vote Once. So a huge shindig was ordered timed with expulsion of Jews.
Gays too of course. But they were already running for their lives. Freemasons naturally.
In hindsight the Jews were lucky to flee. The Cockney Cockroaches refuse to flee and
look how they live. God! Human Cockroaches indeed. Underground. In sewers. The
new Morlocks. But didn’t that old Hollywood movie also say the Morlocks ate the Eloi?
Attacked and killed the Eloi.” The fireman paused as he saw shadows slip into a gutted
building marked with a Pancras Plague skull and crossbones sign. He looked up. The
gutted out windows of the gutted out building loomed high up over him. It commanded
that part of the entire street. Did the last rays of the setting sun flash off a rifle? He
flinched. Then he marched hard toward the dying sun bleeding its last scarlet breath
over a dying city.
“The Freemasons fleeing were more obscure. It was pretty obvious who the Jews were.
The Freemasons were a semi secret society. They did not exactly wear the All Seeing
Eye tattooed to their forehead. But their expulsion was ironical as old Jasper said.
Masons build the Guildhall in the Twelfth Century. Masons and Freemasons rebuilt the
Guildhall after the Great Fire. Masons and Freemason rebuilt the Guildhall yet again
after the Blitz. But now the new Muslim Mayor of London was using the Millennial
celebrations of the founding of the Guildhall to celebrate the ethnic cleansing of both the
Jews and the Freemasons. And indirectly the Cockneys too. The Gays. The Apostates
naturally. Agnostics and Atheists. The Untermensch. The Ubermensch Muslims were
the new masters of London now. And his celebration would cement his power forever
and prevent London from ever escaping his devastating destruction which was his

dictatorship. Blessed by Sharia! Blessed by Allah! Blessed by Islam! Unchain Garmr!
Unleash the Dire Wolf Fenrir! Devour London! Tear Great Britain to pieces! Hurray for
Islam! Hurray for the Divine Slavery! Islam Triumphant! And the damn fool Mo Sheeple
danced in the streets as the celebrations were prepared! The arseholes!
It was going to be one hell of a shindig. Funny! I did not see that as a celebration. But
the Muslims were dancing in the streets. Like 9/11. Like after the Underground
Bombing. Like how they celebrated after Nice and Munich and Orlando and every other
act of jihad. Dancing in the streets. Handing out sweets. The bastard of a Paki was
throwing everything but the kitchen sink into the extravaganza he was planning. Mullahs
everywhere. Then he planned his remodel of the Guildhall to finally and at last purge it
of all Najis filth and Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution. Hurray! Hurray! But then I was
always a closet apostate. Too cowardly to come out and rebel. Too Fikr perverted to
blindly obey the Divine Slavery. My Zikr brain always too warped to blindly worship a
religion that left a trail of blood over almost 1500 years. Too much the deceitful two
faced double agent of cowardly dissimulation as old Jasper used to say. A man born to
be the ultimate double agent old Jasper used to say. Me! The Millennial Identitarian with
no face. Sheathed in black leather and a helmet. Like my fingerprints. Burned off by one
too many arsons as a young punk arsonist.
The goddamn Muslim Mayor of London decked out the Guildhall for his mega
celebration after gorging out the eyes of the statues of the Guildhall’s national heroes
Nelson and Wellington before beheading the statue of Churchill . So I decided to
spelunker to try to save the Guildhall’s mascots the petit giants Gog and Magog. First I
tried to bluff my way inside the Guildhall in my fireman’s regalia and helmet to try to
‘confiscate’ the small wooden carvings of the pesky twin giants with a phony claim of
burning them as Jahiliyyah. But I was told the pesky giants, who were actually wooden
midgets, were locked in the basement pending their burning as Jahiliyyah after the
Guildhall celebrations. Reserved for a mega bon fire on the last night of the mega
celebrations. The new Mo replacement for the Guy Fawkes Bonfires. The West Crypt
was their new jail cell. So I decided to liberate the lucky mascots by spelunkering into
the West Crypt in order to break Gog and Magog out of jail.
I had a friend in the old British Library before we were ordered to burn it. An old man.
Old Jasper. I would go there late at night. Mos are not suppose to want to read Kafir
Jahiliyyah. That was before reading was declared haram along with boko haram. So I

always slipped in the back door close to closing time. Old Jasper was always there
close to closing time. Often we would be the only souls there. No one dared to seen in
that already notorious place. Even before it slated to be burned it was notorious. I would
describe the maps I wanted to study to spelunker. Old Jasper always knew where to
find the maps I wanted.
Many of London’s buildings were old. As if old, older, and oldest! London was a very old
city. Two thousands years old. So it was like an iceberg. Two thirds underground. Layer
after layer of history and tunnels and closed up rivers and sewers and The Underground
and WW II bunkers and ancient basements and embedded ruins under ruins under
basements. Some of it misplaced by history. Some of it blown up because of the Blitz.
Some of the layers walled up by later layers. Or else built over by later layers. Like lost
rivers. Like the Fleet. Some of it entangled in Medieval construction or post Great Fire
construction or post Blitz construction or the Victorian sewer construction or the
Underground Tube train construction or else massive modern construction like the
Docklands. Or else covered by parking lots or roads or else built over by newer
buildings built on top of older buildings. But a good spelunker can ferret and burrow his
way through a lot of the semi forgotten underground labyrinth which is under the
modern city. So from a small child I learned to explore not just the abandoned Victorian
or Blitz ruins but the underground ruins. The invisible maze which lurks unseen and
underground.
The old guy Jasper always knew where the maps were if I described what I wanted. I
first met Old Jasper when I was living rough and wanted to find the lost River Fleet. That
is when I discovered I could read. At least read maps. That I could figure out the maps
and pictures if I studied them long enough. So I went to visit him. The British Library
was deserted by now. My booted footsteps echoed in the dismal place. Everyone know
it was going to become the next bonfire of the Jahiliyyah vanities. Boxes were scattered
here and there. It appeared that Old Jasper was pretty much alone and perhaps was
trying to save some of the boko haram. Tables were filed with books as if he was trying
to figure out what few he could save. Officially Dhimmi Dave was saying the books
might be stored away in some old mine shaft but no one was fooled. The bonfires of the
vanities were running out of bookstores to burn so it was just a matter of time. Yet the
Four Ps were so Stockholm Syndrome brainwashed they refused to believe the Mos
would pull an ISIS. So they refused to allow Islamophobes to take the law into their own

hands and try to haul the Nation’s heritage away to save it. But what could one old man
do? Even alone at night?
Old Jasper groaned as I explained my daffy goal to save Gog and Magog. But then the
old man and I ferreted out the maps of the Guildhall. The new 1973-5 construction of
the West Crypt which the Blitz had partly caved in. The 1950s reconstruction of the part
of the Guildhall damaged by the Nazi bombs. The Victorian retrofits. The Great Fire
reconstruction. The original Medieval construction that ran from the Twelfth through the
Fifteenth Centuries which was built on the site of the older Gild Hall which in turn was
built on top of the even older Roman layer which was built on top of the even older PreRoman Albion layers. So the Guildhall was build in layers over layers over layers. The
side buildings were the newest. The roof was the post Blitz. The Guildhall ground level
was older. Late Medieval with Victorian and Great Fire retrofits. The basement and
undercroft was older still. And the crypts were oldest of all. And they were built in the
oldest depths. Ancient layers which once were the surface and now are deep in the
bowels of the earth. The hard clay of London.
Then I used tracings to draw the layers. Like layers of an onion. Albion New Troy of King
Brutus was the oldest layer. The Roman amphitheater was built over that along with a
lost temple to Minerva. The old guy explained her to me. Minerva was the patroness of
warriors. But only part of the amphitheater has been found in the depths of Guildhall.
Most of it was still under paving stones and the front of the Guildhall. That limited the
excavations you see. The Guildhall is like this huge old wisdom tooth. Its roots deep in
the jaws of time. Its roots touching sacred hidden nerve endings but beyond reach
unless the Guildhall could be extracted which was highly unlikely even if the Guildhall
was now an abscessed infection of Paki corruption.
But the way the Guildhall was originally built hinted of what was underneath it. So then I
traced the ghostly echoes of the original lost Gild Hall which existed between the
Roman Era and the building of the Medieval Guildhall. The Gild Hall was the building
which Cockney London used during King Arthur’s time. King Alfred. The Saxons. The
kings before Edward The Confessor. Its shape was hinted by the shape of the
foundations of the Guildhall which was built on top of it as if encasing a ghost of history.
Then I traced the layers of the building of the crypts and the undercroft. It was like trying
to figure out how the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle of the Guildhall fitted together despite

being created over centuries and how the jigsaw pieces fitted into the puzzle of the
lower depths of ever more embedded centuries. Everything fitting together yet created
at different times. Like the way the Roman construction hinted of the older layer it was
built on top of. And how the curves of the lost Roman construction caused the curves of
Medieval foundations. How the foundations indirectly hints what once existed beneath
them. Each layer impacting the layer above it. Each layer hinting what lurked beneath it.
A honeycomb of time. Nothing entirely crushed flat. Layers over layers with spaces
embedding tunnels and holes and crevasses and bits and pieces of ancient history
hidden from view but still there somewhere. Hidden. Partly forgotten. But still there
somewhere.
Because Gog and Magog was locked in the West Crypt I traced the layers of hidden or
lost Medieval London around the Guildhall. Cat Street was on the West side. Its
direction revealed the paved and built over ruins of what was once the West Gate
House. Of course there was now a modern building built over the now demolished Gate
House. The medieval latrines also once existed on the West side which intercepted the
West Crypt. The question was what medieval latrines might still exist and what was built
over the ancient medieval latrines and whether or not any of the medieval latrines
connected the West Crypt to the old West Gate House. You see. That old Gate House
once guarded a secret escape tunnel. Every medieval building had a secret escape
tunnel the way old Catholic houses used to have pope holes. And that secret medieval
tunnel might have intercepted the latrines which intercepted the West Crypt. But what, if
anything, still existed because of the Blitz bombing which brought down part of the West
Crypt and Cat Street? That was the question. And what was destroyed by modern post
war construction? That was another question. So was any part of that subterranean
maze still accessible to allow me to snake into the West Crypt?
The alternative plan was to maybe slither up through the East Crypt and then move into
the West Crypt to rescue Gog and Magog. So I traced Cheap Street on the east side of
the Guildhall. That was where the lost Jewish Quarter existed which was broken down
after the Twelfth Century exodus to be built upon by the St. Lawrence’s Jewry Church.
Then that was cannibalized by Henry the Eighth. But its depths still existed. Like the
Jewish depths. In tombs. In latrines. In crypts. In caches. In secret escape tunnels. In
catacombs. All of which might be reachable via basements of buildings built over the
subterranean maze over time. Then I traced the White Lion Pub which was built on top
of a part of the now demolished Saint Lawrence’s Jewry Church which was originally

built on top of the old Jewish Quarter. Then I traced the Victorian building which was
built on top of the White Lion Pub. The question was this: if any part of those
subterranean layers might possibly still exist and extend underneath the Guildhall from
the east side. Being a veteran spelunker I had no doubt it was a honeycomb of spaces
trapped in layers. But did any of those spaces form tunnels or catacombs under the
Guildhall East Crypt? And could I get into the East Crypt from there?
The Guildhall crypts would have zero security because everyone assumed invasion
would occur above the ground. So the entrances were secured up to the mega
celebrations. Not even my fireman’s uniform could get me through that security. But I
could easily make my way from the East Crypt to the West Crypt. The question was if
either Crypt still has some sort of access to the lower depths which I could use. I was
always skinny. And Mog and Magog were small wooden carvings despite depicting
giants. I could snake my way through pretty small openings. And there was another
possibility too. The Roman Amphitheater ruins concealed under the Guildhall would also
have underground tunnels for gladiators to use. To deliver wild animals. For special
effects. There would definitely be tunnels in the Roman ruins too. So the question was
what, if any, tunnels might still exist. And did they connect to any other tunnels in that
ancient subterranean maze? London’s underground was hard clay. Things linger in clay.
Tunnels and latrines and crypts and catacombs linger in compacted clay. It was not
exactly the Paris catacombs but it is damn near.
Then I studied the 1975 engineering blueprints of the reconstruction of the West Crypt.
Old Jasper and I agreed that the Blitz and post 1950 construction destroyed a lot of the
underground maze around the west side of the Guildhall. But medieval churches and
fortresses and gate houses and especially guildhalls always had back doors. Tunnels.
Secret ways out if besieged. Secret ways in. Always. Always. And there were always
Roman sewers and Medieval sewers and Victorian sewers and Modern sewers. The
Amphitheater had to once possess tunnels and sewers too. And the Jewish Quarter
once had deep foundations with not only bank caches but catacombs to bury their dead,
being a ghetto. And of course escape tunnels. Back then Jews were not popular. Hell!
Now Jews were not popular. Ever since a Jewess poisoned Mohammad with poisoned
mutton the Muslims have pathologically hated the Jews. No less than a lot of Christians.
But what still existed? And what might crisscross what? Usually I found that anyone who
found a secret underground space trapped in the layers always kept it secret and used
it. Built around it. Preserved it. Their special thing. Their possibly needful thing. They

never filled it in. It was too tempting a secret. A card up their sleeves as the Americans
say. Everyone always kept secret back doors just in case.
As I studied the 1975 reconstruction of the West Crypt which served as the jail cell of
Gog and Magog I noted anomalies. Well! Actually Jasper noted the anomalies as I
asked questions. It was certainly a curious fact that between the Blitz and 1973-5 the
West Crypt was kept oddly locked up. Not used. No clear reason. Unstable. Blitz
damage. Then after a brouhaha as Jasper explained to me the authorities agreed to
demands to open the West Crypt. The 1975 Mayor was a prick who wanted to use the
space for commercial venues being a money grubby sort of parvenu. If the East Crypt
was making a lot of money then why not the West Crypt?
And apparently the older members of the Guildhall were not being especially
accommodating about why the West Crypt was kept sealed. Apparently too dangerous
to be used. The stones being possibly weakened by the Blitz. Insurance would not
cover any potential collapse. Etc. Etc. But the mayor was a money grubber sort. He was
not to be deterred. Then suddenly the older members of the Guildhall came up with a
deal to retrofit the West Crypt to open it for commercial venues just like the East Crypt.
Donations. Cut rate deal on the cheap. So the Mayor did not ask questions. He just
lorded over the older members and commenced making money by grubbing the West
Crypt for cheap commercial gigs. Jasper told me the contributions to retrofit the West
Crypt for public access was done by the Freemason members of the Guildhall.
The Freemasons were part of Masons which formed one of the dozen of guilds which
founded the original Corporation of the Guildhall which was the Chamber of Commerce
of Cockney London. That was how Jasper explained it to me. He showed me pictures of
the original medieval charter. The Mercers. The Drapers. The Fishmongers. The
Goldsmiths (including Jews in the closet). The Skinners. The Tailors. The Haberdashers.
The Ironmongers. The Vintners. And the Builders being the Carpenters and the Stone
Masons. The funny thing was the Masons were the original builders of the Guildhall.
The other guilds raised the funds. The Carpenters built the original oak beam roof. Two
names were even known of the original Masons. The overseers of the original
construction. Henry Frowyk and Thomas Knoles.
So Jasper checked out the overseers of the Great Fire rebuilding of the Guildhall. And
guess what? The Masons in charge of reconstruction of the damaged part of the

Guildhall were scion of Fowyk and Knoles. To be exact Fawkes and Knoll. And scion of
Fawkes and Knoll were also founding Freemasons of the original chapter of the London
Freemasons. And guess what. The Blitz reconstruction of the damaged West wing were
scion of yours truly. Fawkes and Knoll. And the 1975 retrofit of the West Crypt was
overseen by guess who? Fawkes Hyde and Sterling. Sterling being the scion of Knoll. In
fact a lot of the Sterlings used the hyphen, whatever that was, just to keep that historic
name conjoined.
And another Freemason involved in that 1975 retrofit was a Goldsmith. To be exact the
man the dirty Pak Mayor defeated in the last mayoral election. Goldsmith the Jew’s
ancestors were closeted members of the medieval Goldsmiths Guild posing as
Christians to stay in London despite the exile of the rest of the Jews. Now out of the
closet as it were. Our Goldsmith. A Jew again. And a member of the London
Freemasons. In fact this ancestor of Goldsmith was another founding member of the
chapter. The first chapter. The first Freemason lodge of London Jasper told me. So this
Goldsmith guy was scion of some of the closeted medieval Goldsmiths of the original
Guilds which sponsored the building of the medieval Guildhall after the ancient Gild Hall
was burned down. And this Goldsmith guy was also scion of the Jews of the Jewish
Ghetto before it was razed after the Jews were told to decamp. And one of this guy’s
ancestors was also involved in the Great Fire reconstruction. And his grandfather
oversaw the Blitz reconstruction. And his father helped to oversee the 1973-5
reconstruction of the West Crypt. So make that Fawkes Hyde. Knoll Sterling. And
Goldsmith.
Jasper also found a large contribution toward the original medieval Guildhall
construction from a particular member of the guild of Goldsmiths. A chap linked by
marriage to Fawkes. A marriage around the time of the Jews were being ordered to
decamp Medieval London. Goldsmith. And Jasper traced this chap all the way down by
Somerset House paperwork (before that paperwork burned in the Great Jahiliyyah Bon
Fires) to Goldsmith the losing mayoral candidate. So the guy who was the losing
mayoral candidate represented the oldest Guildhall members still alive who boasted of
their links to the original members of the founding Guilds who financed and built the
medieval Guildhall after the old Gild Hall burned and after the Jews were ordered to
decamp Medieval London.

So this Goldsmith along with Fawkes Hyde and Knoll Sterling had long roots all the way
down to the bedrock of London. Probably this Goldsmith came to Londinium with the
Romans as a banker. Or else he might have come with King Brutus who was fleeing
exile from Rome. So Jasper traced these Freemasons from the 1975 retrofit of the West
Crypt all the way back to the original construction. Fawkes Hyde. Knoll Sterling. And
Goldsmith. Then Old Jasper found others. In fact he found the scion of all twelve guilds.
All linked to the Guildhall throughout its long history. All linked to the 1975 retrofit. And
all linked to the last desperate mayoral election to stop that damn Paki from betraying
Cockney London.
Well! Guilds are guilds and scion of members of guilds often tend to follow the family
business. And Cockneys go back to the founding of London. But still. It was odd. I mean
that the 1973-5 West Crypt retrofit to allow the public to once again use it was done by
scion of ancestors who first build the Guildhall and then rebuilt the Great Fire damaged
part of the Guildhall and also rebuilt the Blitz damaged part of the Guildhall. And they
were all scion of the original guild members. And those guilds and the families of these
guilds were the ancestors of the Cockneys of London. And some of these Cockneys
dated all the back to Roman London and even New Troy. Albion. Jasper even dug up
old Roman records and there were some of the same guys. Different spellings but the
same families. And the same names populating all of the original twelve guilds. The
same names or scion of the same names popping up in the Mercers and Drapers and
Fishmongers and Goldsmiths and Tailors and Haberdashers and Ironmongers and
Vinters and Builders. The same guys.
And guess who was part of the clique which offered to retrofit the West Crypt when a
Mayor who was not part of the clique caused a rumpus? The same names. And guess
who sponsored the Jewish candidate to run against the bastard of a Paki who won the
election to be the first Muslim Mayor of London? The same names. Or scion of the
same names. It was like some sort of mysterious clique. Or a mysterious organization.
Or the first Freemason Lodge of London. Boy but that Paki traitor would have been
surprised and alarmed if he ever realized what he was up against. The Mos
pathologically hate the Freemasons no less than the Jews. And here was a Jew who
was also a Freemason and member of a mysterious clique who was also a top secret
member of the oldest Freemason lodge of London.

And while the Freemasons are not exactly famous for listing their membership in their
semi secret organization Jasper found enough old newspapers, (that was before the
Great Jahiliyyah Bon Fires), to prove through Freemason charities that same names
popped up there too. And while it was not exactly known when the first Freemason
lodges started it was well before the famous Eighteenth Century blokes like Ben
Franklin and Voltaire make the Freemasons fashionable. The first Freemasons were not
hoity-toity blokes. They were ambitious blue collar types. People who organized to get
power and keep power and compete for power against kings and warlords and dictators
and aristocrats. Blokes with a work ethic who valued jobs with skills which allowed them
to raise to prosperity and power which allowed their ambitions to flourish despite their
less than aristocratic births.
Symbolized by Masons. Symbolized by the building of the Temple of Solomon. The
glorification of working blokes with highly developed job skills and ambition and work
ethics. And that described the Cockneys of London to a T! Cockneys who settled
Londinium and then turned London into a power house and kept London a power house
despite war and invasion and a merry-go-round of changing rulers. The Cockneys who
built London and created the guilds and then created the London Charter of
incorporation. The first corporation in history. The oldest corporation in history. The
corporation which funded the building of the Guildhall to turn the Guildhall into a power
equal to any king or dictator. Transforming a Gild Hall to pay taxes into a political power
base to assume control over taxation. The corporation which ran the City In The Mile.
The Mile being of course the original Roman Londinium. That corporation which always
ran London no matter who wore the crown.
So Jasper drew a time line and read it out to me as he traced each name (on account
that we were both pretending my dirty secret was still a secret ). And we traced the
names of the charter of incorporation all the way through the history of London’s
Cockneys from Roman Londinium all the way to the last election for mayor which
betrayed London and disenfranchised and displaced and replaced the Cockneys of
London and then broke the charter of incorporation. And broke Common Law. And
broke the Magna Carta. All which the London Corporation of the Guildhall championed
to create power and keep power and compete for power with the kings and dictators ---until that Paki traitor broke the Cockney’s gripe on power by highjacking and then
breaking the Guildhall.

So I told Jasper the West Crypt was concealing something. And Jasper agreed. But
what? But whatever it was it was concealed by the 1975 retrofit. And the photographs of
the unveiling of the West Crypt didn’t reveal anything. A fake wall? A secret door? God
knows? And anyway. I could not get into the front door of the Guildhall. So whatever the
West Crypt was hiding I still had to find a back door to rescue Gog and Magog. And that
meant the old medieval latrine. Or else the secret Gate House escape tunnel which
once had to have run through the now demolished West Gate House on Cat Street. It
had to have been connected to the Guildhall as their ultra secret escape. Why else have
that West Gate House there? So I started my Tri-nightly walkabout there.
Old Jasper was relieved to see me go. To atone I offered to help him pack up the boko
haram on my next available Tri-nightly walkabout once I saved Gog and Magog. The old
man did not seem impressed by my offer. Perhaps he feared running out of time. Once
the damn Paki of a traitor of a mayor held his shindig he probably planned to climax his
shindig with a bonfire of the Jahiliyyah vanities and then start here at the British Library
for tinder for the bonfire. So Old Jasper was running out of time.
I suggested he ask unemployed blue collar white van blokes. I figured the few who still
had their white vans such has not yet been confiscated would be thinking of getting out
of town before that shindig. After that shindig the damn Paki would screw the screw of
Dhimmitude even tighter and confiscate every automobile or lorry or van a ‘D’ still had
stored in illegal derelict warehouses.
Well! The night of the big shindig and I was still locked out. The West Crypt was still a
mystery. The Medieval latrine was apparently bombed into rubble and the Gate House
lower escape tunnel was apparently bombed into rubble too. The Cat Street option was
out. What I found was novel but useless for my purpose. So like Old Jasper, I was
running out of time. So I gambled.
First I managed to save a few pieces of Jahiliyyah from a bonfire of the vanities. Some
old auction house. I always offered to do the Prep so the rest of the boys could enjoy a
night of cathouse back at the station. I arranged for the Caliph’s Procurer to come. He
culled the best as I stacked up the left overs for a bonfire along with a lot of empty
crates stuffed with decoy junk and wooden frames. I helped his minion carry his loot to
his van. Instead of cash the deal was for passes. I said I was double dealing with the
Black Market and the Black Market vans wanted some passes. Passes out of London.

No search. No questions asked. Right now get-out-of-London passes were worth more
than money anyway. And I said the Black Market was coming for the crumbs so I
wanted a pass for them to come and pick up the crumbs here as well. No search. No
questions asked.
The Procurer laughed. “You are a budding criminal mastermind my dear David.” the
Procurer laughed cynically. “Your innocent face and ironically misplaced name
counterfeits your true nature of either a knave or else..... I know not what.” But he
stamped the passes.
Then I finished the Prep and picked up a canvas bag of old boko haram I found and
slithered into the condemned British Library. I dangled the canvas bag as a ‘Forgive me’
gesture to Old Jasper who was still trying to box up boko haram all by himself.
“Auction books?” Old Jasper said incredulous. “Just auction books of beautiful things
about to be burned.”
“And these” I said as he showed him the get-out-of-London passes.
“These I can use. So Sotheby is going up in smoke?”
“The Caliph’s Procurer culled the best” I said. “But here is another pass for a Black
Market van to drive up and pick up the crumbs. I stacked the crumbs at the back door.
Red flag.”
“What good is that to me?” Old Jasper asked bitterly.
“So have you contacted the fleeing White Van Blokes yet?” By now the White Van
Blokes were earning their nick name with novel new forms of employment. Old Jasper
hedged. “So get one of them to pose as the Black Market and wave this pass. Pick up
the crumbs I stacked up at the back door. Marked with a red rag. Load up this boko
haram fast. And use these passes to get out of London.”
Old Jasper gasped. “You are an enigma David. I know not what your true nature is.
Knave or double agent.”

“Well I am off to try another way in to save Gog and Magog so if I don’t see you again
old man good luck in Wales. Say hello to the Last Prince of Wales for me.”
“Good luck David” Old Jasper said as we shook hands — probably for the last time. “Try
the other side of Cat Street.”
“I am up to my neck in shit from digging around Cat Street” I replied. “I have enough
catting around.”
I figured that the mysterious clique had to be planning something to sabotage that
obscenity of a Paki shindig. So I gambled and found the building which now was built on
top of the old Lion Pub which was built on top of the old Jewish ruins not covered by the
ruins and buildings built over the old St. Lawrence Jewry Church. This promising
building had been gutted by a fire and was boarded up as dangerously unstable. Now
being an arsonist myself I knew that was bullshit. The building was just artfully
condemned. So I broke in and slithered toward the basement. Silent as a mouse. And
low and behold there was a charming secret door right through a basement wall. Hell! It
was an elevator!
The Guy Fawkes Plotters planning to blow up or otherwise sabotage the Mayor’s
shindig has just locked the basement doors and left one guard. I knocked him out and
tied him up. The guy was wearing his Freemason apron and everything. The basement
was swell as the Yankees used to say. All retrofitted in fine Georgian with Victorian
augmentations. Inlay. Sliding doors. But not secured because the elevator was being
used. So down I went. I just pushed the button. Down I went in time through the Old
Lion Pub strata into the original medieval Jewish ghetto basement. Hell! It had lights.
Everything. This was luxury spelunkering! Then the doors opened and I found myself in
the lower waiting room of the First Freemason Lodge of London! The ultra secret first
Freemason Lodge of London! And now the most illegal Freemason Lodge of London on
account that the Freemasons were declared a terrorist organization!
The cloak room was off one side of the hallway. It now held an improvised power
generator to keep the lights going. London’s power was erratic now. So power
generators were the new bing thing. The hallway was all veneer woods and the floor
was marble. Framed portraits of the first Masters alternated with mysterious Freemason
symbols through the centuries. All sorts of creepy images alternating with the All Seeing

Eye. So down the corridor I went. Me and the entire all seeing heads of every Master in
history. And down into history I went.
The Freemason retrofitted medieval Jewish ghetto dug corridor went deeper and deeper
underground. Here and there were old mysterious Freemason rooms retrofitted into
parts of the original Jewish foundations. Probably the original Goldsmith home or else
another Jewish money lender known to the Goldsmith clan. What today would be a
banker. So this was a banker’s fortified vault zone. Now it was the fortified Freemason
zone.
The subterranean walls were massive medieval stonework retrofitted over the centuries
by the new owners: the Freemasons. Here and there iron girders had been installed to
keep the ancient depths around the ancient Jewish medieval vaults reinforced. Some of
the retrofit was obviously improvised from WW II. There was even WW II flags in this
part. Then the floor became older still. Real old. One corridor moved into the older
Jewish cache vaults probably used by the old medieval Jewish Ghetto. The original
version of bank vaults today. Another corridor moved into modern vaults used by the
Freemasons. With banks being nationalized I wondered if this was the last illegal bank
in London?
Another corridor moved into another part of the original Jewish subterranean
stronghold. Secret headquarters. Secret offices. Some boasted mysterious names on
the doors. Each emblazon with strange symbols. Each locked. I suspected that this key
corridor was a continuous retrofit and expansion of the original Jewish banker’s secret
escape tunnel. I keep following the corridor which was moving west toward the east side
of the Guildhall. I kept checking my tiny compass. As I hoped and suspected. I was
moving toward the medieval Guildhall which rested on top of the older Gild Hall which
rested on top of the older Roman ruins which rested on top of the older Brutus of Troy
ruins. I wondered if the Gild Hall had Jewish connections. If so then would this corridor
go right under the Guildhall? And into the Guildhall?
Then the corridor moved deeper still. Into the old Jewish catacombs. The inhabitants of
the catacombs were mostly dust now. Niches were carved into the clay and reinforced
over the centuries with medieval stone and later Great Fire retrofits. Then Georgian.
Victorian. Edwardian. Twentieth Century. Blitz damage repaired in the post Blitz fifties.
Turn of the millennial work. Freemasons still masons. Obviously. Freemasons keeping

the catacombs going for new uses. A lot of them now housed secretly saved things
snatched from Jahiliyyah bonfires of the vanities.
Boko haram. Illegal books. Illegal art. Illegal music. Illegal musical instruments. Illegal
costumes snatch from condemned theaters or opera. Illegal theater or opera or ballet
posters. Illegal records. Illegal CDs and DVDs. Boxes of flash sticks and downloads
containing who knows what. But Jahiliyyah. All of it. And Najis filth. This was no less
than an improvised treasure house. Probably a holding station pending further transport
to Wales or else Devon or Cornwall or else York. The Harbi rebel holdouts. I wondered if
Old Jasper’s desperate attempts to save books would end up here before being hauled
away by fleeing White Van Blokes. I wondered if the crumbs I stashed for the ‘Black
Market’ would end up here too. “There won’t be enough get-out-of-London passes” I
thought. Then I realized that Old Jasper just needed some old artist to forge them by the
dozen from the few I procured.
Then the passage turned and twisted as if a snake slithering through the London clay of
history. Moving deeper below the Jewish layer. The stone was ancient here. The
retrofits mostly were Great Fire. There wasn’t that Georgian quality to the work. But it
did not look Medieval. And then I recognized part of it. Roman arches. I was now in the
Ancient Roman Amphitheater service tunnel! So I was below the Guildhall Crypts
entirely. At this point I was totally confused. This was not leading into the East Crypt at
all. But it was clearly a well maintained tunnel used by the Freemasons for centuries.
And it was obviously first used by the Jews in general and one Jewish family in
particular. An escape tunnel for Jews to flee if the Gentiles were attacking? Or to escape
the Anglo Saxons after the fall of King Arthur? Hell! I could not guess. But obviously the
Jews had found the old Roman tunnels and human nature being human nature they had
maintained them and even expanded them. And the Freemasons being masons they
had also maintained them and expanded them. Then the now very narrow, low, dimly lit,
and ancient tunnel twisted and turned and slithered in and out of ancient Roman
foundations. And then I heard them. The modern day Guy Fawkes conspirators were
ahead of me. I could see electric lights! And there were whispers!
Slowly I crept up to see the Freemasons, in their aprons no less, in a finished
antechamber all decked out. Fancy. More of that Freemason symbolism in fancy
wooden inlay. Georgian Classical. Strange columns with the moon and the sun. The All
Seeing Eye. Everyone was preparing bags of something. Gunpowder? And loading

guns. Wearing masks. Black silk. I was impressed. This was like something out of a TV
movie. But still wearing their Freemason aprons. Their symbols around their necks. Not
planning to conceal their terrorist organization obviously. Then one took out a key and
opened a massive double door. And as they prepared to march into the mysterious
bastion I invited myself to the party!
I jumped up behind them. And they jumped like cats. And I stage whispered “Can
anyone join the Guy Fawkes Gunpowder plot? I am volunteering to rescue Gog and
Magog!” Then every revolver was aimed right at my heart!
“Who the hell are you?” one masked Freemason whispered.
“He is a fireman! We are betrayed!” another chap said.
“Then why is he whispering? And why are we whispering?” another guy aded.
“I don’t give a fuck if you blow up the Guildhall” I said in a low whisper. “And hell!
Jasper! Why are you here? And why did you let me dig around the Blitz damaged Cat
Street muck for weeks while you strolled nonchalantly down this fancy corridor?”
“You know this guy?” one of the masked Freemasons exclaimed.
“This is the spelunker who has been ferreting his way down to the West Crypt to free
Gog and Magog” old Jasper told his compatriots as he pulled his black silk mask up to
his thinning white hair.
“Let me guess” I whispered. “Knoll Sterling? Fawkes Hyde? And Goldsmith? And who
else?” I asked the small mob. “Not the entire lodge? And if you are descendants of the
original Guildhall guilds I will be even more awed. Hell! I am awed. Really! You are really
going to confirm the Mo paranoia about the Freemasons aren’t you. Gunpowder in the
bags? But I am freeing Gog and Magog. So how does this antechamber lead into the
West Crypt? It is too deep down.”
“You can’t come into the sacred Lodge unless you are a member” Goldsmith protested
as he pulled down his black silk mask to his neck. “Jasper. You said you had this chap
burrowing into China.”

“My digging into the Cat Street medieval brothel almost had me to China” I whispered.
“You found the ancient Medieval Brothel that earned Cat Street its name?” Knoll Sterling
gasped.
“Yes” I said. “No thanks to Old Jasper here.”
“Oh you must show me dear boy” Old Jasper said. “Some other night. But now we
are ....”
“...And I am going with you!” I insisted.
“We might as well” a girl said as she pealed off her mask. “Come on Da. If I am invited
then this chap might as well come. We can use him. He is in full Fireman regalia. His
helmet is dangling from one arm. No one will suspect he is with us. A ....double agent!”
“I am not a double agent” I whispered! “I am here to rescue Gog and Magog.”
“You are the ultimate double agent dear boy” old Jasper whispered. “You even deceive
yourself.”
“But are you deceiving us?” Knoll Sterling asked.
“Come on. We can’t debate this in whispers as the banquet is starting.” Goldsmith told
his lodge brothers. So in we went. Into the most ancient lodge of London! The first lodge
of London!
We entered and Goldsmith turned on an electric light. Actually wall fixtures designed to
appear to be small flames. I was not awed ---- until I beheld the most amazing sight. It
was no less than the long lost Temple of Minerva! All ancient Roman stones. Strange
carvings. Broken reliefs. Strange thrones. Mysterious Freemason symbols set on
pedestals. Ancient uneven paving stones. A partly intact ancient statue of the goddess.
A massive dome ---- much retrofitted over the centuries. And a small spring of water in a
ritual well. And set by the ancient spring of pure water was an altar.

Now the Freemasons placed a Bible on the altar. “Any sacred homage to the Great
Architect can be used but per tradition the First Lodge of the Freemasons here uses the
Bible” Old Jasper whispered. Then they set the famous Freemason symbols beside it.
The All Seeing Eye. The Compass. The Square. The Level. The Hammer. Other strange
symbols. One lodge brother placed a Shiva pillar beside it. The pillar of Shiva was part
of the pre-Aryan Indian worship of Shiva as the One Abstract Divinity. The Ever Present
God of No Shape Always Near And Always Protecting. Another Freemason placed a
Jewish symbol of his faith in the Great Creator. Another placed a mathematical
equation. Another placed a symbol of the ‘God Particle’. Another placed a Sikh symbol
of their One God. Another placed Chinese symbol of Divinity. Another placed a strange
Wicca symbol of the Great Mother. Another placed a Maori fetish of the Great Father.
The final lodge brother placed a Buddhist symbol for the Divine Enlightenment. Their
version I suppose of the Great Architect. Such famous Shirk. Such infamous Jahiliyyah.
What a pity Mohammad was such a jealous prophet he interpreted Allah as a jealous
god. I would have said ‘Live and let live. To each his or her own concept of God’.
“The lodge accepts all brothers and sisters with but one condition: they must believe in
the Great Architect” Old Jasper said. “The lodges are organized as either all male, all
female, or now integrated. The War Lodges. Otherwise. The lodges are a Solidarity. A
Meritocracy. A Democracy. God in Every form. Personal Religious Faith combined with
the Secular Jeffersonian Wall. Free Will and Self Responsibility. The Work Ethic.
Honorable Ambition. And the Zeal to Achieve. But in a constructive and positive way.
Each building his or her own version of the Great Temple of Solomon with each brick of
each action of their lives.”
“That is identitarianism right?” I asked.
“Yes” Old Jasper said. “The Identitarian Movement is rooted in the values of the
Enlightenment no less than the Freemason Movement. Universal Faith in the All Seeing
Eye. Universal Trust in the Great Architect. Universal Humanitarianism. Each according
to his or her identity manifested in their actions. Their work. Their discipline. Their skill.
Their vision. Their ethics. The incarnation of the ideals of the Enlightenment.”
“So there are no atheists” I asked.

“In fox holes there are no atheists and in times of crisis there are also no atheists” Old
Jasper said. “The Freemasons have become what Muslims have always feared: the
secret organization of Harbi Rebellion. You my dear Apostate could even join but I fear
you are too much the double agent to commit yourself.”
Then one by one the lodge plus one bowed and kissed the All Seeing Eye. Then each
touched the ancient spring of pure water and touched their foreheads with a wet finger.
Old Jasper gestured so I did the same. I anointed my forehead with water. Then I put
my helmet back on as everyone adjusted their black silk masks over their faces.
Old Jasper gestured for everyone to become very quiet. And then everyone moved
toward the far end of the ancient temple, now deep in ancient history and deep under
the Guildhall. Then Old Jasper pressed a panel and a sliding door appeared. Revealing
steps. And up we climbed. Right up into another stone room. But this time I recognized
medieval stonework garnished by a modern sliding door. We were at the 1973-5
retrofitting of the West Crypt. Old Jasper peered through a spy hole and then pushed a
panel. The panel slid open revealing the dark West Crypt. And there in the shadows
were the tiny wooden carvings of Gog and Magog. I pulled out my cheap backpack and
carefully moved the little giants inside to be transported. But Old Jasper gestured. I
sighed and handed by back pack over to him. He was clearly the appointed custodian of
Gog and Magog until the enemy was routed from the Guildhall and London. “Stow them
in the better part of the catacombs” I whispered to Old Jasper.
Then Goldsmith whispered to me. “We are planning to kidnap the Paki traitor from the
banquet before unleashing the....”
“Gunpowder to blow up the Guildhall” I whispered excited.
“No!” the Freemasons gasped in horror. “We can’t destroy the Guildhall!”
“Then what is the ...”
“.....We are planning to Pancras gas the enemy” Miss Goldsmith whispered to me. “The
enemy and the collaborators. The Quislings. The sell outs. The betrayers. The Loki
Insider Traitors. But you are a gesture from the All Seeing Eye. In that fireman suit you

can definitely help us get that Paki traitor to momentarily leave the banquet before we
gas everyone.”
“Why?” I asked.
“Just gassing that traitor is not enough” Knoll Sterling whispered.
“We want to hold him over for a treason trial in the ancient temple of Minerva” Fawkes
Hyde whispered. “The Guildhall has held many famous treason trials. And he is a
traitor.”
“So you want me to go upstairs and ask to speak to the Paki and lure him down here?”
“As we prepare to gas the other traitors. Yes.” Miss Goldsmith explained.
“Well! Why not?” I said. So I did! And the Paki was so impressed by my fireman uniform
and official demeanor and a forgery Old Jasper had manufactured about something or
other that the traitor followed me right down the stairs. Only one waiter saw us. But
Knoll Sterling said the front doors were sealed by security and the Pancras gas would
kill everyone. So as Knoll Sterling prepared the gas I knocked out the Paki traitor and
finished dragging him down the stairs to the West Crypt. No one was down here in the
crypts. Security was all around the outside of the Guildhall and the front doors. The
banquet was unfolding in the lavish banqueting room. Everyone was busy wallowing in
their victory over the Cockneys of London. Celebrating their selling out of their country.
Not knowing this triumphant celebration would be their last meal on earth.
Meanwhile, I dragged the unconscious Paki traitor of a mayor through the sliding doors
and back into the temple. Then I tied him up and gagged him. Two Freemasons helped
me to guard him. Old Jasper held the bag containing Gog and Magog. The other
Freemasons hauled up the Pancras gas tanks. I guess this was the modern version of
the Guy Fawkes Gunpowder Plot. Instead of gunpowder it was high tech Pancras
plague gas. And after the British Museum Horror I was not surprised by any of it. But it
was a suitably nasty way to die.
After about half an hour the other Freemasons scurried back to the temple. The sliding
panel closed. Goldsmith and his daughter shoved rags around the bottom of the panel

just in case the Pancras gas leaked out of the upper sliding door. Then they joined us at
the altar. At this point the Paki traitor was waking up. Old Jasper slapped him silly until
he tried to scream. The gag foiling his cries for help. That was when I realized that Old
Jasper was more than he seemed. His authority was now belatedly obvious to me. He
was not some old man. He was a secret big time player in the Harbi Rebellion.
“Don’t bother to scream” Goldsmith snarled as the Freemasons pulled off their masks.
“Your banquet is proceeding without you. A feast of death. The Red Masque of the
Pancras Plague is inviting himself to your feast. Your fellow traitors are dying very
horribly. The Pancras Plague gas is filling the Guildhall. Oozing everywhere. Killing
every traitor and collaborator. And oozing out to kill your body guards posted outside.
But you are now going to be tried for Treason. As is right and proper! By the scion of the
original Guildhall Charter Members!”
“I represent the Drapers!” one Freemason said as he removed his mask.
“And I represent the Mercers!” another Freemason declared.
“And I represent the Fishmongers!”
“And I represent the Skinners!”
“And I represent the Tailors!”
“And I represent the Haberdashers!”
“And I represent the Salters!”
“And I represent the Vintners!”
“And we represent the Builders! The Carpenters and the Masons!”
“And I represent the Goldsmiths!” the ex-mayoral candidate declared.
“And we represent international members of the Commonwealth to the Corporation!”
other lodge members said as they revealed their faces. Each face representing an ex-

colony of the old Empire including Singapore, Hong Kong, India, Australia, New
Zealand, Canada, South Africa, The Falklands, Gibralter, and the South Seas Islands.
“And we represent the original architects!” Knoll Sterling and Fawkes Hyde announced.
“And the original Freemasons!”
“And I am the last descendant of Brutus of Troy!” Old Jasper announced. “Who founded
Londinium!”
“And I am the last descendent of Boudica! The Celt warrior who waged war against the
Roman oppressors of this Island!” Miss Goldsmith said. “Besides being the daughter of
a wonderful man you defeated with graft and corruption and deceit! And this is the
ancient sacred Temple of Minerva!”
“We are the Cockneys of London! We are the People! And we are the members of the
First Lodge of the Freemasons of London! And now we are going to try you and
condemn you and execute you for high treason to London and the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and the Commonwealth!”
“Is this some kind of joke?” the Paki traitor screamed. “This is a foul Shirk place of
Pagan whores and Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution! It is shirk! It is taboo! I demand that you
release me! You! Fireman! help me! You are a member of the Ummah! The Prophet,
peace be upon him, told the Faithful to be infinitely merciful to members of the Best of
Peoples no matter their sins and infinitely merciless toward Unbelievers and Infidels and
Pagan Shirks and foul Kafirs no matter their worthiness! You must show infinite
hardness toward the Enemies of Allah but infinite mercy toward me as a member of the
Ummah! You can’t be helping these degenerate Najis filthy pigs and dogs and apes and
monkeys committing this Kufr! I can’t die in this place! It is worse than Kufr! This Shirk
place is the foulest of pagan taboos! I can’t die besmirched by all of this Shirk! I can’t die
in the presence of the Jahiliyyah of the All See Eye! It is worse than to be defiled by the
blood of either a woman or a black dog or a pig!”
“I am here to rescue Gog and Magog!” I announced.
“As a Mohammad of ....”

“...My name is David” I said. “David Mohammad Ahmad. Not the Dave of Dhimmi Dave.
David. Like David Copperfield. Somerset House snafu. Long story. My fate is my name.
And tonight my name alines me with the Cockneys of London. Not you. A traitor. I ......
loved this damp little Island and you and yours are destroying it. So frankly. Fuck Mo!
Peace never be upon him for he was a warlord who lived and died by the sword and the
massacre. Dying a way he swore no true prophet would die. Which rather debunked his
claims to being a prophet. Don’t you think? Or at least Allah did not choose to either
warn him or save him from gluttonously devouring that poisoned mutton. So I choose to
ignore Mohammad the way Allah choose to ignore Mohammad as Mohammad died
most slowly and most horribly in punishment for his arrogance as if seeing himself as a
demigod instead of a humble prophet, and for his ruthlessness toward his victims, and
for his nonstop wars and massacres. Which chair can I sit on to watch this shindig judge
you and condemn you to a traitor’s death?...”
The fireman stared at the far away horizon with the last smears of a turbulent sunset
reflected off dense clouds as the dark sky darkened still more. The rare sunset
increasingly obscured by the return of dense layers of oppressive clouds. “So I watched
the first and last Muslim Mayor of Londinium as he was tried for high treason on the
ancient altar of Minerva with the last descendant of Boudica acting as Britannia. And the
first and last Muslim Mayor of London was beheaded after pig blood was poured over
him. First hung. Then cut down and gutted while still alive. The his arms and legs were
hacked off. Still kinda live. Then castrated and his genitalia was shoved into his
screaming mouth. Then he was drawn and quartered. Then he was beheaded. At that
point he probably was dead. So died a traitor to Great Britain.
Afterwards I helped Old Jasper unload and carry boko haram into the catacombs until
dawn. As I left Old Jasper he was tying a red rag to the razor wire as a signal for the
White Van Blokes who were posing as Black-marketeers. I left the old man standing
there waiting for them to come back with the crumbs I had previously stored away. I was
sure Old Jasper would be impressed with the crumbs I saved from the fire. They were
very pretty things. And I have always loved pretty things.
And then I reported back to the Elephant & Castle Fire Department at dawn after a
supposed tri-night walkabout to find out that the Guildhall was oozing such Pancras
Plague people were dying for half a mile around. And I expressed shock. And horror.
And the engine was prepared to go burn down a church to try to appease Allah to spare

the good Muslims of the city of such a terrible plague. And as we prepared to roar off
toward some Kafir church I recognized a mousy collaborator hovering outside the office
of the Fire Captain. A snitch. To snitch. It was that Guildhall waiter. And I knew I was a
dead man walking. Though all he saw was my uniform patch it would be enough to burn
me alive!
The Fire Captain’s minion finished his coffee and then gestured to open the door to
admit the collaborating snitch. There were always a line of them. Collaborators.
Snitches. And this one could more or less ID me. My uniform anyway. My Elephant &
Castle badge. Not my face because of the visor of the helmet. But only two men were
out of the fire house last night. Last night was a cathouse night. If in doubt the Fire
Captain would just string up the pair of us. What could I do? So I stood at attention with
the others as the engine prepared to roar off. And I waited for the Fire Captain’s minion
to usher my murderer inside to rat on me. Fate. How the hell did that bugger of a
miserable collaborator escape the gas? Did it matter? I was a dead man!
And just as the Fire Captain gestured for the collaborating snitch to enter his office a
man appeared in the courtyard. Brandishing a revolver. And he shot the collaborator in
the back. Stone cold dead! In front of everyone! So every single fireman pulled out their
revolvers and blasted away at him. And Goldman fired randomly toward the direction of
the Fire Captain and his minion before frantically spinning around and firing wildly ---sorta kinda ---- toward ---- me. Except not at me. Even as I pulled my revolver out to
blast away at him. We all did! Every fireman! We basted Goldman to smithereens with
our hail of bullets! As Goldman pirouetted as if a rag doll under the force of our hail of
bullets. Then his mangled corpse fell to the ground in the courtyard of the Elephant &
Castle Fire Department.
Afterwards the Fire Captain ordered his mangled corpse to be thrown into the polluted
river as there were no more wild dogs or pigs to devour him or any other appropriate
desecration of his corpse. And everyone said how lucky Mohammad Abdul and I were.
The final wild bullets from the Jew’s gun barely missed us. Then everyone wondered
why Goldsmith wanted to murder the Fire Captain. The snitch and the Fireman’s minion
being collateral damage. The minion got winged. Everyone was sure the target was of
course the Fire Captain.

Everyone later agreed the Jew was so crazy he decided to murder the man who burned
down his synagogue. We burned lots of synagogues so it sounded plausible. Only I
knew why Goldsmith really was blasting away suicidally. And he was not blasting away
suicidally. He was shooting every carefully to kill who needed to be killed and to appear
to be about to kill others ---- such as me. It was to save me from exposure. It was to
provide me with a cover. And it was a perfect cover. It absolutely saved my life.
Goldsmith sacrificed his life to save my life. Goldsmith was the hero. And I was such a
coward I let him save me while I helped to execute him and then dump his bullet riddled
corpse into the polluted Thames.
I was able to save his wedding ring and Star of David. But not his Freemason symbol.
The other fireman hauling his carcass got that. As a souvenir. Gold. Gold was going for
a goodly price. On my next tri-night walkabout I went to the library. It was slated to be
burned next. Old Jasper was gone. So were a hell of a lot of books. I guess Old Jasper
had been hauling valuable books and maps and stuff away for a month as I sat there
obviously studying maps to spelunker into the Guildhall. I must have exasperated that
old spy with my nuisance presence. None of my eagerness to rescue Gog and Magog
needed at all. My whole busybody eagerness to help not only useless but calamitous. I
got Goldsmith killed. He sacrificed himself to save my cowardly cover.
I did not see Old Jasper again for over a year. Not till after the Wallace Fire. Not til Mr.
Mole was frantic to get someone into Ten Downing to steal the computers controlling the
Tridents. By then I was up to my neck in treason. Mohammad crying every night when
Ahmad was not crying. Crying at my flare for evil. Bewailing my dragging them down
with me into infamy. And why was I destroying myself? Destroying Us? Guilt. We always
kill the thing we love. I never saw Gog or Magog again. Razor wire went up around the
Guildhall. Another notorious Pancras Plague spot. All of the corpses still moldering
inside. Still at that last meal with the Red Masque of the Plague seating on the Mayoral
throne I guess. I suspect the Freemasons later donned gas masks and moved the
carcass of the traitor up into the Guildhall where traitors once stood to be condemned to
death. The symbolism complete. After all! They would not want a rotting corpse
befouling their sacred lodge.
Very conveniently the fire ‘gutted’ building built on top of the White Lion Pub also
erupted in Pancras Plague. Another dire plague spot. Anyway. That terrible day after
Goldsmith died saving me and not knowing where else to go I left the gold wedding ring

and the Jewish Star of David in a red rag tied to the razor wire where I last saw Old
Jasper. So I guess the most Ancient of Freemason Lodges is still concealed even now
deep underground. Its catacombs still form a secret treasure house. Its ancient vaults
still holds the life savings of Cockney Londoners of the lodges from the Mo
kleptomaniacs. And a moldering, disassembled corpse of a Loki Insider Traitor still
decks the Guildhall waiting to be unveiled and doused in tar and impaled on London
Bridge.”
*** ***
Wolfe checked that his fellow anarchists were busy. Then he slipped back inside the
bar. He stared at the mysterious graffiti written backwards in lipstick across a part of the
far wall where the wall paper had been ripped off. Then he turned around and stared at
the reflection of the mysterious message in the shattered mirror hanging over the
vandalized bar. ‘We always kill the thing we love Davy’. Wolfe flinched as he stared at
the message. Then he heard a few ghostly bars of music as if the gutted piano could
still echo past times and happier events. “Did Davy see this message? He always
haunted this haunted hotel. He often told me about it. His favorite spelunkering spot
other than the haunted Victorian townhouse. Why did you leave this message for Davy?
Whoever you are? Is it a warning? Or a hex? Or a curse? Or just ......regret? Will I ever
see Davy again? We fought the last time we met in the Greenwich Tunnel. I so regret
that. I have always wanted to make it up to Davy. Will I see Davy again? After the
Chimes toll at Midnight? Or will I die? Or will Davy die? Or will we both die? I think my
regret for what happened in the Greenwich Tunnel will haunt me ever after. Am I going
to die tonight?”
“Wolfey” a voice shouted from the derelict lobby. “Wolfey? Where is our dashing, daring,
darling commander?.....”
Wolfe flinched. “Well! If I am destined to die tonight at least I will die fighting instead of
being shoved off the top of the gutted out Shard like a piece of garbage. Then the now
almost middle aged Anarchist left the haunted bar. A ghostly reflection of a woman in a
black hourglass gown fleetingly appeared in the spidery cracks of the shattered mirror.
Two jeweled shoulder straps holding up her opulent Nineteenth Century gown on her
exquisitely pale shoulders, her striking face caught in a bold profile as the muscles of
her neck throbbed.

*** ***
The Hunter studied the photograph of the bait he was sure was luring his suspect
toward his death. The Hunter from the morality police studied the postcard of the
Jahiliyyah oil painting with scornful, contemptuous eyes. The luxurious black hour glass
gown encasing yet revealing the pale form of the arrogant Harbi whore. The two jeweled
shoulder straps barely holding up the heavy but opulent black gown on shockingly
exposed alabaster shoulders. The naked Harbi Kafir’s face turned arrogantly away from
the viewer into a striking profile. The pain of the angle of the profile throbbing the neck
muscles and forcing part of the shoulders and right arm to turn dramatically. The other
hand gripping part of the long black train. Then the Hunter from the morality police spat
on Madame X. “The face of the siren who is luring my apostate traitor toward his doom.
I will be there you bitch to blow his brains out. And you will burn tonight you bitch of a
Harbi Kafir whore. This night your uncovered meat is going to burn at Fahrenheit 451!
And your lover, this apostate, will burn forever in Hell!”
*** ***
The madwoman paced her father’s library. Then she stared up at the towering oil
painting. “Are we going to burn tonight Madame X?...”
*** ***
The fireman passed a burned out Christian church. It was a mere shell in the last red of
the setting sun. All of the best churches like St Pauls and Westminster Abbey were
converted to mosques by now of course. All of the vile Jahiliyyah destroyed. The
crosses. The tombs. Goodbye Nelson. No more ‘Poet’s Corner’. All of the Kings and
Queens of British History tossed into the garbage for Muslim migrants to salvage for
something valuable to barter for food. The stain glass windows smashed. But no more
church bells at least. Hurray! No more haram Christmas or Easter or Valentine’s Day or
Guy Fawkes Bonfires. No more haram brass bands in the park or walking hand in hand.
No more Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution. Jolly! So many freshly minted mosques. Mosque
conversions were the only form of building going on in the city nowadays. Though who
actually bothered to go to mosque was anyone’s guess. But the powerful just kept
converting Kafir churches or Kafir buildings into more and more and more mosques. It
proved the triumph of Islam. As Mohammad told his followers, as long as they saw the

minarets over any city, even be it in Dar ul Kafir or Dar ul Harb, a Muslim would know
that Islam was dominating. Mohammad’s word. Dominating. And soon Islam would be
not only dominating but ruling. That was the important thing.
“.....It proves that Islam is dominating and ruling. That is the important thing” The
Dominator shouts to the fifteen year old boy who grew up to become the fireman. The
memory recycling over and over and over in his PTSD traumatized brain as if it was just
happening. Always happening. Always lopping over and over and over in his wounded
brain. A raw wound which can never heal.
“But father. Your reign of terror has scared off the janitor who kept the apartment
building clean and powered the furnace in winter and maintained the plumbing and fixed
the broken windows and electric lights. Your reign of terror has scared off the firemen
and policemen and even the ambulances. Your reign of terror has even scared off the
owner of the apartment building. He has fled! And everyone who can afford to flee has
fled as well!”
“It proves that Islam is dominating and ruling!” The Dominator shouts at the fifteen year
old boy. I can deal drugs openly now! The police are terrified of me! Everyone is terrified
of me! I dominate and rule here! I am the master now! I own this place! This place is
now my kingdom! I rule here now! I dominate and rule! I dominate and rule!”
“But Father” The fifteen year old boy cries as he father slaps him against the wall. His
worn blanket falling away to reveal a forbidden thing. The boy freezing in terror. But The
Dominator too high on drugs to see it. The boy frantic to deflect attention away from the
forbidden Jahiliyyah. One foot pushing the fallen blanket over the forbidden thing. The
Sock Monkey. “Please Father! It is freezing in winter. The plumbing does not work now.
The lights are going out. The windows are all broken. Nothing can be fixed now. You
drove off the Kafir owner who had money from insurance to fix things. After your reign of
terror wreaked the place too many times the insurance was cancelled. And everyone
who could pay rent moved out. And you moved in Muslim revert migrants from Africa
who converted to Islam and sold their females into slavery to Muslim smugglers to come
here thinking the streets were paved in gold.”
“I am The Dominator! I rule this place now! This place is Dar ul Islam! This is now a
Sharia Zone! My particular No Go Zone! And I say who goes or who stays! Everyone

will pay me rent! I will be rich! We will be rich! I took this apartment building by force! By
force and intimidation! By terror! Just as the Prophet, peace be upon him, ordered us!
We shall be triumphant through terror! See! See! By terror! By Jihad! I waged Ghazi
Razzia Jihad and I took the booty of the Najis filthy Kafir! I took the Crusader’s riches
and now I will be rich!”
“But Father! The sewers are backing up!” the boy cries as he fugitively kicks the worn
blanket over the forbidden thing. His voice becoming high pitch as if a terrified child.
“The African Muslim migrants refuse to use the toilets and clog them up. Urine and
feces are all over the stairwells now. Toilets are overflowing. Raw sewage is overflowing
everywhere. The place stinks to hell. Rats and vermin are all over the place now. And
cockroaches. The terrified garbage collectors refuse to collect the garbage and it is
overflowing. So vermin is everywhere. And the African Muslim migrants just throw their
garbage all over the place. Everyone is just throwing their garbage all over the place.
Vermin and maggots are everywhere. Mold. Filth. Everyone is sick. Our basement
apartment stinks of sewage oozing down from the upper floors!”
“So now I will confiscate the fine apartment of the owner! He was so scared he fled the
place without even taking most of his furniture! And we can shove the Abeed niggers in!
Thirty to a room! And charge the Welfare Office for them all! I will become rich! I will
dominate and rule my fiefdom! My kingdom!”
“But everything is breaking down Father!” the fifteen year old boy cried as if a small and
terrified child. “If you shove any more African migrants into the place the filth will be
overflowing. They refuse to use the toilets and the urine and feces are overflowing. Raw
sewage is everywhere. And now that the electric lights are going out everyone is using
candles and starting fires. And you have turned part of the cellar into a ‘shooting
gallery’. What sort of kingdom is this? What sort of triumph is this? Before, it was just
kinda shabby but everything worked. But now it is a hell hole. Don’t hit me Father!
Please! Stop hitting me! I am not questioning you! I am not challenging you! You are
The Dominator! You are The Dominator! Please let me have my blanket to wrap around
me! We are so cold! No! No! Please! Please! I am not hiding anything! What could I be
hiding? I am just so cold! We are so cold! Please stop hitting us! Please stop hitting
us!..... please ..... please ...... please......

........Please stop hitting us! Please stop hitting us!” the fireman screamed as he covered
his face with his black gloved hands. “Please stop hitting us! No! No! Please! Please! I
am not hiding anything! What could I be hiding? Please stop hitting us! Please stop
hitting us! Please stop hitting us!..... God! Please! Please! No! Oh God please! Please!
Ahmad isn’t hiding anything! What could we be hiding? It is not Ahmad’s! I don’t know
where the sock monkey came from! Please stop hitting us! Please stop hitting us!
Please stop hitting us! We can’t take it anymore!” the fireman screamed. “No! Oh God
no! Please! No more! No more! Don’t behead sock monkey!” the fireman screamed.
“Ahmad needs it! And Mohammad needs his blankie! We can’t take it anymore!” the
fireman screamed in a childish voice. “It is not me! It is not me! It is him! It is him! It is
Davy! Davy is hiding it! Tell him Davy!” the fireman screamed in a different voice. “Tell
him it is your fault Davy! Please! Please! Ahmad can’t take it anymore! We can’t take it
anymore! Do something Davy! Do something! Do something! He is going to kill us!....”

*** ***
The dog man systematically moved from soldier to soldier in the Waterloo Terminal as
he quietly repeated “Does everyone have their booster shots. Feralism? Cholera?
Typhoid? Typus? Plague? Syphilis? Gonorrhea? AIDS? Ebola? Smallpox?” As he
checked ID tags and handed out the boosters he struggled as memories flooded his
mind. Memories why he ended up a doctor in a dog mask. An outlaw in his own city. A
creature lurking in the shadows. His Harley Street practice filled by diseased migrants.
His home filled by diseased squatters. And his wife and only child dead.
“I was your classic Multi-cultural Progressive Leftist” he mused as he handed out
booster shots. “So ideologically brainwashed I believed every lie Blair told me. And
every lie the Labor minions told me. And every lie the social warriors told me. And every
lie the Regressive Left Four Ps told me. And every lie the Loki Insider Traitors told me. I
believed that our empire was the incarnation of all evil. Even worse than the Nazi. And
that Churchill was a worse racist than Hitler. That war was futile. That nonviolence was
the only answer. That even micro aggression was evil. That touchy feelly passivity was
the only moral behavior. That surrender was the only ethical response. That
appeasement was tolerance. That believing in nothing was better than believing in
anything. That all religions were the same. That all cultures were the same. That all

values were the same. And people all over the world were interchangeable and
wonderful ----- except for us.
I believed that our nation’s history was nought but a litany of warmongering evils for
which we were compelled to atone. That the West was the incarnation of everything that
was bad. World wars. Poverty. Hunger. Bigotry. Racism. Grotesque over achievement at
the expense of everyone and everything else. That Capitalism caused poverty. Not
prosperity. That Socialism was the only solution. That our fabulous prosperity was the
norm and the riches of the West was bottomless. So a redistribution of wealth was right.
We would fix the world. That meritocracy and a level playing field was immoral. Rigging
the game was imperative. Quotas were essential. Promoting people based on skin color
was required ------ which was to say promoting Minorities. Handicapping Whites was the
only way to rectify centuries of White Racism. Male Patriarchy. Only the collective
condemnation of all White Britishers could make amends for the sins of our ancestors.
We did not deserve to be happy. Even our children had to suffer for the sins of their
forefathers.
That the UN Agenda 21 was morally right. That we ought to share our ill gotten wealth
accrued over two thousand years with the Third World because the Advanced World
was built on evil. Everything was entirely our fault. Therefore we owed it to our victims to
open our borders. Open our hearts. Open our homes. Open our wallets. Opening the
borders of our North West Hemisphere to the poor refugees from the Southern
Hemisphere. And yes. I was also the incarnation of Stockholm Syndrome brainwashing!
Multi-cultural social justice warrior group think was the ultimate 1960s cult! That and
Islam of course! And I drank the Jim Jones Cool-Aid!
After that picture of the dead boy I opened my home and my wallet and my heart.” The
doctor flinched. “Labor minions neglected to tell me the Turks found that small body
elsewhere and staged that photograph. That the migrant father was part of the
smugglers. He was steering the boat. He bought a life jacket for himself but not for his
family. He wanted to get to Canada to mooch free health care to fix his rotten teeth. His
family was safe in Turkey. He was not even a refugee. He was an economic migrant
shopping for the best freebies. He was not even fleeing from a dangerous part of Syria
because he casually buried the corpses in his home town for publicity to milk
contributions toward his rotting teeth.” The dog man flinched. Then he resumed his

systematic distribution of booster shots. Checking each ID tag before handing out the
shots.
“I believed Labor when it said we had a moral duty to open the borders. To the poor
migrants. They said they were all from Syria. Women and children. And the BBC
cropped the photos to only show the few women and children while editing out the fact
the migrants were between 60% and 70% males of war age. An invasion in all but
name. Hundreds. Then thousands. Then hundreds of thousands. But Labor said we had
to open the borders. It was an emergency. A humanitarian crisis. So I applauded The
Dictator of Berlin when she broke the EU and German laws and threw open the borders.
But then it turned into many hundreds of thousands. Then half a million. Then a million.
And by the end of 2015 it was one and a half million. With three million more coming.
Up to ten thousand a week. And ten million just over the horizon. And oh yes. 303
million Africans said they were packing their bags to come too. And half of the males of
war age of North Africa and every Somali who could sell his females to pay the
smugglers.
And that was after ten years of a previous relentless deluge of migrants by Labor. And
despite all of the talk and talk and talk the EU refused to close the borders and another
three million migrants descended. And the Libya failed state unleashed millions. Failed
state Egypt unleashed millions. The entire Muslim Levant unleashed millions. Muslim
Africa unleashed millions. All as the double dealer The Butcher of Istanbul threatened to
unleash millions of migrants unless the EU paid him billions. And he still unleashed
millions of migrants. All while The Dictator of Berlin fast tracked his ploy for full EU
membership. And then he unleashed fifty million Turkish migrants. And we could not
turn them back. And bam! There they were! In Sweden and Germany and Great Britain.
In France. Everywhere. Every one of them with a hand held out for the freebies. And
London was overrun. And warnings of 80 million in England in ten years became 80
million in England in three years. Then 127 million in five years. And how many more
millions since?”
The dog man flinched and then gritted his teeth in a lull as the soldiers marched off so
new soldiers could come up for the boosters. “I believed Labor when they told us the
migrants deserved to be here. We had a moral duty to provide for them. Especially the
‘children’ who curiously always appeared to be twenty or even thirty, forty years old.
Labor did not tell me the vast majority were economic migrants just looking for the

freebies. And the Four Ps and especially the BBC refused to report increasingly dire
experts of the unfolding calamity. Every media sugar coated it while glorifying it. Every
Luvvie blessed it. Every politician aided and abetted it. And every law court said we
were powerless to stop it. Human rights. No return to sender. Even the church blessed
it. Even the Pope blessed it. Only the Dali Lama warned ---- to no avail.
Like Prof. Bassam Tibi who was himself an Arab Syrian immigrant living in the West who
warned Europe about the psychology of his own compatriots. Psychopathically suicidal
altruism. Syrians, he warned, were coming for the ‘sluts’ and welfare and would kill if
denied. He bluntly warned of ‘big social conflicts’ because of the anti-Western ‘values
system’ of Syrians. He warned that the Syrians who were coming, especially Syrian
males, had irrational visions of their life in the West despite their mostly illiteracy and
lack of education or job skills or language skills or ability to work or inclination to work.
The Syrians all expected a luxurious lifestyle just like they saw on TV or Western
movies: a free apartment or condo, a free car, a fabulous job, and a blond girl friend for
free sex. Free everything. And if denied they would be enraged and would lash out to
‘humiliate’ the Kafirs. They saw all Western females as ‘sluts’ and Western males as
‘wimps’. If not punished they would assume they could break every law and would break
every law. If not disciplined they would run amok and do whatever they thought they
could away with. And they came from a culture where rape was an acceptable act of
war. And the North West Hemisphere was Dar ul Harb Abode of War. And they would
rape to humiliate the Westerners. Syria was a face of shame culture. Not a guilt culture.
There is a fatal difference. But all of this was concealed from us. Fatally concealed from
us.
Nor were we warned that every migrant we accepted told twenty more to come. So we
faced potentially millions coming. Billions. The entire Third World. The entire Southern
Tropic Zone of failed states. Come and get the riches of the West! The riches of the
West was bottomless. And all of it was free for the taking. A magical cornucopia that
would keep on giving forever. And Labor Marxism was going to hand the wealth of the
West over to everyone in the entire Third World. Come and get it! The suckers have
opened the gates to the citadel!
Labor did not tell us that every migrant brought into this country was disastrous
economics. The EU and the Dictator of Berlin also neglected to share that information

with Europe and the Germans. That even after ten or even twenty years most would still
be on the dole. Would probably always be on the dole. And the EU definition of human
rights allowed total family reunification so every million migrants accepted turned into
ten million migrants. Even twenty million migrants. We were not told that out of over one
million migrants in Germany from 2015 only 34 found genuine jobs. By 2016 only 2%
found genuine jobs. The rest were declared by every expert and company and industry
to be ‘unemployable’. Nor were we told that the costs of supporting these economically
under achieving or else economically never achieving byproducts of historic failed
states would cost us millions. billions. Trillions.
Just 2015's harvest of ingrates was estimated to cost Sweden over 50 billion euros for
their useless lives. A dead weight. And that was not factoring family reunification when
each economic dead weight brought over his entire tribe. Every single year Britain paid
17 billion pounds for migrants. And that was soaring up to new heights of red ink. That
the German think tank Institute For Economic Research projected that the 2015 harvest
of ingrates would cost Germany twenty billion a year. And that was not factoring in the
costs of family reunification or the impact of their criminality and rapine or their
overwhelming of housing, health care, and infrastructure.
By 2020 Germany estimated the bill would be 93 billion. Other politically incorrect
economists like Bernd Raffelhuschen projected losses from 878 billion euros up to 1. 5
trillion euros in just Germany alone. In 2015 and 2016 alone the entire German surplus
went entirely to migrants. Not to infrastructure or the buckling health care caused by
their diseases and rotten teeth or their crushing burden on the dole or their destruction
of schools. Just to support the expensive day to day costs of the migrants. Forget about
the costs of the retiring 68ers! The migrants were literally devouring the German
economy as if the Dire Wolf Fenrir!
Dhimmi Dave of course refused to reveal our nation’s dirty secret at all. And Labor told
us morality outweighed the financial impact. The Four Ps said our country’s wealth was
bottomless. And the BBC kept emotionally blackmailing us. And how could we put a
price on human life? Or a hundred thousand human lives? Or five hundred thousand
human lives? Or half a million human lives? Or a million human lives? Or ten million
human lives? Or fifty million human lives? Or half a billion human lives? Just here alone!
Half a billion it is rumored is here alone!

Labor did not tell us every migrant brought into this country was false economics. That
the same money could actually care for five or six migrants or even ten migrants back in
the refugee camps. That we were squandering the money by allowing unlimited
migrants in. That the money would be far better spent back home at the refugee camps
or else in investing in the Third World failed states. It achieved nothing. It was a drop in
the bucket. It is false feel good virtue signaling. The Leftist version of Voodoo
Economics. And it did more harm than good. Even for the migrants. Most simply could
not, and would never, cope with our alien and competitive world. They did not have the
IQ or education or ability to succeed. They would become the ‘lost generation’ of
failures. It would fuel their radicalization and then terrorism and then Alt Right radicalism
and finally civil war. Instead, we all put on our John Lennon rose colored granny glasses
and saw no evil. Heard no evil. And spoke no evil. ‘Imagine there is no country.....
nothing worth fighting for.... or dying for..... or believing in....’
And then suddenly Brexit was voted down and suddenly we were .... well.....
overwhelmed ..... by hundreds of thousands of Muslim migrants pouring into London.
England. Great Britain. No less than Europe. A nonstop deluge of Muslim migrants. Our
new Muslim Lord Mayor plowed up the city’s parks and green belt and suddenly we had
migrant camps everywhere. Just like what happened in Paris. Suddenly migrants were
everywhere. Parks. Sidewalks. Streets. Everywhere! My practice was overrun.
Everyone showing an EU voucher so I had to treat them for free. And I was ordered to
provide free health care at the migrant camps. Volunteer duty. But it was not
volunteering. It was a draft. As my practice was destroyed. And we were also ordered to
house migrants in our spare bedrooms. Everyone was. That is not volunteering! That is
Marxism! I mean! I was as Labor Socialistic as the next man but what was happening
was Communism! Or was it Fascism? Or was it Dhimmitude?
The migrant camp clinics were disaster zones. War zones. It was Muslim Mad Max
Mayhem. There is no other description for what I saw. And the migrants carried every
sort of Third World disease not seen here since the worst of the Victorian Era.
Tuberculosis was out of control. Tetanus. Meningitis. Diphtheria. Hepatitis. Malaria.
Then I was digging up old Victorian textbooks to discover such horrors as Cholera.
Typhoid. Hemorrhagic fever. Yellow fever. Measles. Smallpox. Typhus. Whooping
Cough. Polio. Ebola. And there was AIDS. Syphilis and gonorrhea which was almost out
of control by magic bullets. The migrants refused to employ any sort of sanitation.
Urinating and crapping all over the place except in the toilets which spread the

diseases. Vaccines ran out. There was no immunization. Resistant germs were
exploding. And the walking incubators refused to obey our medical orders and go into
quarantine. The whole city was suddenly exposed to highly contagious Third World
diseases for which we had no herd immunity and too few vaccines and not enough NHS
hospitals! And it got worse!
Female doctors and nurses were attacked. Uncovered meat asking to be raped. And I
was not allowed as a man to attend the few genuine female migrants who actually
appeared. And the few genuine migrant children who did appear were simply dumped.
As if props which were no longer needed. So Muslim female ‘doctors’ and ‘nurses’
appeared from Birmingham and Manchester. If that is even a valid description. In
unsterile hijabs and long sleeves. Refusing to pull up those unsanitary sleeves or take
off those unsanitary hijabs or to sterilize. Refusing to use proper sterilization because it
contained alcohol. Refusing to sterilize! Actually attending medical procedures and
refusing to sterilize! Sometimes even breaking off in the middle of surgery to pray! It was
insane!
And then I was knifed by a gibbering nutter. Raving about God knows what. With a filthy
knife. There I was in a diseased joke of a surgery with a diseased nutter welding a filthy
knife. I barely got to a hospital in time. And found it overflowing with migrants. And I was
told to go to the back of the queue. So I staggered to a private practice of a Jewish
doctor. Bleeding like a pig. Knowing he has been ordered to stay away on account that
the migrants hated him. He treated me and shot me so full of vaccines I all but had a
reaction. I almost died of blood poisoning. And when I finally returned home I found
migrant squatters had taken over my home. And where was my daughter and wife?
That is when I found out My daughter had been attacked!
I found my wife at a Jewish hospital. It was the only hospital functioning on account that
the migrants refused to go there. So the Hindus and Sikhs and Buddhists and the
Cockneys were relegated there. It was already kicking in. What would happen later.
Islamic ordered segregation and apartheid of the vilest of Najis filthy of peoples from the
new masters. The ‘Best of Peoples’. Muslims. The overwhelmed and imploding NHS
was now ordered to ration care. Translation: don’t bother to come if you are not a
migrant. NHS now only served the ‘Best of Peoples’ and that was not us. We were
already becoming second class citizens in our own country now. The Jewish hospital
was guarded by attack dogs. Behind barb wire. And private security guards. My God!

And my wife was weeping. Hysterical! I could not get a coherent account out of her. But
I feared the worse on account of the vision of all of those migrant squatters I saw back
home. But the truth was even worse than that.
My daughter had been training for the Commonwealth Games. She was a swimmer.
Butterfly. And while swimming she had been attacked at a training facility pool. I finally
was allowed into her hospital room. A private room despite the fact most rooms was
triple filled by too many patents. I soon discovered why she was entitled to a private
room. Eight migrants gang raped her at the training facility so brutally they all but tore
out her insides. An emergency operation barely saved her But she was mutilated
beyond salvage. A ‘smilie’ had been carved into her once beautiful face.” The dog man
wept in a corner. Both hands over his masked eyes. “She was heavily sedated.
Unconscious. My wife was hysterical. She turned on me! Screaming! Blaming me! And
rightfully! Screaming so badly doctors had to sedate her!
So I went to the police and they said no one would be arrested. Could be arrested. It
was anarchy and they had obviously lost control. And legally no migrant could be
deported even if they broke the laws. The migrants were above the laws. Immune to
prosecution despite being walking incubators of Third World diseases compromising the
herd immunity of us indigenous Brits. So I went to the training facility. That is when I
discovered the truth. Labor had ordered the elite Olympian facility opened to allow
migrants. It was declared ‘racist’ and Islamophobic to deny them entry even thought it
used to be a private facility to train Olympian competitors. It had in effect been
nationalized. And all I saw were dirty migrants all over the once pristine bastion to the
Olympian Dream. All in their dirty drawers lounging everywhere. Openly drinking.
Smoking. Doing nothing but vandalizing. Wreaking. Destroying. And some ridiculous
creatures in full bee suits were in one segregated part of the pool behind a stupid
curtain sagging over the filthy water. Vandals had sprayed painted God knows what on
the walls. Somalis were urinating and defecating right before me. Shameless. No one
even using the bathrooms. Much less the showers. The water was filthy. Crap literally
floated on the surface. One terrified man cowered. A janitor. I asked him what the hell
was happening and what happened to my daughter. He said it was my fault. My fault!
And it was my fault!
The Labor minions and human rights lawyers my Labor dues paid for sued to open the
‘racist’ facility to the ‘disadvantaged’ minorities and the migrants. Both being the same

thing: Muslim migrants. And then they invaded. Refusing to shower. Wearing their dirty
drawers under their swim shorts or else as swim shorts. The few females marching in
with burka getups and refusing to shower. So the water was hopelessly polluted.
Nitrogen feeding algae from the dirty filth of unclean bodies and dirty underwear. The
filters quickly clogging and breaking down. Even before they commenced shitting in the
pool. Or urinating. Or masturbating in the spa.
And they attacked every female swimmer in the showers or else the changing rooms.
Or else in the swimming pool itself. No one was safe. Boys included. No less than two
sexual emergencies as the rape of little boys were called. And even if the Olympian
swimmers tried to swim together to protect each other the migrants used taharrush
tactics to assault the swimmers. Tearing off their swim suits and shoving their dirty
hands everywhere. And one pervert ambushed my daughter. Dragged her away. And
then his fellow perverts gang raped her. Eight rapists. The janitor wept. ‘I am
surrendering to the horror’ he told me. ‘It is impossible. They dominate and rule. We are
reduced to their White Slaves. It is not safe for anyone else. The Buddhists have fled.
The Sikhs. The Hindus. The Jews. It is not safe for anyone. Especially if you are a
Christian. No one else dares to come now. And I am fleeing. Let the rabble have it! Let
the animals destroy it! As they will!’
I returned to the hospital. My wife was sedated. I sat by my unconscious daughter’s bed
for hours. Finally she came to. But she was kept very sedated. Her mangled face broke
my heart. “Why didn’t you tell me what was happening?” I asked her.
Tears fell from her eyes. “You were so overwhelmed and terrified yourself Daddy. We
kept thinking the police would restore control. Law and order. Instead they are
abandoning the city to the animals Daddy. And we have become second class sub
citizens in our own city. Oh Daddy! I tried to warn you. In school. Remember? I tried to
tell you how I was being terrorized and bullied in school. By them. The migrants boys
would stalk us into the girls toilets. And at lunch they would ‘throw meat at the meat’. Us.
That is all we became Daddy. Meat. Teachers cowering as the migrants took over the
classrooms and trashed them. No one could learn anything. Riots every day. The school
library torched. The Muslim boys openly boasted they only wanted to become bing drug
dealers and benefit abusers. It became a war zone.

Oh Daddy! What have you done? You and your Labor Party? You and your Multi-cultural
Progressive Left? You and your 68ers? Look what you and your 1960s naivete have
done? You so hated the Establishment you destroyed your own country Daddy! You
became the Regressive Left. You became the hated Establishment. And you destroyed
your own country. Look around Daddy. At least your parents waged the last good war.
They fought Hitler. To save freedom. To save the West from both fascism and
communism. From totalitarianism.
But look around Daddy. The Islamo- fascists rule. Totalitarian and draconian Sharia law
in effect rules. The national emergency is turning into martial law. EU martial law. The
Magna Carta and Common Law has for all intensive purposes been suspended. So has
democracy. EU paramilitary police patrol the city. Dhimmi Dave and the Paki mayor
obey the EU. And instead of protecting and serving us the lawful citizens they are
protecting and serving migrants. Muslim migrants. All enforced by the Black Bloc.
Terrorism the norm. and we all live in fear. It is the blackshirts and brownshirts under
another name. Islam. Islam. But is still Nazism and Fascism. And EU and UN
Communism. And SJW cultural Marxism. All of it Totalitarianism. And a dictator rules.
Because your 68ers were too politically incorrect to do the sane thing and stop Islam
from taking over your country while voting down Brexit to escape from the EU and UN
tyranny. Tyrants rule my country. Our country. And they are deliberately handing our
country over to illegal Muslim migrants who are pouring in. Invading us. And everyone is
surrendering without a fight!
At least your parents and grandparents had the guts to fight tyranny. Kaiser Willy the
Tyrant and Adolph Hitler the Dictator. And Stalin the Mass Murderer. You caved in
without putting up a fight. You surrendered without a fight. And martial law is pulverizing
us. And Ghazi Razzia is devouring the land down to the bone. Everything is being
confiscated. Nationalized. Taken from us. And everyone is caving in to the thugs and the
terrorists and the fundamentalists. Look what your delusional do-goody relativist cultural
suicide has done Daddy! You have not only destroyed your future! You have destroyed
my future!”
My daughter died two days later of infection. My wife took a fatal drug overdose. I had to
go on a brutal drug regime to fend off all but uncontrollable syphilis from that dirty knife.
Syphilis that can drive a man insane. It left me sterile. Then I joined the Jewish hospital
to research vaccines and boosters for Third World contagions. And when London was

declared ‘Jew Free Zone’ I followed the Jews as they went into exile in Wales where the
Harbi Outlaws were converging. Now I both distill vaccines and boosters for the Rebels
and I distill lethal contagions to kill my enemies. I don’t care about my oath as a doctor.
‘First do no harm.’ I was the cause of the death of my wife and my daughter and my city
and my country. For now on I kill my enemies. .....”
*** ***
Suddenly the fireman flinched. Loudspeakers bellowed out the ‘Call of the Faithful’.
Helicopters with loudspeakers zoomed over the devastated city to order public worship.
Helicopters with loudspeakers and machine guns. The fireman paused and then
guesstimate the distance of the threat. Everyone was suppose to knell down and
kowtow to prove Islam dominated and ruled whenever the ‘Call of the Faithful’ was
broadcast. Though it was questionable how many of the thousands and thousands and
thousands of the millions and millions and millions of starving Muslim migrants bothered
to drag their carcasses to mosque anymore. Or even bothered to do the compelled
public worship on the sordid garbage heaped streets. Once the Muslim migrants eagerly
prayed on public Kafir streets to block traffic and intimidate the Kafirs, using the act of
public worship to stake out territory and proclaim the domination of Islam.
Now the starving simply huddled among the garbage listlessly when they were not
hunting for halal rats to eat. Even the Morality Police welded their machine guns less
and less often to force public worship of the hordes littering the streets any longer. Why
bother? The starving were so starving they frankly did not care if they were machine
gunned for not dragging their carcasses into a public kowtow to press their foreheads
down into the cesspools and garbage and corpses and maggots and rats to pray. Yet
the oligarches just kept funneling the dwindling governmental funds into converting old
Kafir buildings into more and more and more and more mosques to placate the mullahs
and imams and clerics so the mullahs and imams and clerics would bless their
administration of the Dar ul Islam Anglestan. Each hand in each other’s deep pocket.
The helicopters roared overhead but then zoomed away as if searching for other
threats. The fireman stared at another gutted church. “Are there shadows inside? Kafirs
cowering inside? It seems to be a lot of them. ‘D’s cowering inside. But why so
many?.......” The fireman chewed his upper lip. “I don’t pity the damn Christians!” he
snarled as he stared at the gutted church. The shadows in the shadows somehow

disturbing. Threatening. “Is that a glint of a light off a rifle? Is that a clink of a bolt of a
gun? The fireman paced before the gutted church. Debating. “I need a hole to hide in!
But who are they? Christians? The Christian ‘D’s? Then I can.....” He gripped the butt of
his gun. “There is something wrong about that church. My skin is crawling.” He backed
away. “But can I realistically make the second rendezvous? I need a hole to hide in! But
is that a glint off a barrel of a rifle?”
“They were as bad as the collaborators! Damn Christians!” he shouted at the gutted
church deep in the growing shadows. He paced back and forth. Weakening. Unraveling.
“Maybe they did not sell out but they appeased and appeased and appeased and
appeased into abject surrender. They betrayed themselves. They were ‘D’s before the
Dhimmitude Protocols were even officially enforced. They surrendered their nation.
Their freedoms. Their human rights. Their children. To us. Cowards! That is even worse
than collaborators and the Quislings! They were cowards! Cowards!” the fireman
shouted toward the shadows cowering in the gutted church. “You were cowards to roll
over and surrender to the Divine Slavery! You did not have the guts to fight for your
nation! Your freedoms! Your human rights!. Or your children!” the fireman shouted.
“How does one recognize the thin end of the wedge of slow motion destruction?” a
voice replied from the darkening depths of the gutted church.
“Well!” the fireman replied, taken back and startled. “Well! You should have realized the
Four Ps were lying to you at least” the fireman retorted. “Didn’t any of you remember
how Hitler applied the screws? Fascism is fascism regardless of the phony labels.
Totalitarianism is totalitarianism regardless of the religious veneer.”
“Aren’t you afraid of the hidden microphones?” the disembodied voice asked from the
gutted church.
“Oh fuck!” the fireman grimaced. Then he marched off toward the last bloody flicker of
dying light as the twilight ebbed into murky darkness. “I am losing control of us! Oh
Lledrith! Why don’t I let you join us. You seen so eager to invite yourself into us. You can
run the nut house for a while. I am sick and tired of playing the adult. Fuck! Where was I
in my recitation of my boko haram life Lledrith? Oh yes. Cynically, the Caliph used to
keep dangling hope for the craven Kafir church bishops” the fireman mused as he
walked very rapidly to get away from possible hidden microphones picking up his

unraveling rants. “Just give us the best and we will allow you the rest. You damn fool
‘D’s” the fireman snarled mockingly to himself. “Why do I think I am going to die tonight?
Is it a premonition? Is this why I feel so reckless? Like a doomed man waiting for the
dawn and his execution who having nothing else to lose finally starts to curse his
jailers? Where the hell am I marching to? As if a siren luring me toward my destruction.
As if Madame X is calling out to me. Calling me toward my death. ...”
*** ***
The madwoman paced nervously before Madame X. “Maybe I can make a run for it?
What do you think? Why the hell should I save you? You bitch! But I have not been
outside of this nut house for over fifteen years. I probably would not even be able to
recognize the city. And how could I escape? Father’s old Rolls Royce is without gas or
oil and the wheels are flat. So how the hell could I make a run for it? I am trapped here.
With you! And I hate you! You damn cow!” the mad woman screamed at the oil painting.
“I am going to die tonight! I know it! Oh God! I know it! I just know it!....”
*** ***
“.....Hell! I am not going to feel guilty for the damn ‘D’s” the fireman snarled as he ranted
and raved as he marched toward the dying light. “They should have read the history of
Islam. Plenty of books told the truth. Plenty of books exposed our deceit. Plenty of
books exposed the delusional lies of the Four Ps. The damn ‘D’s should have been
forewarned. Mos always lie. Deceive. Allah has 99 names and one is the ‘Greatest
Deceiver’. Taqiyya. Mohammad boasted he triumphed through terror and guile. He
broke every oath and he violated every treaty. He even broke his covenants. He even
betrayed his hosts. He even engaged in political assassination and torture. Including
ordering the assassination of an aged poet and a poetess who was nursing her child at
her breast in bed when the assassin plunged his sword through her heart. He did
everything he said no honest man ought to do. Just as he died the way he said no
genuine prophet should die.
So what did the damn ‘D’s think was going to happen when they under bred while letting
millions and millions and millions of Muslim males of war age swagger into Europe?
What the hell did the damn fools think would happen? The damn fool Baby Boomers
just hoped they would be allowed to die off in their senile retirement before we

destroyed their dwindling children. The Millennials. The Generation Zers. Everyone
forgetting about the Generation Xers as usual. Our so-called national leaders, those
Loki Insider traitors, and the self proclaimed Caliph of the New Caliphate moved to the
end game before the damn old fools could quietly die off. So everyone was screwed.
Baby Boomers and Generation Xers and Millennial Yers and Zers all. Takfir Kafirs too.
The cowardly so-called moderate Mos who just cowered or else sat on the fences and
let the horror happening while hoping the crocodile of Islamic fundamentalism would eat
them last. And it has!
Just give up the best and we will allow you the rest” the fireman snarled as he mimicked
the late and notorious Paki mayor. “You damn fool ‘D’s. After all it is Sharia Law. But
Islam allows you full freedom of religion. You damn fool ‘D’s. Except for a few minor
conditions ----- like the fact no Christian or Pagan church can be larger or grander than
a mosque or even visually conspicuous. Just the mere sight of a Kafir or Shirk church or
temple or synagogue is offensive to Muslims and you don’t want to disrespect Muslims
do you? And oh yes! Once damaged by ‘accidental’ arson no Kafir church or temple or
synagogue is allowed to be restored or salvaged. And oh yes! No public crosses or
pagan images are allowed. It disrespects Muslims. And oh yes! No church bells. Or
church singing. Or pagan chanting. Or incense. No wine for mass. Alcohol. It is haram.
And no bibles or pagan holy books can be allowed in public. It disrespects Muslims. But
Islam allows freedom of religion ---- as long as it is done in private and does not offend
us.
After all! You are in Gross Error. Kafirs. Committing Kufr. You damn fool ‘D’s are
covering up the prima facie truth of Islam’s perfection. You are willfully denying Allah’s
Salvation for the World. Islam. You are perversely rejecting the words of The Prophet
Mohammad. Peace be up on him. You are so depraved you stubbornly deny the
gloriously rational message of the Koran. Only a truly degenerated and hell bound
deviant people would deliberately choose to spitefully refuse to convert to the one and
only True Religion on the face of the planet. You damn fool ‘D’s. Because you are too
incapable of the intellectual effort of comprehending the self evident truth of the obvious
superiority of Islam. Proving you are indeed a ‘people of no intelligence’ and ‘no
morality’! As vile as cattle! As well a being damn fools! You damn fool ‘D’s!
And no public Jahiliyyah Christian or Jewish or Pagan holy days or holidays. It
disrespects Muslims. But Islam allows full freedom of religion ---- as long as it is private

and does not offend us. Though any religion other than The One And Only True Religion
offends us. Allah is a very jealous god. And Mohammad is a very jealous prophet. ‘Oh
Prophet! Commit Murderers!’ We don’t share the earth with any damn fool ‘D’s. And we
intend to dominate and rule the entire planet. You damn fool ‘D’s. And oh yes! The jizyah
will be exacted very stiffly. It takes a lot of money to buy protection from Ghazi Razzia.
From pillage and rapine. From arson. From slavery. From death. But otherwise there is
full freedom of religion ---- and don’t bother to try to salvage the Jahiliyyah pollution
inside of St. Pauls or Westminster. We have already consigned it to garbage or else the
fire.
And we want that old chair back. Or else. And the rest of the Jahiliyyah which
collaborators of that damn racist bigot the Nigger Of York purloined. You know what the
Nigger of York stole. I don’t know what the hell he stole but the morality police were in a
tizzy about getting whatever that Nigger of York stole. So hand it over to us! Now! Or
else! Whatever that Nigger of York is planning it will not work. Get it! I have no ideal
what the Nigger of York is planning or was planning or will be planning but boy were the
morality police in a tizzy about it. Richard The Third the White Boar is dead. You damn
fool ‘D’s. Your damn Yorkists need to give up fighting back. No more showy acts of
defiance by any and all fucking stiff neck Northerners are allowed. Or else we will hold a
pogrom until you understand that if you rebel then everyone will suffer.
After all! It is Jahiliiyyah. Whatever you bastards are planning it is Harbi Jahiliyyah. You
don’t want to disrespect us do you? And Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution disrespects
us. And so does Najis. Your Najis. But otherwise there is full freedom of religion allowed
in Islam for you Najis filthy Jahiliyyah polluted Dhimmis ------ as long as you pay jizya
----- which will be set very high ------ because of the migrant crisis. After all! As
Christians you do believe in sharing don’t you? Charity begins at home doesn’t it? Right
you damn fool ‘D’s. And the UN Agenda 21 has declared this to be a global emergency.
And did you know that Sharia allows Muslims to march into any Christian or Pagan
edifice and stay there as long as he needs it ---- with or without his horses or camels
------ and we have another 30,000 migrants coming ------ and another 70,000 are due to
arrive ----- and we might have to use your miserable edifices to house them ---- but just
for the time being. But otherwise you have full freedom of religion.
You know. The way we defined ‘peace’ as ‘submission’. You have full freedom of religion
as that Anarchist said last week when he interrupted the Nightly Fatwa. You have full

freedom of religion you damn fool ‘D’s. And it was not Wolfey in his Anarchist mask?
Why wasn’t it Wolfey? Wolfey? Wolfey? Are you still alive Wolfey? With Islam defining
‘peace’ and ‘freedom’ the same way. According to the definition of ‘peace’ and ‘freedom’
as defined in that movie ‘1984'. Peace as war. Freedom as Slavery. Though ‘1984' was
a boring movie so I never bothered to watch it to the end. But I am sure it ended badly
for you damn fool ‘D’s.
Give me a Morlock any day. At least the Morlocks only pretend to serve as they prepare
to devour. You arseholes! You fucking passive, weak wrist, ‘turn the other cheek’
Christians! What the fuck did you think would happen when The Butcher who was
yanking the balls of The Drunkard while fingering The Dictator of Berlin’s sterile loins
while openly boasting ‘Democracy, freedom, and rule of law..... For us these words have
absolutely no value any longer’ as he imposed an Islamic Constitution of full blown
Sharia while overthrowing everything Mustafa Kemal Ataturk believed in while declaring
a caliphate with himself as not only dictator and sultan and caliph but the Beloved
Leader of the World Wide Ummah?” The fireman paused. “That old man in the
Haymarket Theater. That old actor I helped to burn to death? The one talking about the
‘Hollow Crown’. I think he played the Morlock in that TV movie the ‘Time Machine’. Oh
God! I wished I had not remembered that. Why do I think I am going to die tonight?
Perhaps because I deserve to die tonight” The fireman suddenly twisted around as if to
spy out his shadow. But by now the lurid twilight was becoming too dark to count
shadows.
“Churches. See the churches Mohammad and Ahmad? See how well Islam treats any
churches it does not nationalize? Oh stop crying Ahmad! And admit it Mohammad! Your
fucking religion is a fucking mono-cultural steamroller destroying everything in its path.
Did anyone tell you Christian morons how The Butcher nationalized all of the churches
of Turkey as every single Christian was being exterminated in the Islamic Levant? Hah!
But of course you will need to strip the churches we are confiscating of all Jahiliyyah
------ or else we will. You don’t want to disrespect Muslims do you? But hey! Any church
we confiscate will at least be saved. Unlike the churches we ‘accidentally’ burn. But
Islam allows full freedom of religion ------ though only perverts and hell bound deviants
and Kafirs would actually want to commit Kufr.
And Kufr is absolutely the worst sin on earth. But if you don’t command that Nigger of
York to surrender York to Islamic rule we will not only burn York down. We will burn

every church you have. If so much as one Dhimmi rebels then we can collectively
punish all Dhimmis. If so much as one Kafir persists in being Harbi we can collectively
punish every single Kafir Dhimmi in retaliation. Collective guilt. And collective
punishment. Pogroms are an Islamic speciality. But Islam allows full freedom of religion
------ as long as you surrender to the Divine Slavery utterly and know your place and
stay in your place ----- under the heel of The Divine Slavery.
But each church kept getting confiscated despite Islam’s glorious freedom of religion. I
can’t imagine why!” the fireman snarled, snarling louder and louder as he unraveled.
“Explain that to me Mohammad! Explain why your fucking religion you love so much
treats everyone who is not Muslim like Najis shit. Poor Mohammad. Bound to a Takfir
Kafir Apostate as if a Siamese Twin. Or is it Symbiosis? A group organism who survives
by collective interdependence?” The fireman stared at the ruins of another church.
“More shadows. The damn fool ‘D’s never bothered to go to church when they had the
chance. And now they have only ruins to huddle in. But why is that church full of moving
shadows?”
The fireman stared at it nervously. Inside the gutted church the soldiers ducked down.
They could not afford to allow any bullets to go flying before the Chimes tolled at
Midnight. So they ducked down. Their officer stared at the fireman staring at him. The
fireman paced nervously before the church as the officer gestured for a soldier to take
aim with his air gun. Silent death. The fireman paced back and forth, ranting,
shouting ..... but at himself as if debating with his fractured soul. The sniper took aim.
The fireman in the cross hairs. Then just before the finger squeezed the trigger the
fireman suddenly resumed his march toward the dying light in the darkening sky.
“First one church was confiscated” the fireman snarled as if accusing his fractured soul.
“Then another church. Then another church. Then another church. Then another
church. Even Lambeth Palace. But by the time Lambeth Palace was confiscated from
the Dhimmi Archbishop of Canterbury it had become very crowded. Previously the
damn old fool magnanimously offered to house migrants in it ----- until 100 showed up.
Then 500. Then a thousand. Then five thousand. After that I think he give up counting
as he gave up his digs. And the migrants thoughtfully saved him the time and effort of
removing offense Jahiliyyah by destroying all of the crosses and then burning all of the
books. Or else they urinated or defecated all over the sacred relics. No good deed goes
unpunished you damn fool ‘D’!

So by the time the homeless Archbishop of Canterbury moved out there was nothing
left. And in only three years the Dhimmi Archbishop of Canterbury had no churches left
in London he could hold Christian mass in. Though of course Twilight Song was banned
entirely being haram music. Thus, unlike the bigoted and racist and xenophobic Anglo
Indian Archbishop of York, the touchy feelly guilt riddled White Archbishop of Canterbury
was rewarded for being so Multi-cultural as well as wishy washy about the need to be
passionate about fuddy duddy old Church of England Christianity in the face of Islamic
invasion. Rewarded with homelessness. Rewarded for betraying his flock with
homelessness. Rewarded for betraying his faith with homelessness. Of course at the
time it was called the ‘Migrant Crisis’. So to help the homeless migrants the Dhimmi
Archbishop of Canterbury ended up homeless ---- along with his entire flock of the damn
fool ‘D’s!
Odd that. That helping the homeless and indigent Muslim migrants resulted in the ‘D’s
becoming homeless and indigent as well as damn fools. At first it was explained it was
an emergency. So many migrants were coming, 10,000 a week, then 20,000 a week,
and then 30,000 a week and then 40,000 a week and then 50,000 a week and then
60,000 a week so there was no more room for them all. Government heritage sites had
to be converted to house them. After all! British heritage sites were jahiliyyah barbaric
pollution. What the hell did the damn fool ‘D’s think would happen? Anything British was
defacto jahiliyyah barbaric pollution. One man’s precious history and heritage and
legacy is another man’s jahiliyyah barbaric pollution.
Eh! Eh! Do you want to tell Lledrith the next part of the story Mohammad or should I
continue? Eh? Eh? Oh do stop crying Ahmad! You whinny whelp! I damn well want to
shove Mohammad’s face in the mess his religion has made! Yes! Yes! I am a mean
bastard! I am a chip off the old Dominator! And I rule here! Not you whiny whelps! And I
won’t stop this inquisition until Mohammad admits his beloved religion is hell on earth
for every human being! Even Muslims!” the fireman screamed as he suddenly
brandished his gun at a pack of Wild Children. They ran off howling a he blasted away
at them. “So much for those whelps! Eh! Eh! So do you want to tell Lledrith the next part
of the story Mohammad or should I continue? Eh? Eh?
So. So the Africans really enjoyed urinating and defecating all over the Britishers’ most
precious heritage sites and legacies. While vandalizing and desecrating what the British

held most dear. Hurling their filth and garbage everywhere. No good deed goes
unpunished. Too bad the Pancras Plague erupted then. One man’s despised jahiliyyah
barbaric pollution is another man’s epicenter of the Pancras Plague. The Africans ended
up moldering in the mire of their own sewage and garbage. The Africans ended up as
garbage in their garbage. So I guess no ingrate ingratitude goes unpunished as well.
Gallows The Turncoat had a field day destroying his nation’s most precious heritage
sites by ordering them to be converted to house migrants from far away dung heap third
world failed states. Knowing the ingrates would destroy everything. Destroying his
nation’s history and heritage in the foulest way possible. As if stabling horses in the
Banqueting House. Except he was stabling African ingrates in the British heritage sites
so their legacies would be befouled by shit. Who needs horses to shit when you have
African ingrates who shit on everything? The turncoat. Only to be ambushed by Ferals.
Hah!
His chauffeur driven Rolls broke down one dark night. Someone laid spikes and all four
tires blew up on his usual route back to his stolen palace. Apsley House. And the Ferals
fed off him. Was that some cosmic joke or what?” the fireman ranted. “The Anarchists
had a fun night interrupting the Nightly Fatwa to report that jewel. Hah! Allah! If cornered
by Ferals I will rather blow my own brains out!” The fireman carefully eased across a
crude bridge of lumber laid across a pool of raw sewage and then resumed his
mysterious march toward the dying embers of the sunset as if something ----- or
someone ----- was calling out to him. A siren calling him toward his death.
*** ***
The world is becoming dark” the trophy widow told the chauffeur.
“Yes babe” he replied as his eyes looked through the rear view mirror at her. Then he
looked thoughtfully at the nervy younger trophy widow shaking in her veils and furs.
“The sun is setting. Soon the Ferals will come out.”
“Don’t say that!” the younger girl shouted. “You know Ferals terrify me!”
“They terrify everyone dearie” the trophy widow replied blandly. “Why do you keep that
bee suit on? You are among friends dearie.”

“But the chauffeur....”
“....Is my lover.”
“Why not dump that crap?” the chauffeur asked as he stared at her through the rear
view mirror.
“But it is haram for a good Muslim to reveal her Awrah to strangers.”
“And therefore per the same doctrine you should never have left your mehram’s home
alone” the chauffeur replied.
“But he is dead. I think...”
“So the next mehram should have escorted you so you would not be alone with
strangers who are not members of your family. Especially Najis filthy Kafirs like me. Or
else you should have stayed and died. Even in that getup you are behaving like a whore
without your mehram. Every Muslim female must be the ward property of a mehram and
never leave a mehram’s home except by permission and then in the presence of a
mehram and then mute. Where is your mehram? Father? Brother? Husband? Son? You
are even talking. That is just as haram. That is the misogynist morality behind your garb.
That getup says you are obeying Sharia. You are obeying Islamic morality. That Islamic
morality and Sharia trumps all other laws and the beliefs of Western Civilization. That
getup declares that anyone who refuses to obey Islamic morality and Sharia is by
definition a whore and deserves what will come of defying Islamic morality and Sharia.
You are denying Western values which assumes that men and women are equal and
people are obligated to control their sexual urges and lusts and behave like decent
human beings without the need for morality police or mehrams or veils. That getup says
your entire body and presence and face and hair and every inch of you is shameful and
sinful and corrupting. Technically even your eyes should be covered or else only one
eye should be exposed. Hell! Technically even female babies must be swaddled in veils
or else their Arwah will corrupt men into molesting them. That get up says that you are
holier than us Najis filthy Kafirs yet at the same time you are ........”

“....Being a hypocrite dearie” the trophy widow said dryly. “So are you implying I am a
whore dearie?” the trophy widow replied curtly as she showed her beautiful naked face,
hair, and handsome clothes sans Islamic veils as if flaunting herself and her self
mastery. “Am I a naked whore showing her shameful Awrah to seduce male humanity to
rape me because males can’t control themselves and will go insane when they behold
my shameful Awrah and be compelled to ravish me? My entire body being Awrah?
‘Respect the Awrah!’ Therefore sinful? Shameful? Requiring bee suits and mehrams
with swords to police me because I have half the wits of a man and a chemical
imbalance so I am too infantile and retarded to be my own master? What is next? Am I
to be beaten at the first sign of rebellion?”
“Oh! No! I mean! I mean!”
“Funny” the chauffeur said. “Deluded Swedish police handed out rubber wrist bands to
Swedish girls to stop them being raped at rock concerts by Muslims. ‘Don’t touch
me’.They were raped anyway. Clearly the Muslims raping their way across Europe
considered any Kafir, male, female, of any age, to be fair game unless they obeyed
Islamic morality and Sharia and if female properly veiled and never left home without
her mehram. And apparently little boys were fair game per Islamic morality and Sharia.
Devshirme. Funny that holier than thou Muslims raped every child and girl and teenager
and woman and even old women they encountered as they invaded Europe. Even old
women mourning at the graves of their kindred. Oh! I guess they were showing their
Awrah. They were ‘naked’. They were behaving like whores. They deserve to be raped.”
“Look dearie” the trophy widow said curtly. “I know that bullshit. That hijab and abaya
and niqaab says you are obeying the Koran 33. 59. Any moral female who does not
wish to be assaulted or molested or raped MUST VEIL. Or as that charming misogynist
Nybro Smaland so charmingly explained to the Malmo Rape victims: ‘A woman who
does not wear a head scarf is asking to be raped’. ‘....uncovered meat. That is the
problem.’ as that equally famous Australian pervert of a holy man said to justify rapes of
Australian girls. But now I don’t have to put up with that hypocritical bullshit so I won’t.
This is my automobile. I don’t like being called a whore! And that get up says I am a
whore!”
“Please! Please! I am not calling you are whore! I am too used to concealing my Awrah
to change now! I can’t be naked!”

“You are wearing a designer dress and jewels and heavy eye makeup and furs and high
heels. You are not naked.”
“Please! Please! I can’t! I am too.... conditioned. I can’t reveal my Awrah! My shame!”
The girl erupted into such a spasm of tears the trophy widow groaned and then
shrugged. The chauffeur stared at the crying girl in his rear view mirror with worried
eyes....
*** ***
“....Then the British Museum and National Gallery and Tate and V & A were ordered to
be seized to house migrants” the fireman mused in a soft voice.. “That is when I got my
first job Lledrith. To help burn the Jahiliyyah to empty the places so thousands and
thousands and thousands of migrants from Muslim Africa could be housed inside like
sardines. The infrastructure totally inappropriate. The bathrooms only able to cope with
1% of the migrants. The sanitation nonexistent. And most of the migrants would be
Africans who shitted openly like animals everywhere. Turning the once hallowed places
into slums. Rockeries. Cesspools. Like turning a palace into a stable. To house shitting
Africans. Right after Dhimmi Dave assured the damn fool ‘D’s the Mos would not do an
ISIS.”
“Yeah!” the fireman snarled in a more hostile voice. “The damn fool ‘D’s. And they were
so brainwashed and castrated by political correctness and craven hearted Dhimmitude
they not only believed Dhimmi Dave. They refused to proactively try to save their
precious heritage and legacies. It would have been racist to doubt. It would have been
bigoted to assume the worse. It would have been Islamophobic to proactively do the
logical thing and try to squirrel away at least some of their national treasures. So the
damn places were full of priceless jahiliyyah and the barbarians were at the gates. And
guess who had his first job. Mohammad here. And guess who was a proud new
member of the Elephant & Castle Fire Department. Let the jahiliyyah bonfires of the
vanities begin!” the fireman snarled as he maneuvered his way through filth and burned
out automobiles on the sewage flooded street which once was Piccadilly. “God! The
damn fool ‘D’s!”

“I had just run away from The Dominator” the fireman replied in a soft voice. “After Davy
whacked The Dominator so badly we thought he was dead. So we had to run away! We
thought we were facing a murder charge! Oh if only I could write a boko haram of my
life. What a tale we could spin. Our .....biography. Or is it autobiography? The boko
haram of our haram life. I was only sixteen years old. Homeless. Just kicked out of
school for murder. Real murder this time. Davy is the killer! Not us! Davy is always the
killer!”
“Speaking as one who burns heretics” the fireman snarled viciously. “Mohammad is the
sweet one! Everyone loves Mohammad! And Ahmad is the irresistible child. Everyone
adores Ahmad! And I am the hated one who has to do the dirty work so we will survive!”
“It was murder. I did not know I had it in me. The ability to murder. The relish to murder.
It was Davy! Davy did the murder! It was not us! It was Davy! It is always Davy!”
“Because you bastards are such whiny whelps I have to do the dirty work so we can
survive! Murder! The bastard deserved it for trying to rape the Heroine of Hyde Park! I
did not even plan to do it. Much less the way I did it. It was as if I was possessed. As if
someone other than me killed him. I can’t even say I was the hero of the day because
events were compelling me. Thrusting me forward. Unplanned. Unpremeditated.
Something inside of me. Someone inside of me. I don’t know. Maybe a flash back from
the days of The Dominator and what he used to do to Mommy. I don’t know.
I don’t care if it is in the Koran. ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will.’
No dirty bastard has the right to rape anyone. Be she wife or Harbi war booty or Kafir or
Shirk. Not to rape them or molest them or beat them. I don’t care if the Koran says
‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will.’ I don’t believe any bastard as
the right to do ....” The fireman flinched as an image of something hanging from a beam
filled his PTSD traumatized brain. He gagged down a scream. Then the fireman very
softly sung a haram song.
Oh my love is like a red, red rose
that’s newly sprung in June.
Oh my love is like a melody
that’s sweetly played in tune.
As fair thou art my bonnie lass,

so deep in love am I
and I will love still my dear
till all the seas gang dry.
Till all the seas gang dry my dear
and the rocks melt with the sun.
And I will love thee still my dear
when the sands of life shall run.
The fireman hunched over and wept. His thin chest heaving. Then he softly sang again.
With a lightsome heart I stretched forth my hand
to pluck a rosebud from the tree.
But my false love stole away my rose
and left only the thorns with me.

The fireman wiped his tears away. “Don’t cry Ahmad! Don’t cry! Don’t cry! If we die
tonight it is because we deserve to die.” Then his face became bitter. “The bastard was
boasting of his plans to rape the Heroine of Hyde Park. I could not allow that bastard to
rape the Heroine of Hyde Park. I meant to proactively give her pepper spray to ward off
possible attack. You know how much I sorta kinda adored her. Not you of course
Mohammad. But me. I had a crush on her. My Heroine of Hyde Park. But he was on top
of her when I found them in the girl’s toilets. He had his dirty hand over her screaming
mouth but she was fighting back like the heroine she was. Like what The Dominator did
to Mother. Like how Mother always screamed when ..... And I just ...... it just......
happened.
So to deflect accusations away from her I had to make it seem as if some outsider killed
the bastard elsewhere. And the Identitarian carving...... I don’t even know why I did that.
The posters were so swell. The images were so clear you understood without the need
of reading the words. And I admired the Identitarians for at least fighting back. They
were the only ones who did not act as if castrated eunuchs. But the murder spiraled out
of control. I don’t regret killing the bastard but the way I killed him spiraled the events
out of control. The school suspected me of something. Murder. Or else of being the
Pepper Spray Bloke.

Funny. If a white Brit had done it the school would have had him arrested right away for
a big show trial. But because that raping Mo was killed by me they could not throw the
book at me. It was like that hijab wearing Mo in Brussels who was run over during a riot.
A left - right -riot. The Four Ps accused the Identitarians of driving over her. Headlines in
every newspaper. Two days later it was revealed that the Brussels police had arrest the
driver: a Mo. A drunk Mo. A drunk Mo had done a hit and run of a hijab Mo. It was just
chance that it was near to the left - right - riot. And every paper except the Breitbart
buried the story.
The Daily Mail apparently quietly changed the Islamophobic accusations to conform to
the facts but did not explain why it jumped to the initial accusation of Islamphobia. The
Times apparently was the only paper which actually reported events correctly. Funny
that. When Breitbart challenged the BBC and CNN and major news outlets to admit they
lied they all refused. One CNN Regressive Leftist twittered a curse. ‘F#%$ you!’ So the
majority of readers and news junkies never got the retraction and always assumed the
Identitarians deliberately mowed down a hijab Mo. Like the Molotov cocktail accusation.
Never seen. Never proven. But everyone believed the Identitarians and football
Hooligans were throwing Molotov cocktails at Leftist Open Borders Anarchists. The
ones throwing dangerous things were the Leftist Open Borders Anarchists. The Black
Bloc. The Four Ps. Liars no less than us Mos. So. Anyway. End of story: the Mo was not
even tried. And I was not tried. But I was out on my keister. And there I was. On the
streets. Anything but the hero of my boko haram life.”
The fireman marched desperately toward the second rendezvous he knew he could not
make in time. “So there I was after Davy murdered one two many people” the fireman
said in a soft voice. “Living rough. Because of Davy. But living rough was hard on
Ahmad. Ahmad was all in pieces after the Shadows House. I tried to hung out with the
Anarchists for a while. But .... but..... Davy said I could not stay with Wolfey.” The
fireman wept as he marched. He staggered. The starvation and loss of blood weakening
him. He staggered but then forced himself forward.
“And after Wolfey and I parted ways I needed a job other than creative arson or graffiti
tagging or else spelunkering. The authorities were cracking down. It was becoming
beyond the pale. If we stayed...... with Wolfey ..... we would have been beyond the pale.
And there was no hope things would get better. Quite the reverse. We would have been

Takfir Kafirs. Apostates. Sinners. A death sentence. Everything was getting worse and
worse. The winners and losers were becoming fatally clear. And being caught beyond
the pale was becoming even clearer.
And the spleunkering of that abandoned treasure house in Sussex had gone horribly
wrong. The haunted treasure house abandoned by the sleazy slum lord and best pal of
the murderous old senile bastard of a ruler of Zimbabwe. The crony of Mugabe the
Murderer. The Shadows House. It went so horribly wrong. So we decided we needed to
go straight. A job. A respectable job. I knew I was no one’s definition of a hero of my
own life but my life was becoming a nightmare and I needed a legit job. And the job
opening was ideal. Arson for the new elite. A little money to rent a genuine place for the
first time in our lives. Ahmad was having a ......breakdown ..... because of what
happened at the Shadows House. We needed a safe harbor. A place to hide in. Seventh
Heaven. Davy needed Seventh Heaven ----- for ----- her. Wolfey was out of the picture
---- because of Davy and her. But Davy needed me to get us the job. The job opening
was only something I could qualify for: to be a fireman.”
The fireman hunched over and wept, his thin arms held tight across his half starved
chest. “And little did I know I was damning myself” he said in a soft voice. “Though not
the way I anticipated. I was worried about concealing Davy and Ahmad. Actually
everyone adored Ahmad. The power Ahmad had to charm everyone. Especially the Fire
Captain. But concealing Davy. Allah! Trying to conceal Davy! It was like walking on
glass with my bare feet! But that is not how I damned myself! Davy did not damn us! I
damned us! The first day on the job and I damned myself. I damned us. Like my
accidental name. Things take on a life of their own. The trouble has always been that I
have never been able to control my life! Events control me!
Like what happened at The Shadows House. Or the first week at my new job. First
burning the actors. Musicians. Artists. That was bad. It was bad. We did not know we
would be doing things like that. Burning people. Not just things. People. Then burning
the heretic Archbishop of Canterbury after he finally found his balls and defied Sharia by
holding an illegal Christian Evening Song. Music. Singing. Incense. Mass. The wine is
the blood. Resurrection. Crosses. Bibles. The lot. All haram. All forbidden by Sharia and
Dhimmitude. And in public in a condemned church slated for conversion to become a
mosque. Having to drag that damn fool old man out of that church and tie him up
outside for everyone to see as the fire department burned him as he curst us. It was

bad. He curst us! It was bad! Having to burn that foolish old man as he curst the
Elephant & Castle Fire Department. We did not think it would be like this. And then
prepping the burning of the contents of the British Museum as it turned into an
unspeakable horror.” The fireman hunched over and wept as if the memories were a
physical agony.
“I can still remember it the fireman whispered in a soft voice as he stared into the dying
light. “I was so proud of volunteering. The Fire Department. It seemed logical. Aren’t a
lot of fireman ex-arsonists anyway? And now fireman did not stop fires. They started
them. Burning was now legit. Arson was now moral. It seemed so perfect. As if destiny.
That I was fated to be there that day. Of course there was danger. Not the danger of
fire. The danger that the British Museum would fight back. Not the gutless ‘D’s. The
brooding building itself. Like what happened at The Shadows House. Houses can fight
back. Haunted places can fight back. Like Lledrith’s haunted house. Houses can fight
back. People sometimes fight back when faced with destruction or violation. And
sometimes places fight back when faced with destruction or violation. Destruction or
desecration or violation. Sometimes a place will fight back. And there were rumors of
Pancras plague or at least the potential of infection of Pancras plague. At old places.
Old heritage places. Old legacy places. Old places about to be destroyed or violated or
desecrated. It was a mystery. What ignited Pancras Plague. Something about
accumulations of concentrated Jahiliyyah alien barbaric pollution. But the mystery was
killing people. Really killing people.
Now I had spelunkered since the age of seven among the old places. The neglected
places. The forgotten places. The abandoned places. Buildings abandoned for every
reason or no reason. Or buildings bombed during WW II but for whatever reason never
pulled down. Condemned places. Abandoned places. Old townhouses. Sometimes
destroyed by squatters. Sometimes just left with everything still there. I never
spelunkered long in those places where squatters and druggies took up residence.
There was only nastiness there. But sometimes the old townhouses were still beautifully
intact. Ghostly. The decay very slow. As if time was slowing down. A slow motion decline
and fall. All silky cobwebs and dust as soft as talc. The ceilings ever so slowly caving in.
The floors ever so slowly crumbling. The furniture still there. Sometimes drawers full of
abandoned relics. Personal mementoes. Fading photographs. Lost dolls. Dried roses
crumbling away. A ghostly red dress still hanging from a mirror. The dust so delicate on
it. As if fairy dust. The dust on the floors so exquisitely fine. Smooth. Untrod. My careful

footprints leaving the only evidence of life in the still emptiness. Funny. The emptiness
never scared me. The loneliness never bothered me. The ghosts never haunted me ---until The Shadows House. And your house too Lledrith! Damn you!
Old hotels. They were always great to splunker. Their moldering extravagance. Their
crumbling beauty slowly decaying into cobwebs and strange as that old rock song said.
The empty halls lined with empty rooms. Each long hallway ending with a disconcerting
mirror which reflected me most strangely as if framing my form as if a ghost. As if I was
my own ghost haunting me. Grand old ballrooms still as the grave. Restaurants and
bars still grand if disintegrating. Great mirrors still reflecting but with strange distortions.
The glass of the great mirrors etched by ghostly patinas and spidery patterns of grey as
the silver backing corroded. The reflections oddly smoky as if the mirrors were magic
portals into netherworlds. Keys still in cubbyholes. Each key tantalizing. What it could
open. What might still be inside. Fading posters of supper dances or parties still pinned
to doors. Muslin covering the tickling crystal chandeliers. Muslin covering ballroom
mirrors. The marble soft with dust. Cobwebs like ghostly curtains.
Or old churches abandoned by their worshipers who moved into the suburbs. Somehow
I always felt very sorry for the poor places abandoned by their worshipers. It seemed
wrong somehow. Especially if the churches had graveyards. The graveyards overgrown.
The wild brambles covering the forgotten tombstones. The names fading away with
each year of storms wearing the stone smooth. The Victorian grave markers so
fantastical. Haram angels. Haram demigods. Or else marble roses covered by real
roses. The roses gone feral. Somehow, I don’t know, but the worshipers should have
taken their dead. To leave their dead behind. Somehow that did not seen right to leave
the dead behind.
I spelunkered an old haram theater once too. Its echoing decay so hauntingly moving.
As if I could still hear echoes of haram laughter and forbidden song. Oh why did
Mohammad curse the Humanities. Art. Music. Dancing. Singing. Poetry. Theater. Opera.
Even chess. Even sports other than warfare. Oh if only I could have experienced such
jahiliyyah taboos.
I know Kafir music drives a good Muslim insane but oh if only to have heard the music
and songs which once filled that old theater. At least once. The chairs stripped away. My
feet echoing. The upper story seats still there. The massive lights derelict. The gold

peeling. But the stage machinery still in place. And the dressing rooms still oddly and
touchingly intact. Here and there with penciled names on the doors or fading photos or
posters. As if ghosts still haunted them. Ghosts still performing and taking ghostly bows.
And I never experienced Pancras plague. Not there or anywhere. Not anything bad
really except for one place which had squatters who were drug addicts. That ruined the
spelunkering there. And you of course Lledrith. But most of my experiences
spelunkering was wonderful. Sad. But wonderful. Lonely. But wonderful. Life at home so
foul it made the loneliness a solace. I grew up a lonely boy wishing my mother had
married an evil stepfather which we could have escaped if we had only tried.
Oh if only Mother and I could have run away. To the beach perhaps. Like David
Copperfield ran away to a beach. To ....Blackpool. Didn’t there use to be wonderful
place called Blackpool where fairy lights brightened the nights and music filled the salty
air? Everyone sang and danced and held hands in public. Boys and girls hand in hand.
The girls in bright and delicate frocks. Their hair blowing in the salty breeze. Everyone
strolling along the boardwalk holding hands. So haram. So forbidden. Like Eden.
Paradise Lost. Everything forbidden yet so tragically alluring. And now gone. Gone
forever I guess. And there was salt water taffy and cotton candy. I always wanted to
taste salt water taffy or cotton candy. I suppose Blackpool is abandoned now. A city
dedicated to love and fun and happiness and being silly. All haram. Taboo.
An entire city to spelunker! What fun that would be! The only living person in a ghost
city. Just the ghosts and me. And the worse thing I ever whiffed was monoxide from old
gaslight pipes. That killed me once when you turned on the gaslight to kill me Lledrith.
But never once did I whiff Pancras Plague. But I was always respectful to the ghostly
places. So the ghostly places never attacked me except that once. The monoxide from
ghostly gaslight vents. No. Twice. The Shadows House. I kept trying to bury that
memory but it keeps haunting me. Ahmad had a breakdown after the Shadows House
because of what happened to the children there. What happened at The Shadows
House. Why do I think I am going to die tonight?....”
*** ***
Mr. Mole paced before the teletype fax. Mr. Donkey watched him. “Heimdall won’t dare
expose his embedded treason unless he has to” the ex-lorry driver told the computer
specialist.

“MIMIR is quiet” the eccentric man replied.
“That surely is good news isn’t it?” Mr. Donkey replied.
“I don’t know ......... I ..... don’t know.....”
*** ***
The sentient robot perambulated with utterly silent steps across the Bridge of Two
Worlds. The Minister of the Right and the Minister of the Left both gestured with their
symbols of War and Peace. Both programs still projected Gotterdammerung. “The
Golden Rooster has not crowed” the sentient robot informed the two complex
computers. Then the sentient robot rustled its luxurious silks as it watched the aging
Organic smile. All as butterflies danced in the artificial springtime. Then another robot in
luxurious silks wheeled out another piece of complete artifice. This time an artificial wall.
On the artificial wall there was an almost completed piece of art crafted from complex
graffiti stenciling. The aging Organic gestured to clap her shaking hands in admiration.
Her robotic attendants thoughtfully supplied the sound effects for her. Then an aged and
broken man came out and commenced laboriously stenciling complex layers of images.
“Our Mistress wishes to know if your last masterpiece will be completed today” one
robotic attendant asked the weary, broken man.
“Before she dies or before I die?” the bitterly disillusioned man asked ironically. In reply
the robots fluttered as their billowing sleeves wafted in the perfumed bottled air. “Does it
matter? The weary artist asked bitterly. “Do your programs even conceive of the term
‘Art’?” In reply the robots fluttered around the weary man with ritual gestures as their
lavish silks and eerily serene Noh masks generated artificial emotions through
programed shadows and gestures created from videos of ancient dances and Noh
Dramas and Kabuki Theater performances. The broken artist half laughed and half
cried. “Tell your mistress I will finish this damn thing before I die if that is of any
consolation whatsoever.”
As if to inspire the very sick artist, the sentient robots cranked up the ancient
gramophone and gently set the huge needle down on the ancient surface of a record.

Puccini’s ‘Madame Butterfly’ soared out into the bottled air of the bottled garden. The
dying artist wept as he leaned against the artificial wall. “God damn this! All of this! God
damn everyone! God damn me! Me most of all! God damn me! I cheered the Invaders
from the South. Oh such a good person I was. And today I am a homeless exile. A
charity case. Pretending to complete my last so-called masterpiece for computers
to .........preserve ....... as everything organic goes extinct. God damn me! God damn
me! The biggest useful idiot of all!” Then the bitter artist struggled to finish his last graffiti
on his last wall.
*** ***
“Why do I think I am going to die tonight Lledrith?” the fireman asked his invisible
second shadow. “But when Gallows The Turncoat before Davy killed him and Dhimmi
Dave decided to house thousands and thousands and thousands of migrants in the old
heritage and legacy buildings so the migrants would desecrate them and vandalize
them and befoul them and burn them down. Except that malice awakened something.
Ignited. Unleashed. Maybe the old buildings decided to fight back. Sometimes a place
will fight back. Or the ghosts in a place will fight back. Ghosts can be very territorial. I
learned that at The Shadows House. Eh Lledrith? Sometimes buildings take on a life of
their own. Sometimes buildings fight back. Right Lledrith? And when they do...... well.....
you might get a second shadow. Right Lledrith? We might think we can displace and
replace the indigenous ‘D’s but not even we can displace and replace ghosts or else
cobwebs and strange.
No one understood what caused Pancras plague though everyone cringed at the sight
of Hellwaine hearses hauling away the mounds of bodies, some dead, some dying until
even the Hellwaine Hell Wagons gave up and the mounds of the dead were left heaped
in the streets. As if the black plague had once again entered London as if a forewarning
of what followed when the Great Plague first struck London. First the Great Plague.
Then the Great Fire. Well! We have the Great Pancras Plague along with every other
sort of plague and disease and contagion. So I guess the Encore of the Second Great
Fire is overdue.
But it was believed that Pancras plague was caused by centuries of Jahiliyyah seeping
out. Centuries of Kufr and Shirk oozing out. Centuries of taboo and things forbidden.
Forbidden yet still there. Invisible or unseen or subterranean but still present. Seeping

out. Like carbon monoxide. Like ghosts. Unable to be exorcized. Like all of those
nightmare movies about haunted houses which used to terrify my childhood until I grew
up and made the mistake of finding my own haunted house. The Shadows House.
Unable to move from the TV set. Wanting to flee but trapped by the unfolding nightmare.
Unable to move inside The Shadows House. Wanting to flee but trapped in the
unfolding nightmare.
That is what I suggested as the Elephant & Castle Fire Department debated the
potential dangers of entering that notorious site. The British Museum. Perhaps the
haram place had been built over a ghostly Indian or else Celt graveyard. A mass grave.
Or a catacombs. Or else some pagan Shirk Roman temple. After all. It looked like a
pagan Shirk Roman temple. And the jahiliyyah could be oozing up from the saturated
depths of ancient graves. Ancient pagan Shirk ruins. Pagan Shirk temples where human
sacrifices once occurred when the Romans ruled. Like that horror movie I once saw. It
could be haunted. Haunted places are real. And haunted places can fight back. And
haunted places can be very deadly when roused or wakened.
Or else it could be like carbon monoxide. Invisible death. Tasteless. Soundless. Only
hinting of its dire presence. Its effect oppressive, foreboding. Your senses suddenly
inflamed into unexpected hyper sensitivity laced with sorrowfulness. Or else a suddenly
terrible headache. But too late you realize that your reactions are fatally blurry. Your
sense for danger is fatally confused. Then death is very quick if you could not run for the
nearest broken window or door to escape its clinging coils of softly creeping death. I
thought Jahiliyyah fumes or vapors could be like that. Like carbon monoxide inside
haunted houses. Invisible but deadly if inhaled for more than moments. The paranormal
spawning a lethal if invisible death by bad air. As if the ghosts lurking within inhaled pure
oxygen. Sucking out the oxygen. While exhaling a noxious poison tainting the air with
invisible evil.
And the British Museum had thousands of years worth of Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution
concentrated inside. Prehistoric and impossibly ancient. Therefore taboo. For was not
even Mohammad afraid of such ancient taboo if he cursed it as Shirk and damned it as
Jahiliyyah? Ordering all Muslims to mark their calendars and their lives with the date he
entered Medina? The Islamic World beginning with that date. Like AD is to Christians.
And everything before the date of Medina to be damned. Abrogated. And never to be
admired or studied or collected or treasured. Anything predating Mohammad. Anything

predating Islam. Anything predating Medina. Even the Mecca Koran abrogated.
Mohammad’s failures at Mecca to be erased and his past predating Medina abrogated.
Mohammad’s breakdown in that cave. Mohammad’s Satanic Verses. So if even the
Mecca Koran was abrogated then anything predating the birth of Mohammed and
Mohammad’s flight to Medina had to be abrogated. Eradicated. Erased. Even if it was
Babylonian or Abyssinian or Ancient Egyptian or Greek or Roman. Even if it was
Hellene or Byzantine. Even if it was the greatest civilization on the face of the earth. It
was all taboo. It was all Shirk or else Kufr. It was all Najis filth. It was all Jahiliyyah
barbaric pollution. To be eradicated and erased! Flattened! Smashed! Crushed! Burned!
And destroyed!
And there is nothing more evil to a Muslim than pagan Shirk Jahiliyyah barbaric
pollution. It is even more dire than even Christian and Jewish Kufr Jahiliyyah pollution.
So I speculated all of that ancient Shirk taboo and Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution could be
like carbon monoxide oozing out. Bad air. Invisible but deadly. Concentrated. Silent and
still yet clammy. Dire. Spawned from all of the ancient taboo contained within. Breathed
out by all of the Jahiliyyah turning goodly oxygen into something deadly. Oozing out of
the pores of the haram as if microbes. Barbaric pollution secreting out of the abrogation
of the forbidden. The building sealed up and so unable to vent the concentration of
deadly but invisible evil haunting its haram Shirk Greek facade. It seemed a better idea
than miasma.
And I also suggested that the clammy, tainted air laced with invisible vapors and fumes
and tainted by paranormal Jahiliyyah evil effected us more than the Kafirs in the same
way that ghosts exhaling their clammy cold monoxide breath or else oozing out pus-like
ectodysplasim secretions or else vomiting out ectoplasm effected only some people in
haunted houses but not others. Like that movie about that American haunted house built
over an Indian graveyard. Some previous owners completely unaffected. But other
owners too sensitive. Vulnerable. To pure to cope with such concentrated evil. Effecting
sensitive souls more than others. Dense and calloused souls always appear oblivious to
the paranormal. That is why some people can live in haunted houses totally immune.
Nothing happening to them at all. While the sensitive immediately realize that something
is terribly wrong.
Like the slum lord who spent thirty years building The Shadows House in Sussex.
Building it for thirty years while totally oblivious that he was building on a haunted site.

And while the ghosts might not have begrudged an empty treasure house they would
surely begrudge their territory being invaded by the living. The ghosts might have
fancied that the slum lord was building The Shadows House for them. To be their
haunted house. After all. He even build a mausoleum. The ghosts might have thought
he was appeasing them. Atoning for ancient sins. Unaware that his maddening slow
construction would end with rude habitation. An intrusion they were bound to consider
unforgivable.
Every local knew the site was haunted. The forests dense and sinister. The trees not
luxurious and warm and inviting but rather spidery and hostile. The soil toxic with
ancient sins so flowers never grew. Not even springtime bluebells. And the ghost of the
Grey Lady was often seen walking through the woods at dusk as clammy fogs swathed
the damp and dank ground.
That was why no one ever built there. But because the slum lord was a dense and
callous hearted soul and as the best pal of a mass murderer he did not feel the vibes as
year after year he presided over the maddeningly slow construction of the gigantic
monstrosity until he made the mistake of finally moving his family into The Shadows
House and holding the grand opening shindig. Everyone else including his suicidal
trophy wife and children immediately felt the evil. And the evil destroyed them. But the
slum lord walked away totally unscathed ---- other than losing millions in construction
and thirty years of his life building a haunted folly and oh yes. His priceless art
collection. He could not even use his mausoleum. But otherwise his dense and callous
soul emerged unscathed. Only his pocket book bled. He died later but that is another
matter. The dense are immune. The sensitive are destroyed.
So I suggested that was why the Pancras Plague was suddenly killing hundreds of
thousands of migrants who were being shoved into old Kafir sites drenched by centuries
of Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution. Some of it built on top of ancient evils and subterranean
pagan Shirk. The bricks and mortar totally saturated with the paranormal evil of
Jahiliyyah pollution and the ancient taboo Shirk. As if with supernatural damp. Blighted.
Festering. As if with spiritually toxic mold. For isn’t evil a sort of paranormal toxicity? And
don’t taboos originate in ancient crimes and sins never forgiven or exorcized? And if
ghosts and the paranormal can become saturated and concentrated in old buildings
then why not Jahiliyyah barbaric spiritual pollution? And if ancient crimes can haunted
old places as if echoes then why not ancient history? Ancient Kufr? Ancient Shirk? And

the echoes of hundreds or even thousands of years of British Kafir depravity? Or Shirk
pagan degeneracy? Haunting and tainting and befouling? Invisible but deadly?
Noxious? Poisonous as monoxide?
For surely the spiritual turpitude of the Dar ul Kafir and the Dar ul Harb must be the
most concentrated in pivotal places such as British heritage and legacy sites? And the
evil would be the greater for the depravity of triumphing over the Faithful and triumphing
over Allah and his Prophet? For did not the Koran say ‘And never will Allah grant to the
unbelievers a way to triumph over the Believers’? So Dar ul Kafir and Dar ul Harb
should have been foul and evil abodes. Sodden with depravity. And unspeakably vile.
And the Dar ul Islam abodes should have been utopias. Yet so evil were the Kafirs that
they turned Allah’s blessing for his Faithful upside down and inside out.
For behold. The abodes of the Harbi Kafirs were those of the Advanced World and the
abodes of Islam were all Third World countries except for the Oil Kingdoms. And they
only triumphed because the Kafirs discovered oil there and built the drilling technology
and refinery technology and shipping technology to transport it to the West. And even
the Oil Kingdoms were going bust now as the illusions of their invincibility tattered,
dissipating the illusions that their triumph was because of their embrace of the only true
form of Islam: Wahhabism, when the illusions of their triumph was only because they
hired clever White Slaves to build and maintain the oil infrastructure which was entirely
Kafir invented and Kafir developed and Kafir maintained.
And the abode of the Harbi Kafirs were beautiful. Clean. Brightly lighted. And beautiful.
With every sort of pretty thing. With law and order. Peace. And plenty. Every marvel of
technology. And infinite riches. But the abodes of the Faithful were dung heaps. Dirty.
Stinking of sewage. Heaped with rot and garbage. Diseased. Backward. Lawless.
Corrupt. Afflicted. Haunted by non stop wars. Unspeakably violent. And the people were
starving and desperately poor. So clearly the Harbi Kafirs did great evil to turn the world
upside-down. Turning the Koran inside-out. And turning Allah’s blessing for his believers
into curses. And turning Allah’s curses for the unbelievers into blessings.
And surely Great Britain was the most evil place of all being the most successful. The
Industrial Revolution occurring there first. And its imperial empire exceeding even that of
the imperial empire of the Caliphate of the Ottoman Turks. So its heritage and legacy
bastions had to reek with evil. Concentrated evil. As if with ‘White Ladies’ or Black Hell

Hounds. Extodysplasim oozing down as if toxic mold. Or else festering paranormal pus.
And vomited ectoplasm befouling and besmirching the haram places as if slime. Like
what I saw at the Shadows House. Perhaps invisible but still there. Perhaps we could
not see it but the evil was still there. Concealed perhaps. Subterranean perhaps. But
still there. The air suddenly cold and clammy when you unbeknownst walked past the
unseen evil. Festering Kufr and noxious Shirk invisibly poisoning the Faithful who dared
to enter the haram places. Perhaps even Queen Victoria was still haunting it. Or else
Churchill the Hater of Islam. The spiritual evil infecting pivotal sites with supernatural
contagion. And history still haunting the evil sites with concentrated malevolence. Like
the Shadows House.
And the British Island was over two thousand years old and London was so ancient no
one knew how old it really was. And everyone knew London was a very haunted city.
And clearly its effect on us must be dire. Why else did the majority of the Faithful other
than the deviant apostate cults fail here? Dropping out of school more than anyone
else? Dropping out of job training more than anyone else? Languishing on the dole the
most? Holding the poorest jobs? Scarcely able to qualify as manual laborers? The least
successful? The most likely to end up in prison? Clearly something in the air and the
soil of the British Isles damned the Faithful and blighted the Ummah. Something which
allowed even the Hindu and Sikh and Buddhists Shirks to prosper but not us.
Something malignant which frustrated and afflicted the Best of Peoples to foil their
triumph over the Unbelievers and the Kafirs and the Shirks. Something evil. Otherwise
the only explanation for our historic failure both in our own dirty Third World countries
and here in Advance World of Great Britain and Europe and the West would be us. We
would have to blame ourselves. Or else Islam. Not that I said that of course.
The Best of Peoples naturally would not be immune to such evil the way dense and
depraved Kafirs and pagan Shirks might be. The Kafirs and Shirks being a vile people
of no morality or intelligence. Pigs. Dogs. Apes. Monkeys. Too vile and too gross and
too stupid from wallowing in the pig mud to be aware. Or apostates. Too damned to be
affected. But the Best of Peoples did not have a ‘herd immunity’ to this oozing invisible
spiritual contagion which the indigenous population would have.
The British population were remarkably rooted to their island and most rarely moved
more than fifty miles from the birthplace of their ancestors. The Cockneys of London for
instance were the scion of the most ancient of ancestors of the bend in the river which

became first New Troy and then Roman Londinium and then Medieval and then
Georgian and Victorian and then Modern London. Such species build up an immunity
even if the very clay of London was saturated with concentrated Jahiliyyah of two
thousand years of not only Kufr but Shirk. Pagan Shirk. And there was nothing so
dangerous as Pagan Shirk. And London was built on Pagan Shirk clay. The roots, the
foundations, the subterranean depths oozed with primeval Shirk. And that is why the
most recent arrivals were dying the fastest. For they have no immunity whatsoever.
Their tolerance would be nonexistent. A mere whiff would be enough to dispatch them.
The same way their Third World diseases were dispatching the Londoners who had no
built in tolerance or immunity. Africa can kill Londoners. And London can kill Africans.
And further more. The dense and depraved Kafirs and Shirks built up an immunity by
going to those evil places since childhood. These museums and heritage and legacy
sites. Going underground. Their parents dragging them here and there and everywhere
about London by the Underground and thus exposing them to the satiated evil oozing
up from the depths of the primeval clay of London. Exposing them to the foul vapors of
Jahiliyyah and the dire fumes of spiritual monoxide of Kufr and Shirk. So they built up
immunity to it. Or at least a tolerance for it. But we Muslims of course never visited such
Jahiliyyah polluted places. Museums. Or theater. Or opera. Or ballet. Or historical
places. British heritage sites. British treasure houses. And the only time we used the
Underground was to bomb it. So we had no immunity to such Jahiliyyah pollution. Such
paranormal evil.
That was why we were dying by the hundreds of thousands. The Africans dying the
most. We of the second generation were dying somewhat more slowly. And while the
train station migrant camps at least had ventilation of a sort against the vapors and
fumes the museums were sealed up so the Jahiliyyah saturation would be all the more
dire.
Hell! I was showing off. But everyone was impressed with my nonexistent expertise. I
was bullshitting. Based on old movies I had seen since my childhood. Based on my
experience in that haunted townhouse here in London. And the horrors of my recent
experience at The Shadows House still haunted me. And every night Ahmad still cried.
But the bullshit sounded credible. And at least some of my bullshitting was true. For the
horrors of The Shadow House were terribly true even if the slum lord censored what
really happened there.

And many have committed on Ahmad’s naive and innocuous face and my soft voice and
sincere Declaration of The Faith. Not knowing how I was fighting to suppress, or at least
conceal, David. So I earned my first gold star by volunteering to endanger my life by
doing the Prep for the bonfires of the Jahiliyyah vanities. My first independent job would
prove my mettle ---- which it did ---- but not in the way I hoped. And ever since I have
been trapped on the coiling road to Hell. Ensnared in my lies and my deceits and my
cowardice and my villainy. Sixteen years old and damned. No wonder the rest of my life
has turned out so dire. Why do I think I will die tonight? Will you be satisfied at last
Lledrith when I die tonight?
And rumors said curators trapped inside the condemned British Museum were trying to
haul the haram filth down into the lower depths. The ultra modern depths. To try to save
the cursed Jahiliyyah if not themselves. For they were trapped inside. Morality police
surrounded the target. The British Museum. The difference between us is that we
Muslims aspire to die for Allah and Islam and Mohammad while the Unbelievers aspire
to die for The Arts. The Humanities. Love. And Patriotism for their nations. And that is a
very profound difference between us and them. The Best of Peoples and the Vilest of
Creatures. The Eloi and the Morlocks. The Ubermensch Ummah and the Untermensch
Unbelievers. Muslims and the Christian and Jewish Kafirs and Pagan Shirks.
And no one knew what exactly was built underground, under the surface of the British
Museum, other than rumors of a recent massive underground construction which had
been completed. But no one knew anything about the recent underground retrofit. If
there were any other exits. If anyone could survive for long in the lower depths or not. If
it was like a gigantic vault. If so I said they would suffocate because bank vaults are
airless. Every TV movie says so. But every day we stalled while debating what caused
Pancras plague was one more day which more of the evil Jahiliyyah could potentially be
saved in the mysterious bank vault built deep in the depths underground, underneath
the Shirk pagan Temple facade of the British Museum.
No one had seen the state of the art lower depths which had just been constructed. All
of the blueprints had vanished. I think some of the Kafirs suspected for years and
covered their tracks. After they watched ISIS on TV. They conspired to protect their
nation’s Jahiliyyah better. Probably aided and abetted by MI 5. That was a hothouse of
Islamophobia being fundamentally opposed to the touchy feelly delusional Four Ps and

their utopian view of Islam and their refusal to contemplate the implications, much less
stop, the coming Great Replacement of the indigenous species with an invasive
species. MI 5 would definitely consider the Luvvies’ shocking appeasement to Islam to
be recklessly suicidal. MI 5 would definitely consider the multi-cultural tolerance and
gutless appeasement to Islamic radicalism and fundamentalism by the Regressive Left
to be sedition. MI 5 would definitely consider the Great Replacement of the indigenous
British Peoples with an alien species to be treason. So they proactively conspired just in
case. Quite rightly. Burrowing underground as it were. Concealing their opposition so
Dhimmi Dave would not suspect their deeper intentions. For as The Butcher of Istanbul
so rightly said: there is no such thing as a moderate Muslim. There is only a Muslim.
And Islam has always been run by the fanatics.
What did some bitchy Islamophobe say once? Gabriel something or other? Oh yes.
Most of the German people were not Nazis but all it took was a tiny minority of fanatics
to highjack Germany and cause WW II. Most Muslims were not fanatics but all it has
ever taken was a tiny minority of fanatics to highjack Islam and cause 1400 plus years
of nonstop jihad. After all. Even Mohammad damned moderation and praised
monomania and fanaticism. Saying he wanted nothing so much as to die for Islam and
come back and die for Islam and come back and die for Islam and come back and die
for Islam and come back and die for Islam and come back and die for Islam. Etc. Etc.
Etc. And that any jihadist needed to only show his battle wounds and get a first class
ticket to paradise. Both him and his family. Everything sin forgiven. Every evil atoned for.
Carte blanche if you died for Islam. What was that Koranic quote the Deobandi love so
much? Oh yes. ‘Oh my dear Prophet. Do murders!’ Isn’t Allah a kindly god?
Is it a wonder then that so many jihadists are criminals? Drug addicts? Drunks?
Failures? Their last messages to their families saying martyrdom erased their previous
sordid sins and abject failures and also save their families from the damnation of
apostasy of living in the West. The other jihadists of course being middle class fanatics.
Islam is the ideology of fanaticism. And nutters have always been drawn to it. The
intoxication of violence and fanaticism. From the moment Huwayissa marveled that ‘By
Allah, a religion which can bring you to this [his brother Muhayissa’s threat to murder
him] is marvelous.’
But any Muslim who declined to sacrifice his life for Islam got the hell fires along with
99% of all Muslim women and 100% of all Kafirs and Pagan Shirks. Mohammad said he

visited Hell and personally confirmed that titbit. Though I forget if he visited hell before
or after visiting Heaven on a flying horse to check out the future real estate he expected
to have courtesy of being the ultimate prophet trumping all other prophets and trampling
over all other prophets. Therefore heaven being by default his. Like reprocessing the
property from defaulters. The Kafirs being the defaulters being the ‘vilest of creatures’
for committing Kufr and denying Mohammad as the ultimate Prophet , Big P, trumping
all other prophets and trampling over all other prophets.
And every Mo trembles in their trainers er they be accused of apostasy. Being deviant ,
ie Westernized, or else not fanatic enough. And only Islam blesses vigilantism and
violence for Islam. Not just dying for Allah and Mohammad. Murdering for Allah and
Mohammad. Including murdering any and all who insult Islam or question or doubt
Islam’s utter perfection or Mohammad as the ultimate prophet, big P, trumping all other
prophets and trampling over all other prophets or else committing the false choice of
embracing the West which is the ultimate apostasy. The West being Dar ul Kufr and Dar
ul Kafir and Dar ul Harb. Abodes of War where Islam can and MUST WAGE WAR TO
CONQUER FOR ISLAM AND TO DOMINATE AND RULE. That being the only way to
defeat the unspeakable evil of Kufr which the West incarnates. To be followed of course
by conquering Asia which is the incarnation of the unspeakable evil of Shirk. So nutters
have always run the Islamic lunatic asylum. The sane cower. Hoping they die last. After
the nutters have killed off everyone else on earth. I hope the NATO nukes are locked up
safe before any Divine Leader uses them. Like that TV movie. ‘Doctor Strangelove Or
How I Learned To Love The Bomb.’ I can definitely see our Divine Leader riding that
nuke all the down to earth. Starting WW III. No. Wait. We are in WW III. Start the
apocalypse! Gotterdammerung! Like that opera Wolfey showed me.
Me? I don’t know what I would ever sacrifice my life for. But it won’t be for Allah or Islam
or Mohammad. Though I won’t tell Davy that. Or Ahmad. I really am a secret apostate. A
traitor to Allah. A traitor to Islam. And a traitor to Mohammad — though my name be
Mohammad. But even my treason is covert. I blame everything on Davy. I play the
victim. Davy being the scapegoat. But deep down only Ahmad is innocent. And even
Ahmad has been besmirched. Violated. I am a duplicitous two faced co-walker. My own
doppelganger. For isn’t that what a double agent is? A villain posing as a hero and a
traitor posing as a patriot who is walking in the footsteps of his own deviousness as if
his own alter ego. So yeah. I am not destined to be the hero of my own biography. The
villain perhaps. Can a villain be the key character of a boko haram?”

CHAPTER TWO
The fireman stared at the last dying flashes of blood red in the distant sky. London was
now dark except for the many arson fires. He shuddered. “If I don’t find a place to hide
then the Ferals will eat me” he snarled in a harsh voice as he resumed his march. “Why
do I think I will die tonight? Anyway. Real estate was so scare and the area around the
British Museum so built up the only way to expand the bastion was straight down. And
that is what the damn Kafirs did. Deep deep down. But then this entire city is two thirds
underground. And so many buildings are deeper underground than they are above
ground. I once spelunkered an abandoned townhouse which was four stories
underground. With an escape tunnel to the Underground no less. I found that by going
underground and spelunkering the reverse route back up to the iceberg house. And thus
I ambushed the survivalist. Or did the survivalist ambush me? Anyway. The iceberg
house was built by a survivalist. That was bizarre. And to think I found the misplaced
owner of that iceberg house at The Shadow House.
So the moment the Fire Captain described the rumors of the bastion under the British
Museum I figured it had to be like that. An iceberg treasure house. And no one knew
how the Kafirs trapped inside might be fortifying it. Or what booby-traps they might be
preparing. Sometimes buildings fight back. And sometimes even the gutless Kafirs fight
back. They won’t fight for Christianity. They won’t fight for their nation. They won’t fight
for their children. They won’t fight for themselves. But sometimes they will fight back for
the most unexpected things which we Mos hold in such utter contempt that we are
ambushed by the unexpected when a gutless Kafir decides to fight back for some thing
we utterly despise yet they treasure so much as to die for....”
*** ***
The commander of The Tower Fortress shouted ‘Go away!’ to his aide de camp
concerning the prisoner Valerie Odette. Then he dialed and dialed and dialed. One
gloved hand shaking as he clutched the decayed telephone. Finally someone
answered. The commander hunched over and softly screamed “Where is the assassin
you promised me? You promised! You promised! What? What? The assassin can’t find
the fireman? He is on his tri-night walk about? Bullshit! I bribed the aide de camp to tell
me that the Elephant & Castle Fire Department is hunting down an illegal treasure

house tonight! Near to midnight! And rumors say the Hunter anticipates finding the
fireman there!
You have to kill him! The fireman! He can’t be taken alive by the Hunter! Otherwise the
Hunter will track the treason back to me! The rescue of Norfolk! Rumors are flying the
bastard Harry needed Norfolk for some haram ritual! For some forbidden jahiliyyah! For
some diabolical Kufr! I won’t take the fall for your evil! You did not tell me why you
needed Norfolk! What? What? You sold the intel to another black-marketeer? You can’t
leave me hanging! You have to .....don’t hang up you bastard! Don’t hang up! I can hurt
you too! Don’t underestimate me! I am trapped! But if I am going down then I will take
you with me!”
*** ***
“....This mysterious British Museum underground bastion” the fireman whispered in a
soft voice as he marched toward the dying light. “It fascinated me. It sounded like the
Morlock movie I saw once on TV when The Dominator used to steal his neighbors’ Wifi.
The Morlock bastion. Deep underground. Or else it could be a gigantic bank vault. Like
crime movies. But whatever it was, each day we delayed was one more day for the
Kafirs to try to save some of the Jahiliyyah by dragging it down into the lower depths. It
was like that scene in ‘The Time Machine’. That big mysterious portal like a gigantic
bank vault which led underground. With the sinister Jahiliyyah head on it. Massive
doors. Any priceless thing dragged inside that Morlock portal could never be retrieved.
Like the Time Machine. A pretty thing dragged inside that dark portal. Sealed behind
massive doors.
So we had to move despite the risks of Pancras contagion. So I volunteered along with
two other fireman to haul out some of the Jahiliyyah for the three bonfires. The TV
would show them burning. The Nightly Fatwa wanted a big propaganda spread. And
people were scared of the Pancras plague so the Divine Leaders thought a sacrifice to
Allah would bribe Allah into delivering a miracle. A cure. Or at least stopping the
Pancras plague. Because Muslims were dying now in the thousands.
Pancras plague was wiping out the hordes of starving migrants shoved cheek to jowl
inside every massive train station. Even faster than the lack of sanitation or food or
medicine or the spread of Third World diseases. And some of the massive underground

stations were now starting to prove very fatal indeed. As if the Pancras plague was
oozing up from the depths of every tunnel and staircase and portal and doorway. Every
manhole. Every entryway into the depths. Like something out of that Morlock movie. Or
else the superstitious Mos were just becoming hysterical and panicking like the
brainless Eloi they were.
Did it matter what was causing the deaths? The fear of the depths was becoming
programed in our collective souls. So while we Eloi might still gibber we were
dominating and ruling the surface the secret reality was we were retreating from any
tunnel or portal or hole which might possibly lead to the lower depths where death ----and Pancras plague ---- and the demonic residue of ancient Shirk ---- and Morlocks ----dwelled. Just like that movie. ‘The Time Machine’. Was that when the first rumors of
Morlocks started? Or was that when I first suggested that the poisonous lower depths
might be inhabited by not only ghosts and paranormal contagion spawn from ancient
Shirk but Morlocks? That old TV movie always haunting me. Being a spelunker and all.
It would. Ever since I watched that movie I was always haunted by it. Even before The
Shadows House filled my nightmares that movie about the Eloi and the Morlocks filled
my nightmares.
We three preppers were suppose to build the propaganda bonfire sites for the TV
cameras to record at dusk. The big show would be tomorrow night but our prep and prepublicity would be at dusk. Fires always looked so much better at dusk or else night.
And we were suppose to spray kerosene around and set the arson explosives. Prep.
The museum was suppose to burned on cue. To destroy the Jahiliyyah inside and
sterilize it so hopefully the Pancras plague would not erupt there. And whatever
Morlocks lurked underground in their secret depths would be roasted alive. And I was
very good at Prep being an ex-Youtube arsonist. You could say Prep was my forte.
Being a self taught master of combustible chemistry and all.
We arrived late in the day for the pre- show publicity to advertise tomorrow night. We
three brave souls. And five fire department officers. Four Divine Leaders. The Caliph
and his minions and cronies. As the camera rolled I started to carry some of the pretty
things out of the big building and pile them up for the Bonfires of the Vanities. All of the
pretty things. I don’t know their names. But they looked so pretty. We had to pick small
things that would burn really well on camera. I was part of the three man team slated to
work all night to pile them up. The pretty things. The camera filmed us as we piled up

pretty things on our bonfire stacks for the evening news. The prep for tomorrow’s twilight
extravaganza. Advertizing as it were for the big show tomorrow at dusk. As we were
filmed prepping the Caliph and his cronies selected some of the Jahiliyyah for a special
‘fate’ back at their digs. Their vans would come tomorrow to haul it away before the
Nightly Fatwa extravaganza. It was a honor to stand at attention then as the Caliph and
his cronies walked through the evil place.
And it seemed such an evil place. The light was dim. Power sputtering. So the great
building with its evil Jahiliyyah Greek pagan Shirk temple facade was dim and shadowy.
Great shadows were creeping up the walls. And it was full of such bizarre and evil
things which cast such sinister and towering shadows. Towering stone idols. Great
stone genii with wings. A special black stone of boko haram with three special types of
writing which unlocked the mystery of ancient writing. That was especially evil. It was a
sort of key. It unleashed haram literacy. It unlocked the portal to Ancient Shirk. So it was
especially evil. Dead things. They were everywhere. Sinister exotic dead things.
Egyptian mummies they were called. There were menacing African totems that looked
especially evil. Strange and grotesque. Fetishes. Distorted. Monstrous. And every sort
of evil Christian Kufr. But the worse was the Pagan Shirk. And this place contained the
most Pagan Shirk of all!
Pagan Shirk collected from all over the world. Christian Kufr is evil but Pagan Shirk is
even more evil. I am not sure why. But that is what the madrassa flogged into me.
Christian Kufr was evil but Pagan Shirk was especially evil. And it was so towering.
Gigantic. Fantastical. Monstrous. Towering over us as if evil giants. Gigantic pagan
gods. Sinister pagan idols. Supernaturally terrifying creatures. Genii. Fallen angels.
Devilish totems. Evil fetishes. Forbidden altars. Why would Kafirs want to collect such
evil things? It clearly prove they were depraved to love what Allah hates. But I did not
see any evil Jewish Kufr. But then I did not know what Jewish Kufr would look like. But
there was every sort of big and small idol. Talisman. Device. Totem. Fetish. And fiendish
thing. Godless Shirk! Depraved Kufr! And polluting Jahiliyyah! Every sort of evil haram!
Everything but Satan on his throne petting his black hell dog!
We dared not leave the ground floor er we be overwhelmed by the evil. And the place
was so big. So dim. So shadowy. And so creepy. It unnerved me because it reminded
me of The Shadows House. And The Shadows House had unexpectedly left me nervy.
And exhausted because every single night Ahmad wept such as to prevent me sleeping

at all. But some of it was also so pretty. I was surprised. I though evil would look evil.
But some of the evil looked so pretty. So seductively pretty. My life had always been so
very ugly and I have been living rough since running away from The Dominator. Living
with Davy and Ahmad in the ugly graffiti blighted urban wastage. The only beauty found
when spelunkering ghostly ruins of vanished Kafirs. So the sight of such unexpected
prettiness seduced me. I confess it! But only to my degenerate soul. And I would never
confess it to Davy! But I did not confess it that day as I was seduced by it. And I was! I
was! I confess! I was seduced by it. It was like spelunkering except it was the ultimate
spelunkering as it were. The place so gigantic and apparently abandoned, echoing,
empty of humans except for us, but filled with such fantastical and terrifying yet also
beautiful things. The forbidden also tantalizing.
Then I saw a terrified Kafir, a curator, shaking as he stared at us behind a towering
stone idol. So scared. A scared old man. And I stared at him. And he stared at me. But
everyone else was busy staring at the Caliph. So suddenly he grabbed a small pretty
thing and ran off. And I ........” The fireman flinched. “And I ..... said .... nothing. And at
the same moment I suddenly realized I had two shadows.
And everyone suddenly turned to me. I was unmasked. My Takfir was exposed. I had
two shadows! Two paranormal shadows! And I had let a Kafir steal evil away because
evil was pretty. So my moral degeneracy was exposed. My apostasy. And then one of
the fire captains ...... asked me again if the Pancras acted like carbon monoxide. As if I
was suddenly an expert. So I showed off and spun a tale about Pancras being like
carbon monoxide. An invisible gas which slowly killed you. All you initially felt was a
headache and a feeling of intense dread. Paranormal apprehension. Supernatural fear.
As if suddenly aware of things you normally should not be able to see or feel. As if a
door suddenly opened in your mind and you suddenly were clairvoyant. As if in the
Antechamber of Hell as the mob of the damned chased the flag with the strange device
around and around and around as if an evil parody of Mecca as clouds of great black
flies swarmed overhead. Almost able to recognize the strange device flying overhead on
the black flag. Yet tormented when the tantalizing image blurred just before you could
recognize the strange device. The sudden paranormal vision both seducing you and
damning you into seeing something which was not there. Or else as if your co-walker
covertly opened a door in your mind and stared at you as if through a trick mirror and
then whispered in the most creepy whisper ‘Are you satisfied at last Lledrith?’ Then

sudden dizziness! Clamminess! Cold sweat! Then bam! Keeling over! Blue!
Asphyxiated!
I so awed everyone even the Caliph’s Procurer was awed. The other fire officers and
the Divine Leaders hastily decided to leave us three alone. To do our Prep alone.
Everyone decamped so fast the Procurer said he would have to come back the next day
before the extravaganza started to finish selecting the rest of the Jahiliyyah for a
‘special fate’. I quite scared everyone off! I almost scared myself! I don’t know why I said
it. Especially the last part. Hell! I know exactly why I said it!
I guess I was having a sort of flashback. Back when I once spelunkered in a supposed
haunted house. An old Victorian townhouse. Dark. Abandoned. Decayed. Yet with bits of
old grandeur still apparent. On a double dare. So I dared. The place all dark yet bathed
on moonlight through broken stain glass windows. Cobwebs dangling as if fingers
tickling you. The air still. Dusty. Breathing dust and damp. The gaslight fixtures and gas
chandelier still there. Ruins of old furniture. Broken pretty things. Old wall paper which
was peeling over layers over layers. As if a snake molting its skin. An old mirror still
hanging over the fireplace which was filled by dead corpses of birds. The old mirror so
angled it reflected me weirdly.
I remember it reflected me so weirdly. My image ensnared in the curiously foggy mirror
as if a blurred double reflection. As if there were two of me. Me and my double. My cowalker. My fetch. My doppelganger. And suddenly I realized the gas fixtures were
oozing very slightly and there was carbon monoxide. And my head ache. And my skin
felt clammy. My sweat icy cold And I felt dizzy. Yet paranormally super aware. As if I was
momentarily clairvoyant. For a moment able to recognize something which was a blur
before. Or else seeing it for the first time yet recognizing it as something familiar. And
something or someone said ‘Are you satisfied at last Lledrith?’. And I realized I was
being suffocated by the foul air of old things. A dead presence suffocating me. As if a
ghost breathing out its deadly tainted breath. Carbon Monoxide. And I barely staggered
out of the haunted house alive. And as I staggered out I realized that I had two
shadows. And I suddenly felt as if my ghost was walking in my footsteps.
Well! Anyway. After I scared everyone away by recycling that old memory I worked with
other two firemen to consign the lessor Jahiliyyah to the Bonfire of the Vanities.
Anything not marked by the Caliph’s sign was to be artfully stacked and prepped

outside for the grand spectacle the next evening. Each picked Jahiliyyah to build their
bonfire of the vanities. To stack it up. To arrange it very prettily. To get it ready to be
filmed dramatically at dusk the next evening. To prepare to douse it with kerosene. So
one by one I carried out pretty things out and stacked them up in the courtyard. I was so
proud of being part of the Jihad! I performed beautifully for the cameras until the BBC
heard about the danger the evil place posed. Then they fled. We were left along to stack
up the pretty things. It was such a big responsibility ...... But I shouldn’t have done it! I
shouldn’t have done it!”
The fireman rubbed the secret pocket inside his uniform over his heart as if his heart
was breaking. “I shouldn’t have done it!” he whispered in that soft voice. “Why did I do
it? I was bad! I was bad! I was so bad! Why? Why was I bad?” The fireman struggled to
remember why the Devil made him do it. The evil thing. “But...... it all ..... so .......
pretty......” The fireman whispered as he remembered how the pride of being chosen to
help carry the precious things of ancient history outside to be piled up for the Bonfire of
the Vanities turned into sin. Unspeakable sin. And his life long secret deviancy was
exposed at last as if something oozing up from the depths of his wounded mind and
bleeding heart and splintered soul.
“I was bad! I was bad! Why? Why did I do it?” The fireman rubbed the secret pocket
inside his uniform over his heart as if his heart ached. “Perhaps I am secretly a Morlock
only pretending to be an Eloi? A spy. A double agent who is not only working for the
Morlocks but secretly is a Morlock. But passing. Isn’t that what an apostate is? A double
agent who is passing as one thing but who really is something else entirely. A Takfir
Kafir is a Kafir posing as a Muslim. The reverse of a Revert. I always blamed Davy but it
was not Davy doing the evil! It was not Ahmad being weak and scared! It was me! Me!
But I ..... could .... not ..... resist. I could not resist the pretty things!
The things I picked were so pretty. All of the pretty things. I did not want to touch dead
things so I plucked out the pretty things. But they were so very pretty. And somehow I
felt it was somehow...... wrong.” The Fireman flinched with shame of the memory of
what he did. The unforgivable thing he did which set his life on a downward path toward
damnation. “And there were Kafirs hovering in the shadows. And one whispered to the
other. And then one gestured to me. And then he stared at me so sadly. So sadly. I saw
tears in their eyes. They were crying. They were crying that I was preparing to burn their

most pretty things. And I felt so ..... ashamed. So I let them ...... take some of the pretty
things and secret them away to save them.
I was bad! The pretty things were Jahiliyyah. Art is haram. The Humanities are Kufr. I
damned myself. I let the Devil seduce me. I let the Kafirs secret away some of the
Jahiliyyah. I was bad! I was bad! Why? Why? I never saw them before. The pretty
things. Though they have haunted me since. The pretty things. It was not as if The
Dominator ever took me to the museums. They were all haram he told me. Haram. Kufr.
Jahiliyyah. Najis. Evil. The works of the Devil to seduce The Faithful into damnation. To
drive the faithful mad with beauty.
It was the first but not the last time I ever saw them. The pretty things. I did not know
their names or who did them or anything. Yet ..... I ..... suddenly ...... could not bare ......
to see them ..... burn .....” The fireman stared at the dying twilight in the darkening sky.
The air turning very cold. “And the old man came back with another. And I recognized
him. He was the curator I saw before. And I realized I was trapped by my evil. Because
now I could not deny him. And the old men secreted away more of the pretty things. So
my stack shrunk. So I needed to get more. So I slipped inside to get more pretty things.
But then I saw another man struggling to carry a large pretty thing away. A sort of folding
screen. What did he call it? A Japanese screen. And he was dragging it. And everyone
could hear him! It was making a terrible noise! And one or the other of the other two
fireman would hear him! And I was implicated now! And .....it was so ...... pretty. And he
was weeping. All but pleading with me!
So I cursed him! But then I told him to hold his end high goddamn it. Then I picked up
the other end of the wooden screen and gestured. And the terrified man carried his end
and led the way toward the depths. Toward massively retrofitted steel doors. As if a
bank vault like in the TV movies. And I realized I was about to help a Morlock drag a
treasure inside the Morlock portal to the underworld. Just like in that movie. Morlock
hands dragging the pretty time machine inside that sinister portal to the underworld.
Well! It did not have a strange haram head like the TV movie but the bank vault doors
seemed really shiny and massive. And there was this strange blue glow. The light so
strange. As if inviting me. As if luring me inside. And I helped him to shove the Japanese
wooden screen inside. And I teetered on the moment of actually going inside the bastion
of the Morlocks.

And I could see a dozen terrified men scurrying around. Desperately trying to grab
things and rush them inside their underground bastion. As if ....Morlocks. They were
Morlocks. Pale and white haired and haggard and scared. And I said ‘Are you
Morlocks? Like the TV movie? Is this the Morlock portal to the underground city?’
And a sorta youngish man laughed. He gestured with a gun. He did not look like the
others. He did not look like a man who worked at the museum. He did not look old. Or
scared. Rather a killer. And he laughed and said ‘Oh yes. We are most definitely
Morlocks. And you should be very scared of us my dear young Eloi. For Morlocks only
pretend to serve their supposed masters ---- while actually feeding off them. So run
away my young Eloi before I eat you!’
But then the curator I saw before came up behind me and patted my shoulder and said
‘This young man is helping us. You should be grateful Phillips.’
‘He is spying on us.’
‘You are a spy. What good is MI5? It is not helping us save our nation’s legacy. Or the
legacy of the world. He is.’
And I turned to scurry away and the spy from MI5 ran up behind me as if suspecting I
was going to tell the other two firemen that the underground portal to the Morlocks was
wide open. But as the spy confronted me we both heard a shot. And we ran to see
another terrified curator standing over one of the firemen. The fireman’s gun was in his
hand. The gun was smoking. Blood was everywhere! And the terrified man cried ‘I was
trying to squirrel the little Greek Bronze of Apollo away. And he caught me. And he
pulled his gun. So I fought him. For the gun. And it went off. Oh God! What are we going
to do?’
So everyone looked at me. Including the spy. And Jack Phillips from MI5 said ‘So what
are we going to do?’
And everyone looked at me. And I was incriminated. And there were so many pretty
things fallen to the floor. And all the spy had to do was tell the other fireman I was a
Takfir Kafir. And I would be burned alive! That is what happens to traitors to Allah!
Traitors in the Fire Department! I was going to die! We are all going to die! It wasn’t my

fault! It was because of the pretty things! It wasn’t my fault! It wasn’t my fault! You have
to save us Davy!....”
*** ***
The commander of The Tower Fortress dialed and dialed and dialed but the telephone
only rang and rang and rang. He slammed it down and ran to the mirror to monitor the
unraveling of his humanity. “You have to save me! I am afraid of dying! Because when I
die I will die a Feral! My soul will be damned! And I will be thrown down into the fiery pit
of hell! Please! Buy me a month more! A week more! A day more of life on earth before I
am damned to hell!....”
*** ***
The fireman stared at the dying twilight. “So naturally I had to clean up Mohammad’s
mess” he snarled in a harsh voice. “Like always! Those damn whelps! So I said ‘Start a
small chemical fire. Very small. Paint. Not kerosene or petrol. Solvent. In a bucket inside
a crate nested with paper. To generate smoke. To generate chemical fumes which the
smoke would carry outward. Everyone will think it is Pancras. That the Pancras fumes
are like carbon monoxide. And can spontaneously combust. Use paint fumes and
solvents. But don’t get carried away with the stuff being amateurs. And run a trail of
buckets in crates of burning paint and solvents and burning paper along the ground floor
to the door. Fan the smoke. And I will tell the other fireman that the fire was caused
when the fireman here shot at a curator fighting to retrieve a piece of Jahiliyyah. And the
gun going off sparked the fumes. And the Pancras vapors spontaneously erupted into a
fire. And we have to get out of the building. Fast. Before it goes up in smoke. All while
you fan the stinging and noxious smoke. Generating a sort of carbon monoxide. And
everyone will think the building is on fire. Smoke confusing everyone. Can your steel
vault seal you off just in case you can’t control it? The fake fire?’
And the spy said ‘Oh you are a clever knave for all of your spindly frame and banal face.
Aren’t you. If you weren’t born our enemy I would be tempted to recruit you. Yes. Hurry
up everyone! We will build a fake fire around the corpse! Hurry! You! Go! But if you
betray us I will drop a line to your boss in the Elephant & Castle Fire Department that
you are a double agent!’

‘But I am not a double agent!’ I shouted.
‘But you have been helping us my dear boy’ the other terrified old men cried as one pale
old man with white hair cradled the small bronze of a beautiful god. The Morlock was
crying as he cradled the beautiful thing as if his child.
‘You tricked me into incriminating myself!’I cried.
‘You were seduced by the beauty being a good soul’ the curator replied gently. ‘Hurry
everyone! If we can fool the fire department into thinking this place is on fire and deadly
monoxide is spewing out they won’t bother to come. At least for some hours. Every hour
we can stall them is a hour more of treasures we can save. Come one!’
“‘Pancras! But we are out of Pancras gas!’ the MI5 spy shouted.
‘Fake it with something like carbon monoxide!’ I shouted as I retreated. ‘Stinging smoke.
Acid smoke. Noxious smoke. Paint to create the headache effect. Monoxide. It effects
the mind. It creates a miasma of clammy evil. Everyone thinks this place already has
Pancras. Everyone will assume it is Pancras which has ignited. The imagination of the
fearful will take over and do the rest.’
Then I ran to the last fireman outside. He was at the door. He was coming in for more
Jahiliyyah. I said I though I smelled smoke. In the direction where I heard a popping
sound. And I told him we should flee. Maybe the Pancras plague fumes were being
ignited. Might spontaneously combust. But he was not to be deterred. So I led him the
long way meandering through the towering stone Jahiliyyah. Then we smelled the
smoke for real. So he ran though stinging, noxious smoke and found the corpse of the
third fireman. But the damn fool thought he was not dead and I could hardly contradict
him. So we started to pull the body through the smoke. But the fire and noxious smoke
and paint fumes were almost out of control at that point. The morons! Totally unable to
control the fire with any sort of finesse! And a ribbon of fire slithered toward us. And we
both suddenly found ourselves in a genuine fire. And the smoke was becoming deadly.
So I forced the damn fool trying to play the hero to drop the body. Then I heaved him up
over my shoulder though he was almost twice my size and I ran through the smoke and
the towering stone idols toward the door. Barely able to stagger out! Gasping for breath!

Gagging on the fumes! As smoke bellowed out! And the damn museum almost set itself
on fire!”
The fireman stared into the dying twilight as if still staring at a fiery ball sinking below the
horizon. Staring at growing darkness fast replacing the dying twilight. The clouds
coming back and intensifying. A whirling vortex of black clouds. All as the fetid wind
suddenly blew piercing cold. “The place smoldered most impressively. At first I could not
tell if it really was on fire. But then I realized the Morlocks somehow got control of the
fire with extinguishers so all they really faced was smoke damage. And that probably
would be limited. But everyone outside was awed. I think the MI 5 spy broke a sealed
window and started a fire on an upper floor as an impressive special effect. I guess he
finally got his act together. Noxious smoke with that delicious pinch of paint fumes
oozed out impressively Only a professional arsonist would realize the difference
between real fire and a fake fire. I smelled and identified each paint and stripper fume
as if a connoisseur savoring the aroma of perfume. They are the ingredients of my art.
But no one else watching the smoldering building seemed able to smell the scent of
arson which my sensitive nose could smell.
So I gibbered on and on about the oozing fumes of Jahiliyyah. Part of me was genuinely
scared. Mohammad and Ahmad were genuinely scared. Ahmad was having a Shadows
House flashback so he was hyper ventilating. Part of me was amazed how evil I was.
Mohammad was amazed how evil I was. As if born to be evil. Discovering what I really
capable of. Evil! And everyone seemed swayed by my evil. My lies. My gift of the
traitorous gab. And of course Ahmad’s pathetic hyper ventilating terror which was quite
genuine. And Mohammad’s shock. But it was my gift for regurgitating bits and pieces of
whatever I have heard in my messed up life which awed them. Like snippets of broken
records. Like echoes of old movies. Like video replays of madcap rants of Anarchists
when they break into the Nightly Fatwa. Like songs Wolfey loved to play. Like silvery
slithery whispers of the Urban Myth Whisperers. My photographic memory for evil! And
Mohammad’s banally sincere face genuinely shocked and Ahmad’s genuine terror made
my gibberings totally believable. Everyone was falling for it! I was terrified yet amazed
that everyone appeared to be falling for it!
I kept asking the ‘experts’ if the invisible Jahiliyyah fumes which spawned Pancras could
be flammable? Could be ignited? Some gases are flammable. Could be ignited. Maybe
the unconscious fireman we could not save tried to shoot at a Kafir and his pistol ignited

the fumes of Jahiliyyah from a gaseous vapor into a combustible fire? If so wouldn’t the
fumes of smoke carry the Pancras plague outward? As an atmospheric contagion? So
standing so close to the smoldering building might infect us. Wouldn’t it? So instead of
appeasing Allah our actions might recoil and actually spread the Pancras across the
city? Maybe? And more of the Faithful might die instead. As I looked at the ‘experts’ with
Mohammad’s banally sincere face as if a mask as Ahmad cried so pathetically. Who
said we could not pull our act together to save each other?
And I shook. Really! I am a coward after all. Well! Ahmad is. He pours fears throughout
our body as if a flood of terror. ‘Fight or Flight’ is Ahmad’s middle name. But we are a
curiously deceitful coward able to exploit our cowardice most effectively if shamefully.
But then I suspected that my gibbering was not having the desired effect as the Fire
Captain started to look at me oddly. Even when I pretended to hypo-ventilate more
spectacularly than Ahmad was capable of. I remembered how the monoxide effected
me that day at the haunted house so I keeled over and then sat down very abruptly on
the curb and wheezed dizzily while trying to look green. But my act did not appear to
awe anyone. Though I was genuinely afraid. Or at least I was genuinely afraid of being
caught.
But then as I was being grilled I realized that I was sitting against the sun as it was
starting to set so it was projecting my shadow behind me. I became deadly afraid the
men cross examining me for sin or deceit might count the number of shadows and
realize I sometimes had two shadows. And then they would know! They would know!
And I desperately wanted to look back to see if I was projecting two shadows. Except I
dared not look back because that would attract attention to my shadows. And I became
deadly afraid. So afraid I felt the urge to scream out ‘Lledrith! Lledrith! Are you satisfied
at last?’ And then I really did start to hypo-ventilate spectacularly. And I really did keel
over onto the street.
Well! I quite awed them! And in the end the morality police simply wanted to get inside
to prove everything was destroyed and the lower depths were genuinely torched. But
the fire department debated just letting the fire burn to destroy the Jahiliyyah pollution
and haram shirk. The fire would save them bothering to burn the stuff themselves. Then
they would not have to expose themselves to the Pancras Plague vapors which could
ignite spontaneously. Others debated trying to douse it to allow the morality police to get
inside. One fire team actually tried but was beaten back by the noxious smoke. They

were quite asphyxiated in fact. Paint fumes! God bless paint fumes! Then my gibberings
were suddenly listened to —especially as I really was hypo-ventilating because Ahmad
was having a flash back to the Shadows House and I was really scared about my
second shadow. It was still there. And how could I conceal it? My second shadow?
Witches and warlocks and wizards and anyone touched by Shirk magic are burned
alive. How could I conceal it? But then several fireman threw up. Burning chemicals can
do that most wonderfully. That caused more fireman to throw up. Group Think can
collectively infect people most wonderfully. That cause everyone to assume they inhaled
Pancras and were suffering from the first lethal stages which would climax with a
horrible death. The imagination took over. Hell! Even I threw up. My own tall tales
inciting my imagination so badly Ahmad went berserk and started crying and shaking
like the little coward he was. But for once Ahmad’s cowardice was actually helping us.
So the fire department retreated and a more distant perimeter was established to
monitor events from a safer distance.
Each day more stinging smoke bellowed out of select windows and the lobby and foyer
of the shirk place. Smoke coiled up into the sky. It was not a lot but it was wonderfully
noxious. I think the MI 5 spy finally started to experiment with chemicals to develop
deliciously foul scents. So everyone decided they were smelling burning Pancras and
the outer perimeter was moved even farther away. I kept up my gibbering about how
some invisible but deadly gases could ignite into a deadly cloud of fumes. I asked if the
Divine Leaders were praying to Allah because the British Museum was filling the air of
London with deadly Pancras plague in the form of a deadly gas. The Devil was gassing
us! Didn’t WW I movies show something like that? Everyone dying of deadly gas? The
perimeters were moved further away. The Divine Leaders moved downwind of the
British Museum disaster.
The propaganda extravaganza backfired into the British Museum Horror. The Caliph
ordered huge fans to blow the smoke away from Buckingham Fortress. I called in sick. I
went to hospital but the bankrupted NHS hospitals were becoming such foul places of
death I took one look inside and scurried aback to the station and threw up. Everyone
then told me to do one of my walkabouts or else go find some digs and ride out my
exposure and not infect them. I whined cravenly as I slunk off . Then I enjoyed a day
spelunkering.

I wanted to find that abandoned townhouse which was four stories deep. I had
spelunkered there twice. Well! Broke into the underground perimeters. Part of the inner
perimeters. But the perimeters did not jib which was most curious. As if that Doctor Who
police box. The outside and inside not jibing. But spelunkering is not burglary if the
spelunker does not take anything. And after meeting the mysterious owner at The
Shadow House I felt intrigued to try to ferret his mystery out. But I found razor wire
surrounding the outer townhouse. And Pancras plague signs of skulls and cross bones
warned everyone away. How convenient. And the razor wire had sealed off all of the
external surface portals. I was quite angry to be so foiled. The townhouse had quite
become my favorite spelunkering site. To break in I would need wire cutters. So I slunk
off. But something or someone moved behind one of the curtains of the upper windows
of the townhouse as if watching me slunk off. So I stood my ground and waved at the
shadow behind the curtains. The curtains golden with inviting light. Then I skipped away
to steal wire cutters. “I’ll be back!’ I said in my worse German accent.
Then on the third day a sort of weak counterfeit Pancras was burned out of the foyer of
the British Museum. Mostly noxious carbon monoxide. But it had a pinch of Pancras.
Pancras had this most delicate scent of death. Finally! To generate the correct
symptoms! To actually kill people! But a lot of it was just old fashion fatal monoxide. The
stuff of dreams and nightmares and psychological terror before nasty death. Unless you
are asleep when it hits. Then you simply never wake up. The psychological effects were
what I found interesting having experienced them now. Especially headaches, a clammy
sense of overwhelming dread and irrational fear. Monoxide is the stuff of myths of
haunted houses after all. Most of the things that go bump in haunted houses are
symptoms of monoxide after all. It is the only poison gas that generates paranormal
visions of doom as if supernatural forewarning of death. With the other fireman in
hospital with burns and smoke inhalation I was interrogated again. I kept insisting I was
sick. Deadly sick.
But suddenly some of the morality police started to eye me suspiciously. Or to be exact:
one particular morality policeman, a hunter, who just arrived back and was investigating
the events. For some reason he was eyeing me very suspiciously. And it is very hard to
mimic vomiting unless you shove two fingers down your throat. And I could hardly do
that while I was being interrogated. And I was shaking with fear. Genuine. Or to be more
exact Ahmad was shaking with fear as he flooded us with the chemicals of fear. His
contribution to our symbiosis. That and an angelic smile which people always insisted

was irresistible apparently. Unlike me. Everyone has no problem resisting me. Me. I am
not irresistible. I am not lovable. No one could never love me. Especially her. I am the
mean, nasty, murderous bastard who has to do the dirty work to keep us safe. But I
needed to turn Ahmad’s fear into something sincere or they would suspect us. And that
hunter was eyeing me very suspiciously. So suspiciously he later hauled out prisoners
and experimented on them by shoving them into the foyer of the British Museum to test
the Pancras. What worried me was if he decided to use my carcass to test the Pancras.
Fortunately I was only sixteen years old. And old soul in a young body as Wolfey used
to say. So I broke down and cried. I remembered how I staggered out of the haunted
house. Not The Shadows House. That was a different terror. The haunted house.
Lledrith’s haunted house. Crying. Infantile. Shaking. Incoherent. Unable to explain what
happened. Gibbering. But it was not good enough. So I goaded Ahmad into having a
flash back. Not the madrassa where he was almost assaulted. I would never do that to
Ahmad. But I forced Ahmad to relieve the Dominator. It works every time. The memories
of The Dominator work every time. The memories never fade. They recycle over and
over and over as raw and painful as the first time. As if we are always reliving it over
and over and over. Those whiny whelps go crazy with fear until I can take over. Poor
Ahmad especially channeled the memories of every time The Dominator terrorized him
as if the bogeyman. Terrorized us. Shaking. Crying. Gibbering. Fear overflowing into us.
Fear seizing us. I did not want to be brutal but I had to force Ahmad into experiencing
the fear of The Dominator to save us. And he saved us. Then I took over like I always
do.
Then I spun tall tales of my haunted house experience and said the British Museum was
haunted by Jahiliyyah come to life. Evil fetishes scratching the insides of their glass
prisons as they whispered black magic as their creepy little fingers scratched the inside
of the glass. And Voodoo dolls inciting black spells as their heads spun around and
around. And Shirk idols muttering. Muttering and cursing. Shaking so hard they fell off
their display cases and crashed. But their broken stone limbs kept crawling along the
floor as their broken heads muttered strange barbaric curses.
And Mummies raising up. Breaking out of their coffins and staggering upright. The dust
of Ancient Egypt flying into the air. As withered hands shook dust into the air as if a
cloud. And then blew the dust into the air. To suffocate their enemies. To asphyxiate the
enemies invading their evil bastion. And bronze African totems struggling to pry

themselves off the walls to stalk us. The invading enemy.And haram crosses quivering
in their glass prisons as mysterious chants filled the air. Blood suddenly exploding out of
the crosses. Blood oozing along the edge where the glass cases were set on plaster
columns. Blood oozing between the edges. Blood oozing down the columns. All as
ancient pieces of dead bone broke out of the crosses. Dead things breaking out.
Bleeding. Najis blood oozing down the haram crosses and conspiring to ooze down the
display columns to ooze toward us. The invaders. And giant stone genii flapping their
huge stone wings as they struggled to escape their stone tombs to attack. And eyes
moving in the towering Shirk statues. The eyes opening. The eyes following us. Their
enemies. The invaders. Spying on us. Plotting how to fight back. Plotting how to fight
us.
And I said one of the evil Shirk statues vomited out ectoplasm right in front of me as I
was trying to drag out the other unconscious fireman. And I said I saw foul
ectodysplasim oozing down the walls as if foul muck. And foul muck was oozing up from
the basements. Oozing up from the lower depths. As if being regurgitated. Like foul
mud. Like Najis decay. Foul and disgusting. As if the subterranean catacombs were
vomiting out its contents of moldering corpses. As if a raising flood of foul Najis rot and
decay and putrid mud was overflowing the massive stone staircase. Oozing up from the
subterranean Shirk which lurked below. And evil corpses were crawling up the steps
from the lower depths as if ancient graves were vomiting out their contents.
The evil coming back to life to poison us. To kill us. To stop Islam from dominating and
ruling. And to drive us out of their haunted bastion. The haunted museum. Then I
confessed my sin. Before my Fire Captain and the other inquisitors. I confessed! I
confessed I felt so paralyzed with dread and fear that I ran away from the poor
unconscious fireman. Betraying my fellow fireman. Instead of rescuing him I abandoned
him to the fire. I ran away! To save myself! Because the horrors were coming toward
me. And I felt as if I was dying. My skin so clammy I felt as if I was dying. And I was
shaking uncontrollably. Barely able to stand. Unable to think. Dizzy. Unable to tell the
difference between what was really happening from visions spawn from the bad air.
From the monoxide. But then ashamed of my cowardice I ran back and dragged my
compatriot to safety outside. And then I lied to cover up my cowardice. And then I
bawled on front of my inquisitors.

Well! I worked myself into a hysterical frenzy. Bawling about the nightmares I saw.
Regurgitating old TV horror movies I saw as a kid when the Dominator used to steal the
neighbors Wifi. Like the ‘Exorcist’ movie. I channeled the memories of every scary thing
---- including the Shadows House. Crying from the effects of the foul air. Gibbering how
the paranormal came to life. Or appeared to come to life. My clammy memories of what
happened inside the British Museum still drenched by the effects of the foul fumes. The
fumes of concentrate Jahiliyyah so dense yet invisible. Just like carbon monoxide. Or
poison gas. Distorting the mind. Poisoning the lungs. Asphyxiating the chest. The skin
as clammy as death. Dizzy and suddenly delusional. Irrational. The flames of the
flammable gas so frightening I though I was in Shirk Hell. Burning in hell with all of the
souls of the damned.
And I raved that the evil inside that evil place was trying to stop us. To stop us from
entering the haunted place. The evil was fighting back! We had incited it! We had
awaken it! And the British Museum was fighting back against our attempts to destroy it.
Sometimes houses can be haunted. And sometimes haunted houses fight back. And the
place was haunted and it was awakened and it was fighting back. The evil raising up to
fight back against our destruction of it. And the evil were so aggravated as well as
inflamed it was vomiting forth foul Najis mud and rot and moldering corpses from the
lower depths. As if foul secretions pouring out of every pore of the evil place. As if
oozing infectious pus. As if sweating out toxic paranormal pollution. As if spewing out
venomous supernatural plagues. As if poisonous spores and microbes were bellowing
out in the gaseous smoke.
And as I was inciting their fears I suddenly realized that I had moved so that the sun
was projecting my shadow before me now. And I had two shadows. And if the men
grilling me looked down they would see I had two shadows. And I would be exposed.
And that hunter chap was staring at me! All he had to do was look down and see my
evil! See my two shadows! ‘There are haunted houses!’ I cried. ‘And sometimes things
that lurk in haunted houses can be awakened! And they fight back! They get you by the
throat! And they don’t let you go! And they haunt you! And they don’t give up haunting
you! Like Lledrith! Like the Shadows House! There really is evil! It is everywhere!’ And
then I fainted! Actually! For real!
No one arrested me. I figured it was better for them to suspect me of cowardice than
collaborating with the enemy. The Captain of the Elephant &Castle Fire Department

later told me the monoxide fumes had effected my emotions and memories of my
experience. And I was bound to be afraid being callow and inexperienced. But he
praised me for fighting my fears and going back to drag out my compatriot. By the end
of the week a bit of genuine Pancras gas was finally spat out. The outer perimeter
guards got infected and keeled over. Two even died of it. They all should have died of it
so clearly the Pancras gas was still diluted. They were spreading it too thin in the
smoke. Never mind. Hellwaine Hearses produced convenient corpses from genuine
Pancras sites culled from some of the Train stations where the dying were still dying in
droves.
And by the end of the month fabricators were creating Ectodysplasm pus and drool and
Ectoplasm vomit. The mold effect was novel. Everyone was grossed out and terrified.
Razor wire went up. I don’t know who paid for it. Someone did. And the British Museum
became the most notorious epicenter of the Pancras plague in London. The British
Museum Horror. The Urban Myth Whisperers circulated the stories about what
happened there for then on. Funny. I am as addicted to those silky voiced tormenters as
the next Mo despite the fact I sometimes recognize bits and pieces of my own
gibberings now flowing silkily out of the silver tongued whispers of those shadowy
provocateurs.
But it all covered my bony arse. Because now no one could get inside to contradict my
account. And the only other survivor, the fireman I dragged out, awoke unable to
coherently remember anything. Though one man from the morality police tried to prove
or disprove my story. That hunter chap. That was not good. But he was foiled. He could
not find out anything concrete for all of the prisoners he shoved inside to die. So I was
declared the hero of the hour. And so I was entangled in my lies. And the first week of
my brand new job took me down the road to damnation. A Takfir Kafir traitor. ‘Are you
satisfied at last Lledrith?’
I wonder what ghost said that to me in that haunted house so long ago? Or was it my
monoxide inflamed imagination? Was it even talking to me? Or was it talking to
someone standing behind me? Someone or something standing behind me? Talking to
someone who was weeping? Or was it talking to someone standing on my shadow?
Someone or something attaching itself to me? Becoming my second shadow? Or was it
my co-walker? My doppelganger? My alter ego? My other me? My inner Takfir Kafir
inside my outer Muslim skin? Whatever ‘Lledrith’ was or is or might be ‘Lledrith’ forced

my hand. Fearing that the other survivor might suspect me I had to murder him in a fire.
So I became a murderer a second time. And this time the murder was premeditated. Are
you satisfied at last Lledrith?”
The fireman felt the secret thing hidden in the pocket inside his fireman’s uniform with
caressing fingers. His own secret thing. “That is when I realized I was a very bad
person” the fireman whispered in a soft voice as he stared at the setting sun. “That was
when I discovered I was a deviant soul. Born with a warped brain that could be seduced
by beauty. And the Devil knew he could whisper to me. And I would listen. And I would
let Lledrith, whatever or whoever Lledrith was, turn me to the dark side. And all the while
the goddamn migrants kept coming. And we firemen kept burning.....”
*** ***
As the soldiers moved into position one asked “Do you remember the In & Out Coup?”
“Of course.” the other said. “It was the last time we had a realistic chance to stop
Dhimmi Dave’s Treason. He enabled the other Loki Insider Traitors to take over this
country. Is it a coup if the enemy suborns the nation from the inside? Using democratic
elections to overthrow everything the nation represents? Its laws? Its government? Its
borders? Its values? Its heritage? Its people? Is it a coup when you are trying to stop
treason from being committed by democratically elected leaders?”
“I never understood why Dhimmi Dave did it?” the first soldier said.
“Treason? Judas kissed the cheek of Jesus. Did Judas understand the nature of his
treason?” the other soldier said. “Dhimmi Dave had to have known he was betraying the
nation as he sabotaged the Brexit referendum with lies. Lies. Lies. Why does someone
betray his nation? Why did Judas betray Jesus?”
“The failure of the In & Out Coup has always haunted me” the first soldier said. “We
were so close to stopping them. The enemies. The Loki Insider Traitors. So close.”
“Close only counts in horse shoes.” the other soldier replied bitterly. “And even if we had
assassinated Dhimmi Dave as well as the bastard who anointed himself Caliph would

that have stopped the treason? That bastard of a traitor of a mayor was tried for high
treason and executed. A traitor’s death. Did that stop the treason?”
“I passed the gutted out ruins of the In & Out Club as I was slithering here. That is what
got me thinking. If only. If only. If only....”
*** ***
The fireman remembered how the migrants kept coming. So the Opera House was
confiscated for the global good after music and singing and ballet were banned as
haram. Music especially. Music was especially haram for Satan spoke through music.
And Kafir singing and Kafir music drove any good Muslim mad with depravity. The evils
of Kafir music being so irresistible no good Muslim could resist their seduction. So opera
was banned and so was music. Then the great stage theaters were confiscated to
house migrants after drama was banned as haram.
The fireman remembered burning the costumes from the old theaters after drama was
banned and music was buried. “I was on probation so I had to be good. But it was so
hard to be good after discovering how bad I really was. And there was so much
temptation. Too late I realized that temptation from pretty things came with the job of
being a fireman. Our job was to burn the pretty things. Because the pretty things here
are haram. Taboo. Forbidden. The pretty things were Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution. The
pretty things were created by Kafirs. And Kafirs are Najis filth. And anything the Kafirs
did was Jahiliyyah barbaric pollution. So the pretty things were evil. But I simply could
not resist the evil of pretty things” the fireman whispered softly to himself as if dictating
his boko haram life to the ghostly Lledrith.
“But there were so many pretty things. The pretty costumes. The sheet music. So
strangely beautiful in a way the written word might not be. The scripts all worn and
scribbled over with notes by actors so that their passion for living the play remained as if
fading perfume with each loving note they wrote. The props. They were all so pretty.
And how evil was it? The Procurer for the Caliph for instance was always culling pretty
things for his boss. In fact I would tell him what our targets were and when the bonfires
were slated on the firehouse calendar so he could come with his white vans and cull the
best of the pretty things. But then I decided he was taking advantage of me. So then I
told him he owed me and someday I would ask for a favor and he would be compelled

to pay it. Then the Procurer started. And I thought I was dead meat. But then he
laughed. And he said ‘You are not as foolish as your banal face implies my dear David.
Quite right. Seize the moment. Everything has a price. And everyone has a price. The
thing is to know the price and when to ask for it. And when you ask your price you must
be prepared to face the consequences.’
‘As you will’ Davy replied in that evil voice I did not possess. ‘When you must pay the
price.’ Little did I know what that price would ultimately be. Nor did he suspect the price
ultimately would be his life.
And once Black-marketeers came. With bribes. But I was angry that they thought they
could buy me so I told the bastards they had ten seconds to run before I blew my
whistle to alert the other firemen. But then the Morlocks came and I could no resist their
pale faces and white hair and tears. And the Morlocks came back as if the Devil for they
knew I was evil. And I let them snatch some of the things at some moldering theater
before I drenched the rest in kerosene. What did that one old guy say? The old man
standing by The Devil? ‘Shakespeare’ I think his name was. No. He said he was
‘Shakespearian’.
The Old Kafir standing beside the Devil wept as he snatched at a cheap brass crown
and a book called Henry Something Or Other. Or was it the ‘Hollow Crown’. He said he
starred in ‘Henry Something Or Other’ once. For TV. The ‘Hollow Crown’. He said he
played Henry. How he wept. I asked him if I ever saw him in any good movie. Like TV
movies. Like what I used to watch as a child under my worn blanket while clutching our
Sock Monkey when The Dominator use to steal his neighbor’s Wifi. But the old Kafir
only wept. ‘But what is good? And what is only butter for the bread?’ So I let him secret
away the crown he once wore on his head and the script.
And the Devil reached over and kissed my hand. And I told the Devil to never haunt me
again or else I would tell the morality police. And the Devil wept then. And then I realized
the Devil was just some old Kafir. Yet he had to be the Devil because he kept haunting
me. Worse than the Morlocks. For he knew I could not resist him. How else did he know
I could not resist him? Unless he was The Devil? And why couldn’t I resist his siren’s
song? What is it about me that is so flawed that I can not resist temptation? Or at least
some forms of temptation?”

The fireman marched warily around a drug nest which was also a brothel. The
desperate bartering their flesh for drugs. The black tar heroin and the diseases flowing
freely. An eleven year old whore came up and gestured. “Buy me Mr. Fireman. I am still
clean. And see. My teeth are still intact.” And she picked up one black gloved hand and
gestured for the fireman’s fingers to fondle her teeth. Then she moved one of the black
gloved fingers into her mouth. And she sucked erotically as her other hand moved
toward the fireman’s trousers. But he felt her rotten teeth and pulled out his gloved
hand. And he pushed her other roving hand away in disgust.
“Go bugger whoever gave you the syphilis.” Then the fireman gestured with his
concealed gun and marched away warily. The eleven year old doxy stared woefully at
me as the darkness framed her. “But her temptations were not my temptations. I had
hoped to stay on the straight and narrow. But the Devil haunted me after I joined the
Fire Department on probation. My next big job as a probation fireman was to help burn
The Haymarket Theater. It had to burn. It was symbolic. That is what the Captain of my
fire engine told me. ‘The Haymarket is symbolic my dear Brother of the Faith’ the Fire
Captain told me. ‘The Haymarket was where Drama was reborn in The Restoration. And
now we must burn it.’ That was what the Captain of my fire engine told me. ‘The
Haymarket is Drama Incarnate. Every famous actor and actress in history has tread its
boards. And we must break the will of the Kafirs. So the Haymarket must burn. So they
will give up the Jahiliyyah.
The same way we are banning haram museums and banning haram art galleries and
banning haram music. The same way we have banned the haram mixing of the sexes.
The same way we are banning boko haram. Burning the haram books and burning the
haram art and burning the haram music. The same way we are burning the evil Kafirs
who create the haram and perform the haram and cling to the haram and love the
haram more than Allah or public morality. The way we are banning the sight of the
female face. If need be with acid.’
I did not tell him that we were making the world ugly. So ugly. Like London. A beautiful
city of beautiful people and now we were making London ugly. And the people ugly.
Everything ugly. Nothing but ugliness and garbage and sewage everywhere. The streets
filled with burned out automobiles and buses left behind by the nightly riots. The
ambulances attacked and attacked and attacked until all that were left were the
Hellwaine Hell Wagons hauling away the plague corpses. And increasingly unable to

keep up with the continuous deaths leaving the streets filled with rotting corpses. Drug
gangs waging battles openly. With hand grenades and machine guns. Marking their turf
as if dogs but with corpses instead of urine spray. Morality police machine gunning
everyone but not to keep law and order. Not to maintain public safety. Not to protect life
and property. Just to enforce public morality. To enforce public prayers. And to stop
insurrection and treason against Allah and Islam ----- which was to say the Caliph and
the Divine Leaders. But law and order was completely breaking down. Criminals were
attacking the ‘D’s and calling their robberies and rapes jizya and devshirme. And
executed corpses dangled from every nonfunctional street light.
Severed heads impaled on every bridge. The green moat of The Tower Fortress filled
with rotting corpses from nonstop executions. The beautiful buildings which were not
nationalized for the national crisis and turned into stinking migrant slums were seized by
the oligarches as their palaces. And now they were festooned with razor wire and
machine guns to protect the robber barons from the increasingly desperate mobs tried
of waiting for the mythic trickle down to trickle down. The Pancras Plague skull and
crossbones appearing everywhere. The sewage increasingly backing up and
overflowing. The water mains increasingly breaking down. Cholera and typhoid out of
control. Every Third World disease out of control. But no more vaccines or medicines
available except through the Black Market. Ghazi Razzia pillage and rapine out of
control. Even against the Faithful. Against anyone who might have something to steal.
Vigilantes killing everyone without trial. Based on rumors. Mere rumors. Mass hysteria
manifested as mass murder. Since the Pancras Plagues started that mass hysteria was
being manifested in burning suspects alive. Suspected spies. Suspected witches.
Suspected apostates. Suspected Harbi rebels. Public transit breaking down. The
Underground breaking down. The trains breaking down. Everything breaking down. And
outlaws prowling the roads out of town. Automobiles increasingly only owned by the rich
Reverts and the robber baron oligarches. The Caliph and his cronies. The Mayor. The
Divine Leaders. Everyone else forced to walk. And walking through increasingly
befouled and dangerous streets as anarchy replaced safety.
The street lights rationed now. The power flickering. Everything rationed. Everyone
running out of everything. Coinage vanishing and barter appearing now that banks and
credit unions were nationalized and closed. Their assets in the pockets of the Caliph
and his cronies or else the Divine Leaders as their 5% Prophet’s share. The shelves

increasingly bare. The pharmacies empty and gutted. The NHS hospitals mere parking
lots of the diseased and dying. Stores and shops being looted and gutted. Every
building being looted and gutted. The Black Market increasingly the only entity with
anything for sale but at prices no one could afford. Rationing now a joke. Not even toilet
paper — or functioning toilets. Buildings increasingly befouled or else gutted. Oozing
with raw sewage. Urine and feces everywhere as more and more and more migrants
huddled on every sidewalk and street. The Thames now a sewer. Foggy smog coming
back as air pollution again poisoned the air. As if London was devolving from the jewel
of the Modern Advanced World back into a grimy and brutal Victorian city or even
worse. A Third World city.
Well! That is what happens when you unchain the Dogs of War of Garmr and unleash
the Dire Wolf Fenrir. It is so very easy to lose control of events. And while it is so very
easy to start a war it is less easy to stop a war. After all. Mohammad started a war
against the entire world in 632. And has Islam ever figured out how to stop that war?
Damn near 1500 years and we are still waging that damn war Mohammad started in
632. Are you satisfied at last Mohammad? Do you still want to come back and die
martyred and come back and die martyred and come back and die martyred and come
back and die martyred and come back and die martyred? Is your Paradise not yet
crammed to overflowing with a billion martyrs of your war yet? Is Hell not yet crammed
with a billion victims of your war yet? How many billions of martyrs does your war
require Mohammad? How many billions of victims does your war require Mohammad?
Not you Mohammad! I am talking to Mohammad! Peace NOT BE UPON HIM!
Look around Mohammad? Is this your promised paradise on earth? Is this Dar ul Islam?
Funny. It looks like hell on earth to me. And Dar ul Harb and Dar ul Kafir looked mighty
like demi-paradises on earth Mohammad before Islam destroyed them. Explain why the
Kafir North West Hemisphere created the Advanced World and Islam only created Third
World failed states? Explain that to me Mohammad between coming back and dying
martyred and coming back and dying martyred and coming back and dying martyred
and coming back and dying martyred and coming back and dying martyred and coming
back and dying martyred.
Hundreds of thousands of migrants squatting everywhere. The migrant camps covering
every inch of London as if a creeping cancer devouring the city. Beggars everywhere.
The indigent everywhere. And increasingly the starving and the criminal everywhere.

Everything breaking down. Nothing functioning anymore. The swimming pools mere
sewage befouled cesspools. The movie houses burned. Everything being looted and
burned. Scavenger Rats attacking everything of value to pilfer it to barter for food. Wild
Children running feral. Druggies and Drug Gangs destroying everything until nothing is
left intact. Nothing is safe. Nothing is functional. Even stealing telephone wires and
electric wires. As if human rats gnawing the city down to the bone.
Ugly graffiti no longer just in the urban wastage but everywhere. Even the once beautiful
city centers looking like urban wastage. The heroic monuments vandalized as Jahiliyyah
and destroyed. The trees all being cut down to be burned by the homeless. More and
more all of the time as the winters turned colder and colder. The once beautiful hotels
now ugly migrant rockeries. The once beautiful buildings now ugly slums. Every wall
befouled and ugly. Every sidewalk befouled by urine and feces and stinky. Mounds of
garbage everywhere. Rats. Cockroaches. Sanitation breaking down. Rot and decay
befouling everything.
And no more pretty people. No more pretty anything. No more pretty store windows. No
more pretty parks. No more arts. No more music. No more sports. And now the only
thing on TV being the required two hours of the Nightly Fatwa. The Call of the Faithful.
The Allah u Akbar Hour. The Nightly Announcements of Dhimmi Dave. And The Nightly
Briefing of the Caliph. Not even TV movies.”
The fireman stared at the last iota of dying light. Then he looked around the devastated
city. “There is no more escape from the ugliness which has taking over London. The
ugliness which is taking ever each person’s life. There is no escape from it. The
ugliness. It is everywhere. It is as if the entire world is one gigantic mass of ugliness.
Except faith I suppose. And volunteering for the World Jihad against the Enemies of
Allah. The Harbi Rebels. The Pagan Asian Shirks. And while The Divine Leaders
harangue us night after night that nothing is more wonderful than Jihad and Paradise for
the Martyrs the reality is that life in London has become a living hell!”
*** ***
The madwoman roamed through the lost treasure house. Beautiful things were heaped
everywhere. Such beauty as no longer existed elsewhere. Beautiful paintings heaped
next to beautiful books heaped next to DVDS of beautiful ballets heaped next to

beautiful sculptures heaped next to beautiful porcelain heaped next to beautiful furniture
heaped next to beautiful musical instruments heaped next to beautiful dolls heaped next
to beautiful collector coins heaped next to beautiful antique jewels. “How can I save
this? What is going to happen to this when I am dead?....”
*** ***
The fireman remembered how the Fire Captain preached to him about how Anglestan
was become a glorious Dar ul Islamic nation when all he could see was Britain
devolving into hell. “And while the Caliph and Dhimmi Dave promised that once Allah
ruled the World and Islam dominated the earth and once everyone surrendered to the
Divine Slavery then everything would be wonderful. Wonderful. Wonderful. But I couldn’t
see how a possible maybe sorta kinda future peace would solve rationing. The
breakdown of the economy. National assets vanishing. National treasures vanishing.
Money vanishing. The breakdown of law and order. The breakdown of civil society. The
breakdown of social cohesion. The breakdown of every machine. Because every
machine was breaking down.
Every machine was breaking down. Every automobile. Every bus. Every lorry and white
van. Every train. Even the computers now. Cell phones. The internet. Twitter. The
satellites. The sewers. The aqueducts. Power for lights. Electricity. Food production and
distribution. Heating. Refrigeration. The importation of foods. The production of foods.
Commercial farming. Perishable food transport and preservation. Fresh milk was
nonexistent now. Forget about butter or cream. Much less ice cream. Even foodstuffs
were vanishing. Food was vanishing. Rumors of bad weather and killing hailstones and
frost and erratic snow in the middle of June or floods sweeping away whole harvests.
Food vanishing! Food vanishing!
And manufacturing. It was vanishing. My cell phone was already six years old. It was so
cracked I could barely see its icons and the only charger was at the fire station and that
was rationed now. When were new cell phones ever going to be manufactured? My
boots had holes in them. When were there going to be new boots? My underwear was
more holes than darn repairs. My once beautiful uniform was becoming stained and
ugly and patched. When was anything new ever going to be manufactured? I know the
Global Jihad was a priority but when was anything new ever going to be manufactured
for us? How long could this go on? How long could we endue this devolution of

civilization? We might has well have stayed in our old shit piss filthy Third World failed
states.
We were all living on pre-Caliphate Kafir stuff. But sooner or later the pre-Caliphate Kafir
stuff would be bottomed. Then what? We were devouring the wealth of the Kafirs down
to the bones of the carcass but then what? We were sucking the nation dry. But then
what? Because nothing new was being manufactured. We were being reduced to
scavengers. Dumpster diving. Ash heap picking. Garbage culling. Scavenging the
bottoms of the barrels of old Kafir stuff. All as we bottomed the barrel of Ghazi Razzia
confiscation and nationalization of the wealth and possessions of the ‘D’s. Now the
Kafirs were just about indigent and homeless. So then what? Once we finish stripping
them bare, literally, what happens then? What happens to us? Won’t we be reduced to
devouring each other next? Or else attacking the rich Reverts and Oligarches with their
stolen loot? But they were building fortified bastions so that wouldn’t be easy. And even
if we could pick them dry, then what? Then what? Everyone picked to the bone?
Everything picked to the bone? Then what?
It was like London was devolving as we devoured it. We were devolving as we were
devouring everything down to the bone of the carcass. As if locusts. As if the Dire Wolf
Finrir. As if the monstrous Garmr. We were already eating old military rations at the fire
station. We were already living on old pre-Caliphate Kafir military stuff. But what then?
What then? And we were suppose to be the priority for the government. The hospitals
were now charnel houses. Filthy. The patents heaped everywhere. And dying
everywhere. Where were the modern devices? The high tech machines? Not even the
lights worked all of the time. Not even the toilets. Sanitation was breaking down even at
the hospitals. Forget about operations. And where were the medicines and doctors and
nurses? Which was to say the Kafirs?
And praying five times a day while refusing to sanitize while saying the germs would
only kill the Kafirs and Allah’s miracles will save the Faithful did not replace medicine
and doctors and nurses who actually knew how to do their jobs. Which was to say
Kafirs. And holding heresy and blasphemy trials on medical experts who are warning
that germs were mutating beyond the dwindling old vaccines climaxed by beheading
them for citing Darwin did not seen to be helping either. Germs did not care if they
violated heresy and blasphemy laws. And declaring all Jewish and even Christian
medicines and vaccines including the Polio vaccine and the Jenner Smallpox vaccine

and the Jewish invented magic bullet which originally cured Syphilis harem because
they were the inventions of Kafirs and therefore Kufr and Jahiliyyah did not seem to be
helping the calamitous plagues now afflicting London.
And everyone who actually knew how to do their job, or had a job, or actually worked to
manufacture or operate machinery or mass produce new things, or maintain old things,
or even work at all, were vanishing. The Baby Boomers were vanishing who baby sat
us. The asylum workers were vanishing who gave us every free thing. And the free
things were vanishing. Where were the Kafirs who always worked so hard to maintain
us in the style every delusional illiterate migrant from every Third World failed state
imagined would be his to enjoy forever?
Working all of their adult lives to maintain us. Spoiling us. Indulging us and appeasing
us and doing everything for us. Never demanding anything from us. Giving us
everything gratis. And never disciplining us. Never even expecting us to bother to
pretend to stay in school or even bother to pretend to try to learn a skill or even bother
to pretend to try to do a nine to five job. Letting us wallow on the dole while calling it
jizya. Letting us misbehave shamefully. Indulging our temper tantrums and arson riots
and looting and then cleaning up our messes for us while apologizing for our bad
behavior. But now where are they? Dead. Starving. Fled. So don’t you see? Don’t you
see? If and when the Baby Boomers and the fragile Millennial Snowflakes vanish then
what? If and when the ‘D’s vanish then what? The always forgotten Generation Xers
were a sully lot. They were fleeing to Ragnarokkr survivalist bastions and Male
Masculinity Colonies with their Generation Zer children. And the Generation Zers were
self declared WW III warriors. So we could hardly depend on their indulgence after the
68ers and Snowflakes perished.”
The fireman looked around the end result of the devastation unleashed by fanatics like
the Fire Captain. The adult fireman standing beside his sixteen year old incarnation as
the figment of the Fire Captain lectured both of them as if standing on the garbage heap
as if a podium to lecture the prematurely aged fireman and his sixteen year old
incarnation. The figment of the fireman’s imagination blandly predicting the glorious
vision of Eurabia 2025 oblivious to the present nightmare result of his fanatic religious
ideology. The prematurely aged fireman and his sixteen year old incarnation looking
around the devastation as they were being lectured to and then timidly gesturing to
raise their hands in unison to ask where the Islamic utopia was.

“By definition we are the Eloi” the fireman mused as he stared at the last dying iota of
twilight. “We are the Ubermensch Ummah. Parasites. Our entire existence is predicated
on the symbiosis exploitation of others. A creature unable to live by its own actions and
therefore is compelled to devour others. Existing only as long as it could live off the
achievements and accomplishments and prosperity and hard work of others. Living off
our Untermensch inferiors. The White Slaves. The Black Slaves. The Brown Slaves.
The ‘D’s. Devshirme culling of the children of the ‘D’s to be slaves. The vilest of
creatures. The Morlocks who are only allowed to exist to serve us. To ENRICH US. Or
else the Harbi who exist for us to attack and pillage and loot and enslave. Ghazi Razzia.
So we have never worked. We don’t even understand the concept of ‘work ethic’. Much
less ever learned a trade. Much less learned a high tech trade. Working nine to five.
Hell no! Working at all. Hell no!
Why the fuck were our Dar ul Islamic abodes always Third World failed states? Why the
fuck were the Kafir Western and Pagan Shirk Asian Dar ul Harb Abodes First World
Advanced World success stories? They worked. We didn’t. They educated themselves
and trained themselves to work. We refused to educate or train ourselves and dropped
out of schools and dropped out of apprenticeships and boasted of our glorious illiteracy.
They went to college and in Sunday schools they learned to read their Bibles in the
vernacular and understand it. We went to madrassas and learned absolutely nothing
whatsoever while only memorizing the Koran in Medieval Arabic by rote without
comprehension or understanding.
They embraced free will and self responsibility and self discipline based on the Casualty
of working hard and succeeding while deferring immediate gratification for future goals.
Don’t work and starve you goddamn bum. One of their seven deadly sins being sloth.
We denied free will and self responsibility and self discipline to play victim while
boasting of our golden penises and spoiled machismo while refusing to take
responsibility for either our actions or our mistakes while indulging in nothing but
immediate gratification instead of future goals. Inshallah. Allah willing. All while raising
up sloth to be a divine virtue. An entitlement. Its jizya! We are the Eloi. Eloi are by
definition sloths. We are the Ummah. By definition we are Ghazi criminals who steal the
hard work of others. We are the Ubermensch who grind the Untermensch ‘D’s down to a
bloody pulp to ENRICH US SO WE DON’T EVER HAVE TO WORK BECAUSE SLOTH
IS BLESSED.

They produced. We stole. They invented. We pretended. They achieved. We bought
their genius and hard work off the shelf when we could not steal it off the shelf. I
wondered what happened to old Bernard Lewis anyway? Oh well! They were Advanced
World economic over achievers in absolutely everything except religion. We were Third
World shithole economic underachievers or else economically inactive nonachievers.
And in the West we were ghetto shithole economic underachievers or else economic
inactive nonachievers. Dole abusers. Drug gangsters. All as delusional we claim that we
the Ubermensch Ummah Eloi. We dominate and rule. But what if our White Slaves and
filthy ‘D’s all morph into Morlocks? And what if the Morlocks refuse to work and slave for
us? And even worse? Turn on us to eat us?
We were always on the dole. Don’t deny it! We called it jizya. 80% abusers.
Shamelessly sucking the teats of the welfare state while auditioning for the Islamic
version of ‘Shameless’. Why would anyone think we would change our strips and get off
our fat arses and leave our Eloi pleasure domes and work now? Can anyone who never
worked, and never wanted to work, and never trained to work, and always despised the
Kafir suckers who did work, turn around 180 degrees and work? As for the recent
millions of migrants they were entirely 100% abusers. Mostly unskilled. Mostly illiterate.
Totally incapable of conceiving, much less maintaining a highly advanced industrial
world. Much less capable of doing anything to advanced a highly advanced industrial
world. Destroy it? Sure! Civilization is easy to destroy. But maintain it? Advance it?
Fuck!
Out of 2015' harvest of barbarians the German high tech industries said they could only
find some 34 migrants who could actually hold down a sophisticate industrial job. And
the five hired by the post office was a farce. They could not read. Take out the garbage
maybe. By 2016 only 2% had any sort of job. Mostly phony jobs. But they were way too
arrogant to even do manual labor. ‘Where is the money?’ Well! Fuck you arsehole! You
goddamn arsehole! There is no more money because you and I and every other
goddamn Mo leech and parasite took it all! And squandered it all! The wealth and assets
of two thousand years! We fuckingly drained it dry! And now the coffers are bottomed
and the nation is fucking bankrupt!
And now the dole is bankrupt and so is the NHS. And the government is bankrupt and
everything and everyone are bankrupt even if Sharia has outlawed bankruptcy. And

nothing is working. And no one is working. And everything has been nationalized and
confiscated and looted. There is nothing to work at. Even if we could work. Which we
can’t. And everything is breaking down. And while Illiteracy is holy and literacy is now
morally dangerous and literacy is now forbidden how does Holy Illiteracy operate
machinery or read complex computer programs or engineering diagrams or else
concoct vaccines against Smallpox?
And while everything Kafir and Shirk is now forbidden the terrible fact remains that the
Kafirs and Shirks damn near invented 99% of everything so banning 99% of everything
has left us up the creek without paddles. And oh yeah. American Indian Shirks invented
the canoe and the paddle and the saying ‘up the creek without a paddle’. And declaring
everything not of the Medieval Koran to be Kufr and Shirk and Jahiliyyah only screws us
because the Medieval Koran is a seventh century stone age nightmare state sans the
wheel. Resulting in modern Muslim Mad Max Mayhem. And can we try to drag the entire
modern world back into the seventh century stone age? Well fuck but we are? So now
what?
The Morlocks always supported us. Since Medina when Mohammad butchered every
rich Jew. Since Mecca when Mohammad butchered every rich pagan Shirk and then
invented Dhimmitude to screw every rich Christian. Since 632 when Mohamamd
declared war on the rich Christians of Rome and Constantinople and the rich
Zoroastrians of Persia and the entire rich and prosperous and peaceful Advanced World
of the Late Hellene Classical World of the Levant. ‘...embrace Islam and you will be
safe’ from my Ghazi Razzia Holy War For Holy Profit. I am a semi-divine illiterate
warlord millionaire and now I want to become a divine illiterate billionaire. But now what
Mohammad? Now what?”
Then the sixteen year incarnation of the fireman timidly raised his hand “Sir? Captain
Sir? What if the Morlocks stopped running the machines and supporting us? Feeding
us? Clothing us? Housing us? Caring for us? Running the government for us? Running
the country for us? Running the food production for us? Running everything for us?
Maintaining the entire Eloi pleasure dome for us? Even fixing our rotting teeth and
concocting vaccines against our Third World diseases? Then what? What if all of the
cowardly and craven ‘D’s die out and all that are left are the distant Harbi Rebels or else
the hidden and malevolent subterranean Morlocks? And the Morlocks are fleeing
underground. Beyond our reach Sir. They won’t care how much we howl that we are the

Best of Peoples. Stomping our trainers on the befouled surface of London. Throwing
temper tantrums and rioting and burning down our Eloi pleasure domes and migrant
camps. Throwing hussy fits in bankrupt dole offices. And demanding money! Money!
Money!
They won’t care if we howl that Sharia demands that they must hand over their wealth
and treasures and assets and riches and possessions to us and also their children as
devshirme. They won’t care if we roar that they must run their machines to toil for us
and labor for us and serve us. As our jizya. As our White Slaves. As our indentured and
degraded ‘D’s. They won’t care how much we bellow we are the Best of Peoples and
the Ubermensch Ummah. And that they are the Untermensch. The vilest of creatures.
Najis filth under our dirty trainers. They won’t care how much we howl that we are the
Eloi and they are the Morlocks. If they choose to devour us we would be helpless
against their wrath Sir.”
“Well. Actually. I did not say any of the above” the prematurely aging fireman confessed
as he resumed his mysterious march toward the darkening sky. The air turning
decidedly chillingly cold now that the weak sun was gone. “I wanted to live. Crucifying
after torture is a nasty way to die. But perhaps the Fire Captain read my sixteen year
face. For then he said ‘We must break their wills so they will surrender to the Divine
Slavery. We are saving their damnable souls. Why don’t they realize we are trying to
save their damnable souls. We are saving all of the damnable Najis filthy souls of
everyone from the damnation of Jahiliyyah. The damnation of literature and music and
drama and poetry and dancing and the arts. The Kafir Humanities. It is all damnable.
Evil permeates it. The Devil saturates it. And Satan whispers through it. And we must
force the Kafirs to give up their damnation by breaking their will. Breaking their collective
will. Why do they cling to it? This Jahiliyyah. It is as if they love it more than life.’
So we prepared to burn the old building with its Greek Shirk facade and exquisite
interior as if the inside of a genii’s lamp. The Haymarket. I was using my firehouse to
spray kerosene in the interior. And then I saw him again. The Devil. Satan. My own
particular tormentor. And he was weeping. He was standing on the stage beside the
other old Kafir ‘Shakespearian’. ‘Shakespearian’ was holding that worthless brass
crown. And I told them to flee because the Haymarket was about to be incinerated. But
the Devil and ‘Shakespearian’ wept on the stage. Weeping as if the idea of abandoning
the Haymarket was too heart breaking to be endued. And they asked me if I ever

attended any Shakespeare. And I said no. Of course not. It was Jahiliyyah. It was the
work of the Devil. Then The Devil laughed and wept at the same time. And he said
‘Recite something Jeremy so this poor Muslim boy will weep when the Haymarket
burns.’
So ‘Shakespearian’ suddenly stood up tall and grand as if a caliph. And he placed the
cheap brass crown on his white head. And then he started to recite a speech from ‘The
Hollow Crown’ Something Or Other. Some sort of death speech in ‘Jerusalem. And it
was poetry. I could not understand a single word. Yet the music of it pierced my heart.
As if music. As if the operas Wolfey used to love to show to me on his lap top or his old
portable record player. And it felt as if my heart would break for the beauty of it. Then
Jeremy said ‘Now Johnny you must recite the Final Speech of the Chorus.’ so The Devil
started to recite poetry too. And it was so beautiful. His deep gravely voice caressing the
words as if hypnotizing me. As if his words were music. As if his words were a song.
But then suddenly I heard the Captain shout ‘Get out you damn little fool or you will
burn!’ and I realized the fire had started. And smoke was bellowing into the haunted, fey
place. The Haymarket was on fire!
And I cried to the two old men “You must flee.” And I fled. Yet even as I fled I could hear
the one old man reciting poetry to the other old man as if both old men were oblivious to
the fire and their doom. What were they saying? It burned into my troubled soul? What
were they saying? Yes. Yes.
‘This royal throne of kings .... this sceptred isle .... this orb of majesty ...... this seat of
Mars ..... this other Eden ..... This demi-paradise ...... this fortress built by Nature for
herself against infection and the hand of war ...... this happy breed..... this blessed
plot ..... this earth ..... this realm ..... this ...... England.....’”
The fireman stared at the last iota of light in the darkening sky as it died. Tears pooled in
his dark eyes. “And the Kafirs did give up after we burned the old building. There was
going to be one last performance of ‘The Phantom Of The Opera’. But when we drove
up and started to douse the old building in kerosene they did give up. The Kafirs fled the
building. And after that the last performance of ‘Les Miz’ ended abruptly because no one
else wanted to be burned alive. So drama died and music was buried. And the Devil and
his companion ‘Shakespearian’ never haunted me again. Except ------ in my nightmares.

Their exquisite voices haunting my dreams. I think one played a Morlock in that old
movie which haunts my imagination to this day. Poor old man....”
*** ***
Wolfe watched Doctor Dog administer bolster shots to the members of his anarchist
brigade. “Is Davy still alive? Why did we fight in that damn Greenwich Tunnel? Over
what? Why does Davy haunt it? Placing weeds now that flowers are declared decadent
Kafir haram? What is the meaning of that piece of shattered wall tile he haunts? Why
did we have to fight there? What happened to that girl we fought over there? That girl he
said was his fiancee? What sort of antiquated word is that? Fiancee? Who uses such
antiquated terms nowadays? Fiancee? She is dead isn’t she? How? When? Where?
Poor Davy....”
“Is our dashing, daring, darling commander ready for his boaster shots or Wolfey the
Great and Terrible?”
“Oh? My turn? Of course. Who wants to be bitten by a Feral. Did I ever tell you Davy
sometimes had two shadows? Oh yes! Davy said a clinging ghost haunted him. After he
visited a haunted house. A problem with spelunkering you see. Some of the abandoned
places are haunted and sometimes you awaken the occupants who still linger there. Did
I ever tell you about the Shadows House? No? Ouch. That hurt. Anyway! What was I
saying?”
“Davy spelunkered a haunted house oh great and terrible commander.”
“You are suppose to be my aide de camp.”
“So I speak with awe oh great and terrible Wolfey.”
“Davy told me he figured out when it happened. In hindsight. Not that hindsight ever
helps. As the Yankees used to say. Monday morning quarter backing. He was
spelunkering this fantastic Victorian townhouse. Davy loved to spelunker. He was a pro
at spelunkering. Davy spelunkered from the age of six. It was fun for a while to
spelunker with Davy until our city became one gigantic vandalized wasteland of defiled
and destroyed places of beauty and faith and heritage. I always warned Davy that
spelunkering alone could be dangerous but Davy would just laugh. He had no regard for

his safety and he said he loved to spelunker alone. But spelunkering alone could be
dangerous.
Ceilings can cave in and bury you alive. Floors can collapse and you can break your
back. Sometimes the broken gaslight fixtures still oozed gas. And monoxide can build
up so very easily. In fact monoxide is called ‘haunted house syndrome’ because of that.
Monoxide freaking out the brain until you swear you see ghosts or nightmares coming to
life. But Davy was a loner and there is nothing so appealing to loners than abandoned
and lonely places. Once precious. Built by humans to be inhabited but then abandoned
for any number of mysterious reasons. There is nothing so very lonely as something
that was built to be inhabited which is instead abandoned. So very heart breaking. And
so very lonely. Poor Davy could not resist such loneliness.
There was this one townhouse. It had been abandoned for over a century. It was not his
favorite haunted house which he always called his Dickens World or else his haunted
hotel. His needful place to escape to if all else fails. This place was another place. It
was another place long abandoned ----- in hindsight for a reason. Vandalized but with
stuff still inside. Broken mirrors. Broken chandeliers. Broken gaslight fixtures. Broken
bits and pieces of furniture. Wallpaper pealing and revealing layers of even olden paper.
Paper over paper. That sort of ornate paper the Victorians used to use. A cantilevered
staircase precariously suspended. Bits and pieces of old stain glass windows.
Abandoned possessions hinting of the original owners. A great stain on one dusty floor
which most curiously never seemed covered by dust. As if a blood stain still sodden and
wet. The basement door nailed shut. Graffiti here and there. Dead things fallen down
chimneys and littering the grates. Some rooms still perfectly preserved in layers of
undisturbed dust an inch thick. Other rooms trashed. So Davy figured it was not really a
haunted house because it had been violated. Raped as he used to say. By vandals. Not
used as a druggie shooting gallery. But definitely raped. Vandalized.
Davy told me he was exploring it on a double dare from some punks he knew at school.
That was before he dropped out after murdering a molester. A double dare from the Mo
gang that ran the school and was destroying the school. The Mo gang who liked to beat
up everyone to make every Kafir ‘bow down’ to them. Davy was caught between the
Mos and the gutless authorities who were so terrified they were surrendering the school
to them. The Mo punks. The teachers ordered to do nothing out of political correctness.
Their hands all but tied behind their backs as Mos burned books and trashed the library

and terrorized class rooms and leered at the ‘meat’ during gym before attacking them in
the girls’ toilets or else the cafeteria. It was devolving into a free-for-all of violence and
anarchy. Everyone leaving if they could leave. The dwindling few left trapped by the
escalating thuggery.
Davy used to concoct the most lethal, well, all but lethal, burning pepper spray to give
away to the Kafir kids trapped there. Pepper spray had just been outlawed. The Mos
had knives and guns and pepper spray had just been outlawed. The Mo Drug Gangs
had machine guns and lobbed hand grenades but pepper spray had just been outlawed.
Go figure. Anyway. The Mo gang suspected Davy and double dared him to enter that
haunted house to prove he was not an apostate. Apostasy already was getting Mos
killed. Heretic Mos. Liberal Mos. Uncle Tom Mos. Any Mos who did not toe the line of
the Deobandi/Wahhabi thugs who were highjacking Islam and radicalizing the second
and third generations of Mos into traitorous and violent fanatics as the so-called
‘moderate’ Mos cowered and cringed and crawled on their collective bellies as Islam
mutated into the Surtr Monster.
Millions of unvented Mos were being imported by the Loki Insider Traitors each year
from radical Mo Third World failed states which hated everything Great Britain used to
stand for. Millions of Mos from Third World Failed states bringing their Third World failed
states mind sets with them. Their violence. Their diseases. Their illiteracy. Their bigotry.
Their thuggery. Their criminality. Their terrorism. And their medieval religion. Bringing
their Third World failure with them to turn Great Britain into a carbon copy of their Third
World failed states. Millions of Mos who openly identified only with Islam and the
Ummah and Jihad. Millions of Mos who openly said Great Britain was Dar ul Harb.
House of War. And Millions of Mos brought war to Great Britain.
Millions of Mos unchained the Dogs of War of Garmr and unleashed the Dire Wolf of
Fenrir to devour Great Britain down to the bone of the carcass. Millions of Mos who
were marching unopposed into the North West Hemisphere Advanced World to invade it
and destroy it. Openly saying they were invading to destroy it. To conquer it and to
destroy it. And destroy us. And they were hunting down suspected Apostates no less
than Jews and Gays and girls to rape.

So Davy said he would spelunker the haunted house. It was that or else be killed by the
thugs who had more and more reasons to suspect Davy of being a deviant and covert
heretic. And oh but Davy was a deviant and covert heretic. The initial spelunker
appeared to confirm the place had been ‘raped’. That was to say vandalized. So Davy
decided it was not a genuine haunted house. So he decided to enjoy a bit of
spelunkering in a new lonely place. He savored pealing off layers of wallpaper to
discover each image behind and below. ‘Pealing the onion’ as he liked to say. He
ferreted out rooms full of broken things to find curious things hinting of the now vanished
occupants. Davy never took anything. And he would just stand at the doors of the
undisturbed rooms because he did not want to ruin the exquisitely smooth layers of
dense dust. The ‘talic’ effect as Davy used to describe to me. The dust forming a soft
shroud over time.
Then Davy carefully ascended the precariously rickety stairs which were suspended
over the foyer as if by a thread. All of the rooms were completely undisturbed here. So
Davy just sat and savored the beauty of rooms preserved in the amber of time as he like
to describe it to me. But most curiously, as he prepared to leave he heard a noise and
saw a tiny ball roll out of one room into the upper hallway by the precariously
suspended stairs. And as Davy watched with awe the ornate brass ball rolled down the
stairs in a series of amazing bounces before rolling toward the basement under the
stairs. And Davy told me he followed that ball as if hypnotized. But the door to the
basement was not just locked but nailed shut. In fact it had been wallpapered over. But
the wall paper was peeling so Davy could see there was something there. Davy
checked and the other side of the stairs had saw a hinged door to the basement
kitchen. So the sealed over door appeared to go to a separate basement area. A
storage room. Or a coal cellar. But why seal it and wall paper it over?
So Davy pealed the wall paper off. It was only one layer. Not layers of wallpaper from
decades of occupants with conflicting tastes. Just one layer. One occupant did it. The
last major occupant of the house did it. He or she sealed over that part of the basement.
The door was locked and nailed. It would have to be battered to get down into the
basement. Davy never vandalized when he spelunkered so of course Davy left the
mystery intact. But he picked up the ornate brass ball. Haunted houses go off axis as
they settle. Floors tilt. Doors stop shutting and so creak and move. Glass windows start
to crack as they warp. And the warping and settling can crack the old gaslight pipes and
vent gas or monoxide which can be fatal because there is no scent. No signal. You have

barely minutes before you keel over. The symptoms are few. Headaches. Visions.
Dizziness. But by then you are often fatally effected and can’t escape before the final
fatal effects kick in.
The brass ball was probably sent on its crazy course as settling unleashed it from its
shelf. Gravity doing the rest. The floors warping downward toward the lowest points
which were the basements. Though why the little ornate brass ball rolled toward the
sealed basement was a bit of a mystery. Davy decided to keep the ball as an act of fate.
He placed the tiny ball in his pocket and then walked into the last room to be explored.
The drawing room. Short for withdrawing room. The room where the family withdrew for
personal enjoyment. It had been ‘raped’ so Davy entered it. Then Davy admired the
extreme tilt of the partly shattered mirror because of its mounting on the wall by heavy
wires.

But then Davy said he thought he saw two images in that antique mirror. The glass
rippled and the silver backing corroding so a smoky patina was created as if an interior
fog inside the mirror turning the partly shattered reflection into a fog drenched image.
And Davy told me he thought he saw two images in that ghostly fog. Two reflections. An
second image was standing behind him. Standing on his shadow. And Davy said he
heard a voice whispering ‘Are you satisfied at last Lledrith?’ And Davy said he very
briefly heard a sound almost like weeping. And Davy realized he was breathing
monoxide and he barely staggered out of the haunted house before keeling over green.
And the Mos ran away in terror and abandoned him. But when Davy came to on the
sidewalk he said he then walked home to clear his head. Davy was always a great
walker. Unless he rode the back of my motorcycle, hanging on to me for dear life, he
always walked everywhere. He was very Dickens in his love of walking. And it was not
until he returned to the abandoned warehouse where he was roosting that he
remembered that he still had the little brass ball in one pocket. He had not meant to take
it you see. It was a rule of his to never loot. But he had accidentally looted. He still had
the little brass ball. And he did not know what to do with it.
Well. Davy told me his adventure the next time werendezvoused to paste Identitarian
posters everywhere. Then he showed me the curiously ornate brass ball. A sphere. And
I realized immediately what it was. A most rare thing. A Stanhope Ball. The Victorian
version of microfiche. So I found the tiny and most ingenious viewer lens in the ornate

ball as I explained how Rene Dagron took the previous lens invention by Lord Stanhope
and turned it into micro-photography. Tiny images which normally required microscopes
to see. But through his ingenious New & Improved invention the viewer could see any
number of tiny images inside the magic viewer. So we took turns holding up the ornate
ball and viewing the mysterious images. They were a series of micro-photographs of a
Victorian man and woman. Husband and wife I guess. Standing side by side. Holding
hands. Kissing sweetly. Davy said it was just like his favorite Dickens movie of ‘David
Copperfield’. It was David and Dora. But as we viewed each image the tiny pictures
changed.
The next scene was of ‘Dora’ in a bedroom ---- undressing. And then ‘Dora’ was on the
bed ----- nude. And then the man undressing. And then the man on the bed nude
holding ‘Dora’. And then the naked man was making love to ‘Dora’ on the bed. Well. It
was not exactly porn. Not even Victorian porn. Victorians had an oddly easy attitude
toward nudity which people forget. Victoria and Albert would exchange nude art. There
were nude beaches for men and boys. Children would be photographed quite casually
in the nude until they became teenagers at the age of thirteen. It was rather the nature
of the nudity in these microscopic photographs. It was more a deliberate act of defiance.
Determination. A deliberate gesture. And it was the gesture of desperately embracing in
the act of taking the Victorian equivalent of selfies.
The lovers were kissing. Weeping. The last tiny image definitely portrayed the lovers
weeping as they desperately held on to each other. Both staring into that camera with
such desperate intensity as if trying to hold the moment in time forever. So I told Davy
this was a memento of an illicit love affair. ‘Dora’ and her lover. The lover’s clothing
indicating a military uniform. He was a soldier. The tunic was the ‘casual’ dress- down of
an all black ‘frock’ coat tunic with those funny dangling black silk ties. ‘Casual’ being so
severe. The rank appearing to be that of a captain. Presumably he was reporting for
duty to a far off land so this was their perhaps first and last illicit moment of love. In fact
in all probability it was their one and only act of defiance against Victorian morality in
marriage when divorce was rarely an option.
Davy was very shocked. Disillusioned. This was no ‘David Copperfield’ moment but
rather a Victorian ‘Tristan and Isolde’. And ‘Tristan and Isolde’ ended very tragically.
Davy said he needed to return the Stanhope Ball to the haunted house. I told Davy he
was a fool. But Davy insisted. He said he should not have taken it. That is what woke

the ghosts. It was a talisman. A haunted talisman. He should not have taken it. He ever
took anything ever. Well. once. Just once. He shouldn’t have taken it. Not this thing. It
woke the ghosts. He said he now distinctly heard weeping. Someone weeping. So I said
we would go together and return the ball. But I said we would both be fools then
because the house was dangerous. Then Davy told me ‘The house is haunted. That ball
rolled deliberately toward that sealed basement. ‘Are you satisfied at last Lledrith?’ was
a dire message. Something is in that basement and it is crying out for help.....”
*** ***
The fireman stared into the muddy afterglow of the dead sunset. “And so we racheted
the screws of the Divine Slavery ever tighter and tighter. Then the great sports stadiums
were confiscated to house migrants after sports other than Muslims training for war was
banned as haram. Soccer was relegated to village greens. But then the village greens
were plowed up to become migrant camps. But what was more important? Helping the
desperate migrants or playing Soccer? Then the Greenwich Observatory was
confiscated to house migrants and serve as a mosque after Longitude was declared
haram and International time became Mecca Time which rendered Greenwich Time
obsolete.
What did the old clocks and devices and contraptions mean anyway? Nothing. Nothing
at all. What did Longitude mean? Nothing. Nothing at all. What did a century of British
obsession with Time and Clocks and Watches and Longitude mean? Nothing. Nothing
at all. And don’t you dare evoke haram Causality to connect the British obsession with
Time to Longitude to Maps to Navigation to domination and rule of the Oceans to the
British domination and rule of one quarter of the globe to Great Britain become the
quintessential modern Advance World nation on the planet. You Takfir Kafir bastard of a
secret apostate you! And you are just regurgitating what that Anarchist said when he
broke into the Nightly Fatwa last night.”
The fireman flinched. He stared at the far horizon as intense whirling dark clouds
descended. Only a tiny smear of a muddy afterglow reflected off the whirling clouds as
they churned across the dark sky. The air decidedly cold now. “I did not know what
those strangely pretty contraptions meant when I was ordered to destroy them” he said
in a soft voice. “They would not burn so my job was to smash them. I should have. I was
given a direct order. But the Captain of my fire engine station suspected me of not

smashing the fragile old clocks. I should have. I had just gotten off probation. Why didn’t
I destroy them? I should have! I should have! But somehow..... the voice of the old Devil
from the Haymarket whispered in my mind and I could not ..... and now the Captain of
my fire engine suspects me ...... and everyone knows what happens when someone is
suspected of Apostasy. Apostasy is treason. And death for committing treason to Islam
is terrible. So I panicked and said the Caliph’s Procurer culled the pretty things. But the
reality was a White Van Bloke was hovering around. So I asked him if he worked for the
Black Market. And he laughed. ‘Barter for barter.’
So I said ‘Take the pretty things. Drive up your damn van and I will load the pretty things
into it and you will say you work for the Caliph’s Procurer and are hauling them back to
Buckingham Fortress. I will wave you through the picket. Try to act corrupt.’
‘That I can do so very easily. What is your price?’
‘You owe me. And someday I will demand my price and you will be compelled to pay it.’
I said. ‘But why didn’t you try one of the others?’ I asked.
‘The other firemen want drugs and doxies and gold’ the Black-marketeer replied. ‘Which
I am perfectly able to pay. And I have paid. But I was intrigued if I could so corrupt you.
You appear to be playing a private game. An enigmatic game..... David.’
‘How do you know my misplaced name?’ I asked shocked.
‘We have long memories” the suddenly sinister man replied. I kept one of the pretty
clocks which should have been destroyed. A big old watch. A longitude watch. The very
first longitude watch. Some Harrison or other fellow created it. It took him years to
create it. It took him a lifetime to create it. So I could not destroy it because it would be
like murdering him. Erasing his life by erasing his greatest achievement. So I took it to
the office of the Procurer of the Caliph and he swept it up eagerly.
‘On account’ I said. ‘My price to come later.’ I later found out the Fire Captain checked
with the Procurer and confirmed my venality. Venality was entirely acceptable in the Fire
Station. Only Apostasy was not.

Then the Royal Naval Collage Greenwich with its Maritime Museum was confiscated by
the Caliph for his hareem. All of the Jahiliyyah inside destroyed to erase the truth how
Great Britain became great when the Caliphate was already moldering into the ‘Sick
man of Europe’, never achieving one iota of the greatness of Great Britain. So now
Great Britain’s greatness was being erased. Erase the truth and is there truth? Erase
the truth and repeat lies and don’t the lies become the truth? So the new occupiers of
Great Britain erased the truth and rewrote history to prove that only Islam made the
world great. And only the Caliphate was a great empire. And Muslims invented
everything and the ‘people of no intelligence’ invented nothing. And everything the Kafirs
did was evil and depraved and sordid. And everything the Islamic World did was
glorious and moral and triumphant. And the lie became the truth and the truth became
the lie.
Then other National Heritage Sites were confiscated one by one. But each time a
National Heritage Site was converted to ‘temporarily’ house migrants its treasures
vanished and then the migrants trashed each hallowed bastion. Often setting the
trashed place on fire for the fun of it. For why would some Afghan or Pakistani or Syrian
or Bangladeshi or North African or Ethiopian or Somalian or Nigerian give a damn about
some old building which once incarnated the history of Great Britain? So they moved in
and they trashed each one in turn. Vandalizing the history. Desecrating the heritage.
And despoiling the beauty with urine and feces and garbage. But then Pancras Plague
stuck. And everyone became very afraid of old buildings. So that was that!
So then all of the great Tube and Train Stations and Hotels like St Pancras and
Waterloo and Paddington and Liverpool and Charring were confiscated to house
migrants. By now the tourists were fleeing and what was more important? Tourism or
housing migrants? And in a global emergency private property had to be confiscated for
the global good. But by now everyone knew what would happen next. Either the
migrants would move in. Then there would be riots. Knifings. Killings. Murders.
Continuous fires. Senseless and spiteful vandalism. Migrants throwing garbage out of
windows. Migrants deliberately damaging the bathrooms and clogging up the toilets with
feces while urinating and defecating everywhere. Migrants raping female migrants
caught in the stairwells. Migrants molesting children. Migrants stealing everything
including elevator wiring and electric wiring. Everything breaking down. Too many
migrants overwhelming the infrastructure and defacing its beauty until they turned
everything into a cesspool. The once lavish historical bastions turning into stinking hell

holes. Slums. Rockeries. Or else Pancras Plague would break out. The damn migrants
very quickly learned to fear anything which looked old.
So then the great private Hotels had to be confiscated to house the migrants ---- until
riots of angry migrants rioting over the lack of money, money, money, burned them all
down. Being less historical they appeared less prone to Pancras Plague. The Savory
proving to be the rare exception . The Savory and Browns. Razor wire and Pancras” the
fireman mused. “I was lucky. I was able to spelunker Browns before Pancras erupted.
Its decay more a gentle unraveling. The dust soft. The chandeliers tinkling in the still air
as if ghost breathing ever so softly. But antsy because I feared that the Fire Captain
suspected me and the Tate and National were now slated to burn and I feared the
temptations which would face me. So I decided to spelunker my favorite haunted house.
My David Copperfield haunted townhouse. My secret place where if all else fails I could
flee to hide within.
And I wanted to investigate the survivorist bunker built next to my favorite haunted
townhouse. You see. The townhouse did not reveal where the survivorist bunker was.
The iceberg house. Yet when I spelunkered via the Underground I found the rear secret
escape passage to it. The steel door blocking me from ferreting myself inside the
iceberg house. So it mystified me how the townhouse and the secret passage did not
jib. How the iceberg bunker was concealed within as if a deviously secret thing. It was a
mystery. And I meant to discover that mystery....”
*** ***
“.....So what happened next Wolfey The Great and Terrible?” the aide de camp asked
Wolfe.
Wolfe flinched. We went back to that haunted house. Lledrith’s haunted house. We wore
gas masks. I absolutely insisted on that. I was not going to be killed by ‘Haunted House
Syndrome’. Monoxide. We brought electric torches. The dancing light of our torches
made the haunted house more sinister. Decidedly more sinister. The few broken
chandeliers tingling in a creepy way. The decaying floor boards creaking. The peeling
wallpaper assuming a look as if fingers clawing the darkness. The almost full moon
casting grotesque shadows through the broken stain glass windows.

We checked the parlor and found the remains of carefully framed photographs under
glass. Some still fairly intact. All brown. The images fading. The husband was obviously
a different man from ‘Dora’s lover. The real husband much older. Very much older.
‘Dora’ appeared to be a trophy wife or else a second wife. One photograph under glass
appeared to be of ‘Dora’ sitting by a chair holding a child. To be exact a photographer’s
assailant wearing black as if a shroud to prop up a small child. That was quite ghoulish.
I explained to Davy how Victorians took photos of small children. A parent or
photographer’s assailant would drape black shrouds to ‘conceal’ or ‘disguise’
themselves and then poise as a chair propping up the small squirming child. The
curious thing was the image of the child had been deliberately erased. So all that was
left was ‘Dora’ poised gracefully next to a chair shrouded by a ghostly person holding
nothing as if the accidental incarnation of death. A blank space where the small child
was erased. I told Davy the child probably died. And indeed we found no other
photographs of children at all.
It appeared to be a childless marriage. The older man desperate to have children now
was condemned to a childless and loveless marriage to his too young trophy wife. The
only glue holding the marriage together, the hope for children, gone. There was also a
broken glass dome preserving what appeared to be the decaying remains of waxy
orange blossoms. A bridal crown. I explained to Davy that if the wedding took place in
winter flowers were nonexistent so wax orange blossoms were crafted. This was a
winter marriage of a childless widower and a much younger trophy wife who failed to
deliver the only thing required by Victorian society. A son and heir.
‘So this was never a happy marriage’ Davy said softly.
‘No’ I told Davy. ‘This was never a happy marriage.’
‘So why did the husband save the token?’ Davy asked.
‘I have no idea’ I replied. ‘The photos end here. No more new photos. Nor photos of a
woman in mourning or else a man in mourning. Nothing. As if the story stops. As if time
stops. Were the upper bedrooms vandalized in any way?’ I asked.
‘No. No spelunker or looter touched them. The staircase is so dicey no one wanted to
risk their lives going upstairs.’

‘I meant by the husband?’ I asked Davy.
‘Oh. The rooms appeared completely normal. Undisturbed. Not vandalized by anyone. A
bedroom of a man. A bedroom of a woman. A nursery. But the nursery appeared oddly
empty. As if never used. The door was locked. But the key was in the lock so I just
opened it. Looked in. Then closed it. The girly bedroom was locked too. But the key was
in the lock. So I opened the door. It appeared completely undisturbed other than an odd
spot of darkness on the dusty floor. Personal things moldering away. The bed exquisite
in its decay. China dolls. Funny. China dolls in ‘Dora’s room. Wasn’t ‘Dora’ both loved
and reproached by David for her infantile childishness before she died prematurely?
Worried into death during childbirth? David unconsciously reenacting the events of the
villainous Dominator Blackstone toward his own child-like mother?’
‘Yes’ I told Davy. ‘Unconsciously displaying his repressed Freudian anger toward his
beloved mother who betrayed them both by marrying a second time to a bullying and
cruel stepfather. David would be compelled to hate and defy such a dominator. David
could never admit his anger at his mother for committing such a mistake which
endangered mother and son both. So David unconsciously replayed the childhood
trauma with his child-wife Dora. And as you said, David unconsciously ‘worried’ his
child-child to death. Dora was unable to understand David’s childhood trauma to
understand David’s conflicted emotions toward her. So she felt unloved as if falling in
love only to marry a stranger. So she was worried into an early grave during childbirth. If
the bedroom was simply locked the betrayed husband did not deliberately vandalize it.
Nor the abandoned nursery. So he was playacting to not rouse the suspicions of the
servants. So the servants apparently assumed something happened which explained
the wife’s banishment.’
‘So the jealous husband did not murder ‘Dora’?’ Davy asked.
‘Or at least he convinced everyone he did not murder ‘Dora’ or her lover’ I replied. ‘So
either ‘Dora’ ran off with her soldier lover or else the jealous husband did murder ‘Dora’
and possibly also the lover and covered up murder. If ‘Dora’ died naturally the bitter
husband would have had to put up funeral mementos such as Victorians morbidly
expected. He did nothing. The photographs and mementos simply stop. As if time
simply stopped. And the servants dusted away while probably pitying their employer. He

probably let them go one by one to not rouse suspicions. Apparently he did everything
he could to not rouse suspicions. The result is as if time suddenly stopped in this
house.’
‘So ‘Dora’ and her lover ran away?’ Davy asked.
‘Then why is the basement sealed and why did you hear a brief moment of weeping?’ I
asked. ‘And who is Lledrith?’
‘So we have to do what we came here to do’ Davy said as he held up the
sledgehammer.
‘I am afraid so’ I agreed.
So we headed to the sealed up basement storage room. The door was indeed poorly
concealed by wall paper pasted over it. Davy had previously ripped enough wall paper
to expose the door. ‘Was some of this paper already ripped Davy?’ I asked.
‘Yes. But was it the natural decay or someone before me poking away I am not sure’
Davy replied. Despite Davy’s spindly body he gave the sealed door a terrific wack and
the decayed wood shattered. Then we took our torches and carefully moved down the
rotting wooden steps. I tested each step before we applied our weight. But we were thin
souls. Or at least I used to be a thin soul. Davy was always a thin soul. So our weight
was slight and we made sure no step took more than the weight of one of us at any one
time. Then we reached the basement.
Our torches danced off something dreadful. Thrown suitcases. Clothing tossed pell-mell.
A smashed china doll. A woman’s traveling jewel case. We eased our way closer. The
clothing tossed pell-mell were all Victorian. Gowns. Shoes. Nightgowns. Robes. Hats.
Jackets. Shawls. Now the once expensive things were all mildewy. Spidery with decay.
But it was clear the tossed clothing were all the expensive bespoke clothing of an upper
middle class Victorian woman. I eased the smashed traveling jewel case over with my
torch and then our torches danced off valuable Victorian jewels. Pins. Necklaces. Rings.
A small fortune danced in the twin halos of our torches.

‘‘Dora’ never escaped’ Davy said softly. ‘‘Dora’ is still here isn’t she? That odd smear on
the floor of her bedroom which never appears touched with dust is blood isn’t it?’
‘I am afraid so. Though why the servants never felt suspicious about it is beyond me.’ I
replied.
‘It bleeds paranormally’ Davy said. ‘No matter now much ‘Dora’s murderer cleaned it up
over and over and over it keeps bleeding supernaturally. So he kept the room locked. It
must have been a nightmare to know that spot kept coming back. Cleaning it. Coming
back. Cleaning it. Coming back. Perhaps trying to cover it with carpets. Trying to explain
why he wanted the door locked and the room locked without appearing suspicious.
Waiting and waiting to be exposed. But apparently he never was.’
Carefully our torches surveyed the dark basement. ‘Over there’ I said. We approached a
large trunk which had a strange quality about it. I raddled the lock and them smashed
the rusted lock with my torch. Then we opened the large trunk to reveal the bones and
hair of a skeleton. The decayed hair long and blond. Bits and pieces of lace still covered
part of the grotesquely broken bones. ‘‘Dora’ died in her nightgown’ I told Davy.
‘The supernaturally bleeding spot is by the bed in her girly girl room’ Davy said. He
pointed his torch toward a metal object. A letter opener. I eased it up from bones of the
ribs over where her heart once beat.
‘A man’s letter opener’ I said. ‘It has a Stanhope lens’ I added. ‘It is too dark in here.’
‘I will flash my torch directly toward it as if daylight’ Davy said. So I held up the cunning
device embedded in the ornate letter opener to the halo of Davy’s torch. Then I peered
inside. ‘There is a micro-photograph of a beautiful young bride Davy. Innocent.
Exquisite. The incarnation of ‘Dora’. Her older husband really did love her before he
murdered her. Was she packing when he caught her and killed her in her bedroom? Or
was she in bed and did she deny his advances?’
‘You mean he knew about his wife’s infidelity and hoped when the soldier left he could
salvage the marriage?’ Davy asked. ‘But she rejected his advances in the bed where
she betrayed him with her lover. So he came back to her bedroom with his letter opener
and killed her. Then he hauled this stuff downstairs to make it seem as if ‘Dora’ ran

away? Desperately silent to not rouse the suspicions of the servants in the attic. So why
didn’t the lover ever come back and confront the betrayed husband?’ Davy added.
‘He did’ I said softly. ‘He is over there’. My torch danced across the basement wall to
another skeleton thrown across the dark basement. We gently closed the trunk coffin
and eased our way over to the second skeleton. Our twin torches encased it in the
double halo of light. Then I knelt down and surveyed the decaying remains. ‘This is not
the tunic of a soldier’ I whispered. ‘It is the decay of a gentleman’s clothing. Tie stick pin.
Cufflinks. Wedding ring. Pinkie ring. Remember that one photograph?’
‘No.’
‘The one of the husband standing with ‘Dora’. This pinkie ring is his. This is not the
soldier! This is the husband’s remains!’
‘I don’t understand!’ Davy shouted. ‘The husband had to have murdered the lover if he
murdered the wife!’
‘We have two murders and two murderers and two murder scenes’ I said as my torch
shone on a piece of metal impaling the skeleton. ‘That is a bayonet’ I said.
‘I don’t understand!’ Davy shouted.
‘The soldier came back after he heard that the wife had vanished. Supposedly running
away to join him. Never making it. The soldier came back to confront the husband. And
apparently the soldier murdered the husband when the husband confessed his murder.
Then the soldier dumped the husband’s corpse here.’
‘That does not make any sense!’ Davy retorted.
‘I agree’ I admitted. ‘Wait! That bayonet is not Victorian. It is ......WW I! The son of the
soldier came back to clear up the accusations hounding his father’s honor. That’s it! The
son came back. Probably from India or some other sunny clime. During WW I. When on
leave. To confront the now aging murderer! Confronting an old man about ancient
crimes!’

“Why dreg up old scandals?” Davy asked as our twin torches spotlighted the grisly
scene.
‘Well! I suppose it all came down to the honor of an officer and a gentleman’ I explained.
‘To run away with the wife of another man would have been shameful. It would have
ruined the soldier’s honor and reputation. His nang as it is called in India. And the izzat
nang. The honor of the regiment.’
‘Where did I hear those words before?’ Davy said. ‘I can’t remember. I usually
remember everything which is not Islam....’ Then Davy gently placed the little brass ball
in the accidental tomb of poor ‘Dora’ to console her ghost.
‘The rumors alone would have blackballed him’ I explained. ‘Especially if the wife
vanished. It would have implied the soldier was a heartless cad who might have killed
her or else abandoned her to a fate worst than death. The soldier’s honor and
reputation would have been ruined. And with ‘Dora’ vanished he could never have
saved his honor as an officer and a gentleman. He probably was blackballed. He
probably was ordered to give up his commission.’
‘So ‘Dora’ and her lover were both married and the affair destroyed them both?’ Davy
said.
I nodded. ‘The townhouse appears curiously Victorian. As if time stopped. Gaslight. No
upgrades or retrofits. No attempt to modernize it. The husband/murderer gritting his
teeth and living at the scene of his crime as he aged. Living in terror of being exposed.
Letting his servants go one by one. Unable to do anything but guard the scene of his
betrayal and then his crime. The husband/murderer would not have dared to modernize
the place er this be opened for retrofitting. No electricity or central heating. The
husband/murderer was stuck with a townhouse he could neither sell or modernize or
escape from. All as time stood still. But only inside this house.
Outside this house questions were being asked by the now grown up and bitter son of
the soldier who......probably was blackballed by his mess club who then in all probability
shot himself. That is what officers who were gentlemen were expected to do back then.
During WW I the now grown son, an officer himself, came here on leave and confronted
the now aging husband/murderer. And then he .....killed him. You said the door was

nailed shut and sealed but the wallpaper covering it was ripped so you could see there
was a door. Come on.’ We went back and studied the door. ‘The husband/murderer
sealed it and wall papered it. See? Here. Here. Victorian nails. Then someone broke it
open and then resealed it. See the nails here? Here? WW I style nails and not Victorian
nails like these broken nails. See? The new lock installed? See? Here. The wood
crudely retrofitted here. The second murderer hastily resealed the basement and
shoved the ripped wallpaper back into place. Look at this wall paper. The tatters show
signs of crude salvaging. Gluing.’
‘But why didn’t anyone suspect? Report to police? Servants or anyone? Why did the
house simply dangle then? Unused? Uninhabited? Deteriorating? Decaying?
Abandoned?’ Davy asked. ‘As if time stood still. From the time when .......the husband /
murderer murdered ‘Dora’.’
‘Somerset House’s records have fed the bonfires’ I told Davy ‘But I bet during the chaos
of WW I, what with the Zeppelin Raids everyone assumed the aged husband perished.
Hundreds died during the Zeppelin Raids. The house was shut up. After WW I the
house was declared abandoned. So the husband probably had no heirs. Probably his
distant male kindred perished in WW I. So many young men died during WW I. Our
guilty husband and murderer died a lonely old man guiltily guarding a dire secret for
decades. The house moldering. And now in a less than good part of town.
The new murderer survived WW I. So the son of the soldier bought the place at auction.
Cheap. And the new murderer just kept it sealed up. As long as he was alive the house
just stayed sealed. If he died without issue during WW II during the air raids or if his
sons also died in WW II then the house became abandoned for real. Derelict. So many
buildings were derelict after WW II. This just stayed derelict. By the 1950s it would have
been very decayed. Unless the real estate was valuable it would have simply continued
to decay. And this was no longer a good part of town. Rumors of it being haunted
probably percolated through the public consciousness. The derelict hunk acquiring a
sinister reputation as urban myths took over. Vandals ‘raped’ it but the genuine ghosts
prevented anyone from ever moving into the derelict place. Where is the mirror Davy?’
Davy showed me the room with the massive if partly shattered mirror. Among the decay
and dust were piles of old books and vandalized esoteric old maps as well as old Celtic
carvings and Victorian images of the then fashionable cult of King Arthur. Davy stood

where he stood before. The partly shattered old mirror captured his image just like
before in is strange tilt and patina as if dense fog. But there was no sinister whisper or
weeping now. ‘You said you felt as if the mirror was seeing or projecting a double
reflection of you. A shadow standing on your shadow’ I said. ‘Did the ghost in the mirror
see a son of a father? Father and son looking remarkably the same? Two reflections as
if reflecting natural doubles? Father and son? The revengeful son, now about his
father’s age, standing where you stood when he confronted the aging murderer? So the
two ghostly images might have been those of the father and the son.
This room is the office of the aging cuckold murderer. There is the desk where the letter
opener would have been.’ Then I placed the letter opener back on the desk. ‘This is the
most intimate room of the aging man. The aging and guilt riddled murderer who spend a
third of his life guarding the scene of the crime. See the tattered and vandalized remains
of the continuation of his life? Here? Here? Here? What there was of it. Trapped in a
moment in time forever. Guarding the murder scene forever. Reliving the tragedy over
and over. Our aging and guilt riddled murderer would have increasingly stayed here as
he let his servants go one by one and hunkered down to guard his secret. The scene of
his crime. The other rooms reminding him too much of her. ‘Dora’. A woman he
genuinely loved.’
‘And we always kill the thing we love’ Davy whispered.
‘We always kill the thing we love’ I echoed. ‘The aged and guilt riddled old man might
have stood up when the angry son invaded. The son now of the same age of his father
when he became ‘Dora’s lover. As if the ghost of the father come back to life to accuse
him. The aged murderer might have stood under this mirror as he confronted the almost
spitting image of the adulterer. The mirror as it were reliving the tragic last confrontation.
Ghostly memories trapped in the mirror. Ghostly memories ignited when you
accidentally stood where the son stood to confront the aged murderer.’
‘Or else the aged murderer marched up to the almost spitting image of the adulterer
where I stood’ Davy said as he gestured where he stood. ‘And the apparent
doppelganger of the adulterer stabbed him through his heart with the bayonet.’ Davy
knelt down and swept the litter and dirt away from the floor to reveal a dark spot.
‘Blood?’ I accidentally stood where that old man was stabbed by what he saw as a
ghost or else doppelganger of the long ago adulterous lover ----except it was really the

revengeful son. Father and son probably looking enough alike, as you say, for the guilt
riddled old man to see his accuser as if the ghost or else doppelganger of the lover who
seduced his trophy wife. We always kill the thing we loved. What if the aging husband
only became truly suspicious if he happened to chance across the Stanhope ball and
peered inside to discover his darling ‘Dora’s secret? If so then the soldier’s desperate
gesture of farewell, his creation of that memento, got his beloved ‘Dora’ killed. In a
sense he killed ‘Dora’ no less than the cuckolded husband then. Both men killing the
thing they loved most in the world.’
‘Of course’ I said as he hastily moved Davy away from the murderous spot. ‘Lledrith is
not the name of either murderer! Lledrith is the word for co-walker or doppelganger or
fetch or twin! The old murderer saw what he thought was the ghost or fetch of the man
who cuckolded him. ‘Are you satisfied at last Lledrith’ are the dying last words of the
older murderer as he looked up into the face of his own murderer!’
‘Yes! Of course!’ Davy said. ‘But then why has a ghost haunted me ever since? A
clinging ghost? A double shadow?’ And at that moment a softly weeping filled the dark
dusty air. I hastily dragged Davy outside.
‘But whose clinging ghost is it?’ I asked Davy as we stared up at the dark silhouette of
the haunted townhouse. ‘‘Dora’? The cuckolded murderer? Or the revenging son who
then also found himself trapped by the double scene of the crime? Everyone trapped
here. Everyone covering up sins. Everyone covering up unforgivable crimes. No one
able to confess. Bodies in unconsecrated ground. Everyone dying without atonement.’
‘But why haunt me?’ Davy asked.
‘I don’t know’ I told Davy and to this day I don’t know why one of those ghosts are
haunting Davy’” Wolfe told his aide de camp.
“What happened to the Stanhope ball?” the aide de camp asked.
“Oh! Davy placed that in the ‘coffin’ of the poor murdered ‘Dora’ and I placed the second
Stanhope letter opener on the desk of her murderer. Neither appears to be healing the
situation.”

“Could there have been two Stanhope balls?” Guy asked Wolfe. “If the soldier created
one for ‘Dora’ then couldn’t he have created two? One for himself. His son would have
found that in his father’s possession after he died---- possibly by his own hand.”
“Which led the son into his investigation and then to his fatal confrontation” Wolfe said.
“I never thought about that. I wonder where that second Stanhope ball is now?.......”
*** ***
“.....That skull and cross bones had to be bogus” the fireman mused as he marched
toward the darkening sky as the now piercing cold wind blew against his gaunt face.
Stinging his scalp wound. “Pancras was a gas. That spy let that slip. Manufactured by
the Morlocks. And rationed by priority to protect their national heritage sites or else the
massive old Victorian bastions of the Train and the Underground which were gigantic
portals into the depths of Subterranean London: the bastion of the Morlocks. Clearly the
massive train stations with their great depths leading into the Underground and also
their great heights and sweeping iron dome covered industrial caverns and amazingly
sweeping iron girder clad surface shed roofs which covered the massive railroad tracks
and platforms were being re-nationalized. First the Caliph nationalized them. Then
Morlocks re-nationalized them to become their fortresses.
Think about it Lledrith! All massive stone and brick and iron and steel. Victorians built to
last forever. Didn’t one of those TV movies about Morlocks say they originated in the
Victorian Era? The facades definitely look very Morlock. Massive yet fantastical. Much
more so than the Docklands. Six, seven, eight stories tall. The station/hotel edifices
were massive as forts. Those windows and towering roofs could command any
approach and would be perfect for machine gun nests and drone machine guns and
every sort of weaponry. The massive bastions encircled the portals into the
Underground and the train loading platforms. So they would be utterly secured.
They had been previously modernized before being trashed by migrants so I am sure
the Morlocks could get the infrastructure repaired in no time. Huge inside. Like towering
hollow donuts. Weren’t fortresses built around inner courtyards? Massive yet the height
of technology of the Industrial Revolution and further modernized over and over and
over since then. Bastion fortresses and Underground fully incorporated. Layers of lower
depths accessed by massive escalators which the Morlocks could get back into working

order in no time. So the Morlocks could transverse London more safely than any of us
caught on the surface after dark.
Windows in both the outer facades overlooking the streets and inner facades
overlooking the grand central piazza. Perfect for security. There used to be stores on
the ground floor. Offices or else hotels on the upper floors. Everything could be
retrofitted very nicely to serve every Morlock need. The Morlocks could lease the empty
stores to the Black Market. Towering clocks which used to work. Real time intel signs
which used to work. The Morlocks could fix them very easily. Perfect for military
bastions. The trashed train hotels could be brought up to snuff as Morlock living
quarters and offices and military headquarters. Every luxury a Victorian or tourist used
to dream of could be retrofitted to serve every Morlock’s need without the Morlocks ever
having to emerge on the surface except to attack us Eloi.
While our decaying pleasure domes are completely nonfunctional these bastions are
like machines. Form and function perfect for Morlocks. They could shade the windows
for their light sensitive eyes. They could restore the gaslight. Gaslight and Morlocks go
together perfectly. I don’t know why but they do. Or else those antique looking electric
bulbs with dimmers. I saw them once at a Steampunk art show I stumbled into. Morlock
and Victoriana. Morlock goggles. Morlock art. Industrial art. So the Morlocks can dim the
lights to a warm dim amber as cosy as gaslight.
Once thousands of busy people coming and going to thousands of jobs could mill or
else march effortlessly in and out or up and down while tourists stood amazed as they
blocked human traffic. Transfixed by their awe. Coming from anywhere. Going
anywhere. No wonder the Morlocks are re-nationalizing them. Glass domes covering
the towering piazzas. But unlike our decaying pleasure domes these have both form
and function. And great girders sweep the cathedral shed roofs leaping across 200,
even 300 yards of platforms and rails. Leaping Industrial Cathedrals as someone once
said on some boring TV show. Wondrous Victorian genius in wrought iron and steel as
amazing as the flying buttresses of old Gothic cathedrals but built to be the new steel
temples of mass transportation. To the cult of Mercury. The Shirk god of Speed. And all
of it also built around securable portals to control traffic in and out as well as up and
down.

Clearly they were being seized and militarized by the Morlocks. Who needs
nonfunctional pleasure domes? Who needs cheesy Jahiliyyah movie prop heads and
creaky plywood painted steel pushed and pulled by concealed prop men when you had
real McCoy Victorian Jahiliyyah facades. Massive stone. And the plywood barricaded
epicenters of Pancras Plague would soon sport genuine massive steel doors that would
silently slide open for Morlocks to slither out to attack us at night. Just like in the TV
movies. Except using real buildings instead of movie facades.
So that survivalist merely drew a skull and crossbones on a placard and nailed it on new
razor wire to protect his survivalist bastion disguised as a townhouse from
nationalization or else confiscation. ‘D’ properties were all being nationalized or
confiscated. The Dhimmi Wealth Taxes. Or else attacked by Ghazi robbers and looted
and burned. So the survivalist was just protecting his turf. And he only used the old
Victorian townhouse to conceal his ultra modern iceberg house. Somehow. I don’t know
how but somehow. Well! I considered that one of my favorite spelunker playgrounds. To
hell with his mysterious entryway to his ultra modern underground bastion concealed
behind the Victorian townhouse. I don’t know why I can’t see the surface entry to his
iceberg bunker but that mysteriously abandoned Victorian townhouse was mine! I
visited it some two or three or five times already. I loved it more than any other
spelunker site! So I was going in!
On my tri-night walkabout I used my stolen wire cutters and cut through the razor wire.
Then I used the rain gutters and massive stone window sills to shimmy up the brick
walls of the street facade. The massive blue front door had always been bogus. It was
painted cast iron made to look like a door. The windows were phony too. Actually
sealed. So dusty and frosty with spider webs I could never peer in. Much less open. But
that was what intrigued me. The facade was genuine yet at the same time oddly fake.
As if a movie set. I thought maybe it was like the fake townhouses at 23/24 Leinster
Terrace Baywater. When the Underground was being built the construction crews
needed access. So they kept the facades during the construction but gutted two
townhouses. Real facades turned into sham facades buttressed by iron girders. Then
they built the Underground railroad behind the facade.
When the construction was complete they planned to resell the two townhouses back to
anyone who wanted to rebuild the rest of the property behind the stripped facades. The
access was no longer needed for construction. But for some reason they decided it was

not feasible to resell the gutted townhouses. Too expensive to rebuild. I don’t know. So
the facades stayed. Sham facades. Completely real outside. Hollow inside. Buttressed
by old Victorian iron girders. There are several such shams in the city. The shams
concealing the Underground or else ventilation shafts from the Underground. So I
originally though this townhouse was like that. A sham concealing a direct access to the
Underground. In fact the mystery was more amazing still. An amazing double mystery.
Now I climbed up the sham facade to the roof. The complex row of fireplace flutes were
puffing out foul monoxide. I grimaced and hastily climbed to the roof attic access. Then I
just cut the lock and opened the attic and went in. Hah! So much for denying me access
to one of my favorite spelunker abandoned houses! The House of Mysteries I called it.
My Dickens House. My needful thing. Our needful thing. The thing I always promised
Ahmad and Mohammad that we could hide away in if thing became really bad. I don’t
know how many times I have visited it. My pretend home. The House of Mysteries was
my pretend home. Because there were two mysteries. The mysteriously abandoned
early Victorian house and the mystery of the subterranean lair of the survivalist which I
could not find despite the fact I knew it was there somewhere. Why did he leave the
abandoned townhouse completely untouched and simply build down in the rear? And
where was the surface entry?
Now I took out my old torch and savored the beauty of the abandoned attic. The trunks
still there. Locked but heavy. Who knows what they contain? Old Georgian and early
Victorian odds and ends consigned to the attic. Everything so dusty yet intriguing.
Strange gizmos and contraptions. Obsolete technology. Old furniture. Piles of boko
haram. Books. Old sports equipment. So nostalgic. Aging cricket bats. Old mirrors. The
glass so old it was curiously eroded. As if frozen rippled water. The silver backing so
densely smoky I could barely see my lonely face for the ghostly fog within. Old
headboards and footboards of old beds. Piles of old magazines circa some time or
other. But the paper now so brown and brittle it turned to dust when I tried to open the
pages. The lettering crumbing in my gloved fingers. Old oil paintings covered by dust
and muslin. Every sort of odd old thing the mysteriously missing occupants no longer
needed but were loathed to throw away.
I savored my experience. Touching every dusty thing. Stroking the delicately dusted
objects. The forgotten things of missing people. Why did they move me so? Was it
because I felt myself to be a forgotten thing? A forgotten person? A misplaced person

longing to be found and reclaimed? Then I peered out of the dusty attic window. My
black gloved hand brushing the dust away to form a peer hole to see out. The night was
dismal as arson fires increasingly lighted the city instead of dwindling electricity. The
streetlights outside were derelict.
Then I opened the door, savoring the delicious creak. I looked up at the oval skylight
and suspended chandelier. The sky was dark outside. And the spider webs were so
dense the crystals seemed swathed in a cocoon. Then I nonchalantly walked down the
gently spiraling staircase to the next level. My gloved hand caressing the sinuous railing
as it curved beautifully down to the next floor. The bedrooms. I savored each one as if
longing to find a bedroom which once housed the misplaced elder son lost in some
distant dire war zone. Me. My make believe family’s misplaced make believe son. Me.
Then I visited the nursery with its abandoned crib. The pink blankets and small stuffed
toys still waiting for a small child to come back. The dust scented as if with faded rose.
Then the two tiny twin beds for two small girls. All pretty and pink. The dust like talc. I
caressed the small child toys very gently with my black gloved hands. With reverence.
The wallpaper so delicately decaying. The oil lamps used at night so dainty. The
curtains so fragile my breath dissolved them. The rocking horse. The tail of horsehair
delicately spidery. I rocked it very gently with one black gloved hand as I imagined the
small child riding it. Then I savored the doll house. It was a miniature of the actual
townhouse. Every detail reproduced perfectly. Even to the small toy figures of the
mother and father. The two girls. The baby. And the young son and heir. Even the tiny
dog. Even the family butler. Every detail so amazing. Even to gaslight fixtures which
could still be turned on. But I dared not try it. The windows were stuck closed. The
fumes would be dangerous. Though it often haunted my imagination. For I first noticed
The Mysteries House because some nights I would see flickering gaslight on the ground
floor. Golden gaslight. In fact that is what drew me inside. As if a siren calling out to me.
Beckoning me inside.
Beckoning my aching heart inside. As the missing elder son come home at last. Home
from the distant wars perhaps. Distant wars and distant violence. And things done which
could not now be undone. But could they be forgiven? Could he be forgiven? Presumed
dead. But now found. His family still remembering their long lost elder son. And still
loving him despite everything. And still longing for him to return. All forgiven. His
bedroom still waiting for him. His lovely mother’s loving arms still waiting for him. His

kindly and protective father hugging him so gently. Everything forgiven. The misplaced
son home again. Home from the wars.
Now I pulled out my sad little doll of me. My self crafted toy doppelganger. I made it
during off hours. It was haram of course. Graven image. Risky but curiously if irrationally
needful. I crafted it out of an old wooden clothes pin. My face painted with shoe polish
and drawn with a pen which still worked. I even glued a tiny crystal I found to one dark
eye as if a tear. And I cut off a snippet of my dark hair and glued it on. And I had
fabricated my black fireman’s uniform. Me! Standing so seriously at attention. My little
helmet in one hand. As if a soldier finally come home.
Well! It really was pathetic. Compared to the exquisite dolls inside that beautiful,
magical doll house. I sighed. My own creation really was crude. Pathetic. What was I
thinking. A grown man. And a Muslim. It was worse than haram! It was pathetic! I tossed
it into the fenced fire grate in disgust. But then I fetched it back and placed it in the
charmed withdrawing room where my make believe family was arranged around the tiny
toy piano. The doll mother in her beautiful dress playing music. The doll father in his
prim and proper Victorian suit holding the tiny baby. I placed my doppelganger image
beside the present son and heir. A young boy in his formal public school uniform. Every
doll having reddish hair except two. The father. And me.
‘I have your dark hair Daddy’ I exclaimed. ‘Your dark hair and completion. Because I am
Welsh. Like you. The Welsh have dark looks. And I am sunburned Daddy. That is why I
am so dark. But I am home Daddy. Mommy. See! Your misplaced older son. I did not die
out in the dangerous real world. In distant wars while doing things I am ashamed of.
Violence I could not avoid. Violence which haunts me. I was misplaced! It was not your
fault. I misplaced myself. But see.’ I gestured with my pathetic toy me as if kissing my
make believe family. ‘David is home! David is home! You named me after that Dickens
book ‘David Copperfield’. See! I am back! I was lost! But I found my way back! To you!
My pretend family!’ I gestured with my pathetic toy doppelganger and the sighed. It
really was pathetic!
But I arranged my toy doppelganger me down by my little brother anyway. ‘Don’t be
jealous of me’ I told my little brother. ‘I don’t want your title of Son & Heir. I just want any
crumbs of love left over. Everyone here has such big hearts surely you, the perfect
Dickens Family, just like the TV movies when the lost child return after his dreadful life

outside in the cruel real world, that surely you would have some left over love for me.
Your misplaced David. I know there is no bedroom for me but I could sleep in the attic.’ I
sighed and stood up. Then I gently kissed the doll house and wiped a tear away from
one eye. Make believe. It was all such desperately pathetic make believe. I pressed
something concealed in a secret inside pocket over my aching heart. Then I left the
nursery.
Then I savored the room of the son and heir. The blue wallpaper so exquisitely
crumbling as my gloved fingers stroked it. The decay soft as velvet. The wrought iron
bed still there. The mattress. Victorian mattresses were so curious. Feathers. The layers
of sheets and blankets. The bedcovers of blue chintz. A boy’s stuffed toy soldier still
there on the bed. The uniform so delicate I dared not even touch it. I pressed my black
gloved hand on the surface of the bed and I formed a ghostly indentation of my hand.
Then I stroked each fragile toy, cricket bat, and ball. The shelf of children’s books. I
stroked my secret needful thing then. I stroked the charming oil lamp shaped like an
elephant.
Then I stroked each photograph of the mysteriously missing family. My make believe
family. Each fading phonograph so brown yet so touchingly perfect. The perfect
Victorian family. Like those Dickens TV movies. The early ones. Not the last brooding
dark ones. The faces not smiling, you could not smile into Victorian cameras, yet so
clearly obviously loving. Devoted to each other. Then I savored the last photograph. The
father standing behind the chair on which his precious wife sat as she held her small
baby. The father’s hand gently touching one lace shoulder. His other hand so gently
holding the hand of his older daughter. So loving. So loving. So unlike The Dominator.
His other smaller daughter kneeing by her mother’s side with her head resting on her
mother’s lap. And the proud son and heir standing on the other side of his mother’s
chair holding the dear little family dog. So loving. So unlike my family.
‘You edited my image out because you think me dead but I am alive. Your David is alive
everyone. Just misplaced. See that odd smudge beside my little brother. That smudge
here. That is where my image was. You were all so heart broken you erased my image.
But I am trying to get back to you. Really! I am trying so very hard.’ I stroked the glass
over the brown and fading photograph. There really was an odd smudge. The chemicals
of the aging photograph unpredictably decaying so that the smudge beside the son and
heir did appear to be that of another member of the family who had been rubbed away

or erased. Or at least my imagination could misconstrue a random smudge for my own
faded image.
Then I savored the bedroom of the parents. The majestic master bed of grand wood.
This part of double bedroom clearly fitted out for the wife and mother. The pink and
green comforter. The ornate pillows. One heart shaped. The embroidery so dainty and
delicate. She had to have done it. The monograms. Oh I wish .... I wish..... I wish ...... Is
the curve a ..... what was it? What did the little alphabet book call it? Try to remember
the chant! A is for Apple. B is for Boy. C is for Cat. That was it! That was it! This part of
the monogram was a C! The letter C! But I could not fandom the other part of the
monogram. The embroidery was too complex. The lettering was too illusive. It was like
the insignia with the same device. At once almost intelligible yet too tantalizingly elusive
to be understood.
Who was I kidding? Still. I stroked each delicate detail so very carefully because
everything was decaying into perfumed dust. And it was odd but everything was
curiously scented as if potpourri. As very faint rose. Then I stroked the dainty vanity
table with the oval mirror draped with lace and flanked by twin oil lamps of slender
elegance. The tiny perfumes and the silver brush and comb and shoe hook. Such tiny
buttons to require such a thing. I opened each tiny drawer to savor the contents. Not
touch! Never touch! Savor! Some mundane. Some mysterious. Bundles of letters tied
with silk ribbon. A jewel case. I did not touch that so the ghosts would not think me a
robber. The silk under things. The scent of rose so delicate among the silk and lace. The
hosiery drawer. The silk hose so fragile my breath disintegrated part of them. The silk
more a ghostly presence than a physical reality.
A photograph album covered with embroidery. The pages soft black. But I did not open
it. I feared not seeing my image there. That would break my sad little day dream of me
being their lost son. And I had never been photographed in my life to slip a photograph
into that album. Even when I joined the Fire Department I simply pressed my ID thumb
print into the register. And being poor and ....well..... I never could learn how to drive. I
always used public buses where I could visually identify my locations. And I have
always been a great walker. Never the Underground where every sign was printed. So
my face does not exist. As if I don’t exist in this life. It made my pretending easier. That I
had somehow misplaced myself. That I was somehow accidentally misplaced in this
time instead of Dickens’ time. Misplaced with The Dominator instead of this wonderful

family. My real family. And like David, I was desperately trying to find my way back to a
safe and loving place and the model Victorian family before The Dominator, the evil
stepfather, invaded and displaced and replaced my real loving father.
Then I went to the closet furniture. An armoire I think it was called. Then I delicately
caressed the ghostly remains of her exquisite clothes. What did I hear someone say?
Bijou? Ethereal? Gossamer? The moldering lace as fragile as spider webs. The tiny
shoes. The small tan ones with such tiny mother of pearl buttons. Then I savored the
framed photos of the hauntingly lovingly family. So happy. So what happened to them?
Where did they go? And why did they abandon this beautiful safe place? Then I stood at
the shared door of the husband’s bedroom. His room more masculine in color and
decor. Everything very detailed oriented and tidy. A place for everything and everything
in its place. Wall paper of sailing ships. Wooden models of sailing ships and clippers. So
the kindly and protective father made the doll house.
‘You are so clever Daddy. Can’t you find me? It is not your fault I misplaced myself but
can’t you find me?’ I cried. But the silence of the room did not reply other then a
haunting scent as if sandalwood. But oddly I never felt able to enter even though I
instinctively knew this husband and father would not be like The Dominator. But rather
The Lovely Protector. Masculine but tender and kindly as well as strong. What
happened? What happened to them?
Then I walked down the stairs to the ground floor. The hall so prim and proper. The
large hall stand with its oval mirror and hat pegs. The basket of umbrellas and walking
canes. Oils of sailing ships. The withdrawing room of pale lavender and mauve. The
curtains all great lace. I could barely touch them. They were so softly decaying. The
horsehair furniture with its velvets and ornate pillows. My caressing hands leaving
ghostly prints in the dust as soft as talc. The piano. One oriental silk scarf covering its
closed black ebony top. I opened the lower sheath and tinkled the ivory keys. The
sounds as ghostly as they were taboo. It was all taboo. Taboo and haram and jahiliyyah
and it gutted me for the beauty of it. Precisely because it was all decaying so delicately.
The fireplace filled by dust. Yet there was something odd about it. The fireplace. As if it
was a sham. No real. It was hard to explain. I picked up a strange goggles device and
looked through it to see a three dimensional image of Calcutta India. Then I very
carefully set it back on the table by the display case of strange double imaged post
cards of the Victorian World. India. China. Japan. Africa. The Americas. Europe. Britain.

Circa something or other. Circa Dickens. ‘Who needs a TV set if you have this and a
loving family’ I mused.
Then I crossed the hallway to the office of the father and husband. The room so tidy, a
place for everything and everything in its place. ‘How did you misplace me Daddy?’ I
asked the empty desk with its careful arrangements of business documents under a
heap of dust. The empty chair silent. I stroked each tarnished silver photograph frame of
each beloved wife and child. But I was not there. Then I went to the wall map of the
world filled by pins to tiny flagged ships. Clippers. Clippers transversing the globe. On
another table was an amazingly realistic miniature of a great clipper. Large. Proudly
encased in glass. So it was still amazingly pristine. I admired every tiny detail so perfect.
Perfect.
Then I admired each smaller miniature of more clippers set on shelves. His clippers. He
was a great captain obviously to have so many clippers. Boko haram on other shelves. I
opened one to see pictures of Victorian India. There were strange exotic things too.
Strange shells. Strange fossils. Strange exotic oriental treasures. A brass porthole set in
wood. A safe. How clever. But then I noticed something. I knelt down by the ashes of the
long dead fireplace. And then I realized that ‘Daddy’ had smashed a miniature of one of
his clippers and stomped on it. Then it was thrown into the fire. It was mostly burnt but
the ashes covered bits and pieces not yet quite burned or broken. But it was most odd.
Why smash and burn a treasured model? Then I stood up and sighed.
Then I entered the rear of the ground level rooms. Here the wreckage was much
greater. Gapping holes in the fabric of the building. Windows gapping. The rooms
gapping .Here most oddly the decay was greater. More like other decayed abandoned
places I had spelunkered over my short life. The wall paper peeling away as if a snake’s
molting skin. The books in the wooden shelves decaying into dust. The shelves
collapsing. The decaying books crumbling. A broken typewriter on a decayed table.
Funny. The typewriter seemed somehow misplaced. Not fitting the other rooms. A
broken umbrella. Broken chairs. A heap of odd garbage in a corner. Litter and bones of
dead birds tumbled into the bottom of the ashy fireplace. I looked up to see the ceiling
crumbling so badly it appeared about to buckle. Odd. Because the upper floors seemed
fairly fine yet. The smell more unpleasant here. The decay more unpleasant here.

And there was a pile of old debris as if industrial workers squatted here. There was
even an old diagram of the Underground under construction. It was set on a
construction table. There were old beer bottles. Corroding tins. But Victorian. Not those
of recent squatters. Victorians squatters. Industrial workers. Railroad construction
workers. Navvies they were called. And engineers. There was still a piece of paper in
the ancient typewriter. But I did not stroke it. It seemed somehow invasive. It. Not me. I
did not consider myself an invader but rather an admirer. A misplaced child. The perfect
family’s misplaced David. But just as before, I felt that this part of the house had been
somehow violated.
So I walked to the front door and bemused the other part of the mystery. For the street
side of the false door was cast iron painted to appear to be wood. But in the inside, the
door was wood. The mail slot even worked. On an impulse I knelt down and peered
through. And most amazingly the street lights appeared glowing. But they were derelict
outside. Broken electric street lamps. Yet now they glowed as if soft flickering gaslight.
Their shapes retro Victorian. And then it happened! The gaslight suddenly turned on!
The gaslight fixtures glowing with a haloed golden glow. I gasped as the gas oozed out
its fatal monoxide! Every window was sealed! Only the back and rear of the house was
so decayed parts were demolished. I had to rush toward the rear or else the leaking
gaslight would suffocate me! Asphyxiate me! Gaslight needed oxygen no less than
human lungs. And sucked it up faster than human lungs. That was why Victorians
always cracked their windows to let in life saving drafts. And at night they never used
gaslight upstairs in the bedrooms when going to bed. Hence the oil lamps. Because
gaslight could be lethal. But the windows were all sealed closed and now the lethal
gaslight was inhaling the oxygen and exhaling monoxide! I hastily turned around to flee
to the partly demolished rear. But then I heard something! Voices! In the withdrawing
room. I had just been there! It was empty! But now the wooden sliding doors were
closed and voices could be heard singing around the dust choked piano. And there was
a scent of roses.
‘Tis the last rose of summer
left blooming alone
all of her lovely companions
all faded and gone

No flowers of her kindred
no rosebud is nigh
to reflect back her blushes
and give sigh for sigh....’
I could not help it! Despite the gaslight glowing with fatal allure I crept up to the closed
sliding doors and listened.
‘.....I’ll not leave thee lonely one
to pine on the stem
since the lovely are sleeping
go sleep thou with them.
Thus kindly I scatter
thy leaves o’ver the bed
where thy mates of the garden
lie scentless and dead....’
I could hear voices. A man with a rich baritone. A woman’s voice soft and delicate.
Loving. A young boy’s voice. The voices of two smaller girls. Even the giggles of a small
baby. It couldn’t be!
‘.....So soon may I follow
when friendships decay
and from love’s shining circle
the gems drop away
When true hearts lie withered
oh who would inhabit
this bleak world alone?
This bleak world alone?’
I should have fled. The gaslight was draining the oxygen and I already felt the first
symptoms of monoxide. A headache. Clammy skin. Dizziness. Confusion. And yet still I
could not resist the fatal allure. I slowly pulled back one sliding door to see a warm
golden glow of gaslight in the beautiful withdrawing room. The happy family around the

shining piano. The wife playing. Her exquisite full ruffled skirt bellowing out around the
piano bench. Her beautiful auburn hair glowing in the gaslight. All tied up in ornate curls
and lace. The father holding the baby. His dark hair and beard burnished under the glow
of gaslight. The two girls in their pinafores laughing as they sang. One girl holding the
small pet dog. The proud son and heir standing by the side of the piano so he could
open each page of the music for his mother. The ideal family such as Dickens dreamed
of in all of those TV movies. The ideal family such as I always dreamed of. And my legs
started to buckle as I tried to enter the magical room. Woozy. My chest gasping for air.
As I tried to enter that charmed vision and ......
‘......David. Look everyone. It is David! Our lost David! Come home at last!...’
......and hand violently hauled me out and we both went crashing into a hard Victorian
iron construction girder. ‘You damn fool!’ the man shouted as he slapped me silly to
clear the bad air from my head.
‘I .....saw them’ I gasped. ‘I saw the family!’
‘Ghosts!’
‘Yes but I saw them!’ I shouted. ‘Yes it was gaslight monoxide giving me paranormal
visions. Hallucinations. But I saw them! The ghosts!’
‘Do you want to die?’ the man shouted as he shook me to clear the bad air from my
head.
‘It was so beautiful! I don’t care if they were ghosts! I have always dreamed of having
such a family. Being the son of such a loving family’ I cried. ‘Don’t you understand? The
withdrawing room was perfect. They were perfect. As if time had stood still and they
were crying out for me. Welcoming me.....’
‘It is a time slip you damn fool’ the mysterious survivalist owner shouted as he dragged
me over to a brightly glowing glass pyramid skylight set in concrete installed in the ruins
of a semi demolished building. Ivy and roses partly covered it as if some ancient relic.
As if a Morlock ruin. ‘It is a time slip’ the survivalist told me gruffly. ‘Time slips. Literally!
The time inside part of that ruined townhouse slips. As if time is a spring and something

the coils press together and two different moments of time compress and you can step
from one time to another time. And touch the past. And touch the ghosts.’
‘What?’ I gasped. ‘You mean I could really go back in time! And stay! With my make
pretend Dickens family! I really could go back! Then why did you drag me out?’ I
shouted furiously as I gestured to run back inside ---- only to see a hollow shell of a
gutted out townhouse. Only the inside of an empty sham facade. The rear was totally
demolished. And a Victorian ventilation shaft from the Underground stood tall and
ghostly. It had been constructed against one far side wall of the gutted out hollow.
Attached to the next townhouse. And here and there were littered ancient debris of the
Victorian Navvies and construction engineers who built this part of the Underground
before closing up the tunnel except for a ventilation shaft erected in the hollowed out
ruin. The sham facade concealing the industrial reality of a Victoria retrofit.
‘Where is the home?’ I cried. ‘Where is my home? I can still smell her scent!’
‘There is no home!’ the gruff survivalist shouted. ‘It was demolished to build the
Underground which runs directly underneath. Actually an angled corner from over there
to other there. I bought the awkwardly angled lot behind the sham facade left over from
the original townhouse. A two thirds vacant lot. No one ever built on it because it was
too irregular and expensive. And too near the Underground. Until ten years ago.
Technology and real estate values had so drastically changed I could afford to build ----straight down. Carefully eluding the Underground.’
‘Except for a secret escape tunnel to the Underground’ I said as I wiped clammy sweat
off my forehead.
‘So it was you! How did you find out about that?’ the survivalist retorted suspiciously.
‘You are a survivalist so you must have a survivalist bunker and an escape tunnel. Duh!’
I retorted. “And when I used to visit Old Jasper he would help me find interesting
abandoned mystery places to spelunker. The lost Fleet River. Lost WW II underground
buildings. Sealed up Underground tube stations. And abandoned iceberg houses. And
every one of them always had secret rear tunnels! Escape tunnels!”

The survivalist snorted but then chuckled. Then he sniffed a climbing rose.‘Oh hell yes!’
He stood beside the glowing glass pyramid and surveyed me as if an inspection. ‘Most
of the subterranean iceberg mansions kept their expensive Victorian or Edwardian or
Georgian townhouses and burrowed down to add the iceberg basements. Deep lower
stories while reinforcing and retrofitting the original houses. Expensive. But for a few
years a building frenzy existed. The burrowing frenzy. Being an architect and engineer I
made millions from my clients until my clients realized that the values of their expensive
townhouses actually declined the further down they burrowed and the costs increased
the deeper they burrowed. The iceberg additions were an expensive fad. A gimmick. A
status symbol. Let me check your eyes. You got a lung full of ventilation shaft
monoxide.’
‘It was gaslight! The house! Where is the house?’ I cried.
‘You are clammy. I swear! You risked your life just to trick me into saving your life so you
can bamboozle me into letting you come inside my iceberg house just so you can
spelunker it. It is not abandoned. And it is not nationalized or confiscated. And I will
shoot anyone who tries to take my house from me.’ He plucked a climbing rose and
slipped its stem into one button hole of my grim black uniform.
‘I don’t want your damn ultra modern panic room cum survival bunker’ I cried. ‘With or
without some high tech ballroom over a retractable glass floor over a swimming pool
cum spa cum gymnasium. Complete with a wine cellar and secret garage for your illegal
automobile collection and private movie theater fantasy world bastion worthy of
Morlocks with delusions of still fancying the surface world. Where is my house?’
‘Where do you get these crazy Morlock theories? You Mos are suppose to be obsessed
with crazy Jew and Freemason conspiracies. Not Morlock conspiracies. And there is no
house. Look’ the survivalist retorted as he gestured to the empty gutted interior of a
hollowed out sham facade. ‘Just three sides. See! Two walls formed from the still
standing townhouses built on either side of the gutted hollow. Now they are abandoned
slums after phony Pancras gas scared them off. And the third wall is the original
townhouse facade sealed up and retrofitted as a sham facade. See? The bricks brutally
exposed. Victorian construction girders buttressing the gutted out building. The towering
Victorian Underground ventilation shaft as tall as the facade. It is designed to mimic the
side wall fireplace stack.’ As I wiped my clammy face with once shaking hand the

ventilation shaft belched out monoxide from the Underground. Then I felt faint
vibrations.
‘You Morlocks still run trains then?’ I asked incredulous. ‘You are Morlock!’
‘We are not allowed to say!’ the disgusted survivalist retorted ironically.
‘I have spelunkered this Victorian townhouse three times’ I told the survivalist. “Lured
here after seeing flickering gaslight in the ground floor withdrawing room’ I insisted.
‘Three times. Five times. Well! Lots of times! It is my favorite place! Attic. Bedrooms of
the beautiful Victorian family. The withdrawing room. Office. And the decayed back
rooms of the semi demolished and ....’ I gestured to the gutted out hollow ruin. ‘It
existed!’ I insisted. ‘Every beautiful room so beautifully dissolving into a slow motion
decay. The children’s toys. The rocking horse. The beds. The nursery. The miniature doll
house reproduction of the home. The withdrawing room. The ....’
‘What did you say? There is a doll house reproduction of the actual home?’ the
survivalist asked.
‘Yes. Complete with tiny gaslight fixtures. Everything beautifully recreated. By Daddy.
He builds miniatures of clippers too. In his office. And miniatures of miniatures of his
clippers are even in the doll house. A place for everything and everything in is place.
Every detail. Perfect. Down to the furniture. Tiny oil paintings. Toys. The dolls inside.
Identical. The ghosts looked just like the dolls inside the ....’ I gestured to the obviously
gutted out hollow ruin. ‘Everything..... perfect.....’
The survivalist hauled me to the side door of the glowing pyramid to an ingeniously
concealed portal. Then he dragged me inside and pushed the button. The elevator
descended down into the interior of the glass pyramid. The doors opened to reveal a
fantastical ultra modern loft under the pyramid dome with its delicate lace of ivy and
climbing roses. Part of the floor was reinforced glass. Water shimmered below from the
lower floor swimming pool. The lights of the water below cast shimmering water
shadows into the upper loft. Ultra modern steel furniture and a striking ultra modern fire
place adored the room. There was an ultra modern exposed kitchen along one wall by
the inclosed bathroom. Along the other far wall were massive cork board walls which
still boasted architectural drawings of fanatical projects never to be completed. Drawing

tables. Engineering devices. A table boasted little doll houses. I went over. ‘Doll
houses?’
‘Architectural renderings of my projects’ the survivalist said as he poured out tea and
thrust a mug into my shaking hands to drink to clear my head. ‘Tell me about the
miniature doll house you saw in the Ghost House’ he ordered gruffly.
I sat down woozy and drank the mug of tea. The mug boasting a black and white
drawing of a Greek column. ‘It was in the nursery of the two daughters in the toy area.
The other side of their matching beds. Opposite the cradle. It was an exact reproduction
of the townhouse ---- as I saw it ----- three times counting this time ----- five times ----- or
maybe seven times ---- eight times ----- it is my favorite spelunker spot ----- and your
glass pyramid was not what drew me ----- I never ever saw it because it was somehow
oddly concealed ----- but the doll house was exact in every detail -----wallpaper and
floors and furniture and pictures and everything. Everything exact but miniature. Down
to the rocking horse. And piano. The tiny gaslight fixtures. Miniatures of miniatures of
the father’s clippers. I can tell you what the rear of the house once looked like. There
was a dinning room. Library. And below stairs a kitchen and bedrooms for the butler.’
‘And the dolls?’ the survivalist asked as he poured out a mug of tea to drink it.
‘Bedrooms in the basement? But you only saw the butler doll caring for the inhabitants?’
“The perfect Dickens family. Just like the TV movies. Even the family dog. And the
butler. Only I am not quite sure I saw him’ I cried. ‘Well. Sometimes I see the butler and
sometimes I don’t. But I always see them!’ I insisted. ‘My Dickens family! Laughing!
Singing! Singing the ...’
‘Singing the ‘Last Rose Of Summer’ the survivalist said softly.
‘Yes! So you have ...’
‘I was warned when I bought the property’ the survivalist admitted. ‘There was a reason
why no one ever wanted to buy the lot. It was not just the engineering difficulties of
building down while avoiding the direct Underground. It was not the expenses of the
awkwardly angled lot or the expenses of building an iceberg house.’ The survivalist sat
down on an ultra modern suspension chair. He sipped his tea. ‘And yes. I have heard

the ghosts. I was warned to never, never, never, try to enter the gutted ruins if I heard
the voices or saw ghostly flickering gaslight or smelled roses and pipe smoke.’
‘He was not smoking a pipe’ I said. ‘No. I remember. I smelled roses. And sandalwood.
And ....yes. There was a pipe on the side table. But he was holding his baby so he
would not smoke would he? Being a loving father. But the pipe did not smell like ...’
‘....Pipe tobacco often smelled sweet or fruity or exotic’ the survivalist said. ‘Not like
stale cigars or cigarettes. My father was a pipe smoker. He always smelled -----wonderful.’
‘It was oddly fruity’ I recalled. ‘It did not register’
‘It is always fruity’ he survivalist said very softly. ‘Her roses you know still bloom. Feral.
Up here. See. Climbing over my glass pyramid. They are the descendants of her roses.’
I sniffed my rose. ‘Oh yes! This is my dear Mother’s signature scent. There were was a
vase of them blooming on the table in the withdrawing room’ I said. ‘But what I saw
could not just have been a monoxide dream.’
‘It is a time slip’ the survivalist said softly as he drank his black market tea.
‘What happened? To them?’ I cried. ‘To my pretend family?’
The survivalist sighed. ‘The father ran an import/export business. Clippers. The
warehouse and pier was where the Docklands is now. Saint Katherine’s Dock. He was
by every account a loving father and husband. Hard working. Ambitious. Ten hour days
six days a week. Son of a clipper captain. She was a loving mother. Frugal. Ingenious
the way Victorian wives and mothers were. Recycling everything. Never throwing
anything away. Using tea leaves to clean carpets. You name it. Dickens aside those
women worked hard hours. Even repairing shoes and turning cuffs and well.... you
name it. Educating her daughters. The son was home from school ....’
‘What happened?’ I cried
The survivalist sighed. ‘One of his ships from China brought a ...’

‘...Typhoid or cholera?’ I asked.
‘If only.... no..... it was ..... the Black Plague.’
‘We have it now. Along with typhoid and cholera and every other Third World disease
and plague’ I said.
‘Yes! Well! And the streets are filled to overflowing with corpses as well.’ the survivalist
replied dryly.
“And Pancras gas’ I said.
‘Only because the third world diseases are not killing you chaps off fast enough. And we
have to save our nation’s heritage and legacy sites. Our history. Our identity’ the
survivalist retorted. ‘For life after the Great Replacement. Which we plan to survive.’
‘After you devour us Eloi?’ I asked. ‘The Savory and Browns?’ I asked. ‘Your survival
bunker? Do they qualify?’
‘Well! It was debated. It is hotly debated. What can be saved. What should be saved.
And we can’t manufacture the gas fast enough to save what your lot is destroying. And
now the National Gallery is about to be attacked. I thought the British Museum Horror
would have scared them off. Your fellow firemen. You. And we can’t manufacture the
stuff fast enough. I suppose you will burn the National then the Tate. The V & A. The
Wallace. Is there anything your lot won’t burn? I just scared my violent neighbors away
with signs. But the thing is ..... we still have some vaccines and medicines and what
not...’
‘Black market’ I said.
‘But back then. The Black Plague. Three million plus in a crowded city. Victorian London
would have been the epicenter of a horrifying calamity.’
‘We have almost 90 million now and counting’ I said. ‘The plague and typhoid and
cholera and smallpox are killing us in droves. But no one is panicking. The Caliph and

his Cronies and the Divine Leaders are too busy cashing in on the sell out while the
Nightly Fatwa swears Allah will save his own...... though right now Allah is doing an
imitation of how he coped with his Prophet dying of poisoned mutton. NOTHING!’
‘You really are an apostate aren’t you’ the survivalist marveled. ‘The old EU projection
has been reached and excelled. 80 million if we did not do Brexit and close our borders.
Yeah. And more arriving every day. But now....well...’
‘You want us to die so you are letting us die’ I said. ‘I can’t blame you. But the family! My
pretend family!’
‘The father realized several of his sailors and his captain were sick of a plague. A newly
arrived clipper. He immediately quarantined the ship and alerted authorities. But it was
too late! His warehouse! So he quarantined that too. Told authorities. He was a very
honest and honorable and responsible man you see. The authorities ordered a secret
quarantine! But it was too late! You see..... his son..... home from school ..... had been
with him at his job and ..... So they were both exposed. ..... And though he sent his son
home immediately on realizing there was a possible contagion on board he .....when he
was about to enter his warehouse to stay with his exposed workers like a responsible
employer he was .....’
‘...He got the news his son was sick at home’ I said. ‘And being a responsible father he
turned his home into a secret quarantine too.’
‘A secret plague house’ the survivalist said. ‘And they all died. The cook had been out
shopping so she was locked out and survived with their two minions. Out at Covent
Garden market gathering foodstuffs. The butler perished with the family inside the
plague house. The terrified authorities, desperate not to incite panic burned and sank
the doomed clipper with all on board. Sick and dying all. And burned the warehouse to
the ground. The dying trapped with the dead. And they burned down the rear of the
plague house to fire gut it. Not the front. They did not want to incite panic. A ‘kitchen
fire’. But they made sure everything was burning inside including the bodies. Everything
still inside. Everyone still inside. Not buried in hallow ground. Papers manufactured
saying they suddenly shipped away to China for a business emergency and then died
there. No graves. No tombstones. No Christian rites. Nothing.’

‘To save London’ I said.
‘Yes. To save London’ the survivalist said softly.
‘No wonder they haunt the ghost house’ I said. ‘It must have gutted him. The Father.
The Pater. Dying. His beloved family dying. He brought the plague to his family from
one of his beloved clippers. No wonder he crushed the model of the clipper underfoot
and threw the wreckage into his home office fireplace to burn.’
‘His darling son who was home that day the clipper arrived was trying to be like his
father. Father & Son. Both hard working and responsible and good males. Providers.
Protectors. Honorable Victorians. The 68ers always jeered the Victorians. The Trannies
always spew out hatred toward males. Too white. Too square. Too patriarchal. Too
traditional. To masculine. But they never understood hard work or honor or responsibility
or sacrifice for the greater good’ the survivalist said softly.
‘They died one by one’ the survivalist explained. ‘They died down to one. The father was
the last dying inhabitant trapped within the plague house. He shouted out that if they left
kerosene at the back door and prepared the fire engines in the rear then he would torch
the house from the inside to make sure fire killed the plague. He probably wanted to
make sure the bodies of his family at least burned cleanly. Cremation as it were. So bits
and pieces of his family would not become vile decay left to rot. It was the last sighting
of the doomed man.
The fire gutted house stood empty. Listed as a kitchen fire. Victorian fires were so
common no one suspected. And the neighbors and businessmen and church members
were told the family had hastily departed to China just before the fire burned so as not
to arose suspicions or warnings or fears. The Underground project had been planning to
do a 23/24 Leinster Terrace Baywater facade. So they bought the fire gutted building.
There was enough left so they buttressed the two fire gutted walls facing each
neighboring house and reinforced the facade just like the two condemned Leinster
townhouses. Turning it into a sham facade. Then they built the Underground behind and
under. Contractors and engineers used the rear demolished area as their headquarters
and lunch area.’
‘They were not scared of the black plague?’ I asked

‘They were not exactly told. Were they?’ the survivalist said. ‘Fire gutted building.
Cheap. Great. But they became afraid.’
‘When they discovered the fire gutted building was haunted’ I said.
‘Exactly! After that no one wanted to buy it. Until I did. I did not believe the old tales.
Haunted houses. I am an engineer as well as an architect so I arrogantly waved off all
trepidations.’
‘But you were at The Shadows House’ I said.
‘Only after I discovered that haunted houses do exist. Because of this haunted house I
felt compelled to investigate that haunted house’ the survivalist explained.
‘I was just spelunkering’ I said. ‘I could not figure out how the townhouse concealed your
iceberg house or why I could only locate the secret escape tunnel from your house. It
was a mystery. How your iceberg house was so hidden. A mystery inside a mystery
once I started spelunkering the actual townhouse. The occupational hazard in
spelunkering abandoned buildings is this: some are abandoned for a reason. Like
hauntings.’
‘And when I realized the house really was haunted then I researched why the house
was haunted and found out the tragic tale’ the survivalist explained. ‘I then researched
other haunted houses. And I realized this haunted house was a time slip. For moments
the house slips black in time to the last happy moments before that dire day. I suppose
the dying father was desperately aware of the last happy moments before hell came to
his happy home.’
‘The last night before he headed off to work with his proud son in tow’ I said. ‘Everyone
happy. Healthy. Beautiful. Singing around the piano.’
‘The Last Rose Of Summer’ the survivalist said.
‘Each time I spelunkered the home it was so real’ I exclaimed.

‘Because it is real’ the survivalist replied. ‘A time slip is very, very real. But potentially
one way. Not everyone who experiences a time slip returns to tell. Though it is curious
that you have experienced it every time you spelunkered.’
‘I never took anything’ I exclaimed. Then I blushed because in fact I had taken
something. Something from the nursery. I pressed one gloved hand over my heart. But I
did not confess my secret precious needful thing lodged inside my tunic in a secretly
crafted interior pocket.
‘Good! I don’t think taking any haunted thing from that haunted house would be safe.
Quite the contrary. A petit treasure house gone up in smoke with the inhabitants still
inside is not something to take a memento from.’
I pressed one gloved hand over my heart. But I did not confess what I took. It was now
my needful thing and though I risked my life to keep it over my heart I could not endure
losing it now. ‘So the dying man’s tragic horror caused the time slip?’ I asked. ‘As he
nursed his family as they died one by one?’
‘What I think is this.....’ The survivalist paused. ‘That a man who would build such a tiny
exquisite miniature of a beautiful masterpiece, a doll house that reproduced his peitit
treasure house so perfectly, his fantasy house for his most precious, treasured, needful
thing, his beloved family, would....’ The survivalist looked at his own exquisite miniatures
of every project he ever constructed, including his own fantasy iceberg townhouse, this
glass house. He stared at his handiwork. ‘Such a loving and detail oriented man, a man
much like me, would have longed for a miracle as he nursed each beloved child or wife,
the butler, everyone dying one by one. His beautiful family dying one by one. Even his
loyal butler. Knowing he was dying. Would die alone. Would have to set the fires to
make sure the house was gutted. Sterilized. Everything he loved destroyed.’ The
survivalist stared at his miniatures. ‘Such a devoted, loving, and protective man would
have stared at that creation he made ..... and longed .... for a miracle.’
‘A place for everything and everything in its place’ I said.
‘Naval expression’ the survivalist mused. ‘Odd you would know it.’

‘And he would have longed for some magic which could turn that miniature into a
fantasy world’ I said. ‘A place for everything and everything in its place. Including a
magic place for souls. His magical escape from a reality too terrible to be endured. For
his family. For his butler. Even his family dog. And for himself. We always kill the thing
we loved. So imagining his doomed family somehow safe inside that safe little hollow of
escape from horrifying reality must have become his most desperately needful thing.’
‘Yes’ he survivalist said very softly. ‘Sometimes even the most hardened of survivalists
are desperate enough to wish for the impossible when reality becomes too terrible to be
endured alone.’
‘Even if it is make believe escape’ I said. ‘Like how I pretended that the perfect Dickens
family in that perfect Victorian home had two sons. And I was one of the sons. The
troubled older son lost in the distant terrible wars. The misplaced son.’ One glove hand
stroked something precious over my heart.
‘Yes’ the survivalist whispered ‘Magic! Even the most rational of minds can sometimes
be desperate enough to resort to wishing for a miracle.....’
So we drank tea all night and said nothing but pondered. The survivalist and I. Each
with his own thoughts. I think I dozed a little. And at dawn the survivalist showed me out
and I crushed the rose and buried it in the flower bed at the base of the glass pyramid.
Then I returned to reality: the Elephant & Castle Fire Department. And the Fire Captain
announced the date when the Tate and the National would go up in flames. Then the V
& A. Then the Wallace. And I knew I daren’t be there or else I would betray my fireman’s
badge and conspire with the White Van Bloke. For now I knew he served most loyally
but not for the Black market. He served others. He served the Morlocks. And he and his
were called The Monuments Men.....”

CHAPTER THREE
The survivalist watched the fireman slip into an exhausted sleep. His face still oddly
childlike despite the scars. He watched him slip into an uneasy dream. ‘Let me think! Let
me think!’the fireman muttered in his troubled sleep. ‘There is only me saving us despite
you as usual...’
Then the survivalist mused how he came to meet his adversary in the most unexpected
of places: The Shadows House. ‘I was researching haunted houses because I now
realized I owned a haunted house. One I could only stand outside of as I heard ghostly
sounds within its spectral walls. Wafts of delicate piano music floating off into the
darkening dusk. Schubert. Schumann. Chopin. Beethoven sonatas. Ghostly songs
perfuming the twilight. Soft laughter in the shadows. The scent of roses. The scent of
pipe tobacco such as my father used to smoke. In this case fruity. Ghostly shimmers of
gaslight. Apparitional blurs. But when I would rush out of my glass pyramid the fire
gutted hunk was empty of life either real or imagined. When I heard of the strange
events at the Sussex Shadows House I decided to investigate.
Being an engineer and architect I was somewhat familiar with the 40 year and forty
million pound folly which that horrible slum lord had constructed. The Bounder was back
from Zimbabwe after the senile Mugabe finally met his well deserved end. Torn to
pieces by his starving citizens. Africa had always been a curiously dark continent. Long
after every other continent advanced it never could escape its heart of darkness. Its
savagery. Its poverty. Its backwardness. Its diseases. Its tribal mentality. Its witch
doctors. Its violence. As if cursed. Everything we built decayed the moment we left
including democracy and law and order. A famous African novelist summed it up in a
book: All Falling Down. Mugabe and his corrupt cronies stripped the land bare. After
confiscating every commercial agriculture farm for himself and his cronies the once rich
nation descended into out and out starvation as well as bankruptcy as the weather
turned dire and charity foodstuffs from the West vanished. Everything devolving into a
nightmare failed state. Rhodes might have been awful man but he left a modern and
functional country. A wealthy country with at least some trickle down. Mugabe turned
that functional country into a nightmare of violence and starvation. It finally became too
dangerous for even Mugabe’s most infamous crony. The Bounder. So back The
Bounder came to his monstrous Shadows House.

The Bounder was a born rotter. As a child he bribed his school year gang to steal
stamps from stores to sell to collectors on the black market. As he grow up he used
school rooms to sell stolen art while loan sharking. Instead of the university he became
a criminal slum lord. He enforced his way with hand grenades and hit men. He attacked
everyone including priests. He bribed his way out of a murder charge and absconded to
the most corrupt and brutal place in Africa: Zimbabwe. There he became the
indispensable crony of one of the most notorious madmen in Africa.
The Bounder stole hundreds of commercial farms from hard working Britishers and then
threw their many African workers out to starve. He ran hunting estates next to so-called
national parks to auction off sales of endangered elephants and lions and rhinos to
commercial hunters. All culled from the state park of course. He sold illegally culled
elephant and rhino ivory to China which his thugs slaughtered. Every sort of majestic
beast. By helicopters. His helicopters. Machined gunned. Their horns hacked off. Then
their carcasses left to rot. To the point of extinction. He laundered money for Mugabe.
And he also ran Mugabe’s blood diamond mine. Laundering the illegal diamonds as
hundreds of desperate men and small boys perished in the dangerous mines working
for pennies. Many buried alive. Others perishing in illegal gold mines. Dying of mercury
poisoning. You name it and the Bounder did it. No wonder people said ‘He thinks he is
The Emissary of Beelzebub. He was.
But when Zimbabwe imploded into Mad Max Mayhem back home The Bounder came
back like the ultimate bad penny. The Emissary of Beelzebub. And his reappearance
meant our country really had hit rock bottom if he was allowed back inside. The
Bounder promptly became the best crony of the Caliph. So he could further enrich
himself by destroying Great Britain the way he helped Mugabe to destroy Zimbabwe. So
The Bounder waved one hand and ordered his gigantic modern day treasure house to
be finished for a grand opening. To host the Caliph and every robber baron oligarch,
crook, crony, felon, embezzler, grafter, Quisling, Loki Insider Traitor, sycophant, and
corrupt consortium ‘revert’ rotting out the halls of the new Islamic government. While
paying 5% Prophet’s Cut bribes to the Divine Leaders so they would bless criminality.
Everyone knew what would happen next: The Emissary of Beelzebub would commence
his pillage and rapine of Great Britain.

As an now unemployed builder trying to save his survival bunker from confiscation from
the new ‘D’ wealth taxes I was intrigued to see how the grotesquely over the top
gargantuan monstrosity would be unveiled to host the maggots devouring my country.
The grotesque monstrosity had sat for 40 years in a wastage of dying trees and polluted
water, corroded scaffolding, a curiously tarnished copper dome, ridiculously over
stretched wings of no function whatsoever, all reputedly slowing sinking into foul mud.
And garnished with a mausoleum no less ---- to qualify the monstrosity for a ‘perpetual
trust’ such as only financed national monuments and graves. Well! The TV showed the
monstrosity all lighted up. Heaps of stolen antiques being moved inside. And spot lights
erected. An instant garden installed on top of the mud. A geyser fountain installed in the
polluted lake. And invitations handed out. Big shindig. The guest list featuring every
name of every scoundrel devouring our country. And every maggot dutifully appeared
that night. And by dawn every maggot was fleeing the disaster zone. Hell! Even the
Emissary of Beelzebub was fleeing the disaster zone. What could even scare the
Emissary of Beelzebub?
The news was garbled exactly what happened but apparently it was not pretty. No one
wanted to talk about it. But apparently whatever happened was scary enough to freak
out even the most hardened of maggots. The Bounder abruptly fled the country ----- as
it was belatedly revealed that an undisclosed number of maggots had horribly died.
Including the trophy wife and two repulsive sons of the Emissary of Beelzebub. So the
Bounder absconded to South America where rumors whispered that he was now dying
of some sort of mysterious lingering disease accented by insanity and garnished by
gangrene of the extremities in the destroyed Dar ul Islamic state of Argentinastan. If so
it would be a rather an appropriate ending for such a rotter. So silence descended. A
news quarantine. Not even funerals so we could find out who how many maggots died.
Total silence. Well! Inquiring minds longed to know what could scare even the Emissary
of Beelzebub as well as the most powerful maggots devouring our diseased and rotting
island. So I decided to try to mine intel from the few hired servants and commercial
providers who survived and then explore the site of the crime.
I arrived on my old motorcycle. Armed. The roads were becoming very dangerous.
Anyone and everyone was being attacked unless they either had bodyguards with
obvious weaponry or else concealed gunnery. Of course being a ‘D’ my concealed
gunnery was illegal. So if attacked by any Mos it would be kill or be killed. The place
was entirely deserted. Or so I thought. The forest oddly diseased. The trees sickly. The

soil oddly acid. That was not typical of Sussex. I parked my motorcycle outside the back
of the now abandoned monstrosity spawn from monomania and sired by corruption and
suckled by blood money. The air was so oddly still. Not a sound. Curiously unpleasant.
Disconcerting. Unnerving. It was hard to describe. It was as if the environ was somehow
instinctively threatening. Menacing. Yet there were no obvious danger. No armed
guards. No guards at all. No razor wire. Only a banged up and corroding gate. No
obvious signs threatening one and all with harm. Yet the very air smelled and even
tasted tainted and there was a sort of creepy unseen sense of presence, evil presence,
about the place.
The towering monstrosity appeared entirely deserted. Many of the newly installed
windows were already smash out. Broken glass littered the foully muddy ground. The
ground was most curiously foully muddy. Why would any engineer advise The Emissary
of Beelzebub to build on such obviously inappropriate land? The Bounder murdered
people routinely so spending millions on a monstrosity only to see it crack and sink into
the mire would surely earn some fool a bullet in his skull. Yet I could not see any serious
cracks in the ridiculously over the top monstrosity indicating subsidence or caving in. Yet
the ground was decidedly quaggy. Sloughy. Boggy. At best such foul dampness would
spawn mold and mildew. At worse it could be a genuine bog. And only a madman would
build on a bog. You should not even build on peat. Much less a bog. Yet apparently The
Emissary of Beelzebub had done just that.
Litter was scattered here and there of abandoned catering gear left behind as if the
caterers were so hasty to leave as to be willing to abandon their commercial assets.
They were either foul with mud or else mildew or if metal or glass pitted as if with acid.
The instant garden of rolled out turf and hastily planted trees garnished by potted trees
was already dying. Black. Smelly. The hastily unpotted and planted flowers were rotting.
Putrid. The roses especially foully decaying. Mold and mildew was everywhere as well
as curious web-like patches as if spidery webs. But curiously dense and greyish black.
Almost like decomposing flesh. Like something originally solid but disintegrating into
spidery decay or else something loathsome which was spinning itself into something
weblike. Almost grossly gauzy in consistency. Several dying decorative plotted trees
were now fully engulfed in the greyish black stuff as if dead things in dirty shrouds.
It was most strange. From a distance it appeared as if someone cast dirty grey veils
over the dying decorative plotted trees. But as I approached I could see the spidery stuff

was a strange noxious decay. Sticky. Nasty. Vile. It did not seem spidery yet there was
no other explanation for it. Pictures appeared in my memory of old google images
recording berserk patches of massive spidery webs engulfing whole trees or
hedgerows. Freak spidery occupancies. Yet the stuff seemed organic more than spidery
and oddly revolting. The sticky greyish black mass more like a silky veil which had been
cast over the dying decorative trees and left to rot for a dozen years. But the dying
decorative plotted trees were scarcely a week old.
The geyser in the distant polluted lake was already broken. Decorative fountains were
already still. I checked the metal. It was already corroding most curiously as if
abandoned in a marshland for a century instead of a week. The acid content of the area
was already devouring the metal. I suspected that was also what stilled the geyser.
Oddly no bird dwelled on the lake. Was its obvious pollution also tainted with acidity? I
rode my bike up to the edge of the lake. It was very marshy. I found wild barley. But as I
felt the wild grain I realized the seeds were curiously counterfeit. The normally life
saving kernels were actually eaten out and filled by a parasitic fungus. Any desperate or
naive soul who ate this wild barley would die. No wonder there were no birds anywhere.
This was a counterfeit lake but mimicking life while concealing death. I poked it with a
rotting stick. Its perimeters was accented by quicksand and its depths certainly would be
boggy. Yet oddly, willow sticks stuck out of the fetid surface of the lake. Sticks driven
deep down in the boggy mud of the lower depths as if pinning things down. There was
decided smell of methane. Bubbles even peculated upward from the turbid depths.
Some marshes are noxious but many marshes are at least sanctuaries for wildlife. This
clearly was not one of them. Why build near marshland? Marshy land is the last sort of
land to build on. In fact even the forest around the benighted monstrosity was silent of
birds. Of any signs of life whatsoever. It was as if The Emissary of Beelzebub had
chosen to build his gigantic 40 million pound monstrosity in the epicenter of natural
noxiousness. Uncultivatable. Organic acid. Spontaneous poison. Blooming fungus and
mold. Blossoming decay. Across the festering lake shimmering over organic bogs and
quicksand I saw the curiously gleaming marble mausoleum built on a spur of rock into
the edge of the festering lake. I instinctively shivered in repulsion as innately reacting to
the presence of evil. Then I rode my bike back to the rear door on the oddly befouled
terrace . I found it wide open. In fact fallen open. In fact decayed. Brand new doors
already decayed. So in I went. And what I beheld shocked even me!

The great four story tall hallway under the corroded dome was befouled as if with mud.
The expensive carpet was saturated with foul mud. My boots squished in the foul stuff.
It was almost oozing. And stinking. The expensive wood paneling was already
decomposing. The expensive antiques were already moldering. The metal gild and
filigree were always pitted as if by acid. The vulgar red curtains over smashed windows
were already spidery with black rot as if fifty years decaying instead of newly installed.
The entire place appeared to be in a case of extreme decay and abandonment instead
of the site of very recent extravagant shindig. The very air tasted diseased. Perhaps the
Emissary of Beelzebub had come to believe he was Beelzebub himself to create such a
horror and invite his trophy family and every powerful maggot in the country to come
and feast in Hell. Hell on earth. Or else the Antechamber to Hell itself!
Then I looked up toward the huge dome. It appeared swathed in great veils. I pulled out
my small binoculars to make the strange image larger. The great veils were in fact great
swathes of decaying muslin or gauze. So I adjusted the magnification. In fact the
strange veils were more like great swathes of massive spider webs which were so
dense as to appear as if gauzy veils of dirty grey. Was what I saw outside growing on
the decaying decorative plotted trees growing inside the dome as well?
Then I heard a sound. So I walked around the besmirched marble staircase to a portal
into the lower depths of the lower basements. There I saw an Anarchist and a runty, half
starved kid of some sort of obscure ethnicity. The young skinhead had a ‘F#%& The
Authorities!’ T shirt and jeans. Yet he seemed more middle class than a genuine
anarchist. His face had a solid and reliable quality about it. A nerd rather than a genuine
anarchist. He was a little old to be a Generation Zer but he acted like one. Rebellious
against an establishment which was destroying our country. A quite legitimate rebellion.
A biter rebellion of a young man who knew he had been betrayed. The other spindly kid
wore dirty overalls. His obscurely dark eyes were enormous under mascara eyelashes
which was most odd. Normal eyelashes can’t be that dense. Yet he wasn’t a Goth. His
dark hair was a tangle. His scarred face was malnourished. They had torches and were
apparently spelunkering. We all jumped at the same time. Shocked. Then the two
intruders said ‘We are spelunkers!’
‘And so am I!’ I replied, lying.
‘I am Wolfe and this is Davy’ the skinhead Anarchist said.

‘Max’ I lied. Hell! We were probably all lying about our names. ‘Davy’ did not look the
type to be named ‘Davy’ though his voice had a London accent. Howbeit not a London
Cockney. So he was some sort of second generation of migrant. Probably a half breed.
The type perhaps who were lost in the netherworld betwixt and between the Islamic No
Go Zones and chaotic, unraveling, devolving London. The sort of misplaced scion who,
alienated and unmoored and uprooted, either became a drug gangster, jihadist, or else
drifted off into a lifetime on the dole as a lifetime failure. If he was the last sort then his
end would be cut short. Rumors said not only was the NHS now bankrupt, so was the
Dole. Both overwhelmed and now devoured to the bone by hundreds of thousands upon
thousands upon thousands of transient migrants flocking here as if locusts to devour my
poor doomed nation before moving on. As if an army of ants. A Plunder Machine which
having already plundered, now was only a Devouring Machine and soon would be only
a Scavenging Machine.
‘Look!’ the spelunkers said. They aimed their torches to the portal into the lower depths.
‘It is full of mud’ I said amazed as I pulled out my torch. ‘How is that possible?’
‘Is the place sinking?’ Davy asked. His strangely dark eyes were oddly expressive in a
face which was not so much ethnic as simply curiously banal outside of the delicate
scars. Not brownish black or black but rather an obscure dark greyish color which was
undefinable. His dark eyes were fringed with eyelashes so thick I first thought he was a
Goth wearing mascara. Then I realized they were double fringed eyelashes. A genetic
anomaly. But they were his only fragile claim to beauty. His body was oddly spindly as if
malnourished since childhood. Once starved, such creatures never gain weight or
normality. And now of course food was rapidly vanishing. And in this countryside of
sullen farmers I suspected they would shoot anyone who dared to raid their crops.
Suspicious of all urban interlopers.
‘Not from what I could tell from the outside’ I replied as I resumed studying the oozing
mud. ‘If sinking the main part of the building, too excessively massive and top heavy,
should be breaking away from the lighter wings. The lighter wings would be settling
more slower than the top heavy center building we are in. But I don’t see any such
cracks or fractures. Just an odd decay’ I said. ‘The mud is coming up from below. Filling
the lower levels. Overflowing the lower levels’ I said. The foul mud was in fact oozing up

in a noxious stew of decay. Some noxious mud oozed to my boots. I stepped back
revolted by the nauseous smell.
‘Did you see the decaying veils swathing the inside of the dome?’ Wolfe asked.
‘Yes’ I said. ‘It is not decaying muslin or gauze but rather something like gigantic spidery
webs or else a dense, spidery-like rot. I saw some on the dying decorative plotted trees
outside. Perhaps a curious fungus?’ I suggested without conviction.
‘It is almost like quicksand’ Davy said as his worn boot poked at the mud oozing up from
the depths. Wolfe picked up a decayed chair leg from a decomposing gilt chair and
poked at it. A stench rose up which was quite revolting.
‘Lets go upstairs’ I suggested. So we climbed the besmirched marble steps to the upper
floor. The rot was less acute here though the smell was foul. Less foul. But still foul. The
curtains were damp. The carpets were damp. Patches of mold and mildew were
festering here and there but not as foully as the ground floor. Here and there were slight
wisps of spidery webs dangling from the ceiling. I reached up with my gloved hand and
snatched at one dangling end. The stuff melted in my gloved hand as if decay rather
than spidery webs.
‘Weird fungus?’ Davy asked.
‘Toxic mold?’ Wolfe suggested as he used one gloved finger to touch the greyish black,
spidery smears spinning themselves over the marble walls. As if a decomposing
spider’s web or else a decaying veil or rotting gauzy shroud was casting itself across the
once pristine marble.
‘I have never seen its like’ I admitted. ‘I have heard of amazing mass spider webs which
weaves such a dense spidery mass as to appear from a distance to be a gauzy shroud.
No. A veil. Slightly transparent. Spidery but denser than normal webs. Not lacy but
rather diaphanous. But it is entirely a natural phenomenon though it can cover whole
trees or hedgerows or fields as if over night.’
‘But has such things ever engulfed an entire house?’ Wolfe asked.

‘It feels cocoon-like’ Davy said. ‘As if something is swathing the monstrosity of a building
in a cocoon of gauzy evil. Spinning rot and decay and mold and mildew into a gauzy veil
of evil.’
‘It does feels as if some evil presence is spinning a gauzy spidery web of gossamer
decay across the marble’ Wolfe said as his gloved hand poked at the spidery greyish
black muck which was oddly diaphanous. ‘See! The fresh stuff has a greyish paler but
as it assumes a foul density it turns into a darkening greyish blackness of sticky evil.’
Some of it did indeed have a curious quality of curious repulsiveness. ‘As if we are
breaking into a moldering marble tomb and piercing the decaying shroud cocooning
some foul mass of rot’ Wolfe added. ‘The great rot turning the decomposing gauzy
shroud into its own foulness.’
‘Or else a decaying veil’ Davy said. At that moment a dark drop of foul mud dripped
down the marble wall leaving a vile ooze. ‘Or slime? Pus? What is feeding it?’ Davy
asked. ‘A good spelunker abandoned house is dusty. Not moldy. There is decay and
there is decay. This decay is...’ Davy grimaced. We all did. The decay was indeed most
disgusting. More greyish black ooze appeared, dripping loathsomely down the
increasingly besmirched marble walls. Then another smear of greyish blackness
dripped down the befouled wall as we watched it with disgust. Then Davy shouted. We
jumped! Then Davy whacked at the dangling tangles of gauzy spidery webs dangling
from the ceiling. ‘Uah.’ Davy shouted as he furiously tried to get the stuff out of his
tangled dark hair. ‘It is not dry spider webs.’ he protested. ‘Uah.’
Our boots made squishy sounds in the expensive and damp carpet. Then another foul,
oozing smear of greyish blackness dripped down the wall as we watched disgusted.
Davy went over to the large window but tried as he might he could not open it to let in
fresh air. ‘The window frames are all metal and the metal is corroded’ Davy said. ‘Bad
air will be the death of me’ Davy said as he kicked out the lower panel of the grimy
window to let in fresh air. Or at least less fetid air. I noted that his boots were badly
repaired, the soles badly patched. I would not want to be in those old boots as we
walked through the oozing hallway. The overalls hung to his spindly frame as if a human
clothes hanger. The skinhead was better fed. Probably a member of the decaying
middle class as we ‘D’s were being squeezed through the mangler of Sharia.

I nodded. ‘I don’t know. The mud is oddly acid. The mildew is oddly blighting. The mold
is oddly gross. This gauzy webbing of noxious decay is most foul. As if something is, as
you said, cocooning the monstrosity in some sort of foul veil or gauzy shroud. There is
also some dangerous fungus by the polluted lake. The sort spawned by foul dampness.
This decay is unexplainable. I grant you that. This building has been standing for 40
years. How? It was built over an unstable marsh or else boggy peat. So I don’t
understand either why such a place would be engineered here or why it is still intact.
And the stolen antiques and curtains and stuff has just been installed. Yet it is all
decaying or corroding most foully. And why did The Emissary of Beelzebub even think
he could hold a glitzy shindig here anyway?’
‘Everything is rotting most disgustingly’ Davy said. ‘As if an evil mausoleum filled by
such a rotting corpse the decay is overflowing. The gauzy shroud unable to contain it
decomposing loathsomeness. But we checked the mausoleum and it is just.....
well....empty.’
‘Decaying like this?’ I asked.
‘More like a TV movie set’ Davy said as he batted the dangling webs. We marched
further down the hallway to elude them.
‘Well it was a prop to qualify this horror house for a perpetual trust’ I explained. ‘But the
lack of decay there is odd. Why is only the main house decaying and not the
mausoleum which was built at the same time?’
‘The whole area around this monstrosity is .... what did you say the locals called it?
Davy?’ Wolfe asked.
‘The locals call it The Shadows House’ Davy said.
‘The locals told us this benighted area is not only decayed. It is invested with some
fungus or other. It is cursed’ Wolfe told me. ‘Always chat at the local illegal pub. Alcohol
has just been banned even for us Najis filthy Kafir pigs and dogs and monkeys and
apes. But we Najis filthy ‘D’s are still imbibing except Davy who always asks for a ginger
ale or else a glass of free water. The locals almost refused entry to poor Davy here. But
once I proved I was an anarchist and Davy here was not a spy they proved spitefully

chatty. Anyway. The trees have always been sick. The soil has always been tainted.
Every attempt to farm here has failed...’
‘.....The locals said the farms edging here used to be ok but in the 40 years since The
Rotter brought his rot here they have started to fail ---- again’ Davy said. ‘‘Like the old
days the locals said’’ Davy added.
‘The harvests befouled. Birds dead. Any beasts who stray here go berserk. The
Staggering Death. The hovering fogs which raise up from the tainted soil bring The
Sickness. Whatever that means. And since The Rotter brought his rot here the locals
say the farms which edge this benighted place have turned foul. The Rot is spreading
again as the Locals told us’ Wolfe said ‘What did...’ he asked Davy.
‘...The locals said in the olden days every harvest near this ‘benighted’, that is what the
Locals call it, this ‘benight’ place suffered from failure’ Davy added as if recycling intel.
‘Failure of harvests’ he added as if drawing on an organic data bank. ‘Failures of sick
animals. Failures of fruits of the hunt. Sicknesses. Wee bairns dying. Consumption.
Mold. Mildew. Fungus. Bad luck’ Davy said. ‘And now the epicenter is spreading
outward again. ‘Just like before’ the locals told us. ‘We thought The White Lady a faded
haunting. Only appearing in the clammy low lying fogs to cast her grey veil of blight over
the trees and hedgerows. But since The Rotter brought his rot here The Rotter has
awakened the White Lady’s malevolency’ the locals told us. ‘The Blighted Spidery Veil
of the White Lady’ the locals told us.’
‘‘The White Lady is ‘spinning her bight of evil again’’ Wolfe said. ‘‘To cast her pale of
blight over us as she did so often so long ago’’ Wolfe added.
‘‘And wherever the Blighted Spidery Veil of the White Lady touches with ghostly
caresses as if fingers of death then The Barley Wolf howls’’ Davy added. ‘‘And then
Death comes not swift but rather torturously slow.’ The locals called the fungus Ergot.’
‘Yeah.’ Wolfe said. ‘They called it Ergot. The Barley Wolf of Torturous Death. Or else
Consumption. A slow, lingering , and painful death. They talked as if describing a
ghostly Banshee. Veils and all. But blighted, spidery grey veils of a White Lady.’

‘So why isn’t she called the Grey Lady?’ Davy asked. ‘Aren’t most ghosts called Grey?
Especially if her Blighted, Spidery Veil’ is greyish and causes rot and decay. And if her
Blighted, Spidery Veil was spawn from the low laying ground fog then wouldn’t the
vision be pale grey?’ He batted another dangling tentacle of spidery web dangling from
the ceiling.
‘But the locals described the malevolent presence as The White Lady veiled in grey as if
a Banshee’ Wolfe said. ‘And when you see a Banshee you see your death. For her veil
is your shroud. Or else she is washing your shroud. One or the other. And shrouds are
usually white. Howbeit Banshees are usually black. So she could be the Black Lady
too.’
‘But Consumption has always been called the White Death’ I said. ‘The disease of
poverty and hunger. Poor farmers with blighted harvests would experience more
malnutrition and therefore lingering illnesses and slow starvation and therefore diseases
which prey on slow starvation. Like TB. It reminds me of the Dark Ages during the Little
Ice Age. The Maunder. When the sun spots vanish and the sun hibernates and the
climate turns dire. Damp. Excessively damp. Rainy. Or else hailstones. Or sheet. Ice.
Snow. Destroyed crops. Decayed crops. Ruined crops. Malnutrition. Starvation. Death.
Every farmer struggling to try to grow any sort of crop only to see it ruined or spoiled by
erratic and destructive storms.’
‘Like we are having now’ Wolfe said. I shrugged and nodded.
‘I just think the White Lady should be called the Grey Lady’ Davy said as he gestured to
the greyish black mold and mildew tainting the curtains and the smears of dripping
blackness and the foul ooze making the carpet ever more sodden and foul. ‘Or the Dire
Lady.’
‘Or else the Grey Lady because of this stuff’ Wolfe said as he batted more dangling
spidery webs spinning themselves across the ceiling and dangling down as if pale grey
tatters.
‘Or else the Muddy Lady’ Davy said as he gestured downstairs to the mud. ‘The mud is
raising up to the bottom of the marble steps now.’

‘But this White Lady’s ‘‘Blighted, Spidery, ....’’ Wolfe said.
‘‘......Dank, Damp, Tattered Veil of Torturous Death....’’ Davy recited.
‘‘....Brings doom to any she encounters in the blighted forests and still crossroads of her
....’’ Wolfe recited.
‘‘......Lonely barrow during the low lying hovering fogs arising from the tainted breath of
her....’’ Davy recited.
‘‘......Benighted kingdom’‘ Wolfe said. ‘This White Lady apparently has an established
modus operandi .So unlike the sight of some conventional Banshee, if a Banshee is
ever conventional, it is physical contact with the White Lady which brings forth lingering
else torturous death when her deadly fog-like veil billows out as if a ghostly thing to
touch you in the deadly fog of her ghostly kingdom. Her ghostly kingdom being this
nasty environ.’
‘Which therefore implies a very localized event spawn from this benighted and evil
place’ Davy added. He gestured to the foul drips of greyish black muck besmirching the
walls and soddening the now increasingly befouled carpet. Wolfe poked at it with a
rotten piece of paneling as the stuff assumed a foul webbing consistency. Davy looked
over the banister. ‘Mud raising up to the third step now.’ Then he tugged a red curtain
which ripped into spidery decay in his gloved hand.
‘As everything decays into greyish black spidery rot or else putrid decay the greyish,
gauzy, spidery, sticky stuff appears more and more dense’ Wolfe said as he gestured
up. We looked up and beheld the ceiling quite swathed with the ghostly veil-like stuff
now. We picked up our pace down the hall to elude it. ‘No wonder the locals call your
Emissary of Beelzebub ‘The Rotter’ Wolfe said. ‘‘Who awoken the White Lady’s Wrath.’’
‘Clearly folklore and rural myths are based on science. There are rational explanations’ I
said. Davy gestured to the decaying curtain which was assuming a decidedly spidery
look while Wolfe gestured to the strange gauzy cocoon engulfing the ceiling. We walked
further down the hallway to keep ahead of decay. ‘Natural occurrences of mold or
mildew and fungus occur when there is uncontrollable damp.’

‘And the White Lady spitefully kills small children with her ‘Fatal Sweets’.’ Davy added. ‘I
forgot part!’
‘Which are?’ I asked.
‘Fungus’ Davy said. ‘To be exact pretty colored fungus such as small children would be
drawn to. Especially hungry little children foraging without their parents’ permission.’
‘Toad stools’ Wolfe said. ‘Poisoned fungus is always conspicuously brightly colored. As
if candy.’
‘I did not see any but fungus certainly thrives in dampness’ I agreed. ‘And mud and
quicksand also occurs in boggy swampy ground’ I continued. ‘And low lying fogs raising
up from tainted earth can be as foul as noxious gases. Methane. Monoxide. In the old
days TB was assumed to be caused by miasma or else vampires or succubus demons.
And methane and monoxide no less than fungus can be spawned from decay. Boggy
decay. And such conditions used to cause farms to be effected. Failed harvests during
especially cold and damp rainy seasons during Grand Solar Minimums. Cold cycles.
Therefore hunger. Malnutrition. Starvation. Diseases like tuberculosis would be
damaging and less likely to be survived in such weakened bodies. Children would die
more often. Old people would die more often. People would become weaker. Things
would go wrong more often. Bad luck would be blamed. Or else the paranormal would
be blamed.
So a place which is afflicted by natural occurring noxious conditions spawn from
unusual dampness would acquire a bad reputation ---- especially if hunger during bad
harvests caused increased foraging and therefore more interactions with dicey fungus
which would thrive ---- including more poisonous species to kill the hungry. And such
places would kill off birds and small animals the hungry foragers normally would eat ----causing them to hunt for more dubious fungus. Thus causing an anomaly of deaths.
Therefore acquiring a reputation for evil. Benighted. Cursed. The superstitious would
personify the evil or else assume it was caused by a supposed barrow grave or
prehistoric ...’

‘.....There was a barrow grave though it was mostly filled up with peat from the tainted
lake of the White Lady as it very slowly dried up. But the construction destroyed it
entirely when this monstrosity was built on top of the site’ Wolfe said.
‘Ok’ I said. ‘So clearly there was a prehistoric barrow grave built by ancient prehistoric
peoples by a natural occurring lake of acidity such as slowly spawns quicksands and
bogs until slowly drying up and filling in. Becoming peat. Peat has acidity. Farming
would fail near any such place’ I explained. ‘Acidity would sicken birds or animals such
as poor hunters would depend on to augment farming. Ditto straying farm animals. The
only thing that would thrive would be fungus including poisonous fungus. The place
would be unhealthy to one and all and sire a reputation for being benighted. Perhaps
the barrow grave was placed here for a reason. The prehistoric occupant...’
‘....The White Lady’ Davy and Wolfe chimed in.
‘....The White Lady was cursed or outcast from her prehistoric village. Or else she was a
witch or shaman such as the Celts and Druids believed in. Second sight. Or else
deformed. Handicapped. Crippled. Seen as jinxed. Cursed. Outcast. When she died she
was not buried with the tribe but rather here. Or the barrow grave was simply the
remains of stone rings such as used to form the foundation of prehistoric twig huts.
Either way she was cast out during her life or else after her death to this naturally
occurring noxious area.
Ancient memories would continue to ‘haunt’ the locals because the natural occurring
acidity caused ‘bad luck’ among the farmers around this area. So the ‘haunting’ became
personified. The bad luck became embodied. The jinx continued and now has been
given a name. And a long ago outcast became opalized by superstition into the
shimmery myth of the White Lady. A sort of Banshee but tied to the image of the dire
and apparently sinister low laying fogs which this area apparently spawns from time to
time. That and outbreaks of massive spidery web infestations and fungus and acidity.’
‘And therefore the natural blight such acidity spawns’ Wolfe said. ‘Except this blight ---this rot and decay ---- is not normal’ Wolfe said as he gestured to another oozing drip of
greyish black guck slowly dripping down the marble wall if pus. Then he used his broken
piece of decayed paneling to poke at the increasingly dense spidery consistency as the
rot congealed.

‘And the natural occurring gigantic spidery webs aside, this stuff is not a natural
occurring gigantic spidery web’ Davy said as he gestured up. The cocooning ‘veil’ was
hot on our heels.
‘The image of a blighted spidery veil over her pallid form became fixed in the public
mind of the rural population’ I explained while struggling to stay calm. ‘The White Lady
became the Harbinger of foul low laying fogs, infestations of gigantic spider webs.
Blight. Mold. Mildew. Rot. Decay. Crop Failure. Hunger. Diseases of Hunger.
Tuberculosis. Naturally occurring poisons. Like some types of fungus or else naturally
occurring toxins.”
‘And this?’ Wolfe said as he gestured to the latest drip of foul greyish black ooze. ‘Or
this?’ Wolfe said as he poked at the increasingly congealing rot as if a spidery veil was
being spun and woven across the increasingly befouled marble wall.
‘And what about the ‘Staggering Death’ and the ‘Torturous Death’ and the ‘Madness’?’
Davy said. ‘The White Lady causes madness too.’
‘I am getting to that’ I said.
‘Mud up to the seventh step now’ Davy said as he looked over the banister.
‘The malevolent cocoon of The White Lady’s gauzy grey veil’ is following us’ Wolfe
added as he gestured upward.
‘Is there a sort of mathematical ratio of greyish black oozing rot and spidery congealing
decay and devouring mold and decomposing mildew to the growth of the pale greyish
spidery webbing?’ Davy asked as he gestured up before batting aside another tangling
web. ‘The malevolent cocoon which is The White Lady’s shroud-like veil? Is the White
Lady feeding off this house to spin her malevolent veil of bight?’
‘Ergot’ is not just a fungus of damp and rot’ I explained as I struggled to explain the
unexplainable. ‘Ergot is a dangerous naturally occurring drug. A sort of natural LSD’ I
explained. ‘Fungus. Spores. If inhaled or ingested it causes visions or extreme
hallucinations. If ingested in a large quantity or over a prolonged period of time it can

also cause severe and ultimately terminal illness’ I explained as we explored the upper
floor of the abandoned monstrosity to keep ahead of the abnormally escalating mold
and mildew, decomposing rot, loathsomely congealing decay, as well as the gauzy
spidery ‘veil’ which was swaddling the ceiling. ‘The Barley Wolf’ causes the ‘Great Fear’
in those who eat barley or grains tainted by damp rot.’
‘The locals told us they are having no end of difficulty saving their harvests from the
erratic and destructive rain and floods. Unable to harvest it in time. Unable to dry it out.
And flooded grain, even if it does not rot, loses nutrition to such a degree it is only fit for
animals as fodder’ Wolfe said. ‘If the harvest cannot be dried it just rots. Rots horribly.
And forget about meeting the jizya and kharaj taxes and the 5% hoity-toity holy
Prophet’s share or the cut taken by the Quisling converts.’
I nodded. ‘Just like during the Dark Ages. Sometimes the poor and hungry suffered from
Ergot poisoning as the desperate are reduced to eating rotting grain affected by the
damp and particular funguses like Ergot. Or else flooded grains which have lost their
nutrition value causing malnutrition. You eat. You feel full. But you are still starving. The
poor usually suffered from the byproducts of dire climate and devolving farming and
poverty the worse. The poor usually farmed the worst land. The Damp land. Acidity
tainted land. Land prone to mold and mildew and decay and ergot poisoning. The poor
were usually reduced to dicey foraging after crop failures and therefore fungus
poisoning. The poor got the most diseases of hunger. The poor experienced the most
deaths from diverse forms of hunger. The poor got the most ‘Bad Luck’. The poor felt
themselves cursed. The Great Fear of the Barley Wolf.
In the Dark Ages when the climate turned dire and damp and cold then ergot poisoning
rose. Ergot spawned the Witch Hysteria. In the Prehistoric Ages the Celts and Druids
used Ergot for visions. Being a wizard or witch or shaman was a dangerous job. And for
human sacrifices. Some of the famous bog corpses found have been dissected and
proven to have been fed The Barley Wolf to induce visions before they were sacrificed.
Ergot. Then thrust into bogs which over the centuries turned to peat. Their corpses often
found centuries later grotesquely preserved as ‘Peat Men’. Like mummification except
by grossly acid moisture. Did the locals definitely say here was a bog here before it
became peat? Rather like what is happening at the foul lake by the mausoleum now?’

Wolf and Davy looked at each other. ‘The locals said that evil lake by the mausoleum
only appeared after The Rotter awoken The White Lady’ Wolfe said. ‘The locals said
‘The White Lady is recreating her environs as once before’.’
Then Davy said ‘One old gaffer said there was a barrow grave and tainted lake by a
cross roads in olden times. Blighted times. Here. Right here!’ Davy said as he pointed
down. ‘That is why the land was not developed, and that is why the land was cheap,
and that is why The Rotter bought it, and that is why The Rotter was damned by it. The
locals warned his construction manager but he laughed them off with contempt so they
let him build this monstrosity on top a cursed site. Unfortunately in the process of
damning himself The Rotter also awakened the wrath of The White Lady.
The old gaffer also said the old barrow grave, tainted lake, and cross roads were
ancient. It had dire significance. An ancient memory which still haunted the locals. So
much so that the first Christians carefully avoided the place as bewitched. And it was
said that human sacrifices were done at the barrow grave and tainted lake to appease
The White Lady so she would not taint their harvests and poison their animals and kill
their children and so she would not curse the locals with her Barley Wolves.
And the human sacrifices were done during Hallowe’en or else during bighted times
when the dank low lying fogs manifested her ‘Bighted and Spidery Veil’ hovering above
the ground before billowing out to reveal her ‘Shimmery White Form’ and ‘Lustrous
White Hair’ to waft ‘Lingering or Torturous Death’ toward her ‘Tormenters’ as if with
‘Creeping Fingers of White Death’. The last seems the most irrational of all accusations
surely because the White Lady is the Tormenter. Not the locals she apparently haunted
and tormented’ Davy said. ‘Surely she is the Tormentor with her ‘Creeping Fingers of
White Death’’?
‘Davy has a very good memory for Wyrdness’ Wolfe said.
‘I am a deviant soul’ Davy explained. ‘Wyrdness or weirdness is a better explanation for
my deviancy than apostasy. In the olden days I would have been sacrificed. Now days I
would be beheaded — or burned if in Saudi Arabia. Needless to say The Dominator
chucked me out. Or I chucked myself out. Well! It was a mutual decision after I tried to
kill him after he tried to kill me.’

‘Davy is Wyrd. Wyrd is good.’ Wolfe said. ‘It is a form of naturally occurring anarchy.’
‘No it is not! Wyrd is weird!’ Davy retorted embarrassed. ‘I only remember Wyrd things!’
‘Did this old gaffer describe the symptoms of the White Lady’s lingering or torturous
illness she cursed people with?’ I asked. ‘Besides the diseases of malnutrition and TB
that is.’
Davy paused as his Wyrd memory cycled through his esoteric collection of misplaced
intel. ‘The White Lady would curse people by casting her ‘Blighted Spidery Grey Veil’
over them. As if casting her sinister low laying fogs over them. As if casting that spidery
stuff that naturally occurs as spidery swarms weave their dense gauzy webbing across
trees or hedgerows. As if a Banshee’s pale grey and ghostly veil. Then they felt first
clamminess. Then creepy crawly flesh. Then uncontrollable itching. Then burning flesh.
Then nightmares. Then daymares. Staggering. Uncontrollable body tremors. Nausea.
Seizures. Sudden acute coldness of the extremities. Fleshy decay. The extremities
rotting before death. Gangrene I suppose. Madness. Extreme writhing agony.
Convulsions. Finally unconsciousness. Coma. And then death. The victim’s corpse
rotting before it could even be put into the ground.
Being Catholic, the locals dared not commit suicide when afflicted er they damn their
souls. But it sounds like a slow and torturous death indeed. Or else The White Lady
would command her Barley Wolves to trample the harvests into the mud to taint it with
the Barley Wolf. Hailstones and then dampness and then rot and then this ergot stuff I
suppose’ Davy added. ‘During the Black Plague farmers would see a specter of the
Grim Reaper among the harvests despoiling the harvests with the mysterious Black
Plague. But that is another supernatural entity entirely. Nowadays the Grim Reaper is
the Quisling convert and his police thug coming to steal the harvests from the desperate
farmers. They looked very desperate to us’ Davy added.
‘So to appease this ‘White Lady’ the locals would offer sacrifices at her barrow by the
tainted lake which was located at the crossroads’ I said. ‘For no shire would have her in
their presence. So the shire lines stopped on each side of her barrow. Hence her barrow
was at the crossroads which indicated the crossing of the four shire lines. And while the
monks normally built their churches on top of ancient sacred things to prove their
triumph the monks dared not do so at The White Lady’s Barrow. It being so fearsome.

And century after century The White Lady would curse every harvest near and far. And
on Hallowe’en the locals would creep out at night and do an illegal pagan sacrifice to
placate her wrath. And if she was especially malevolent she would cast her ‘Blighted,
Spidery Veil’ over her victims and they would die unless their family offered sacrifice.
Supernatural extortion’
‘And the locals said ‘She hugged her memories of their tormenters to her pallid chest
and knew every name to afflict them as once they afflicted her. And time never wore
away her wrath toward her tormentors’’ Davy recited.
‘Are the locals here about descendants of ancient locals?’ I asked. ‘To an amazing
degree the British still live within some 50 miles of their ancestors even to the present
day.’
‘Yes’ Davy nodded. ‘‘We have long memories’’ the locals said.
‘Human sacrifice?’ I asked.
‘Implied’ Davy said. ‘Implied by the way the old gaffer said it. ‘Whatever it took’ he said
to us. ‘Weregild’ he called it. And that is why the area was always curst and never built
upon. And the sacrifice was sowed in the tainted lake which sprang forth from her
barrow. ‘The water was evil no less than her barrow’. And what did he say? Oh yes. ‘We
planted our blossoms deep. In willowy graves.’ That is what he said. ‘As tithes. As
Weregild to appease her so she would not damp our harvests and blight our lives and
afflict us with lingering or torturous deaths. As blood debts. The crime forgotten but
never forgiven. At the watery crossroads. Between and betwixt.’ Betwixt is an odd word
so I especially remember it.’
‘Davy has a fey memory or the Wyrd’ Wolfe said. ‘And my rants.’
‘You have the memory for the esoteric’ I said.
Davy nodded. ‘Esoteric. Wyrd.’
‘A hodgepodge of facts of intriguing disconnection’ I explained. ‘Harvested apparently
randomly but forming unconscious connections.’

‘But Davy could never memorize what he was forced to memorize’ Wolfe said. ‘Nor
matter how bloody he was beaten. Show Max your best scar.’
Davy somewhat sullenly pulled back one sleeve of his worn overalls to reveal a terrible
scar. ‘The more the buggering bastards flogged me the less I remembered’ Davy said
bitterly. ‘After I knifed one they cast me out into the wilderness of Takfir Kafir damnation
for they knew they could not kill me. I would murder the buggering bastards first.’ He
paused as if about to add additional details but then clammed up.
‘Spare the rod and spoil the child’ Wolfe said sarcastically. ‘My parents never smacked
me when I deserved to be disciplined being touchy feeling arseholes while Davy here
was flogged nonstop for simply rebelling against brainwashing.’
‘When did the tainted spring dry up?’ I asked.
‘‘The Georgians were freed of her curse’’ Davy recited.
‘Translation: the tainted spring, an acidity spring, dried up and the land solidified into a
quick sand. Then a bog. Then peat. Apparently solid. But acidity underneath. Hence the
sickly trees and acid soil. The lack of insects and therefore birds and therefore beasts.
The acid and blight and rot and fungus slowly affected the local less and less as it dried
until only the farms on the perimeters might be afflicted. Especially rainy seasons. Ergot
and mold and mildew and rotting dampness receding. Therefore the symptoms also
receding. Therefore the bad luck also receding. Farming becoming better so incomes
becoming better so hunger and disease receded. The great spider infestations clung to
the untilled land and therefore this untouched land. And the low lying fogs probably were
naturally occurring to this environs’ I explained.
‘So the memories of evil receded into myths’ I continued. ‘And the acidity tainted low
lying fogs spawn the visions of the White Lady. Finally the myth receded almost entirely
into the reality of a lousy piece of nasty real estate where no health harvests grew
because the soil was too acid. The peat was too hostile. The spidery infestations and
fungus was too unpleasant to root out. And ergot fungus can linger and who would dare
risk it?

So the Emissary of Beelzebub alias The Bounder bought cheap land. And being a
ruthless cynic he build his gigantic treasure house on top of acid peat concealing a
cross roads and prehistoric barrow and a dried up acidity tainted spring. Bogs start as
springs you see’ I explained. ‘Foul springs. The mud and quicksand growing underneath
and around. And if some such foul springs get reputations then human sacrifices are
drugged and taken here. Tied and bound. Then forced face down into the foul springs
and anchored under the tainted water by willow ....’
‘.....Withies!’ Davy shouted.
‘Exactly!’ I said. ‘Willow stakes so bodies won’t bob to the surface when decomposing
gas bloats them up. So the bodies stay in the taint water. Acid water. Turning into acid
mud under the water. Until the acid mud fills up the tainted spring entirely and turns it
into a bog. Then peat. But the bodies are all still down there preserved in the acid as
bog bodies.’ I gestured downward. ‘So Emissary of Beelzebub built his monstrosity of a
treasure house on top of peat which once was a bog which once was a tainted acid
spring in which human sacrifices were offered to placate The White Lady in her barrow
grave. Acid mud encapsulating and encasing and preserving the flesh and organic
tidbits but not metal or bone or glass. The bog people are still in that peat! And this
damn house is built over that damn peat’ I said. ‘The bog people still down there! And if
no commercial peat was ever gathered up then those bog people are still intact! Or at
least they were before construction started!’
‘The Rotter built his damn mansion on top of a mass grave then!’ Wolfe said. ‘As if some
horror movie!’
‘So why didn’t the bastard who built this damn place build the mausoleum where the
barrow was to appease the White Lady and build his damn house where the
mausoleum was built. The damn mausoleum is fine’ Davy said as we reached the third
floor. The decay was barely noticeable other than a foul musty smell.
‘The Emissary of Beelzebub could have saved his stolen antiques and art on this level
at least’ Wolfe said as he gestured. ‘Here is the door to one wing. Let’s look in.’ We did.
And the sight was oddly bone chilling. For the entire upper floor of the long wing was
completely unfinished. The entire wing was one long tunnel to the extremity of

unfinished construction. And the entire 2000 feet was also swathed from ceiling to floor
in great dirty draperies.
‘Except of course those dirty swags of filthy gauze are not construction muslin or canvas
but rather one gigantic cocoon isn’t it?’ Wolfe whispered.
‘That is one hell of a spidery infestation web’ I whispered.
‘That is one hell of a cocoon’ Davy whispered. ‘The White Lady’s ‘Bighted and Spidery
Veil of Torturous Or Lingering Death’!’
‘The spelunkering ends here’ Wolfe whispered.
‘Agreed’ I whispered as we quietly closed the door on the supernatural horror.
‘It is so horribly feminine in a malevolent way’ Wolfe said as we hastily retreated. ‘As if a
mad ghost spinning and weaving her shroud like- veil for a thousand years.’
‘Very Banshee indeed’ Davy whispered. ‘And using her demented veil- like shroud to
blight the world.’
‘But this building is only 40 years old’ I whispered as we hastened away from the closed
the door very quietly. ‘I wish there was a key to lock her inside.’
‘Lets get the hell away!’ Davy whispered as we retreated. ‘This is not a good place to
spelunker. Spelunkering needs spooky abandonment. This is just derelict venality. Moral
corruption on top of physical corruption. The Rotter unleashed Fresh Rot. And the
Emissary of Beelzebub awakened something even he dared not take on. And it is also
too obviously paranormal for us to even dare to attempt to rationalize. The building is
infested and possessed and it is fighting back. Lets go spelunker the countryside. It is
deceptive.’
‘How so?’ I asked as we retreated.
‘The countryside around here is deceptively cowering while secretively arming’ Davy
said. ‘It is remote and exploits the remoteness in a way that is Wyrd. Or is it gorilla?’

‘Guerrilla’ Wolfe said. ‘Insurgency. To be exact: the Quisling convert and his police
enforcer recently met a nasty end. A ‘tragic’ fire’. The police enforcer ‘deserted’ but I
think they just fed his body to the pigs. No body. No murder.’
‘Everyone we met were quietly secreted armed which is against the new Dhimmitude
laws. No one wore their badges of shame. And I gathered every Mo has met
unexpectedly fatal ends. And the foodstuffs are being diverted. The harvests are being
concealed. So are their children. They are being concealed to stop Devshirme. And the
power lines now march in different directions. Not toward the cities. Toward Wales.
Toward the rumors of a Harbi insurgency.’
‘Well that may or may not help this unpleasant paranormal infestation’ I said as we
quickly backtracked.
‘Leave this to The White Lady’ Wolfe said as we hastily retreated. ‘To become her new
barrow.’
‘Yes but at the same time that mausoleum is connected to her evil somehow’ Davy said
as we retreated through increasingly terrifying rot and decay while now nervously
ducking long dangling coils of gauzy filaments of pale grey evil. The tendrils of the
cocoon-like tattered veil dangling down to attempt to ‘caress us’ with spidery fingers.
So we very hastily, almost running, retreated down the over sized marble staircase only
to reach the top of the ground floor staircase. ‘The mud is almost entirely up this part of
the grand staircase! The mud has filled two thirds of the entire ground floor now!’ I
announced shocked. ‘The mud is oozing out of the broken doors! And forcing its way
out of the broken windows! It is filling up the damn house! It is more than half way up
this damn staircase! We are cut off!’
Wolfe tested it with his boot ‘Quicksand! It will suck us in!’
‘God! Look!’ Davy cried. As we stared in horror the oozing mud disgorging from the
lower portals and lower depths floated out bodies. Perfectly preserved bodies.

‘Some of the recent house guests?’ Wolfe asked in horror as we hovered on the last
upper marble steps as the disgorging mud vomiting out of the lower depths floated
muddy bodies out into the Great Hallway as if a spewing regurgitation of mud from
some accurst graveyard.
‘Some of them look like recent maggots’ I agreed. ‘That one over there is a notorious
one time dole abuser turned oligarch robber baron. There is a notorious Somali rapist
turned Ghazi Razzia gangster who once boasted of his hareem of over two hundred
Devshirme sex slaves culled from us ‘D’s. Over there is an infamous Afghani Drug
gangster. And over there is the apparently perfectly preserved muddy remains of a
junior Divine Leader known for his penchant for demanding 10% Prophet shares instead
of 5%. And other there is a ‘Revert’ CEO of a notoriously corrupt consortium bleeding
our nation dry while paying bribes to the Caliph. The Caliph is back at Buckingham
Fortress so he apparently escaped. Alas. Sometimes arriving late for a party is a
dubious blessing. Over there is a naked body of a female. The Bounder probably had
professional courtesans as entertainment. Holiness is checked at the door to the
Antechamber of Hell!’
‘And Divine Leaders are all notorious leeches and child buggering perverts behind
closed doors’ Davy said as two intertwined bodies of an one time Divine Leader and a
whore were belched out by the slowly oozing river of mud. Quite dead but still caught ‘in
the act’. ‘And so perfectly preserved eternally ‘in the act’.
‘Bog bodies are often so perfectly preserved police have often been called to peat sites
described as ‘murder sites’ to investigate murder victims who are often two or three
thousand years old’ I said. ‘Immorality of a sort’ I said as the lower depths belched out
more muddy but perfectly preserved corpses. ‘Only their looted gold is dissolving.’
‘Any bog bodies of The White Lady’s original victims?’ Wolfe asked.
‘Not that I can see’ I said. ‘These appear to be recent inductees into her boggy hell’ I
said. Great masses of oozing, burping, belching mud flowed out and slowly filled up the
Great Hall. The level raising up so high the few intact windows now strained to contain
the flow. Then one by one the last great windows shattered and the mud vomited out.
‘My motorcycle is on the far end of the terrace’ I wailed.

‘It will be buried in mud very soon’ Wolfe said.
‘That acid mud will devour it’ I wailed. ‘Bogs only preserve organic remains. Not metal or
bone.’
‘Goodbye motorcycle’ Davy said as more corpses were belched out. Mired in mud. Yet
oddly perfectly preserved.
‘The bodies inside the Great Hall will be preserved forever and a day if embalmed in
acid mud but any bodies vomited out into the terrace which are exposed to the air will
rot’ I said. ‘I don’t want to die here!’ We retreated back up the marble stairs to the foully
besmirched upper floor.
‘Yank the rotting curtains’ Davy said. ‘To use as ropes out of the window.’
Wolfe yanked one curtain and it decayed entirely in his gloved hands. So we ran up the
marble staircase to the next floor. ‘The curtains were not rotting when we first passed
them’ I cried as we yanked down the now mildewy curtains from the upper second floor.
Then we hauled them down to the first floor. By now the mud was oozing up to the top
of the marble steps to this level. And the carpets were oozing mud. Every marble wall
was as befouled by greyish black decay as if decaying spidery webs swathing the walls.
Putrid rot also oozed down the walls. The air as all but unbreathable.
‘The cocooning veil along the ceiling is spreading toward us!’ Wolfe cried.
‘The mud is oozing up onto the carpet!’ I cried.
Davy smashed the first story windows as we crafted a rope. Then we dropped one end
out of the smashed window as Davy tied the other end to the marble banister. ‘The
outside terrace is not entirely flooded with the vomiting mud yet I hope’ I cried. ‘We will
be dangling down this wall. Into what? And landing in what? And my poor motorcycle!
Will the banister hold?’ Davy gestured ‘Iffy’ but we precariously climbed down. As we
landed into the far end of the increasingly mud covered terrace yet more foul mud
oozed out of the very smashed window we just exited. The foul mud dripping down the
wall most stinky. Then a gigantic belch of foul mud vomited out of the smashed window.

We hastily jumped off the end of terrace and circled through the muddy turf to get away
from the monstrous building even as more masses of foul mud disgorged out of every
shattered ground level and first floor window. Vomiting out!
‘Look!’ Davy said. We looked up to see foul greyish black muck dripping out of the
second and third story windows as one by one the boggy mud shattered each window
to vomit out its foul contents. ‘Is it a sort of ectoplasm vomit or else ectodysplasim drool
or pus?’ Davy asked.
‘It looks like it!’ Wolfe said as we encircled the muddy artificial decorative garden. ‘But it
congeals into a webbing of damnation!’
‘And that other wing is vomiting out its contents now’ Davy shouted. ‘But the infested
wing appears curiously dry. As if the reprocessing of the devouring of the haunted
house through devouring mold and mildew and then oozing rot and congealing decay is
being transformed into the spinning and weaving of The White Lady’s ‘Blighted and
Spidery Pallid Veil’!’
‘Translation?’ Wolfe asked as we ran across the farther muddy turf.
‘The White Lady is feeding off the house and its contents, organic, biological, bone,
wood, metal, fabric, antique, stone, and whatever. Feeding to empower the spinning
and weaving of her ‘Blighted and Spidery Pallid Veil’ Davy said. ‘I forgot ‘Pallid’ in that
dire description of her ‘Blight and Spidery and Pallid Veil of Torturous or Lingering
Death’!’
‘I cede you the ground that this is paranormal!’ I shouted as the monstrosity of a
Shadows House belched and disgorged and vomited and dripped and oozed out its vile
contents. Mud erupted out of the imploded door in a gigantic vomit. ‘More spidery
masses of dense infestation over there!’ I said. ‘Her outer blight and spidery and pallid
veil is growing!’ I pointed to entire sickly trees which were now totally shrouded in the
gossamer webs.
‘Just so we are not entangled in it!’ Wolfe cried.

Our feet sloughed in the instant turf which was now quite befouled by oozing mud. The
whole place was being swallowed up by some malevolent entity. Inside and out. Mud
was devouring the entire building and its environs. So I grab my muddy motorcycle and
we beat a hasty retreat to the far trees where Wolfe and Davy had their old motorcycle
parked. Then Davy gestured to my bike. The acid mud was pitting it. I hastily pulled off
my T shirt and wiped the acid mud off my motorcycle. Wolfe sacrificed his Anarchist T
shirt to help save my motorcycle. Then I poured my water bottle over the engine in the
vain hope it would be saved.
Then I walked my wounded bike as Davy and Wolfe slowly rode toward the mausoleum
by the shimmering lake of acidity death. The mausoleum still looked absolutely pristine.
And now that pristine purity was chilling. It was the purity of something — or someone
— who was pure evil. Then Wolfe pointed to a deceptively luxurious mass of
mushrooms of every color and shape and hue which covered the area around it. The
only luxurious organic life in the entire environs. ‘Toad stools of enticing brightness’
Wolfe said. ‘To lure the unsuspecting to feast off apparently delicious sweets. As if a
witch tempting the childish with a house of delicious candy.’
‘Hansel and Gretel!’ I said. ‘The wicked witch’s bedecked house of candy!’
‘To the starving fungus is a treat’ Wolfe said. ‘Hell! To epicureans fungus is a treat.
Mushrooms.’
‘And the wild barley is now even more luxurious’ I said as I gestured to the wild grain.
‘To the staving this would appear to be a miracle. It is actually infested with Ergot.’
‘What do you expect to see here other than The White Lady?’ Davy asked.
I counted the withies on the shimmering lake. ‘I know for a fact that the locals kidnaped
the Rotter’s trophy wife and two sons early in the evening’ I told Wolfe and Davy. ‘I
interviewed the few surviving mundanes who were working here. They fled immediately
after the kidnaping. Abandoning their kitchens and banquet tables and chauffeuring they
were suppose to be tending. In fear of what would happen when The Rotter realized his
trophy wife and two long ignored sons were missing. They knew about the kidnaping
because they saw the locals dragging the three away. They fled the wrath of the
Emissary of Beelzebub and so missed being devoured by The White Lady. Though they

said when they arrived the day of the Shindig everything only looked ‘superficially
normal’ as they put it. ‘But increasingly very very wrong’ as they explained to me. Kafir
to Kafir. ‘The Mos being too arrogant to see the warning signs. Nor The Rotter for the
heights of his arrogance.’ Look!’ I said.
‘The withies are pinning down three bodies!’ Davy said.
‘And I did not see the trophy wife or two rotter sons in the vomiting mud!’ I said. ‘Did the
locals confess the kidnaping to either of you?’ I asked.
Wolfe and Davy looked at each other. ‘‘Whatever it took.’ one gaffer said to me’ Davy
said. ‘Human sacrifice is what it took. Clearly the locals are afraid that now, in this new
time of famine and poverty and hunger of a new little ice age that the resurgence of The
White Lady’ will compel them to resume their tithes. Their ‘Weregild’ as they called it.
Human sacrifices. Their children. I guess they logically decided to start with the family of
The Rotter himself.’
‘Human sacrifices apparently always started with kindred to buy off the deaths of the
whole family’ Wolfe said. ‘Children. Will they turn into bog people?’ he asked.
‘In theory yes. I suppose. Yes’ I said. We imagined the three bodies pinned down under
the acidity laced waters to be slowly covered by raising mud and then encased in bogs
until the cycle of tainted spring to bog to quicksand to semi-solid peat repeated itself
through a thousand years. ‘The cycle has started all over again’ I said. At that moment
we saw across the far end of the shimmering but tainted lake a vision of a woman. A
woman by the mausoleum. A woman in white holding a billowing grey veil in one pallid
hand. Her long white hair blowing in the absolute still air. And at her bare white feet a
low lying fog was swelling up.
‘It is The White Lady!’ Davy whispered in frozen horror.
‘An albino!’ I whispered. ‘The ghost of an albino!’
‘And so she was cast out by her ancient tribe whose descendants still populate this
region’ Wolfe whispered. ‘And so her long memory compels her to continue to torture
the descendants of her ‘Tormentors’.’

‘Look’ Davy cried. ‘The low lying fog is creeping toward us!’
‘Run!’ I cried. I mounted my motorcycle, praying the acid mud had not damaged it. I
gunned the sputtering engine furiously as Wolfe mounted his motorcycle. Then Davy
climbed behind. His motorcycle started instantly. My engine stalled.
‘We can’t carry you!’ Wolfe and Davy cried. ‘We have to get the hell away from that
deadly fog!’
‘The White Lady is casting her ‘Blight and Spidery and Pallid Veil of Torturous or
Lingering Death’ toward us!’ Davy shouted.
‘Go on!’ I cried as I desperately tried to get my motorcycle to start. ‘Save yourselves!’
Wolfe and Davy roared off. Desperately I gunned my motorcycle. The engine sputtering.
All the while the White Lady gestured for her low lying fog to creep toward me. The low
lying fog assumed an eerie look as if a gossamer, vaporous veil of pallid grey. I cried
and cursed and screamed as my engine sputtered. I could not outrun that approaching
that ‘Blight and Spidery and Pallid Veil of Torturous or Lingering Death!’ Again and again
I gunned my damn machine. Then suddenly the engine turned over! I nursed the
sputtering and then hit the pedals. The motorcycle roared off! I roared through the
desolate and sickly trees and then down the dirt road. Back to London. And I was only
attacked by Mo Ghazi robbers twice. And being illegally armed and fighting back against
Mos being entirely against Sharia I killed them all. Islam leaves the defiant with only one
viable option: fight and die!
The survivalist watched the sleeping fireman. ‘My later investigation of the Emissary of
Beelzebub confirmed the evil man was slowly and agonizingly dying of ergot poisoning.
The spores of the fungus having wafted across the tainted environs to settle in the foods
of the outdoor catered banquet tables. The servants and hirelings of course were
spared for they only served the poisoned foods and drinks to the doomed. Though
many told me they have suffered since from dire dreams and terrible visions. Some of
the maggoty party guests who did feast escaped back to London to linger in slow death.
Ergot being sometimes a most slow and agonizing death. Others died immediately from
ingesting the ergot like the gluttons they were. The Rotter had been out searching for
his trophy wife and two useless sons to eat very much. So his death was especially

slow ----especially as his expensive South American doctors either could not or would
not tell him what was the cause of his slow and torturous death. Ergot poison can act
very slowly or very quickly depending on how it is ingested and how much is ingested.
The Caliph’s helicopter had landed late so he saw the horror cresting and immediately
took off. Unfortunately! So my poor country will bleed. Many of the Faithful later said
they felt vindicated. For in Sharia no member of the Ummah should enter the house of a
Kafir or dine with them. The Rotter was a transparently fake ‘Revert’. So alas, they were
spared to continue to destroy my poor country.
I don’t know if we were hallucinating under the influence of the Barley Wolf or not. But I
told Oxford In Exile about the location. They have been harvesting ergot ever since for
New & Improved Pancras Gas. Not for Feralism. That is another terrible creation of
Oxford In Exile altogether.’ The survivalist watched the dawn come over his glass
pyramid. Then he woke the fireman. The older man and younger man parted ways.
“Why not flee?” the survivalist asked Davy.
Davy shrugged “Why not flee yourself?” he asked.
“I don’t know where there is a safe place to flee to” the survivalist said.
“Perhaps the ghostly Dickens House is the only safe place” the fireman replied.
“The Mysteries House is only a haunting. A time slip. An illusion” the survivalist said.
“Funny that we met in two haunted houses” the fireman said as he put on his helmet.
“The Mysteries House. Here. And there in the Shadows House in Sussex. It is as if we
are connected by a gossamer thread of ghostly gaslight. Or as that old rock song said:
cobwebs and strange.”
“What esoteric song is that?” the survivalist asked as the fireman walked away.
The fireman turned back for a moment. “‘The Who’ he said. “Wyrd! That is me. I only
remember useless things and not what I should remember.” Then he vanished. The
survivalist stared at the hollowed out shell of the old plague house. Then he sniffed a
feral rose. Then he too vanished into his survival bastion. But being topped by a glass
pyramid it was a very precarious survival bunker indeed.

*** ***
“Somerset House was going to house migrants but then one of the Caliph’s cronies
decided he needed a private palace” the fireman mused as he marched relentlessly
toward the muddy evening sky as darkness overtook it as if drawn toward something or
someone he knew not what. “So Somerset House was ironically saved ---- until an
Anarchist bomb and arson took part of it down when the crony to the Caliph was
entertaining the elite Muslim CEO reverts and oligarches at the height of a Ramadan
celebration. Straight forward terrorism attack — or so it seemed. But only at first. But
then there was some sort of brouhaha about something vanishing from the crony’s
urinal during the resulting fire. So the suspicious fire was re-labeled an attack by the
Monuments Men. The terrorism was just a cover. I was laying low because of the
repercussions of the suspiciously derailed Wallace and V & A fires as well as the
belated suspicions about the execution of the first Procurer of the Caliph after the
second Procurer the Caliph hired investigated the circumstances which led to the first
Procurer’s death. In short: the suddenly suspicious Tate and National bonfires of the
Jahiliyyah vanities and what did not get burned which was suppose to be burned. I
could not be implicated ----- except I was already implicated!
Because who contacted me before the brouhaha? Wolfe! He was now a member of the
Anarchists Brigade and the Anarchist assigned to start a diversionary fire at Somerset
House to cover the robbery of some magical stone named after a vanishing breakfast
food. I told Wolfe I absolutely could not be implicated. But I ended up distilling the arson
cocktails for him anyway. Wolfe was a wonderful Anarchist for breaking into the Nightly
Fatwa and heckling the authorities but he was no arsonist. I could recite almost all of his
rants. His way for words was irresistible. But an anarchist or bomber he was not.
Chemistry was not his forte. And the Monuments Men by definition are not arsonists. So
Wolfe tracked me down to help him torch part of Somerset House to allow the
Monuments Men to steal something named after a breakfast food. So I feared I was
becoming a known name by the Harbi terrorists. That Phillips spy at the British Museum
probably was spreading my name all over the Harbi underground!
That meant it was only a matter of time before I would be a known name by the morality
police. As a suspicious person. As a suspected collaborator. As a probable Takfir Kafir.

And as a possible double agent. A traitor to the Ummah. Or as CAGE used to say: an
Oreo. An Cocoanut. Howbeit not an Uncle Tom! I was too murderous when cornered.
No! Double agent! Yeah! A double agent!” The fireman stared into the whirling, swirling
clouds congealing in the darkening sky as if it was an oppressive symbol summing up
his life. “Can a double agent be a hero of a boko haram novel? Can a traitor to Allah be
a paladin? And can a Judas or Benedict Arnold ever be forgiven his treason? But if the
people I have systematically, if accidentally, betrayed have acted as traitorous 5th
columns then am I still a villain? Or am I a doubt agent? Or am I a triple agent
considering how I exploit Mohammad and Ahmad in my villainy? Exploiting their
genuine goodness and sweet innocence and childish naivete to cloak the depths of my
murderous duplicity and the blackness of my soul?
Wolfe and I met in school long ago when Wolfe was thirteen and I was twelve. Wolfe
and his little kid brother were rebelling against the whole sickening 68er bullshit and the
schools which were all run by 68er nut jobs of the NUT Organization. And only a 68er
nut job would coin a name of their delusional do-good leftest insanity organization as
NUT. I barely remember Wofe’s kid brother. The Generation Zer was brutally killed a
week after I surfaced at the school after hiding out for months for what I hoped would be
the murder of The Dominator. Me? I was not acting up so much as I was just too
goddamn stupid to succeed. And I hated my teachers too. Not the real teachers.
Though they hated me. No. I actually respected the old guard. The genuine teachers.
Mostly the bitter and alienated Generation Xers. Unlike the 68ers they knew they were
being screwed. No! I hated the bootlicking sycophantic 68ers who kept trying to kiss my
dirty boots the way the madrassa buggers kept trying to kiss my bony arse.
The bullshitting 68ers.The leftist Snowflakes. The Social Justice Warriors. The Luvvies.
The Champagne Socialists. The Four Ps professors. The liars and libelers and
appeasers and excusers and apologists who distorted history and edited statistics and
censored the facts to fit their delusional multi-cultural relativist and pathetically rose
tinted view of the world and then tried to indoctrinate their students into their delusional
world view. Jim Jones Cool Aid anyone? Accented by sycophantic groveling and
appeasing and kowtowing and surrendering laced by a vein of self loathing and frosted
by suicidal masochism. Or as Wolfe used to say: Education as brainwashing rather than
teaching. Stockholm Syndrome rather than a search for the truth. The 68er teachers in
charge of us no longer even know what the truth was anymore! Much less reality! I
remember when Wolfey read the Huffington Post article about the need to abandon

facts for emotions. Then screaming as he hurled the laptop into the wall! That is when I
noticed Wolfey!
I hated their self hate. The people screwing us. The 68ers. The Snowflakes. The Social
Justice Warriors. The Four Ps. The worse of the Four Ps being the professors. The
teachers. I hated their masochism. I hated the fact they hated Great Britain and were
brainwashing every student to hate themselves and hate Great Britain and hate the
West and especially why the West was best. I hated them because they did not think
they had a right to exist so they were teaching everyone to commit suicide with them.
Drink Jim Jones’ Cool Aid. Commit cultural and biological suicide.
I hated them for trying to make me hate my country when I was trying to find a reason to
love my country. I hated them for undermining my tattered sense of desperate quasi
patriotism. I hated them for teaching that absolutely everything was utterly relative.
Comparable. Interchangeable. Of equal value or more correctly equal valuelessness.
That nothing whatsoever had value. Nothing was worth fighting for. Nothing was worth
dying for. Everything could be negotiated. Everything could be appeased. Even
surrendered. That there were no lines in the sand. Even to the surrendering of their
human rights. Their values and beliefs. Their heritage and legacy they owed to their
children. Their Democracy and Meritocracy. Their Common Law. Their Magna Carta.
Their Queen & Country. They surrendered everything. Even their very children. Inch by
inch. Until they were standing in the Medina Trench which they dug themselves.
Their very graves. And then they simply passively waited for the bullet in their brains.
Expecting their raped and brutalized and bleeding children to shovel the dirt over their
corpses before being auctioned off as slaves. A repeat of the Medina Trench. ‘Whatever
thy right hand possesses do with as you will.’ The Islamic equivalent of ‘Do whatever
you can get away with’. The very essence of moral and spiritual bankruptcy. The 68ers.
The essence of Zero. The utter void. No wonder Great Britain was conquered by Islam.
Islam at least is a cult which teaches unquestioning and fanatic absolutism no less than
totalitarianism and homicidal mania. The end justifies any means.
I hated the 68ers for trying to encourage me to blame my failures on Whites. I hated
them for trying to make me think this country was the sole cause of my failures and
alienation. I hated them for justifying my petty criminality and terrible criminality on being
a supposedly disadvantaged victim. I hated them for excusing my stupidity when the

cause of my stupidity was obvious. Howbeit politically incorrect. Even is entirely proven.
IQ bell curve and all. Statistically proven. Undisputable. And entirely preventable. Like
genital mutilation and child marriage. A direct result of Islamic teaching which directly
resulted in pre-adolescent girls being mangled and then married to incestuous,
misogynic bigamists resulting in boys like me being ...... born ....... stupid. And stupider
generation by generation. Cousin cousin marriage. Niece uncle marriage. Niece
nephew marriage. All over the Islamic World. As Muslim breed themselves down to utter
stupidity courtesy of nearly 1500 years of incremental incest. And which the 68ers
refused to do anything to prevent because that meant they would have to admit there
was an evil and that evil was Islam. Because the teachings of Islam were causing it and
justifying it and preventing it from being stopped.
I hated the 68ers for assuming I was incapable of ever achieving anything while
justifying my failure to at least try to achieve. I hated them for not giving me hopes for
job training for a job. Any job. The self respect of a job. I hated them for not even
expecting me to want a job. Much less hold down a job. Forcing me by default to drop
out and teach myself my own highly skillful trade: arson. To prove I could at least
become skillful at something. Anything. Even arson. But what could I have achieved if I
had at least been offered an apprenticeship at some honorable trade? I hated them for
only offering me the degrading dole while writing off the wastage of my life before I even
dropped out of school. I hated them for whitewashing the causes of my failure, my
underachievement, my stupidity, while not trying to help me achieve the one desperate
thing I ever wanted to achieve.” The fireman pressed on hand over his heart ---- or at
least his most needful thing secreted away in a cunningly crafted secret inside pocket
sewed over his heart.
“I hated the 68ers for watering down the standards for me and the other goddamn Mos.
The prejudice of low expectations. All while allowing the schools to become so insane
no one could achieve anything. No one could learn anything. Until no one could even
learn how to even read. I hated them for being so goddamn gutless they finally even
justified the ultimate betrayal which they, as teachers, should have never justified:
sanctioning Divine Illiteracy as morally and politically justified. Islamic. And totally
acceptable. Even needful. God! The Saudis hired and blessed illiterates as morally
superior to college educated Mos. But for Great Britain where the great collages started
to do the same! Signing off on the declaration of boko haram! Signing off on the
declaration of book burning! Library burning! School burning! Signing off on their own

extermination as teachers! By agreeing to burn down their own schools and burn their
own books and strike the matches to light the Bonfires of the Jahiliyyah Vanities!
I hated the 68ers for excusing Mos who were destroying the schools until schools
ceased to exist even before they were finally outlawed and torched. I hated them for
excusing Mos for attacking and bullying and intimidating non Muslims kids. I hated them
for turning a blind eye to Mos sexually harassing and sexually assaulting non Muslim
girls. Throwing meat at the ‘meat’.Wacking Muslim girls on their heads and brutally
yanking their hair and even pouring glue on it as punishment for not covering up in
hijabs. Saying only whores and slags did not veil ----while snarling that non Muslim
‘meat’ was asking to be raped because they were uncovered. Therefore whores. Per
Koran 33. 59. And per the Koran ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you
will.’I hated the goddamn gutless appeasers who kept excusing Mo behavior. Excusing
unforgivable Mo behavior. I hated them for excusing the Mos when they were even
attacked by Mos.
I remember on particular 68er arsehole in particular. The goddamn arsehole of a
teacher was sodomized by a goddamn Mo migrant. And he forgave the prick. He forgive
the prick! He said he did not want to report the sexual assault because he did not want
the prick to be deported. He excused the prick. He apologized for the prick. He fuckingly
apologized TO the prick! That prick laughed and then assumed he owned the goddamn
school. He did. After that he did! His gang tore the school to pieces after that. He knew
he had been given carte blanche by the gutless 68er eunuchs. From then on that gang
attacked and assaulted everyone. From the headmaster on down. That prick only
tiptoed around me because I would knife anyone who tried that bullshit on me.
That prick openly boasted he was going to rape the Heroine of Hyde Park. And he
would have. He would have! All because that arsehole of a 68er appeaser did not have
the balls to send that prick of a Mo psychopath to jail. Or have him deported. So I had to
kill that prick. And I was kicked out of school for killing that prick. So yeah! I hated most
of my teachers in school. Because that 68er refused to do his job so I had to do his job
for him. The way I have been forced to do the dirty work to protect Mohammad and
Ahmad. I had to do the dirty work. I had to stop that psychopath. And so I became a
murderer. And murder is like virginity. Once you are a murderer the next crime is so
much easier. My soul was already black. My hands were already bloody. And that was

why I ended up hanging around with Wolfe and his fellow nascent Identitarian
Anarchists.
Playing the victim was the only stupid thing we Mos did. Whine! Whine! Whine!
Wallowing in our pathetic self pity until we make every sane person despise us.
Rightfully. Every other migrant in the history of the world got on with life. Italians. Irish.
Scottish Irish. Europeans. Jews. South Asian Indians. Asians. If they immigrated they
integrated and assimilated and made sure their kids got educated and moved up in the
world. They took any job and worked their butts off. They moved out of their slums into
the suburbs of success. They got jobs. Any jobs. And then better jobs. And they made
sure their kids, both sexes, got an education to get still better jobs.
They did not wallow in self pity or victimization. They did not wallow on the dole while
calling it Jizya. They did not turn to crime while calling it Ghazi Razzia jihad. They did
not hate their new countries while calling them Dar ul Harb to justify ingrate criminality
and sedition and treason. They did not whine about Dar ul Kafir alienation to justify
turning to jihad terrorism. Only we Muslims failed and failed and failed while justifying
our failure and ingrate sedition and despicable treason and hypocritical criminality and
sickening terrorism on alienation and victimization. The truth was we failed because of
one thing alone. Islam.
Did any non Muslim immigrant burn down schools or libraries or attack others or turn
into jihadists or else drug gangsters or terrorists? Hello no! Not Buddhists! Not Sikhs!
Not Hindus! Not Jews! Not Christians! Not Wicca witches! Not pagan Shirks! Not
anyone else! And every one of them loved schools and wanted education to achieve.
Except us! So I hated the goddamn 68er Leftists in the schools for allowing the schools
to turn into Anarchy Central. Islamic Hate Zones. War Zones. I had enough of that
bullshit back home. I went to school to escape that. Instead I was walloped there as
well.
The goddamn 68ers fawned on me because of my ethnicity and ‘alienation’ and
‘colonization’ and ‘victimhood’ until they realized I hated them for fawning on me just
because of my ethnicity and to hell with excuses like ‘alienation’ and colonization’ and
‘victimhood’. That and the fact I snarled that my retart of a mother was White. That
finished it! They hated me! I no longer qualified to be a victim in their eyes. Half White!
And there was nothing so evil as being White. A White Male! Despite the fact the 68er

arseholes were Whites. Aften White Males! Then they dumped me. They fawned on the
failures around that prick of a bullying rapist. They fawned on every Mo who hated them
and hated Great Britain. And they sucked up to every Mo radical and fundamentalist. All
but literally kissing the dirty trainers of Mos who despised and hated them. When the
other Mos started to gang up on me because I stood up to them then the goddamn
68ers left me to twist in the wind. They left me to fight off the Mo gangs alone.
They let that prick and CAGE label me an ‘Uncle Tom’ and ‘Coconut’ and ‘Oreo’ for
trying to fight off the bullies and thugs and rapists and molesters. They let that prick and
CAGE attack me when I at least tried to stand up for my country while denouncing the
budding jihadists while renouncing the nascent terrorists. They abandoned me to Mo
gangs just because I exposed the Deobandi-Wahhabi hate speech and Koran hate
speech. The Islamic racism and bigotry. For telling the truth about Islam and Muslims.
For exposing the politically incorrect truth that Islam and totalitarianism went together
like Adolf and Hitler. For inserting that hyphen between Islamic and Terrorism.
So those gutless appeasers and apologists left me to fight off the Mo scum alone.
Knifing after mugging after ambush! Only the runty Jewish boys and tough Sikh boys
and the tough dykes ever came to my defense. I would end almost every day bloody.
And go home to The Dominator. From abuse to abuse. Then back the next day abused
to yet more abuse. My body a road map of broken bones and scars. One kidney
destroyed during a brawl. Five Mos to one. The one being me. Fighting off buggering
mullahs. Fighting off molesters. Fighting off gang rapists. Fighting off petty criminals and
drug gangs after running away. Fighting off The Dominator. Then forced to flee. Forced
to live rough. Going home to derelict buildings where I secreted away our few pathetic
needful things. Ahmad’s sock monkey. Mohammad’s old movie scrap books and
blankie. My knives and arson materials. Trying to get to school extra early so I could
sneak in and wash in the school bathrooms. Digging food out of trash cans at night.
Ahmad always crying every single night. Scared of the dark. Traumatized. And
Mohammad crying why there were no more movies for him to escape into as he
clutched his decaying blankie to his chest as it unraveled smaller and smaller. Having to
protect everyone. Having to do everything for those whiney whelps. Carrying those
crying whelps on my scared and bony back day and night. While the goddamn 68ers
turned a blind eye. See no evil. Hear no evil. Speak no evil. At least if that evil was
connected in any way to Islam.

What the fucking good was appeasing and bootlicking and fawning and truckling and
sucking up to Mos behaving badly? Mos are a shame culture as Wolfe says. Mos only
know shame. Loss of face. They don’t have a clue about guilt. Much less regret. Or
even conscience. The goddamn word does not even exist in the Koran or in Arabic.
Wolfe said I was a born Anarchist because I defied the NUT teachers the way he did.
But Wolfe was a middle class Rebel with a very specific goal: oust the 68ers. Kill the
killers of his kid brother. Get power. Salvage the mess the 68ers were making. And save
Great Britain before the goddamn Mos multiplied enough to launch their conquest or
else bankrupted the nation to allow conquest by the Divine Slavery. Me? I was just
trying to survive half way intact without being raped. God! No wonder I grew up hating
sex and trusting no one!
Well! Wolfe and I joined a temporary alliance to save the Hyde Park Heroine. Oh hell!
Who am I kidding? I was working with Wolfe for lots of Anarchist gigs. From twelve to
sixteen before I joined the Elephant & Castle Fire Department to try to go straight. Wolfe
and I committed no end of Anarchist acts. From tagging to vandalizing to PR stunts. To
attack the Four Ps. Authorities. The Establishment. The Mos. And ultimately their fellow
Anarchists. Hell! Even after I joined the Elephant & Castle Fire Department I
moonlighted with Wolfey. Harbi gigs. The Guy Fawkes Riots. The Trident Scheme.
Blowing up the Fiendish Machine. All sorts of things --- until that terrible quarrel in the
Greenwich Tunnel.
The crossroads for Wolfe and me was this: the Green Anarchists where morphing into
the Open Borders Anarchists. The Black Bloc. The Open Borders Anarchists wanted to
destroy the West and the best means to achieve that goal was by importing thousands
upon thousands of rotters from the most rotten part of the world to do the dirty work for
them of destroying the West. The enemy of my enemy is my temporary ally. Well!
Islam’s divine mission and manifest destiny is to conquer the world and destroy the
West. And the most rotten places on the planet still are the Islamic Levant and Islamic
Africa and Islamic South Asia.
So Open Borders Anarchists deliberately conspired to import terrorists and dole
deadbeats and chancers and petty criminals and major criminals and rapists and
parasites and leeches and ingrates from a religion and culture which pathologically
hated the West as much as Anarchists. All to totally destroy the West from within, with
terrorism or else simply bankruptcy, by literally bankrupting the social safety nets and

health care and the infrastructure of the deluded West. Or else by simply overwhelming
the West in sheer Mo criminality and anarchy and arson and rioting and oh yes.
Terrorism.
Mos were perfect for the Anarchists. Muslim Mad Max Mayhem was perfect for the
Anarchists. Get the Muslim Mad Max Mayhem inside the borders as a 5th column and
then just sit back and watch the West be destroyed. So the Open Border Anarchists
deliberately helped Blair and the EU and the UN and the Dictator of Berlin and Soros to
destroy nations by destroying borders. The Open Borders Anarchists did everything to
open borders and incite riots in migrant camps and incite the already violent Muslim and
African migrants to bulldoze their way, quite literally, improvised battering rams and all,
into every Western country and tear it apart from within. Every time you say a huge Mo
riot there were the Open Borders Anarchists egging the Mos on to behave as shockingly
badly as possible. And while the Black Bloc could be homicidal and wanted to be
homicidal they were mostly White Beta Millennials. Not even the Black Bloc could rival
Mad Max Muslim Mayhem!
Wolfe and his Anarchists did not want to destroy the West or their countries. Then just
wanted to destroy the Four Ps and their stranglehold on power. That and kill the killers
of his kid brother. So Wolfe and his Anarchists ended up joining the Generation Identity
Identitarians. The Identitarians were hipster middle class Millennials. They needed
Wolfe and his Anarchists to be their wing men in doing the cyber dangerous stuff the
same way the Identitarians needed the Football Hooligans to be their storm troopers.
Their fighters when the police unleashed their mounted goons and police dogs and
armored storm troopers and armored cars and water cannon as well as to protect them
from the violent Open Border Anarchists. So the Anarchist Movement split in twain. And
I joined Wolfe’s Anarchists because they were attacking the Four Ps who were aiding
and abetting people like The Dominator. People who abused me my whole life. And I
had the scars to prove it. Every scar screaming out for revenge.
Well. We were soon attacking radical masques and every buggering madrassa who
ever tormented me. Deobandi and Wahhabi and the Muslim Brotherhood. I knew them
all from The Dominator and from my own buggering mosque and madrassa. I could
break into the inner offices and steal paperwork. Names. Lists. Every sort of thing. Get
Wolfe all of the insider intel. Even load flash sticks for Wolfe off the mullah buggering
computers. Do cyber dumps. Or plant computer viruses. I hated them all for turning my

childhood into hell. Every mosque and madrassa. Every buggering mullah. The
Dominator. Every goddamn one of them. So Wolfe and I wreaked havoc on over fifty
eight of those goddamn bastions of the ‘peace’ of submission to the Divine Slavery.
Wolfe read ‘Music, Chess, And Other Sins’ by Civitas David Green out loud to me on
account that I was too poor to have reading glasses. A transparent lie. And also Nicolai
Sennels’ expose. He was a psychologist who first dissected the Mo brain. I would not
want that guy dissecting my brain either before or after I die. That is for sure. Then we
planned out systematic assault. I tormented over fifty eight of those mosques and
madrassas. Delicious vandalism. My most skillful arson. The sort to lure the fire
departments, when there used to be genuine fire departments, to the bastions of Islam.
So that while putting out the fires and investigating the arson they would also find
terrorism literature and ISIS DVDS and radical rants and Wahhabi hate literature and
computers loaded with terrorism and/or sex videos. Porn. Child porn lifted off Saudi
sites. If it was not there we made sure it was there when the delicate fires I created
brought the Fire Departments there. The arson investigators always going hand in hand
with MI 5. No warrants required after an arson fire. No search and seizure warrants
required when investigating arson fires. Wolfe would spray Neo Hate swastikas to make
the arson appear to a skinhead hate act. Poor Mos. Poor Mos. Victims. Then bam.
Guess what would be found? The exact opposite. Sedition. Treason. Terrorism. Sexual
perversion. Gay bashing. Jew bashing. Buggering. Child marriage. Child abuse. And
every sort of porn. You name it. If it was not there we made sure it was there to be
found!
It was so funny how the Four Ps lied and panicked and stuttered and stammered after
all of that Islamic hate speech and Islamic terrorism and Islamic antisemitism and
Islamic anti gay baiting and Islamic bondage and sadism sex snuff porn were found. A
lot quite genuine by the way! The biggest hypocrites in the world are Mos. The biggest
sexual perverts are Mos. The most porn wallowing perverts in the world are Mos. And
almost fifty percent of the madrassas and mosques were Deobandi/Wahhabi so believe
me they wallowed in sedition and treason as well as sexual perversion and tons of porn.
And the rest was crafted by Wolfe and his fellow Anarchists, the sort who all ended up
with the Identitarians, not the sort who ended up with the delusional Greens who later
were executed for their gullibility in The Tower Fortress. For a while it was such fun to
screw the buggers! The holy hypocrites!

But I was getting sucked into the Anarchist Movement and it scared me. It was a cross
roads. And I panicked. The fundamentalists kept hit lists. They even boasted of it on
Four P Lefty TV shows. They gathered names and every name died. They had web
sites of names and faces to be whacked. And it happened all of the time. Liberal Mos
even told that arsehole Trevor Phillips that they were an endangered species because
they were being attacked by radical Mos. The fundamentalists and radicals had Takir
Kafir Hunters. And they were growing more powerful all of the time. Muslims who
converted to Christianity were openly targeted no less than Muslims of heretic sects and
the Jews and Gays. Openly targeted. Assaulted. Murdered. And the moderate Mos
cowered as their children were radicalized and their mosques were taken over.
Cowered like beef jelly er their names appeared on the Takfir Kafir Lists to be whacked.
After the rigged election of the Mo Mayer and the Mo Prime Minister happened I knew
who was winning. And after the Mo Mayor sold out London and after the Mo Prime
Minster betrayed the country I knew the country was doomed. So after one last sting,
the destruction of the Fiendish Machine, Wolfe and I parted ways. Only to be sucked
right back in. By Wolfey.
I had to show Wolfe and his Anarchists how to do the whole damn thing. The Somerset
House bombing and arson. But at least Wolfe promised me I would be safely at work so
my bony butt would be covered. And because the arson would destroy pilfered artworks
the Monuments Men also had to steal the stuff out of the targeted wing as Wolfey set
my arson cocktails. The bombs were planted in the banquet room. Not big ones. Just to
blow up human flesh. Not the historic building. Just to spatter flesh and blood all over
the historic walls. Well! Maybe not the ceiling! But definitely every wall! I am very good
at what I do! I justified it as extermination of Quislings and Traitors and Profiteers of
Betrayal as well as holier-than-thou Fanatics and Religious Hypocrites. A vermin
exterminator of rats and termites and cockroaches. So the Somerset House attack was
one nasty piece of exquisitely homicidal work.
The corrupt oligarch who was pilfering national treasures which were suppose to be
going into the Jahiliyyah bonfires was screwed right royal. I suspect he almost regretted
surviving it. It was just chance but chance make him appear to know what was about to
happen to be oh so conveniently outside illegally smoking a haram cigarette. Well! In
the chaos and our belated arrival and inability to stop a fire instead of starting a fire and
the smoke and anarchy and gore ...well .... the Monuments Men were snatching as
much art as they could as Wolfe and his men were setting the final arson cocktails. And

all of it was just to get some magical stone. What use was a magical stone named after
a muffin or something?
But goddamn it but afterwards the morality police were all over the place as if wasps!
Apparently that magical stone shoved into a urinal by be defiled as Jahiliyyah did have
some magic. Or meaning. Or needful something or other to somebody or other.
Because the morality police were swarming like wasps afterwards. And the worse part
was Wolfe decided our youthful friendship meant I was his insider inside the Fire
Department. That I was a double agent. Hell! I was trying to go legit. Or to be more
blunt: I was trying to stay on the obviously winning side.
I wanted my Seventh Heaven to woo ...... her. And Mohammad always went wet when
he was near Wolfey. It had to stop! Our friendship. Our too ambiguous relationship.
Before Mohammad crossed the Rubicon into immorality which he could not
psychologically cope with. And I needed Seventh Heaven to woo .... her. How could I
play Pelleas to my Melisande when Mohammad was going all wet over Wolfey? It was
hard enough concealing Ahmad for her. And anyway! Wolfe was on the desperate losing
side. I did not get hired at the Elephant & Castle Fire Department to become Wolfe’s
insider spy. Or the Monuments Men’ insider snitch.” The fireman stood transfixed in the
befouled street. “Except of course that is exactly what I became. God help me. An
insider snitch! A double agent!...”
*** ***
The Monuments Men received a petit bleu. “Our man in the Elephant & Castle Fire
Department is on a walk about. The engine is fueling up for a hit tonight. Our man
dropped this at the Piccadilly Circus post office.” He held up a post card of Madame X.
“The captain of the Elephant & Castle Fire Department has a lead to that unknown
treasure house and he is determined to burn it tonight.”
“The Procurer for the Caliph went to see the fire captain to protest the torching before
he could cull the cream” another Monuments Man said. “The Caliph is obsessed with
getting Madame X. Apparently the fire captain is implacable. Madame X will burn tonight
unless we can trail the Elephant & Castle fire engine to the scene and somehow stop
them.”

“We will need the Hell Wagons and some guns on our side” the first Monuments Man
said. “After how Tom died we need as many guns on our side as possible.”
“We don’t have them. Every gun is bring pulled to wage war tonight” the other
Monuments Man replied. “Every fireman has guns. They are trained killers. We can’t hit
the side of a barn door.”
Another Monuments Man rushed in with another petit bleu. “A rogue black marketeer
who sold MI 5 the location of Norfolk’s cell has sent out a hit man to snuff a fall guy. The
guy a Morality Police Hunter has targeted as a double agent.”
“Wyrd Davy!”
“Wyrd Davy!”
“We can’t help him!”
“No. We .....can’t....”
*** ***
“....At first the mullahs and imams and clerics who survived the bombing and arson
declared the elite dead to be Martyrs” the fireman told Lledrith as he marched
desperately toward the darkening sky. “But then the Anarchists interrupted the TV ‘Call
Of The Faithful’ to announce that they poisoned the Ramadan Feast with pig and dog
before blowing everyone to hell. Not even the mullahs could say the dead went up
instead of down after that. Oh Wolfey! What a way with words you have. I do so love
your rants. So then the embarrassed holier-than-thous purposed housing migrants in its
still undamaged wings as a face saving gesture. But the oligarch refused to budge. He
dug in like a crab. That damn wing was his trophy. No less than his trophy wife and
trophy armored limo. Complete with some idiotic chauffeur in stupid togs like a campy
queer in one of Mohammad’s TV movies.
But Wolfe and his cronies put more pig and dog carcasses around the fire damaged
wing and the bombed central wing to ritually defile it. I guess Pancras Gas was in short
supply. But Wolfe made do. So the holier-than-thous ordered every pig and dog to be

burned in towering piles of carcasses to disarm the Anarchists of their most potent ritual
weaponry. God but the good meat that was roasted that day! Roasted to ashes!” the
fireman stared at starving migrants huddled by the hundreds of thousands as they
lifelessly picked at garbage heaps for anything eatable as he hugged his painfully thin
chest. “Hell! We are starving! I am starving! Everyone is starving! Just thinking about the
meat that went up in smoke makes my bowels twist!” He stared at starving migrants
picking at maggots in the rot or else desperately trying to catch Halal R to eat. “But I will
starve rather than be reduced to eating Halal R! Diseased rats!
But that oligarch never recovered his loss of face after that. He went on the shit list. He
had to erect razor wire around his treasure house with private generator powered
electricity to power the razor wire. And spotlights and machine guns. At first everyone
said he was the black sheep. But soon every oligarch was doing the same as the
Scavenger Rats and the Drug Gangsters and the Ghazi Razzia Robbers started to
attack them after they devoured everyone and everything else to the bone of the
carcass. London was became a devolving Third World city of anarchy and criminality
accented by a few fortified bastions of dwindling richness. And now who is left? Look
around? Even The Monster of the Ritz has crashed ---- literally! Look at that dark plume
of smoke ahead. So much for The Monster or his lair! The Caliph is pretty much it. The
oligarches have fled. The first by helicopter when they had the chance and the petrol.
The last by armored limousines with the last petrol to be had. Fleeing where? Where is
there to flee to?”
*** ***
The chauffeur was driving the armored limousine hard but cunningly as he navigated his
way across the devastated countryside toward the fortified bastion known as the
Southampton Petrol Dumps. It was the only fortress left on the nearly abandoned
highway between London and Dover. Its piers had been so damaged only one pier was
left for the Black Market. But that still made it the only pier left. Its small airport was also
the only functioning airport left. Gatwick and Heathrow were both too badly bombed,
burned, and looted now. The massive planes littering the take off routes were mere
burned out carcasses strewn across the pit marked concrete as if crazy giants used
them like a domino game. Some by terrorism. Some by the ice and sheet which caused
horrific crashes. Some by rioting and looting by the Mos stranded there as the
countryside devolved into anarchy. And by now the gigantic airport infrastructure was

looted and incinerated by migrants who once lurked in the commercial dole doss hotels
which once surrounded the airports by the hundreds of thousands.
Now what was not burned and looted served as foul migrant camps where hundreds of
thousands of migrants huddled in the wreckage of once state of the art airports. Nothing
functioning. Garbage and sewage everywhere. Power zero. Utilities nonexistent.
Sanitation nonexistent. Food nonexistent — other than Halal R of course. Though the
Urban Myth Whisperers whispered that the isolated and trapped Airport migrants had
devolved to such an extent they were openly practicing tribal warfare while waging
violent nonstop nightly raids on each other having nothing else to attack except each
other, as well as cannibalism, and insane African Black Magic human sacrifices. The
Heart of Darkness transferred to devolving Gatwick and Heathrow. All while Feralism
ran amok.
With the destruction of the large commercial airports London became a dead end
destination for the desperate who arrived full of smuggler lies only to be trapped by the
horrifying reality of London devolving to pure anarchy and starvation. The roads out of
London were now either destroyed or else barricaded by criminals and robbers and
looters and scavengers. The Thames was a Somali Pirate Zone. Any boat which moved
on it was attacked. Cities were totally disconnected from each other. Increasingly so
were telecommunications. Any communications. The countryside was increasingly out
of control. Even the gigantic confiscated estates of the Caliph and his cronies were
increasingly isolated fortified islands in a sea of anarchy. And the Urban Myth
Whisperers whispered that everyone was killing everyone or else were being killed by
everyone out there. Certainly no one appeared to be getting out of London and living to
boast. No one appeared to getting into London to boast either. Helicopters were pretty
much the only safe transportation and helicopters needed lots of petrol. So London was
now increasingly all but cut off and encircled by lawlessness and murder. So gettingout-of-London cards were in a short supply in this increasingly dangerous Monopoly
Game called devolving Dar ul Islamic Anglestan.
But Southampton was small enough to fortify. And as every other place was attacked by
criminals and robbers and looters and scavengers Southampton entrenched behind
more and more electrified razor wire, machine gun towers, and a private army of
survivalists working hand in glove with the Black Market. Southampton was everyone’s
needful thing. The criminals and robbers and looters and scavengers encircled

Southampton to pick off the desperate trying to reach its fortified bastion as if rats
devouring the scraps falling off the banquet table. Because fleeing London meant
fleeing to Southampton. The Drug Gangs needed rogue Southampton for their petrol
and provisions of Afghan black tar heroin and bullets. Escape was not an option. Or to
be more correct: heroin was their only escape. The Black Market needed a fortress to
operate out of as well as petrol and provisions and ultimately for escape. The retreating
oligarches needed unregulated and uncontrolled Southampton for their petrol and
provisions and ultimately for escape. The retreating CEOS of the corrupt consortiums
masquerading as ‘Reverts’ needed capitalistic Southampton for petrol and provisions
and ultimately for escape. The Caliph needed the Card-up-the-sleeve Southampton for
petrol and provisions and ultimately for escape. Even the corrupt mullahs needed Harbi
Kafir Southampton for petrol and provisions and ultimately for escape. The only way to
escape London was via Southampton. So everyone needed Southampton the way
everyone needed the Black Market. Both were everyone’s desperately needful if haram
thing.
The Black Market handled the Southampton logistics for provisions everyone wanted
and needed and could not survive without. The petrol came via the last surviving illegal
Scottish wells which the Black Market kept as if fortified islands complete with machine
guns and anti aircraft and drone missiles. The Black Market also supplied the contacts
with Back Marketeers around the world. In short the Black Market was last capitalistic
enterprise in existence and Southampton supplied the digs for the last free market place
in existence.
The illegal petrol refinery. The illegal petrol tanks. The illegal infrastructure. The illegal
small airport. The illegal power generators. The illegal electrified razor wire defensive
perimeters. The illegal machine gun nests. The illegal armed private security army.. The
last illegal ammo dump. The last functioning hospital complete with a small
pharmaceutical facility. The last functioning warlord who actually knew how to stop the
devolution of Greater London to one last tiny corner of Kafir civilization called
Southampton. The last functioning, if entirely illegal, none governmental
telecommunications and radar. A fleet of illegal drones and helicopters. The last
desperate illegal pier. All run by Morlocks. But a surface kingdom run by Morlocks.
The river was no longer safe or navigable between Southampton and London. Besides
the fact the massive London Anti-Global-Warming Shieldwall known as The Barrier’ was

now devoid of power and was welded shut the bombing of the Tower Bridge blocked the
river in the mangled debris of concrete and steel. And Somali pirates operating out of
the Urban Wastelands of burned out South London attacked and ultimately sank so
many ships and boats with their hit and run piracy they filled the sewage polluted river
with the carcasses of gutted hunks to the point the mangled litter blocked passage
through the sewage tainted waters and endless rotting floaters [corpses]. So the last
illegal ships stopped at Southampton’s last desperate pier. So that last desperate pier
was also fortified by anti aircraft missiles and drones as well as machine gun nests.
The shrunken core of the last known Kafir controlled city within reach of London known
as Southampton was surrounded by burned out and bombed ruins as if something out
of WW II. Southampton’s surviving population lived in bunkers and a cobbled together
fortress built out of salvage and scavenge recycled from oil tankers and gutted ships.
Everyone was armed. They slithered in and out of tunnels and trenches covered by
razor wire and massive iron buttresses. Improvised pumps continuously pumped out
foul mud and water. But Southampton still had a wildly improvised sanitation system
retrofitted to recycle human waste and pig and goat and cow manure and cooking
grease into methane into liquid gas for their crazily retrofitted power station. Petrol was
too expensive to squander. In fact pig shit ran the Southampton refinery to process the
petrol. And amazingly, Southampton blazed with electric lights, spot lights, security grid
lights, as well as enough electricity to power the electrified razor wire and the militarized
semi-underground city. Around the militarized center the outlaying urban wastage was
littered by burned out buses and lorries and tankers and very sort of automobile as if a
war zone ---- which Southampton was of course.
The criminals and robbers and looters and scavengers might realize they needed
Southampton to be the honey pot to draw the desperate toward its fabled electric lights.
The criminals and robbers and looters and scavengers might realize they needed that
honey pot, that magnet, to lure the desperate on which they fed. But as Feralism
scrabbled their brains they also increasingly simply blindly attacked anyone and
anything on which to feed as if incarnating the Dire Wolf Fenrir or the monstrous and all
devouring Garmr. Like the Somali pirates recycling their Third World piracy to sink every
ship and boat on the Thames, the rational for the violence was quickly lost to the
nihilism of pointless criminality. So the violent criminals and even the scavengers were
incapable of thinking down the road of sub survival to the end game of extinction. Once
all that was left was the semi devoured carcass then life was reduced to scavenging on

the increasingly rotting carrion. Planning ahead was reduced to forestalling starvation
and death for just one day more.
The desperate as well as the dwindling oligarches and CEOS and the Caliph and his
cronies and even the minions for the Divine Leaders who actually got to Southampton to
buy and sell only got as far as the High Street which was a fortified bastion commanded
by machine gun towers. It looked like something out of a Mad Max movie. But this was
where the Chauffeur for the Trophy Widow and the scared hijab and veil swathed
younger wife of a dead oligarch were desperately driving toward.
“The petrol is low” the Chauffeur warned the Trophy Widow. “Thank God for the stick
shift. I am doing the best I can to ration the petrol. But I don’t know if we can make it
babe.”
“If we don’t?” she asked softly.
“It we get to the urban wastelands encircling Southampton Core it will mean running the
gauntlet of barricades and ambushes of Scavenger Rats and Calais Animals and Ferals
babe! We will be as good as dead if we stall there. And if we run out of petrol here along
the highway the Highway Robbers will get us. The Highway Robbers and Scavenger
Rats and the Calais Animals and the Ferals all feed on everyone desperately trying to
get to Southampton. Everyone trying to get out of London. They encircle Southampton
Core like maggots. Most of the Rotters are old Calais Animals who used to attack
truckers trying to make the Calais- to- the- Ferry Run. They are experts at attacking
anything that moves. They can take down anything on wheels from lorries to
automobiles to tanks. Then they murder anyone and loot the wheels to the chasse. And
Urban Myth Whisperers say they not only murder babe. They devour ---- literally!”
“What is that! Ahead! God! Oh my God!” the Trophy Widow cried as the armored
limousine swerved around a blur of a bloody young girl. “Don’t stop! Don’t stop! It is a
trap!” she screamed.
The chauffeur swerved wildly and skidded along the dark highway cutting through the
absolutely dark countryside utterly devoid of light other than the pallid moon swathed in
whirling clouds. The chauffeur swerved and then barely avoided a ditch as the blur of a
bloody young girl again appeared. As if a ghost trapped in his headlights. She screamed

as she all but threw herself onto the bonnet of the limousine and the front shield. Her
blood smearing the wire reinforced glass. Then she was at the side door opposite the
driver’s seat. Pounding! Screaming! “For Jesus’ sake! Let me in! Let me in! The Calais
Animals are after me!”
“Don’t let her in!” the hijab and veils swathed younger wife of another dead oligarch
screamed. “The Ferals have bloodied her! She is infected!” The Islamic veils swathed
Muslim girl screamed hysterical as the bloody girl pounded at the side window. Then
she grabbed a gun out of her veils and attempted to shoot!
The Trophy Widow grabbed the hysterical girl’s gun while cursing. “You stupid cow!
Don’t shoot the Chauffeur.” Meanwhile the Chauffeur desperately juggled the
screeching stick shift as the bloody girl screamed. Then the bloody girl made the sign of
the cross and gestured to back away to let the limousine escape. “She cross herself as
a Catholic. She is a Catholic! We have to save her! I am a Catholic!”
“Then you are an Apostate!” the veils swathed Muslim girl screamed as she kicked the
occupant on the shared back seat away from her. “Najis filthy! Najis filthy!”
“Jesus! We can’t risk this!” the Chauffeur yelled as he struggled with the stick shift as
the clutch screeched and the hand braked grinded. Yet at the same time for some
reason he could not explain he electrically unlocked the side door. Then the bloody girl
jumped inside the passenger front seat and slammed the side door just as Calais
robbers rushed forward! The Chauffeur electrically locked the side door and immediately
wrenched the stick shift while hitting the pedals as Somalis and Afghans attacked the
armored limousine. Pounding the armored automobile with their crude weaponry and
gesturing to use their pipes and clubs to smash the steel wire reinforced windows. One
Calais Animal even brandished a chain saw! Fortunately it had no petrol to power it!
The hijab veiled girl screamed hysterically as the Chauffeur hit the petal to the metal.
The stick shift grinding. The clutch burning. Then the armored limousine violently
reversed. Then he hit the clutch and drove right over the attackers. Furiously he
bulldozed right through the screaming mob of some twenty Calais robbers. Using the
armored limousine like a battering ram. Bodies flying! Blood spattering the window
shield! Then the Chauffeur roared off. Driving hard down the dark road as screams filled
the night. The hijab veiled and swathed girl in the passenger rear seat screamed

hysterically, her black gloved fingers gesturing to attack anyone! Everyone! The Trophy
Widow punched her in her veils swathed face so brutally she went limp as a rag doll in
the back seat.
“I so regret picking up that bitch! Not you dear” the Trophy Widow told the bloody girl in
the front passenger seat. “This bee suit and black garbage bag Mo here.”
At the same moment the bloody girl shouted that Southampton turnoff was blocked.
“Look! It is barricaded! The Calais Animals have it blocked! Not that way! Swerve left!”
The Chauffeur swerved wildly as he saw a quick image of Calais Animals with pipes and
bars racing toward them. A steel pole flew into the air as he swerved wildly. Then the
steel pole crashed into the side of the armored limousine and the steel wire reinforced
window cracked. Rocks pounded the armored limousine. The Calais Animals were
charging straight at them! “That road!” the bloody girl cried. “400 meters ahead! Left!
Coming now! Now! Now! Cut right across the highway here! Here! See! The new sign
for Southampton! The new turn off! It goes to the last fortified pier! From there we can
take the fortified side road to the High Street! Here! Here!” The Chauffeur violently but
expertly drove his armored limousine across the road partition, part of it obviously
smashed down by other drivers, and then swerved wildly before careening into the dark
road. Then he drove hard. But he was driving blind. The road and countryside was so
dark he could barely see 200 meters ahead.
“One front light smashed babe! I am cyclops blind now!”
“The Calais Animals are still after us!” the Trophy Widow shouted as she stared through
the steel wire reinforced back window while brandishing her gun. “In cannibalized off
roaders. To ram us! With a damn telephone pole battering ram in front! Jesus! Guns!”
She ducked as bullets struck the bullet proof glass as if hail.
“Testing the mettle of the glass!” the Chauffeur bellowed as he expertly shifted gears
despite being all but unable to see ahead. He was hurling the armored limousine into
near total darkness. Then he swerved wildly around burned out auto carcasses. More
bullets peppered the rear window. Then it cracked!
“Keep down babe!” the Chauffeur shouted to the Trophy Widow.

“Up here! 1200 meters to the right! Side road! Now!” the bloody girl shouted in the seat
next to the Chauffeur.
“I can only pray you are not leading us right into an ambush! Howbeit very expertly! Like
a pro!” the Chauffeur shouted as he professionally drove through a gauntlet of wreaked
automobiles and burned out trucks before turning hard before hurling the armored
limousine down another dark road. Then ahead they saw the miraculously blazing
spotlights of a massively fortified pier!
“Security fence ahead. Electrified. So turn right. Right! Right! Right! The machine gun
nests will shoot you if you try to ram through the fence but they will shoot any Calais
Animals in pursuit. Right! There! There! Through the two burned out buses! Straight
between them!” the bloody girl cried as the Chauffeur shifted gears with his stick shift
and then turned a hard right. Then he all but careened into massive fortified ---- and
electrified ---- razor wire before hurling the armored limousine straight between two
burned out buses. In fact over ten burned out buses. A tunnel of burned out buses. As
he emerged from the tunnel of wreckage he saw in the far horizon a miracle of blinding
light. Southampton Core!
Machine guns blasted behind them. But then two surviving Calais attack vehicles roared
after them in hot pursuit. Retrofitted with metal pole battering rams. Their guns were
blazing. The rear window all but shattered as the Trophy Wife ducked. Bullets pelted the
racing armored limousine. Then one of the Calais attack vehicles crashed right into the
bus portal! Exploding into fire! But the other attack vehicle kept on coming!
“Fork ahead!” the bloody girl shouted. Hang a left! 300 meters! Here! Now! Hard left!”
The Chauffeur drove hard though the more wreckage of lorries and trucks and buses as
if a battlefield. A maze of wreckage. Behind them the Trophy Widow heard machine
guns.
“More Calais Animals have just been hit by machine guns!” the Trophy Widow shouted.
“Pier guards!” the bloody girl shouted! “700 meters ahead! Another fork! Between three
burned out tanks! Take the right road!”

“This is insane!” the Chauffeur shouted as he shifted gears and hurled his vehicle
through the dark hole between three gutted tanks. “And we are sucking fumes!”
“Keep the momentum! Don’t brake! Stop burning the clutch! Trust me! I know the way! I
am your eyes!” the bloody girl shouted. “Verge left here! See the red flags over that
burned tanker? Left! Verge left! Left! Left!”
“I can’t see where I am going!” the Chauffeur shouted. “I am all but driving blind! The
lights of Southampton are gone! Where is Southampton! We are going in the wrong
direction! Away from Southampton!”
“I know the way! Trust my eyes! Ahead! Booby trapped buses! Take the left between
them! Not the right! Left! Left!”
“There isn’t a ....”
“There! See! Left! Now!”
“I can’t see it!” the Chauffeur screamed as he drove hard left. Driving blind in the utter
darkness. Then they drove through a dark cleft between a towering pile of burned out
and booby trapped buses welded into a shieldwall. Then he suddenly found himself
right smack in the middle of a brightly lit parking lot! Towering machine gun nests
surrounded it. Bright street lights such as London had not seen for ten years illuminating
it. And right ahead a massive industrial barricade constructed of piles of demolished oil
tankers piled up as if bricks. Razor wire. And blinding search lights. The Chauffeur
screamed as his armored limousine sputtered. The fumes spent. Then the armored
limousine slowly stopped of its own accord as he professionally parked it in an
incredulous parking spot. All as Southampton machine guns destroyed the last Calais
Animals trailing them.
“The High Street of Southampton.” the bloody girl quietly announced as she sat back in
the front seat by the shaking Chauffeur. The Chauffeur set his stick shift and then set
the clutch. Then he pulled the hand brake. “My home” the blood girl said very quietly.
“You burned the clutch. Make sure you repair it before you leave. Where are you
headed to?”

“Dover unless we can get a ship or plane here.” The Chauffeur replied as he shook.
Then he grimaced and looked at his saver. “We could not have made it without you.
Thank God you were there. But why were you there? Trapped in the wreckage of the
wastelands?”
“My father’s lorry crashed there. We were trapped. Running out of bullets. I tried to
make it by foot to Southampton to get help as Father covered me by shooting the Calais
Animals” she explained as she wiped blood away from her face. The others didn’t
bother to stop to help me. You did.” The bloody girl looked at the Chauffeur with a gaunt
face. “The others did not stop to save us. My Father is ....... The others did not bother to
stop to help me. You did.”
“Because you make the Catholic sign of the cross” the Trophy Widow said softly. “It was
a miracle. By saving you, you saved us.”
The bloody girl sat very quietly in the front seat. She pulled her bloody dress down on
her bloody legs. “I need to go home to Grandfather” she announced very quietly. “He
will be very worried. I need to tell Grandfather that Father is dead. There is no one else
alive now except Grandfather...... and me.”
“Yes. Of course” the Chauffeur said. “Guards coming. How many diamonds will it take to
buy passage on a Black Market ship to Dover?”
“Too many” the bloody girl said. “They don’t take people since suicide bombers
whacked them. Girls. Children. But they proved to be suicide bombers. So the Black
Market does not trust anyone now. Not no one. Not no age. Not no sex. Not no color.
Not no religion. No one gets onboard.”
“The girls were being blackmailed to die?” the Trophy Widow said softly.
The bloody girl nodded. “Their families were being held hostage. ‘D’s.”
“What about the airport?” the Trophy Widow asked.
“Probably too expensive . There is only one way to Dover. Driving.”

“How many diamonds for petrol?” the Chauffeur asked as heavily armed guards with
machine guns came up to his armored limousine. He rolled down his reinforced window
and spoke through the steel reinforcement wire. “Here to buy petrol and provisions for
Dover unless we can buy passage on an airplane” he said. “Also repairs.”
“Currency being?” one heavily armored guard said. The Trophy Widow carefully eased
her diamonds pouch into reach while juggling her gun.
“Diamonds. And to deliver a girl to her Grandfather here.” The Chauffeur turned around.
But the bloody girl was gone.
*** ***
“What happened next?” the fireman mused as he walked through the devastation
toward the darkening sky. “Wasn’t it the Royal Exchange? Or was it The City? The City
In The Mile? The New Rome. Where once bright red dragons guarded the magical
place which since its founding by Brutus of Troy and then its re-founding by the Romans
poured forth gold as if a cornucopia. Was that before or after Sharia Law outlawed The
City? Or was it outlawing what the City symbolized? Capitalism? Banking? High
Finance? Insurance. Lloyds. Brokerages. The Stock Exchange? Or more fundamentally
Property Rights and Due Process of Common Law and the Magna Carta. Democracy.
Meritocracy. And ‘We The People’ of The Guildhall. And the rights of the lawful citizens
of a proud nation built over two thousands years to work hard and prosper to the extent
of their ambitions and their abilities without interference or graft or corruption or
confiscation or kleptomania or pettifoggering micro managing incompetence or
Commanding Heights totalitarianism. In short: Sharia.
Where endless money used to be minted? Not just minted. Magically and
spontaneously generated. As if out of thin air. An endless bounty of riches once poured
forth from The City In The Mile. How can you kill riches? As if The City was the Golden
Goose which laid golden eggs. But the Golden Goose died. And so died the golden
eggs. How can endless riches die? And how can one of the richest cities in the world go
bankrupt? How can a people go bankrupt? How can a country go bankrupt? How can
even paper money vanish? How can even coinage vanish?

Barter. That is all that is left. Barter and scavenge. Rot and decay. Garbage and
sewage. And half a billion indigent and starving Muslim migrants. We have looted the
City In The Mile to the bone.” He reached down and picked up some foul dirt and tossed
it into the polluted air. “To the ash and cinder. And reduced fabled Londinium to an ash
heap of mangled and broken dreams. As the Vandals wasted Old Rome so we New
Vandals have wasted New Rome. As the Surtr devoured the Norse World so the
modern Dire Wolf Fenrir and the monstrous Garmr have devoured Great Britain. Down
to the bone of the carcass. Down to barbarity and ruination and despair. Even to the
death of Western civilization!”
The fireman mused the paradox. “It is almost beyond understanding how The City In
The Mile, the oldest epicenter of world finance in the modern world, could collapse and
with it the entire economy. I know Islam says Economics are for donkeys but how could
the entire economy collapse? ” the fireman stared at the wreckage of what was once
one of the richest districts of not only London but the world. “Everything has collapsed.
Everything is fallen down. We are all dying in the middle of what was once one of the
richest cities on earth. But how can someone kill an economy? Kill a city? Kill a country?
It would be like killing oxygen. Killing gravity. Killing the earth.” The fireman looked
around. “But as we have befouled the air and polluted the water and are killing the earth
with this starving Maunder Ice Age and insane over population and Third World
diseases and garbage and sewage and nonstop wars I guess the impossible is entirely
possible.
Wolfe said ‘Stone Age Sharia imported from a stone age era in a stone age place of
absolute barbarity lagging five hundred years behind Classical Western Civilization of
the Hellene Levant, and which has not progressed since Mohammad’s time, which
became the self proclaimed incarnation of divinity conceived by an warlord after a
nervous breakdown after a conversation in a cave with a homicidal god, all drove a
stake through the heart of the British Economy in order to murder Great Britain. Quite
deliberately. Economic warfare.
You Mos just had to kill Dar ul Harb Great Britain and Dar ul Kafir London didn’t you?
Sharia drove a stake through the heart of my nation with its confrontational mentality, its
irrational and arbitrary degrees, its Ghazi Razzia kleptomaniac seizures and
confiscations, its Jizyah extortion payola taxes, its parasitic Dhimmi ‘Wealth Taxes’, its
blood sucking mentality of Ubermensch Ummah Eloi and Untermensch Morlock

everyone else, its gutting of property laws and due process of common law, its
eradication of human rights, its gross insider corruption by the Caliph and his cronies, its
nonstop interference by all but illiterate mullahs demanding their 5% Prophet’s Share,
and its utterly barbarity. Stone Age Sharia destroyed The City In The Mile, and then
London, and then Great Britain.’ The fireman stared at the last dying embers in the fast
darkening sky. “London is dying. We are dying.
Hell!” The fireman stared around the devastation of an entire city dying. “London is
gangrenous. London is terminal. But how can a city die? What did that poor silly old fool
of a dying Kafir cry out as we soaked him in kerosene to burn him alive? Oh yes. He
cursed us. He said the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse would damn us. The
Horsemen of Starvation, Disease, War, and Death would trample us under their accurst
hoofs. Who was it? Wasn’t it that gutless, silly, old guy who once used to be the
Archbishop of Canterbury? The damn fool. He betrayed his religion and his worshipers
and the indigenous people. He told his flock to appease us. The damn fool. You don’t
appease The Dominators! You grovel to them!
He told his flock to surrender to us and hope we would be merciful. The damn old fool.
Dominators are not merciful! And a religion which defines ‘peace’ as submission is not
kind! He told his flock to trust people of a religion which calls them Najis filthy Kufr. The
vilest of peoples. Dogs. Pigs. Apes. Monkeys. Cattle. He told his flock to trust people of
a religion which waged war against them for almost 1500 years. The damn old fool. A
religion which labels all nonbelievers as subhuman and has waged war upon the entire
world for almost 1500 years does not march into the homelands of their enemies in
peace but rather conquest. And people who attack border fences with battering rams
and steel poles and rocks and knives while screaming ‘Allah u Akbar’ are not coming in
peace. He told his flock Muslims were just like everyone else and would be grateful for
Christian charity.
The damn old fool. Grateful people don’t wage taharrush mass sexual assaults on the
daughters of their kindly Christian hosts before the towering Christian Cathedral of
Cologne! Quite deliberately violating the children of the West before the symbol of
Christianity! He told his flock that an obvious invasion was a simple humanitarian
disaster which they were morally obligated to help by opening their hearts and opening
their borders to a people who were exterminating Christians and Jews all over the
Levant. Even Malaysia and Indonesia. Not one Christian safe. Not one Unbeliever safe.

The damn old fool. And now Christianity has been legally exterminated here and
everywhere. All religions other than Islam are legally exterminated. Here! Everywhere!
Everywhere Islam dominates and rules! He told his flock to ignore the reality of the
Great Displacement and the Great Replacement despite Muslims openly bellowing ‘One
day millions of men will leave the Southern Hemisphere to go to the Northern
Hemisphere. And they will not go there as friends. Because they will go there to conquer
it and they will conquer it with their sons. The wombs of our women will give us victory.’
The damn old fool. He learned too late our real names. Surtr! Garmr! Fenrir! Loki! He
learned too late our real natures. And he learned too late that he was a gutless coward
unworthy of his title. But now that I think about it ...... in hindsight ...... hasn’t his
Christian curse come true? The Christian version of Gotterdammerung? Armageddon?
Hasn’t the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse trampled us under their accurst hoofs?
And hasn’t Starvation, Disease, War, and Death ravished us?” He looked around the
ravished ruins with new eyes. “Allah! Have we been curst? Are the Four Horsemen of
the Apocalypse trampling us under their evil hoofs indeed? For all I can see is
starvation, disease, war, and death everywhere!”
*** ***
The madwoman stared out of the boarded over window at her dark and decayed garden
heaped with garbage and wreckage and razor wire and Pancras Plague signs. “I
wonder what London is like nowadays?” she mused. “What sort of place is London
now? It has been decades since I left this barricaded mansion. The only news I get are
old codes on the ham radio. ‘Stay calm and carry on. Endeavor. Persevere. Endue. And
hope. What is London like now? Under the Surtr? Under the Eloi?....”
*** ***
The Monuments Men were joined by the Monuments Women as they held a powwow.
Then they contacted the Black Market which fronted for them via a decayed telephone
augmented by a scrambler. “Look! One of our insiders is being hunted by an
assassin ....oh..... you know already? So can you? Oh? You can’t? Why not? Rogue
black marketeer? Can’t you...? Why not? Look! It is Wyrd Davy! We owe him! You owe
him! Yes you do! You owe him! You need to kill that assassin before that assassin can
find Wyrd Davy! It must be easier to hunt down a black market assassin than find Wyrd
Davy! No! No! No! We owed him! You owe him! You MUST hunt down that assassin

before he finds Wyrd Davy! Just do it!” The Monuments Man slammed down the
decayed telephone. He switched off the scrambler. “Did I sound convincing?”
“Not really. No one can bully the Black Market! They have their own rules and their own
conscience. They do what they do. Sometimes that helps us. Sometimes not.....”
*** ***
The Chauffeur chatted with the security guards and then arranged for passes to gas up
and repair the damaged armored limousine while procuring provisions. He asked about
the tiny airport. Could they fly out? The heavily armored guards looked suspiciously at
the unconscious veils swathed Muslim younger wife. “We foolishly offered her a ride
after her automobile died on the road. Younger wife of a dead oligarch. We can dump
her. We plan to dump her. She is not our responsibility. We have diamonds. We are
trying to get to Dover. Ultimately to Switzerland. I am Low Church and my employer
here is Catholic. We can dump that Mo!”
“You will have to dump that Mo to fly out. But so many oligarches and CEOs are fleeing
the small planes are over booked. Reservations are few and high priority. Translation:
what the free market will bare. Translation: damn expensive!”
“Diamonds?” the Chauffeur asked.
“And national heritage treasures” the guard said, his face concealed behind a helmet
and visor. The Chauffeur nodded, implying that they had a national treasure as well as
diamonds. His black gloved hands counted out diamonds to just park on the high street.
Then the guard gave the Chauffeur and the Trophy Widow the exchange rate of
diamonds for petrol, provisions, munitions, and repairs.
“Can my employer get a pass to at least visit the airport and try to buy two seats?” the
Chauffeur asked. The guard surveyed the furs dressed Trophy Widow packing heat:
obvious gunnery.
“She can buy a half hour escort beyond the security perimeters to the airport with a
small diamond. Half an hour at the airport is another small diamond. Each plane
charges its own going rate. But the only guarantee rate are national treasures. If she

can’t score a deal then she has to come back here under escort. Garage over there.
That sign. Petrol there. That sign. Provisions over there. That sign. Ammo over there.
That sign. I advise you to dump that Mo!”
“Southampton deals with Mos all of the time” the Chauffeur said.
“When Mos come to Southampton they are all magically reverted from Revert to
Apostate. Even the minions for the Divine Buggers lapse here. Revert on leaving. That
Mo is not lapsing to the satisfaction of our security requirements.”
“If need be we will dump her” the Chauffeur said. “Bring an escort.”
“You employer will have to disarm” the guard said. “But our escorts guarantee law and
order.”
“Agreed” the Chauffeur said. As the guard walked off to fetch an escort the Chauffeur
looked behind at his employer and lover. “Babe. If you can only buy one seat on an
airplane go for it.”
“No” she said. “Our national treasure might be small but it is prime. ‘The Lady With The
Earing’.”
“Give me some diamonds to try to salvage this automobile. Go ahead babe. I might
make it to Dover. I might make it to Switzerland. Then I will find you.”
“We go together be it Switzerland or else hell!” the Trophy Widow told her lover. “Here
comes the paid escort. Price the petrol and provisions and ammo so we can prioritize
what we need from what we have.” Then the Trophy Widow got out and opened her furs
to prove she was not armed. She was searched and then the armed escort nodded and
led her through the massively fortified gate into Southampton Core.
The Chauffeur sighed. Then he surveyed the still unconscious veils swathed younger
wife of a dead oligarch sprawled across part of the back seat. “You are bad luck. And
you are not even paying your way. What sort of oligarch trophy girlie doesn’t bring
diamonds along? Or small artwork? Much less at least one national treasure? Everyone
knows many of the Black-marketeers work for the Monuments Men.” Then he secured

the armored vehicle and the dividing window to secure the Mo in the back set. Then he
climbed out and electronically locked all doors. Then he marched off to price the high
street of Southampton. “I could search her and find diamonds? Nah! Everyone has a
right to try to survive. But that Mo is bad luck....”
*** ***
Meanwhile, the morality police Hunter was talking to the procurer for the Caliph. “Tell me
again how your predecessor died?”
“He was set up. Framed. During the botched National & Tate bonfires. Someone
working for the Monuments Men used him like a snake to worm them inside and then
they vanished with white vans full of Jahiliyyah. All he got out of it was a Longitude
watch which vanished and a bullet in his brain. Screwed by a fireman of the Elephant &
Castle Fire Department working for the Monuments Men under the guise of working for
the Black Market. Posing as a venal insider crook but actually .... well ..... not in the pay
of anyone. That is the scariest part of it. The murderer was not in it for the money at all.
That is why there is no obvious money trail. Because there is no money trail. It was
never about venality. That is what makes him the most dangerous traitor of all. An old
fashion ...... patriot ..... if you will.....”
“A traitorous 5th column!” the morality police hunter snarled. “A traitorous apostate! A
Judas! No! A planted mole! Planted by the enemies of Islam! Suborning Islam from the
inside! A traitorous secret agent! Can you describe him?.....”
*** ***
The fireman remembered the day his fire engine accidentally drove past the festering
hell hole which The Dominator ruled. But by now the dole was bankrupt and Welfare
Fraud was no more. So The Dominator was driving out the indigent African migrants
who converted to Islam to escape the environmental crisis occurring in Africa. “The
Smugglers were all Muslims you see. Just as the Slavers were all Muslims. So coming
or going, the Muslim Smugglers and Muslim Slavers had the Africans by their balls.
Islamic Slavery was and still is the oldest continuous slavery culling operation in history.
Almost fifteen hundred years of exploitation. But now the dirty, starving migrants from

Africa were being driven out of the reeking hell hole by a drug crazed madman. The
Dominator. And the sight of The Dominator twisted something in my brain......”
So that night the fireman returned to the place where his mother died so long ago. It
was now entirely inhabited by drug addicts. Mostly Muslim addicts. Like draws like as if
a magnet. The fireman remembered how his father used to bellow so self righteously
how Muslims occupied the moral high ground courtesy of being the Best of the Best of
People ---- unlike the Najis filthy non Muslims who lived their lives like animals bending
the laws to fulfill their base desires being the vilest of creatures as brutish as cattle. The
fireman gritted his teeth at the hypocrisy of The Dominator who twisted every law and
exploited every scheme and abused the dole and played every cheap angle of Welfare
Fraud while engaging in very sort of venal crime and misdemeanor. Especially drugs. All
while boasting it was Ghazi Razzia Holy Jihad. Jihad as criminality blessed by Allah.
Jihad to exploit and debase and corrupt and bankrupt and destroy Great Britain as if a
rotten worm squirming deep inside a bright red apple. A rotten worm feeding off its
bright red riches.
The fireman remembered how he stared at the hell hole which blighted his childhood
and tormented his soul. “I both feared and hoped he was dead. But he was still alive.
The Dominator.” Then the fireman remembered how he splashed a can of kerosene all
over the flop house as drugged out addicts barely stirred lethargic as they wallowed in a
cesspool of raw sewage. All while rats nibbled at them. Then the fireman remembered
how he poured the last of the kerosene over the unconscious form of The Dominator
sprawled out on an urine stinky mattress on an urine stinking floor beside his war booty
who suspiciously appeared to be drug addicts turned into whores who prostituted their
diseased flesh for the next fix. Then the fireman remembered how he stood by the front
door and tossed a Lucifer match into the kerosene sodden entryway to hell. Then the
fireman remembered how the pretty fire danced in the kerosene as it rushed forth to
consume the denizens of Satan’s Antechamber. Then the fireman remembered how he
walked away as the fetid hell hole erupted into fire.
The fireman remembered his next incineration more fondly. The fireman remembered
how his fire engine next incinerated the massive Fleet Street Newspapers after they
protested in one last grand stand the destruction of Great Britain. “All of that paper” he
mused in a soft voice. “It was such fun. Arson was such fun then. To be paid to do
arson. To be given metals to do arson. And how the fires mangled the gigantic old

printing presses. ‘The Printing Press has always been the enemy of Islam. No less than
books. The printing press and books and newspapers and knowledge. It was all haram.
So the Fire Captain told me.
‘Instead of just banning it for two hundred years we should have banned the printing
press forever!’ the fire captain told me. ‘Allah blessed illiteracy. The Prophet, peace be
upon him, blessed illiteracy for did he not say he was appointed to be the protector of
the Divine Illiterates? And that the last souls to enter Paradise were they who befouled
their brains with education. Reading. Writing. And books. A Zikr brain is a pure brain.
Kept pure by illiteracy. Kept unsullied by ignorance of all but the Call of The Faithful.
There is no god but Allah and Mohammad is His Prophet!
A Fikr brain is bound for hell. A hell bound deviant is one who thinks. And questions. And
doubts. And reasons. And defies. And refuses to submit or surrender to the Divine
Slavery. Let these deaths be a lesson to you my brother of the One True Faith. Throw
Reason to the dogs. Do not be like the damned Jews. Those donkeys laden with books.
Or the Kafirs. Those vilest of Najis filthy creatures. Or the Pagan Shirks. Those most
damnable of creatures. Beware books! Beware Reason! Beware Knowledge! Beware
the Fikr brain! Beware the Najis donkey of Reason! Beware the Najis black dog of
Rationality! And most of all beware the Humanities! The Arts. Music. Dancing. Poetry.
Literature. Theater. Even chess. Or sports. The Humanities are deadly sirens who will
lure you onto the rocks of damnation. Note the name. ‘Humanities’. To make one
‘human’. And the Humanities also makes one Takfir Kafir. And therefore damned. Walaa
wa al Baraa. Hate what Allah hates! The Prophet, peace be upon him, damned the
Humanites as haram! No less than boko haram! It is all haram!’
So why do I love it?” the fireman mused. “The haram pretty things? I have damned my
soul for pretty things. I have become ‘human’ because of pretty things. And the pretty
things have damned me.” The fireman remembered laying on the grass in the park
besides Wolfe as Wolfe played his old portable record player. Playing old opera or ballet
music. Lieder. Schubert. Schumann. Mahler. “What is that?” the fireman remembered
asking Wolfe as they laid side by side in the warm sun on the fragrant grass of Green
Park.
“Mozart” Wolfe said. “Isn’t he divine?”

“Play ‘Pelleas Et Melisande’ again.”
“Why do you love that opera so Davy?”
“I don’t know. I saw a girl combing out her long dark hair after washing it. The image
haunts me.....” The fireman stared at the devastation. “The image haunts Davy” the
fireman mused in a very soft voice. But you haunt me Wolfey....”
‘I have never seen such hair as yours.
See! See! Though it comes from so high
it floods over me to my heart.
And it is so sweet! Sweet!
As though it falls from Heaven!
I can no longer see the sky
through your locks.
My hands can no longer hold it all.
Your locks are like love birds fluttering in my hands.
And they love me more than you love me.
Even if you do not love me your hair loves me.
Do you hear my kisses?
I am kissing your hair....’
Then the fireman screamed and hid his face in his gloved hands.
*** ***
The Procurer for the Caliph slithered into the antechamber of the Caliph. “Your
Highness I have confirmed that tonight the Captain of the Elephant & Castle Fire
Department means to burn Madame X. At midnight.”
“You and your men will rescue Madame X! Must rescue Madame X! I must have her!
Madame X! Let the rest of the illegal Treasure House burn. But I must have that bitch of
a Harbi Kafir whore for my Gallery of Lost Souls of the Damned. My Antechamber of
Hell” the Caliph cried as he gestured to his most secret gallery of oil paintings of famous
Kafir females immortalized by every famous Western painter in history. Then he
caressed the polished marble of the display which accented the center of the gallery: a

stolen marble from the Pantheon of a reclining female in her rippled linen sensuously
revealing every fleshy curve of her voluptuous ---- if headless ---- body. Then he
gestured to the one empty spot on the far wall. “Madame X must go there! Then my
collection will be complete! Perfect! For me to caress or destroy as I will!”
“It will be a race. But a race I will win. My men will out number and out gun the firemen
of the Elephant & Castle Fire Department. Tonight Madame X will be in your arms.”
Then the Procurer bowed and slipped out.
His master, the Caliph stroked the voluptuous marble flesh of the Pantheon marble with
invasive hands. “Should I spare you my pretty slut? Or destroy you as my predecessor
destroyed your head? Beg! Beg me to spare you my pretty piece of uncovered meat!
Beg! But remember the Koranic injunction: ‘Whatever thy right hand possesses do with
as you will!....”
*** ***
“......But the newspapers just kept trying to issue digital editions Lledrith” the fireman
mused as he marched to distract his unraveling mind from pains he could no longer
control as blood oozed down his flesh from wounds. Each wound not serious in itself but
combined was making him ever weaker while drawing the Ferals toward him with the
scent of blood. “So the owners were arrested and beheaded for libeling Islam. Libel in
Islam does not have to be a lie. It can be the truth. But if the truth exposes Islam or
doubts Islam or questions Islam or challenges Islam or even ridicules Islam’s Divine
Mission and Manifest Destiny as the only legitimate religion on the face of the planet
destined to dominate and rule the entire world then it is libelous. Heretic. and
blasphemous. And it must die accordingly. No one ever challenges Islam and lives to
boast of it. So the surviving reporters fled. And the Tower Fortress beheaded the rest”
the fireman explained as if dictating to an invisible biographer.
“The Fire Captain thought we had killed it” the fireman mused as he marched as if
toward some unseen siren calling out to him. “The haram printing presses. But it prove
harder to kill the Internet. But the Achilles Heel of the Internet is this: you need to be
able to read. Not write. Twitter was rapidly devolving to nothing but Emojis before it was
banned. Facebook devolved to nothing but pictures before it was banned. No! Read!
Even Youtube. Ultimately you need to be able to read. You can’t just rely on icons. Apps.

Pics. Emojis. Visual symbols such as cell phones used to have for us Mos to navigate
our way though life while being..... well..... anyway. That is why the Caliph ordered all
schools closed then. By then most of the schools had already been converted to Muslim
only madrassas where the Koran was memorized by rote and recited in Medieval
Arabic. So frankly by then no one could read anyway. But officially literacy was declared
haram no less than boko haram and newspaper haram and internet haram.
If you cannot read then you cannot be infected can you? If you cannot read then you
cannot be seduced by Walaa wa al Baraa can you? What Allah hates. And Allah hates
boko haram. Any book that supports the Koran is redundant. Burn it. Any book that
contradicts the Koran is heretic and blasphemous. Burn it. Any book that is created by
Kafirs is Kufr. Burn it. Any book that is created by Pagans is Shirk. Burn it. The only
book that is needful is the Koran. And it is best memorized by rote in its sacred Medieval
Arabic even if it is Sacred Gibberish. Comprehension is entirely superfluous. The act of
memorizing Sacred Gibberish is the ultimate test of true faith. No wonder I knew I was
damned when I refused to memorize Holy Gibberish. Only a warped and deviant mind
would refuse to memorize Holy Gibberish. And the safest way for the Faithful to not be
tempted by Satan is to be divinely illiterate. Illiteracy is Allah’s gift to mankind. Illiteracy
is Mohammad’s shieldwall against Kufr and Shirk to save his Believers. For was not the
Perfect Man beautifully illiterate?
Isn’t illiteracy the only way to keep the minds of the Faithful Pak Pure? Even so much as
one deviant, disruptive, disputative fact can trigger a cascade of doubt all the way to
cascade failure of loss of faith. Even to simply asking how the Faithful can believe the
Koran when the Koran says the earth is flat and the sun orbits the earth and the stars
are closer than the moon. And isn’t illiteracy and the burning of all books and the
shutting down of the Internet and Twitter and Facebook and the Youtube and Radio and
Airways and the rationing of TV to two hours of sacred programing the only way to save
the Faithful from heresy and blasphemy? Doubt? Disbelief? Contradictions?
Quibblings? Questioning of the Caliph and the Beloved Leader and the Divine Leaders?
Rebellion against Allah? Betrayal of The Prophet? And the loss of faith in the only True
Religion in the Universe: Islam? If all schools are shuttered and the Internet and Twitter
and Facebook and Youtube are suspended and all books are burned and all printing
presses are demolished and especially The Humanities are destroyed then you have
saved the soul of the world!

No wonder the delusional Regressive Leftists so eagerly joined The Dictator of Berlin to
impose absolute censorship. Supposedly to save the souls of the challenged from
temptation or contamination from exposure to politically incorrect and morally offensive
deviation from the moral high ground they occupy. Moral busy bodies saving the souls
of the world. Carving windows into every soul to police every thought. Censoring the
Internet. Censoring Twitter. Censoring Facebook. Censoring Youtube. Censoring plays.
Censoring Radio. Censoring TV. Censoring newspapers. Censoring magazines.
Censoring drama. Censoring the Arts. Censoring your very thoughts. Imposing Thought
Police. Imposing ‘Safety Zone’ cocoons against any and all unpleasant and disruptive
and contrary ideas outside of the official orthodoxy set by the Four Ps. Everything else
declared hell bound deviant, damnable, and beyond the pale of tolerance.
Imposing Politically Correct Thought Control in kindergartens and schools and colleges
and universities and then Government and then the BBC and Twitter and Facebook and
then everywhere. Creating Ministries of Truth to spread only propaganda and memes.
All to conform to the official orthodoxy which just so happened also conformed to
Islamic heresy and blasphemy protocols. The Regressive Left Four Ps and the EU and
the UN and the EU puppet governments now all entirely conforming to one orthodoxy.
Islamic orthodoxy.
Imposing Islamic censorship in the guise of protecting human rights while actually
gutting human rights. Imposing Islamic censorship in the guise of protecting the
vulnerable against racism while actually being racist against the increasingly vulnerable
indigenous populations. Imposing Islamic censorship in the guise of protecting women
from White Male Patriarchy while imposing Islamic Patriarchy. Imposing Islamic
censorship in the guise of protecting women while imposing anti-woman Islamic Arwah.
Imposing Islamic censorship in the guise of protecting Western Values and Ideals while
actually gutting Western Values and Ideals. Imposing Islamic censorship in the guise of
fighting xenophobia while imposing Islamic zenophobia and occidentophobia. Imposing
Islamic censorship in the guise of stopping Islamophobia while imposing
Christianphobia and Anti-semitism.
Imposing Islamic censorship in the guise of fighting bigotry while actually imposing
Islamic bigotry. Imposing Islamic censorship in the guise of stopping Alt Right
radicalization while actually imposing Islamic radicalization, fundamentalism, and
fanaticism. Imposing Islamic censorship in the guise of saving the EU while actually

gutting all opposition to EU totalitarianism while crushing all dissent and rebellion
against the Great Displacement and the Great Replacement. Imposing Islamic
censorship in the guise of fighting European fascist nationalism while actually
destroying any nations who were actually fighting back against the EU dictatorship
which was increasingly the Caliphate as our so-called national leaders, those Loki
Insider traitors, sold out to The Butcher of Istanbul and The Monster.
Imposing Islamic censorship in the guise of saving the world by destroying the UK and
Europe and the West. Ordering all public concourse censored. Ordering all debate
silenced. And ordering all dissent gagged. Arresting anyone for engaging in Free
Speech. Shutting down the free market place of ideas. Imposing Safety Zones where
only one Politically Correct Thought was allowed. Islamic Politically Correct Thought.
Using Islamic totalitarianism to promote EU totalitarianism. Using Islamic mind control to
brainwash the indigenous citizenry to commit cultural suicide and embrace their own
extinction while justifying Islamic conquest and supremacy.
Suspending the Bill of Rights and Human Rights. Suspending the Magna Carta.
Suspending Common Law. Indigenous law. Ordering the black listing of all deviant
speech starting with that poor German girl who wept on Youtube how frighten she was
after the Cologne Taharrushes. Ordering police to go door to door to investigate and
need be arrest all deviant speakers. All disrespectful complainers. All quibblers. All
insulters. Blacklisting all opposition. Arresting all deviant dissidents. Ordering the Great
Jahiliyyah Bon Fires. It was the only way to save Humanity from itself! To save Mankind
from damning itself by committing the ultimate treason! Treason against Allah! And oh
yes! Treason against the Caliph and his cronies! Treason against the Divine Leaders!
Treason against Dar ul Islam! Treason against the Caliphate including its enforcing
authorities the EU and UN and NATO! Treason against The Monster!
Confiscating every nation’s army and navy and police force to enforce the EU
dictatorship and censorship while preventing the people from raising up. Ordering police
and the military to shoot their own people after destroying all nations and all
democracies and all contrary laws after destroying all European heritage and history
and ideals and identity. And then imposing the ultimate totalitarianism: The Divine
Slavery wedded to Communism. Or at least that was the grand plan. Did I mention
Lledrith that the nutters unleashing the New & Improved Kalergi Plan were insane?

No wonder the power mad EU quasi dictatorship embraced Islam and then used
Islamism to destroy the UK and Europe as the power mad UN embraced Islam and
used Islamism to destroy America and Canada and the World. Dictators recognize
dictatorship. The power mad recognize the power of brainwashing cults. And
Totalitarianism recognizes Totalitarianism. And the EU quasi dictatorship realized the
cult of Islam could and would allow them to become a bonafide dictatorship. And the
Great Displacement would help them destroy the few among the indigenous species
who still resisted them. And the Great Replacement would result in brain washed
Islamic sheeple who would embraced dictatorial totalitarianism in the guise of the Divine
Slavery.
Too many defiant European nations and Europeans and especially Britishers would
resist. Not the majority of course. They were too timid and cowering. Castrated by
decades of EU brainwashing and Regressive Left brainwashing and the Four P
brainwashing of political correctness as well as the deliberate feminization of men in
order to psychologically castrate their ability to wage war. Masculinity reduced to beta
males. Promoting decadence while damning heterosexuality and denouncing Morality.
Glorifying effete types of homosexuality. And forcibly creating transgender by forcing
little boys to be chemically castrated. Then really castrated. Deliberating extracting all
testosterone while injecting estrogen to render them in effect eunuchs. Beta eunuchs.
All while instilling pathological fear and timidness. Reducing masculinity to quivering
gutlessness. Trembling cowards cowering at the merest thought of committing a micro
aggression. While using the militarized EU/UN to literally disarm the few rebellious
potential Harbi with insane gun bans while allowing the Muslims to amass such an
arsenal they not only outgunned the police! They outgunned the armies! But the
Caliphate could harness millions, billions of brainwashed hypo masculine Muslims
deliberately inbred to be retarded and therefore violent warriors who were illiterate and
therefore brainwashed cultists! ‘Oh Prophet! Commit murders!’
The EU totalitarianism embraced the Divine Slavery as if a brother discovering his
identical twin. Nationality annihilated. Western values and ideals and history annihilated.
All religions except one annihilated. The past annihilated. The future annihilated. The
indigenous annihilated. Freedom annihilated. Liberty annihilated. Individuality
annihilated. Mind boggling Communistic style Bureaucracy controlling everything. The
Commanding Heights controlling the mind boggling Communistic Bureaucracy.

Everything and everyone micro managed to the nano degree. Everyone drafted.
Everyone harnessed. Everyone chained. Dedicating every moment and every thought
to one thing alone. The Divine Slavery.
Everything nationalized. Confiscated. Dominated. Regulated. Controlled. All dissent
crushed. All democracy extinguished. The powers of the Caliphate through its enforcers
the EU and the UN rationing everything to the barest minimum needed to survive in
order to advance the Great Cause. Peace ---- of submission ---- of world conquest — to
the Divine Slavery ---- grafted to resurrected Communism. The end, blessed by Allah
and Marx and Lenin and Stalin and Mao and Pot justifying every means. The Koran
filled with blood thirsty passages which bless and justify and detail how ruthlessly the
end justifies every means which mirror so beautifully the worse excesses of
Communistic mass murderers who used exactly the same rationalizations sans the
religiosity. Allah’s divinely appointed representatives The Beloved Leader and the Divine
Leaders and the divinely blessed Caliphs and Sultans and Dictators to be obeyed
unquestioning as Allah’s representatives on earth ---- as they fronted for The Monster.
Peal off their paper faces and see Marx and Lenin and Stalin and Mao and Pot. If
Mohammad had been born in Russia in 1917 he would have enthusiastically joined
Lenin before murdering Stalin to become the mass butcher of Russia. Or China. Or
Cambodia. Birds of a feather always fly together.
Everything justified by the World Crisis of World War III ---- which the Caliphate actually
started ----- and which Islam first declared in 632 ---- because war justified dictatorship.
Everything justified by the World Crisis ----- which was never addressed because the
World Crisis justified dictatorship. Everything justified by the Humanitarian Crisis of
uncontrollable migration ----- which was never addressed because the Humanitarian
Crisis justified dictatorship. The Humanitarian Crisis caused by the Grand Solar
Minimum ---- which was allowed to continue unabated because it justified dictatorship.
Everything justifying the ‘temporary suspension’ of democracy and prosperity and
personal happiness ---- forever. Everything justifying ‘temporary’ dictatorship ---forever. Everything justified by the Koran and blessed by Allah and demanded by
Mohammad and promoted by The Beloved Leader and the Divine Leaders and our socalled national leaders, those Loki Insider Traitors, and the Caliphs and Sultans and
Dictators because it justifies their dictatorship ---- forever. Everything justifying the need

to prioritized all assets and efforts solely for the Great Cause: World Jihad to bring the
Universal Peace of Submission to the Divine Slavery to the world. To the universe!
The Great Cause never ending and the Great Jihad never ending and nonstop WW III
never ending to justify the eternal delay in prosperity and democracy and genuine
peace and human rights and oh yes. Happiness. All while justifying racheting up
dictatorship and authoritarianism and rationing and corruption and abuse of power and
suffering and poverty and misery and death. All justified by the need to achieve the
Great Peace at last when everyone submits finally and at last to the beautiful
Totalitarianism of the Divine Slavery forever. Then peace would bring prosperity and
happiness to one and all — but only then. Is it to be wondered at that the Islamic World
has never ever known peace or prosperity? And we have now bestowed that dubious
joy to the UK and Europe and the West! And we are determined to bestow that dubious
joy to the East! To the World! To the Universe! Mars! You are next!
Except the goal posts for ‘peace and then prosperity’ keep being moved to ever more
impossible goals that are ever more impossible to achieve. All requiring ever more
dictatorship and totalitarianism ----- while excusing ever more rationing and corruption
and abuse of power and suffering and poverty and misery and death ----- while
requiring over more police state punishments ----- while making ever more demands for
patriotic self sacrifice ----while blessing ever more martyrdom ---- while dangling all
hopes for happiness and prosperity to paradise because it is ever more impossible to
find happiness and prosperity on earth ---- while making any public protests or
questioning or doubting or even despair ever more treasonous ----- while forgiving ever
more corruption and abuse and power mad brutality ----- while ceding ever more power
to Allah’s and the EU’s Ultimate Representative on Earth. The Beloved Leader: The
Divine Savor Of Mankind from Western Damnation who is now leading the Ummah
toward the Great Peace of Conquest of the Shirk East ---- after defeating the last
residue of Harbi rebellion here in a few places of the Kafir West. All aided and abetted
by The Monster.
But very quickly extinguished very, very soon. The last holdouts. The last Harbi. Or so
the Divine Leaders announced last night on the Nightly Fatwa. And soon, soon, soon,
the Beloved Leader and the Divine Leaders and the Great Dictators and the blessed
Caliphs and Sultans and Islam and Mohammad will bring the whole world to the
beautiful peace of submission to the Divine Slavery. And then the whole earth will be

Utopia! Blessed by Allah! As predicted by Mohammad! Peace be upon him for delivering
the ultimate peace of submission to the Divine Slavery to the whole world! Just around
the corner! And in the meantime everything is justified by the glorious goal ----- post
which keeps moving to ever more impossible distances ----- as London and the World
goes dark! Big Brother! Thy name is Mohammad! 1984! Thy name is Eurabia 2025! I
really should have watched that movie ‘1984' to the end. Why didn’t I? Perhaps I
instinctively knew I was destined to live that nightmare vision in real life and I dreaded
being cast as Winston Smith!...”
*** ***
The Knockers shouted out vexed as more ‘Lledrith’ messages clogged their wireless
telegraphic receivers. “And here is another message from the phantom ‘Dead Mail
Drop’” a young bonus boy said as he waved the cipher.
“And I have one too!” a bonus girl shouted.
“Me too!”
“What is going on?” the teenaged head of the Knockers cried as he harvested still more
messages.
“‘Kilroy was here!’” another bonus boy shouted.
“‘Kilroy was here!’”
“‘Kilroy was here!’”
“Stop it! Whoever you are! Stop this torment of us!” the young head of the Knockers
shouted. “Why are you doing this to us! Why are you foiling the Chimes from tolling at
Midnight?”
“Look at this ‘Dead Mail Drop’ message Boss. It is a new gremlin in the machinery.”
“What does it say?” the frazzled teenager asked as he resisted looking down that long
steel corridor to that hatchway.

“‘We always kill the thing we love Davy’”
“Why? Why? Why?” the young supervisor cried.
“Why a new torment Boss?”
“And who is Davy?”
*** ***
The fireman stared into the now utterly dark city illuminated only by arson fires as a
sinister wail of a feral creature pierced the polluted darkness. “If I don’t find a hiding
place the Ferals will devour me. I am running out of time. And all I do is walk pointlessly
toward some mysterious destination I know not where while rambling to my bloody soul
the details of my aimless failure of a life. My boko haram which I am dictating to no one.
Unless Lledrith really does exist. Can a second shadow exist at night when shadows
are invisible? No angel with a pen to write it down as Mohammad so dictated. Not even
a devil with his pointed tail to dip in my blood to write it down. My boko haram will
vanished with me when I die. And the best thing I can hope for is that the Atheists are
right. There is no hell. For otherwise Mohammad is right and I am damned to hell. I want
to be condemned to Purgatory where the semi-damned chase a flag with the strange
device around and around and around and around as if Mecca for the damned. All as
black flies swarm over them. I think as a heretic I belong there!
What did Wolfe say once? My tragedy he said was that I watched too many TV movies
like ‘Soylent Green’ and the ‘Time Machine’ and ‘David Copperfield’ and ‘Fahrenheit
451' but I failed to watch the one movie I really should have watched: ‘The Spy Who
Came In From The Cold’. But having failed to watch it ---- or ‘1984' as either too boring
or else to obscure I now cannot fandom Wolfe’s analogy to my boko haram life.
God! Behold how we are saving the world! Behold how we have saved the West! And
how did we save the world? By banning literacy. Not even censorship worked so well as
banning literacy. Not even shunning or blacklisting or intimidating or arresting or
murdering or terrorizing worked so well as banning Literacy. Ban Literacy and you have
absolute control over the Human Mind. Shut down the Mind and you save the Soul ----

or else simply control the Soul. Control Thoughts and you shut down the Mind. Ban
Literacy and the Humanities and you control Thoughts. And of course banning all
languages except Arabic which does not even have such haram words as Conscience
or Citizenship or Democracy or Freedom erases such words forever. So very
convenient don’t you think? If the word does not even exist then does the concept exist?
Alas. I clearly reveal my damnable brain because I still think in English and therefore
remember such haram words!
Literacy was the Achilles Heel of the West. So we shut down the Mind of the World by
banning literacy and imposing Divine Illiteracy as well as our noble campaign to impose
glorious Heresy and Blasphemy Protocols to imprison the Mind of the World forever. But
nothing worked as well as banning Literacy. Sharing our glorious Islamic Illiteracy with
the world! Saving the world with our glorious Islamic Illiteracy!” The fireman rubbed the
pocket inside his uniform which concealed his secret needful thing.
“Reading was always suspect and will always be suspect. There is a reason why the
Islamic World has always boasted the highest illiteracy rates. Hell! Saudi Arabia
employed holy illiterates before illiteracy was banned. Nothing is as good as holy
illiteracy! No wonder the majority of Mo migrants invading the West were illiterate. Allah
bless holy illiteracy! The least books. The least translations. The least schools. The least
teaching from books. The most rote memorization instead of teaching from books. The
most censorship. The least human rights. The most totalitarianism to impose the most
Religiously/Politically Correct Through Control. And the most book burning. Especially
whole libraries.
That is what the mullahs say in fatwa after fatwa on the TV ‘Call of the Faithful.’ and
Youtube before it was banned. Books were always suspect. From the beginning. When
the Four Caliphs ordered all of the Kafir and Shirk libraries burned. To destroy Kufr. To
destroy the Kafir. To destroy the Shirk. To destroy the heresy and blasphemy. To destroy
anything that challenges or disputes or contradicts the ‘Divine Slavery’. Reading is
opening a wound to infection. Literacy is a virus. Knowledge of anything other than the
Holy Koran is noxious contamination besmirching and befouling the Pak Purity of the
Islamic soul. It must be sterilized by fire. So my ancestors sterilized. By fire.
Mos were the original firemen” the fireman said softly. “Throughout the Islamic conquest
they introduced fire to the Kafir and Shirk world. And they left a trail of purifying fire

across the planet as Islam conquered the world. The Library of Alexandra. The Library
of Nalanda. The Library of Vikramasila. The Library of Cordoba. The Library of Rayy.
The Library of Constantinople. The Library of Ghazna. The Library of Nishapur. The
House of Wisdom. The Bibliotheca Corviniana......” The fireman softly chanted the list as
if reciting famous battles. The triumph of the purifying fire. “And now all of the modern
famous burnings. Oxford. Cambridge. The Sorbonne. Harvard. Yale. Berkeley.....” The
chant calmed him down. The solace of it. The reassurance. The Fireman’s Chant.....
*** ***
The Trophy Widow returned to her lover. “The high street of Southampton is pricy babe!”
he told her.
“And tickets to fly to Switzerland are pricier still” she told her lover. “Our small national
treasure won’t buy more than one ticket.”
“Then fly to Switzerland babe!” the Chauffeur shouted. “Do it! I beg you! Do it!”
“No! Either we go to Switzerland or else we go to hell!” she declared. “But while there I
saw a most mysterious thing!” she whispered. “A plane! From Japan! Really! Japan! And
guards were everywhere! And then the Ambassador from Japan descended down! The
new Ambassador from Japan!”
“But Anglestan is a war with Shirk Japan!” the Chauffeur whispered.
“Exactly! Don’t you see sweetheart? That means The new Ambassador from Japan has
arrived to report to the new authorities!”
“You mean the old authorities!” the Chauffeur whispered. “Great Britain! The Red
Dragon of Wales waves the forbidden flag of Saint George! The Japanese think the
banned and the haram is about to be restored! Great Britain! The Court of Saint James!
King Harry! The Magna Carta! Common Law! The Democratic Parliament! And the
British Citizenry!”
“And stranger still is this!” she whispered to the shocked Chauffeur. “The new
Ambassador from Japan came garbed in all of that Japanese richness of silk and

extravagance! From the Royal Court of Kyoto! That strange garb that was extravagantly
antique even by the turn of the Twentieth Century!”
“The Japanese are sticklers for tradition and officially their Royal Court of Kyoto must
report to the Court of Saint James. So their antiquated garb of royalty of Kyoto must
meet the antiquated garb of royalty of Saint James.”
“No! No! The really strange thing was the new Ambassador to the illegal Court of Saint
James is..... an..... android .....”
*** ***
The fireman remembered when his fire engine was assigned the honor of melting the
ceremonial Red Dragons which once guarded the magical Mile. “I knew melting the little
red dragons down would be bad luck” he told the invisible shadow of Lledrith. “They
guarded the oldest part of London. The ancient city. The Roman Mile. The two thousand
year old heart of London dating from Londinium. They guarded the charmed City which
once poured forth bottomless riches as if a bottomless cornucopia. A perpetual motion
machine generating perpetual riches. Meanwhile, anyone with assets payed Anarchists
to electronically route them to Switzerland and then fled if they could.
Switzerland became the Holy Land for the rational and anyone with money or assets
which the kleptomaniac powers tried to confiscate with the ‘D Wealth Tax’ on top of
every other Jizya and Kharaj and Tariff and Tax and revenue enhancement to enhance
the pockets of the Caliph and his cronies. And of course the Caliph always remembered
the 5% Prophet’s Share to the mullahs and imams and clerics who blessed him and his
rule while damning anyone to hell who dared to question or doubt or rebel against
Mohammad’s representative on earth. And Sharia boasts very nasty torturous deaths
for such traitors to Allah.
And of course the Ubermensch Ummah required their share. That is what jizya is for. To
ENRICH THE BEST OF PEOPLES ON THE BACKS OF THE VILEST OF
CREATURES. Every Eloi needs a Morlock. And of course the Global Crisis triggered by
the deliberately manufactured flood of Muslim migrants required nonstop funds as the
human flood triggered an economic hemorrhaging. And of course the Great Jihad to
bring the peace of submission to the Divine Slavery to the entire world required the

lion’s share of monies. World war is a bottomless money pit ---- especially when the
Industrial Military Complex actually imploded. Though Wolfey’s rant was a little
confusing about that last point. But the point was everyone who was anyone on the
winning side was grabbing the riches while there were riches to be grabbed from
anyone on the losing side. And the most riches to be grabbed was The City in The Mile.
The City was the mother lode!
Apparently the CEO ‘reverts’ counted on the New & Improved New World Order Kalergi
Plan to maintain their obscene riches and corrupt power as the secret World Elite while
deliberately destroying the Capitalistic Middle Class which threatened their grasp on
power. Damn that pesky democracy! Damn nations and national governments which are
suppose to serve the lawful citizenry instead of the Global Good ---- of the New World
Order of the Secret Elite! All while reducing the citizenry to a migrant economy of
betrayed destitute laborers without unions or safe work conditions or political power or
even a living wage clinging by their fingertips to barest survival just one step away from
starvation and as far away from the old dream of a prosperous consumer middle glass
as was humanly possible while under the heel of the industrial elitists to be grounded
into a bloody pulp by the New World Order for the maximum profit while being brutalized
and exterminated by the imported new citizenry who would displace and replace them:
Islamic sheeple. The willing slaves of the Divine Slavery. Genetically modified (by
inbreeding) to be unquestioning slaves. Did I mention that Couldenhove Kalergi was
insane? Did I mention that The Monster was insane?
In sort: brutalizing industrial exploitation amounting to defacto indentured servitude
which the cold blooded desert Oil Kingdoms perfected before launching it on the North
West Hemisphere to destroy the hated Kafirs. Allah u Akbar! Our god is greater! Allah
bless the Quislings and the Loki Insider Traitors! So in theory for selling out and
betraying everyone the industrialists of the Military Industrial Complex and the Secret
Global Elite of the New World Order would be given carte blanche as long as they paid
the Caliph and his cronies payola as well as the Prophet’s Share of the graft to the
holier than thou hypocrites.. Allah u Akbar! Our god is greater! Hurray! Hurray! We are
destroying the Scion of the Crusaders! Islam is triumphant at last! Capitalism and the
accurst donkey of Economics along with the manufactured migrant crisis would be used
to destroy the Kafir West forever! Allah u Akbar! Our god is greater!

And the traitors would not have to modernize to boot. They could break every law. Do
whatever they could get away with. Total riches and total power for the secret World
Elite of the New World Order. The Caliph and his minions the Drunkard of Brussels and
the Dictator of Berlin and Big Sis and lower down the food chain caliphs and sultans and
dictators and warlords would to do the dirty work. The holier than thou rotters rubber
stamping their greed and blessing it as holy. Everyone exploiting Islam’s infamous vein
for both corruption and totalitarianism as well as its equally notorious demand for blind
obedience enforced by draconian Sharia.
The 1% getting ever more obscenely rich while destroying haram democracy and
destroying haram meritocracy and destroying haram Kafir nations and therefore
destroying haram Kafir governments who might remotely feel obligated to protect their
Najis filthy Kafir citizenry who were being betrayed into Twenty First Century ‘D’
industrial migrant indentured servitude who would only be allowed to exist as Morlocks
to toil away in hidden sweat shop industrial purgatories to ENRICH THE BEST OF
PEOPLES. The Eloi and the New World Order and The Monster and his minions! Allah
u Akbar! Our god of Greed is greater!
But apparently the Kalergi Plan did not go exactly according to plan. Did I mention that
Kalergi was insane and The Monster was even more insane? The New World Order
triggered a disastrous economic melt down. A cascade into calamity. I guess they
believed Gore’s bullshit about cosy global warming and did not plan on a Grand Solar
Minimum little ice age. Little ice ages are civilization breakers and empire destroyers.
Instead of concentrating riches and power they triggered a death’s spiral into North
West Hemisphere insolvency, national bankruptcy, the implosion of anything remotely
resembling a responsible administrative government, the total destruction of the civil
service and NHS and social safety nets, out of control corruption, world war without the
anticipated profit, appalling lawlessness, shocking criminality, total anarchy, acute
poverty, the collapse of education standards needed by the future, the complete
destruction of skilled workers needed to actually produce anything other than brain dead
manual labor, the abandonment of ecological remedies, the destruction of beleaguered
ice blighted agriculture, decaying infrastructure, the complete collapse of haram banking
and high finance and insurance, all of which in hindsight industry actually needed no
less than mere mortals. All while triggering obscenely bloated and corrupt crony
capitalism mutating into grossly incompetent as well as rotten corporatism causing a
fatal decay in needful modernization while triggering out of control prices, a plummeting

of quality and quantity, the destruction of marketplace competition, the sabotage of
research and development of new products and upgrades, leading to grossly
disintegrating and moldering industry, the collapse of trade needed to provide foodstuffs
triggering mass starvation, finally climaxing in an total economic implosion.
And who said I was retarded? I remember everything dear Wolfey ever said whenever
he hacked into the BBC TV to rant! I remember everything about Wolfey down to the
feel of his hair and the color of his skin and the sound of his voice and the very smell of
him! Well! Mohammad does! I remember everything about her down to the feel of her
hair and the color of her skin and the sound of her voice and the very smell of her!
Ahmad just remembers his sock monkey and Mohammad’s blankie.
Apparently Kalergi was not an economist. Ditto The Monster. Kalergi got rich in WW I.
The Monster got rich breaking the banks of countries with his stock market schemes
after getting rich in WW II. Or else Kalergi and The Monster were on par with Marx and
Lenin and Stalin and Mao and Pot and the Brussels Junta and Mohammad and the New
World Order. Economically speaking: grossly incompetent. Delusional. Greedy.
Covetous. And ideologically destructive. Economics might be a ‘donkey’ like the ‘donkey
laden with books’ Jews but bad economics can kill. And at the same time the UN
Agenda 21 Islamic Marxist transfer of wealth of the North West Hemisphere to the Third
World failed states of the Surtr, jizya written large, did not trigger a renaissance for the
Surtr. It only triggered the total destruction of the North West Hemisphere which the
Surtr failed states actually depended upon to survive. And unlike the gullible West, the
Asian East is determined to fight to the end. And China has ten times the nukes that the
Butcher of Istanbul has....”
*** ***
The mysterious commander deep inside the decaying NATO bastion stared at the
computerized map. He had sent his aide de camp off for coffee. After the massive steel
door slid closed he darted over to the fax with its teletype and hastily shot out a
message. Then he quickly sat back down and stared at the computerized map. “How
long can the Brussels High Command be kept severed from Anglestan? The French
and Germans are waging full blown war. The Danes and Dutch are massacring every
Surtr stronghold. And look what the Swedes are doing! Who would have thought! Tanks
are racing toward occupied Paris and Berlin. The Double Headed Eagle Confederation

are attacking the Ottomans in the Balkans. Even the bloody Italians are trying to fight
back. Only Spain is in digital quarantine. No one knows what the hell is happening to
Spain. Spain has been off line for a week now. Only the Caliph of Anglestan does not
realize that WW III is reaching its end game!” The mysterious commander checked his
watch as if calculating when midnight London time would commence.
Wait! Wait! Look!” the mysterious commander gasped. “It is brilliant! The veil of deceit
has even obscured the Dictator of Pakistan and the Butcher of Bangladesh. Hell! Even
Malaydonesia. They don’t get it. They are not at emergency level yet. They are not even
at high alert. They are not even trying to contact the Brussels High Command. They
don’t get it! They don’t get it! The bloody genius! He has blinkered everyone!
The Surtr communications are so severed everyone is acting individually. Assuming a
random magnetic discombobulation. A momentary cosmic ray static disruption. Volcanic
dust temporarily breaking up transmission from the few remaining satellites. Everyone is
acting as if each is simply facing a localized crisis. No one gets it yet! The Morlocks are
acting in unison and the Surtr are only reacting as if to localized pushes! The Butcher of
Istanbul is not on high alert yet. He thinks the Second Battle of the Budge is still a
localized event. He does not get! No one gets it! Americanostan is not even at high alert
yet. Much less emergency level. Even Iran is oblivious. No one gets it! The bloody
genius! He has blinkered the world!....”
“.....Sir! Sir” the aide de camp said as he held out the mug of fake coffee. “What are you
saying Sir?”
At that moment there was another explosion. “Oh! I was cursing the Moles burrowing
underground! Burrowing under us. I give them three days...”
Meanwhile Mr Mole ran to and fro as he darted from computer to computer to generate
digital illusions to blinker the Surtr High Command of the Ottoman Caliphate as well as
the rival Saudi Caliphate and the Iranian Shia Caliphate. Mimicking cosmic ray static
and magnetic gyration interference. Counterfeiting volcanic ash disruptions. Severing
communications all over the world. But just the Mo communications. By generating
digital mirages. “How long can I keep this up?....”
*** ***

“....Alas!” the fireman told the invisible Lledrith. “Waging world war is proving to be very
expensive when the West is now rumored to be ..... well..... apparently all but
completely destroyed ..... A total melt down ....... while the Capitalistic and over
achieving Asian Triad (And Israel) are still amazingly persevering in their ability to wage
war against us while being ever more technologically advanced by the year despite
nonstop defensive war and this dire Maunder Minimum with all of its famines and
disasters. Even Australia is defiantly surging against us as WW III staggers on. A war
without end.
Except at some point the Surtr must simply run out of everything. Including cannon
fodder. Even cannon fodder needs food if not ammo to keep waging war. Then what? At
the end of the day no one can wage war without at least food. And this dreadful
Maunder has destroyed any harvest the Surtr can plunder. Starvation and disease is
something not even the most fanatic Surtr can defeat. Not even the Sword Verses of the
Koran can defeat starvation and disease. The wheels of the engine of war fall off the
axis when it hits the road block of starvation and disease.
Pesky Capitalism. And pesky Population Control. And pesky modern education. And
pesky modern technology and modern industry and modern agriculture to reinvent
everything possible to survive even this Maunder little ice age. And pesky modern high
finance and Western economics. And pesky work ethics. Pesky K genetics. Not an Eloi
in the bunch! Only over achieving K Morlocks with collective IQs in the 100s! And pesky
‘Killer Apps’ coined by Niall Ferguson to document the winning ingredients which
enabled the West and then the East to achieve Great Divergence of the North West
Hemisphere and then the Great Convergence of the North East Hemisphere. Winning
apps which the Surtr have clearly never understood if they have never achieved either
Great Divergence or Great Convergence. Just Third World failed states.
Apparently pesky productivity by capitalistic economics built on the Great Divergence/
Great Convergence economic model first patented in North West Europe in general and
Anglo Saxon Britannia in particular along with a little or a lot of democracy and
meritocracy, fierce anti-corruption, a passion for education and literacy and working skill,
plus a drive for over achievement in something other than a fundamentalistic religion
can pony up enormous monies and resources even during nonstop wars against
Socialistic or Communistic or Commanding Heights or Marxist or Islamic economics.

If Niall Ferguson had not been brutally executed for heresy for his theories on Donkey
Economics he would probably be writing his comparison of Western Capitalism versus
Islamic Exploitive Extractive Economics as a followup to his comparison of North
America to South America, North Korea to South Korea, Communistic Russia to the
USA, Communistic China to Capitalistic China, and Socialistic India to Capitalistic India.
Of course now damn near everything is destroyed and many of the countries no longer
exist. But that is another problem entirely.
Gosh but I wonder if there is a connection between Western style democratic Capitalism
and economic success versus Marxism - Socialism - Communism - Commanding
Heights - Islamic economic failure? Too bad the UN and EU chose to embrace
Commanding Heights Socialistic Communistic Islamic exploitative totalitarianism and
jump down that rabbit hole of failed ideology. And there is also the pesky mystery why
every nation ruled by Islam devolves backwards in technology and science and R & D
and invention and innovation and industry and food production and productivity as well
as prosperity and a consumer middle class. And oh yes! Also no democracy or
meritocracy or human rights or freedom or overflowing Humanities or Advanced World
excellence or infrastructure or life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. Not under Islam!
Ever! Why didn’t anyone ask why before they allowed billions of Mos to invade the West
to destroy it? How well is the Great Displacement, the Great Replacement, and the
Great Erasure going? How well does Eurabia 2025 compare to Europa? The question
of this midnight hour is if there is a Morlock Revolution here in London. Why do I think I
am going to die?....”
*** ***
The greying red haired man looked through the camera obscura at the ruined city. “I
don’t even recognize London anymore” King Harry marveled. “It looks like some
nightmare Third World failed state!”
“It is a nightmare Third World failed state Your Majesty” his Sikh general told him.
“Has anything been saved at all?”
“A little. A very little.”

“Can we save Westminster Palace?” the greying man asked. “My brother and his poor
lady perished there.”
“Brigadier General Narcissi is the best. If there is a way to save that sacred ground he
will!”
“The worst part of any battle is simply waiting for it to start” King Harry said.
“Indeed Your Majesty! But the clock is ticking to Midnight! Then the Morlocks will raise
up!...”
*** ***
What are you doing now?” Mr. Donkey asked Mr. Mole.
“I am recycling old telecommunications from the Surtr High Command as if new
telecommunications to lull the Surtr into assuming everything is under control and the
final act of WW III has not yet commenced.”
“Sooner or later won’t they realize that?” Mr. Donkey asked.
“I am disguising the recycled telecommunications with cosmic ray static and magnetic
gyrations and volcanic ash interference” Mr. Mole said as he rushed from computer to
computer.
“I will leave you to it then” Mr. Donkey said as he retreated.
“Take Precious with you so I won’t accidentally step on him!” Mr. Mole said as he ran
from computer to computer as if a juggler trying to keep ten plates spinning at one time.
“Come Precious” Mr. Donkey said as he took the small dog into his arms. “Leave your
master to spin his digital magic....”
*** ***

The Fireman wove his way through garbage and sewage and arson fires and the stench
of hundreds of thousands of indigent and starving migrants as he tried to trace how
Great Britain turned into this ultimate Third World failed state. “Increasingly Harbi
Switzerland was surrounded by hostile EU military units deployed from NATO in a crude
attempt to control the disastrous flight of liquid and digital capital as money in every
form hemorrhaged out of the EU and the UN and therefore the Caliphate as well as Dar
ul Islamic Anglestan and London as if a sieve” he explained to his invisible shadow
Lledrith. “Smuggling became a fine art as people with money and assets and treasures
fled disguised as migrants with diamonds sewed into the seams of their artfully dirty
clothes. Devon and Cornwall and the East Coast Fern Country resurrecting their time
honored art of smuggling. And smuggling also fueled the underground Black Market as
Dhimmi Dave threatened to nationalize or confiscate every business or assets of every
‘D’ to try to stop the hemorrhaging of assets out of the country.
Money went underground as the economy buckled and then either imploded or else
went ‘Black’ ---- as in Black Market. Despite breaking every law of outlawed Capitalism
and responsible Economics and National Solvency Dhimmi Dave still struggled to keep
up the charade he started when he sabotaged his nation’s survival by stopping Brexit.
All while trying to use some of the confiscated funds to run the unraveling country as
well as financing the bottomless burden of caring for more and more and more and
more migrants on top of the billions required by the Brussels Junta and the billions
required by the UN Junta for the New World Order and the billions required by the
Caliphate and the billions required by the Butcher of Istanbul and the billions required by
the Dictator of Berlin and the billions required for Global Jihad. Make that millions of
indigent and mostly illiterate and diseased migrants costing billions as well as the EU
and the UN and the Caliphate and both dictators and Global Jihad which was costing
billions ------ all on the backs of the ‘D’s because the Muslim migrants and even the
second and third generations Muslims were on the dole ------ as the entire nation
hemorrhaged monies as it staggered into insolvency ----- despite Economics and
Bankruptcy being outlawed as haram. Every D with even a suspicion of hiding money or
assets was thrown into Debtor’s prison or else beheaded for failing to pay jizya or the
wealth tax ----- as everything broke down. All as monies intended to maintain the
country vanished or else were diverted into pockets of powerful crooks.
All as everything was increasingly rationed. First rations of luxuries. Then rations of
necessities. First cell phones and petrol. Then toilet paper. Then basic foodstuffs.

Essential medicines. The lines growing longer and longer as the shelves grew barer and
barer. The nation previous known as Great Britain entered an economic death’s spiral.
All as Dhimmi Dave insisted that staying in the EU and resisting the siren call’s of Brexit
‘saved’ Great Britain from a fate worse than death. Fortunately or unfortunately the EU
Army and German paramilitary police as well as infamous UN blue helmets and Tower
star chamber executions enforced the Brussels dictatorship and the infamy of the Caliph
and the cowardice of Dhimmi Dave.
The Faithful of course were getting the top rations. Naturally! An Islamic Nation serves
Allah, Islam, The Prophet, Jihad, and the Ummah in that order. Non believers be they
the Najis filthy ‘D’s or damnable Harbi Kafirs are only allowed crumbs ----- if that.
Actually! Not even that! As sub human sub citizens the ‘D’s were not even allowed
crumbs. And no Islamic taxes or charity per Sharia can go to Unbelievers. And Harbi
Kafirs had no rights to even the now outlawed Geneva Convention. Genocide of all
Harbi Males was entirely halal. And the confiscation of all Harbi Females and children to
be sold as war booty sex slaves was also halal. The Medina Trench devoured all
resistance as if the jaws of the Dire Wolf Fenrir. So was castrating all captured Harbi
Kafir males and boys for sale into slavery. Entirely halal. If it was good enough for
Mohammad to do in the 600s then it was halal to do it now! I remember how every lying
Four P said that ISIS was not Islamic! Everything ISIS did was based on the Medina
Koran! Every bit of it! And now it was happening to us!
Dhimmi Dave promised that the confiscated monies and assets and bank accounts and
appropriated proprieties would be ‘protected’ but the nationalization and/or confiscation
still sent shockwaves across the country and indeed Europe. Dhimmi Dave insisted the
nation previously known as Great Britain was not entering an economic death spiral as
it became ever more horribly obvious it was entering a death spiral. ‘Thank Allah Brexit
was avoided!’ the Four Ps parroted over and over and over on the BBC! Wasn’t
everything so much better now!
But then the Brussels Junta and the Dictator of Berlin and the Butcher of Istanbul and
Big Sis and Trudeau the Traitor and the UN Junta also nationalized banks and
insurance brokerages as well. Nationalizing all banks and brokerages and seizing all
assets while confiscating all caches and sequestering all properties for the global crisis.
And the Marxist UN Agenda 21 blessed it. Then the national wealth and credit along
with every asset and property and cache and life’s saving and retirement kitty and any

and all monies were morally sucked out of the nation and morally harvested from every
Najis filthy sub human sub citizen Untermensch ‘D’ to be morally transferred for the
Greater Good: Allah, Islam, The Prophet, Jihad, and the Ummah via the Leftist Marxist
Jizya UN Agenda 21 through the legal enforcement of Sharia. Let Islamic prosperity
commence!” the fireman declared rhetorically as he gestured to the devastation.
“Behold Dar ul Islamic utopia! See how much better Islamic nation building is! See how
much more wonderful the Divine Vision of Mohammad is now that the Kufr West and
every Najis filthy Jahiliyyah polluted thing is being erased! Eurabia is going to be
paradise on earth! Yeah! Behold paradise on earth!” The fireman brandished his
revolver at Druggies and then marched with determination toward the now utterly dark
sky. All as a very cold wind blew into his bloody face. One hand holding the butt of his
gun lodged inside the flap of his tunic. One hand holding his side as blood oozed inside
his tunic.
It was a mystery even the fireman found hard to understand even when Wolfe in an Guy
Fawkes Anarchist Mask ranted about it every Thursday’s night when he interrupted the
Nighty Fatwa. News was now simply the ‘Nightly Fatwa’ and ‘The Call of the Faithful’
and the ‘Dhimmi Dave Show’ which always climaxed with a rousing speech by the
Caliph along with glowing reports about the Global Jihad. That and telecast executions
at The Tower. Muslims were trained from birth to be fatalistic. “It is hard to fandom the
Economic Death’s Spiral when you are deliberately raised to be not only illiterate but
ignorant” the fireman mused as he paused to peruse a roof top of an apparently
Pancras Plague abandoned block long building. Were people moving up there? Then
the fireman resumed the march toward the now dark sky as dark as he feared his future
would be. “Why do I think I will die tonight?
When there is literally no Cause and Effect then it is hard to connect the dots” the
fireman mused. “When Causality was banned by Al Ghazali who is second only to
Mohammad as the prime architect of the ‘Divine Slavery’ then comprehending the Why
& Wherefore is hard. When Free Will is banned and Individuality is damned then
comprehending how we ended up here on streets of sewage and garbage and
starvation is hard. When Reason is thrown ‘to the dogs’ and Rationality is outlawed as
Fikr and the gates of Ijtihad are not just closed but bolted and barricaded then
controlling events is hard because you can’t even ask questions. Much less understand.
Much less exercise control. Much less take responsibility. When it is all Inshallah ‘Allah
willing’ then we are impotent. As if a boat without a wheel or rudder or sails. When

miracles replace absolutely everything and praying on our hands and knees is all we
can do then controlling our lives is impossible. We are absolutely helpless. No wonder
we Mos are a breed of whiners. Victimization is our middle name.
Islam has reduced us to castrated powerlessness. We are left to the dubious mercy of
Miracles and Random Acts of Divine Caprice. Blind Faith. Allah willing. Trust the Caliph
Dictator. Trust the Beloved Leader. Trust the Divine Leader. Trust in the religious
authority of the Caliphate. Trust the mullahs and imams and clerics. Trust in
Mohammad. Trust in Islam. Trust. Blind Trust. Blind Trust and Blind Faith. Cling to the
Blessed Text and hold the Koran as if a talisman over your heart. Kowtow on your
hands and knees to Mohammad’s representatives on earth. Your rump pointing upward
to Allah. And pray endlessly. That was why even insurance was banned. It implied one
did not trust in Allah. Even maintaining a gun and cleaning it is considered unnecessary
for its welding. That is why Hamas missiles aimed at Israel never feature complex
guidance systems. Allah willing, a miracle will hurl them toward their targets: the
Murderers of Mohammad. The Jews. No wonder I am not the hero of my own boko
haram” the fireman whispered in a soft voice. “I have never been able to control my
rudderless life. I have always been the victim of circumstances. I am pushed and shove
this way or that by Wolfe or Urban Myth Whisperers or the Monuments Men or Mr. Mole
or The Dominator or The Heroine of Hyde Park or the Survivalist or Lledrith or Stephan
Marlowe or Old Jasper Sylvester or Jack Phillips or Davy....”

CHAPTER FOUR
Wolfe joined his Anarchist Brigade. With shaking hands he struggled to load his
weaponry. Soldiering was not his forte. But then the Urban Myth Whisperer appeared. “I
can’t contract one of my agents” he told the now bitter middle age Anarchist.
“Then your dangling agent is running out of time to be extracted before the Chimes toll
at Midnight” he told the spy master.
“It is ...... Davy” the grizzled old spy told Wolfe softly.
“If Davy did not reached the rendezvous with you then Davy is ......well....” Wolfe said
softly. “Davy was always a doomed soul....”
“Davy was your friend and he has done good service to us” the Urban Myth Whisperer
said softly. “We don’t abandon our agents in the field if we can help it. And Davy did not
reach the secondary rendezvous though I waited over a hour for him. And the morality
police have a Hunter pursuing him. And there is a Black Market assassin after him as
well.”
“Then I fear Davy might already be dead” Wolfe said softly. “I don’t see what I can do?
The Battle For London is about to start. It is probably too late. Double agents rarely live
to be extracted. Secret agents rarely enjoy happy ever after. I warned Davy once. About
you! He failed to understand the implications of his accidental decision to leave my
brigade of Anarchists and resume working for you. Poor Davy was always more the type
to watch TV movies like ‘David Copperfield’ rather than ‘The Spy Who Came In From
The Cold’. The trouble with Davy was he thought like Dickens. Fantastical imagination
and grotesque supporting characters in bizarre urban environments with desperate
wishes for happy ever after but no strong central character who can actually control
events. And miracles only happen to The Faithful and happy ever after only happens in
Early Dickens Novels. If Dickens wrote about Davy it would be one of his last dark
novels. Novels with doomed characters with troubled souls.”
The Urban Myth Whisperer shook his head. “We owed him! Davy has done good for the
cause!”

“It was not as if Davy deliberately agreed to go under cover for us” Wolfe said. “Davy
was an accidental double agent. Without premeditation he stumbled into espionage. At
the pivotal moment Davy chose the wrong decision. He chose to listen to you Marlowe!
He chose to go back inside instead of staying with me. Davy has made his bed and now
he must sleep on it even if it proves to be his bier. Davy’s strength but also his
weakness has always been that he drifts with the tide of destiny. Buffeted about by
events beyond his control or machinations. As a fatalist he lacks either strategy or guile.
He lets others, be they heroes or heroines or else knaves or villains to propels events
forward. He has only instincts. His instincts are unexpectedly noble as well as wyrd.
Unexpectedly and surprisingly. Extraordinary and bizarre. Sometimes very sweet. Yet
oddly childish as well. Other times shockingly feral. But when cornered he will also kill
----- especially with fire.”
“When cornered who will not kill?” the old spy replied. “Haven’t we killed?”
“If Davy had stayed with me today he might be alive or dead but if alive he would also
be in the winning side” Wolfe replied. “Davy drifted with the tides toward the enemy
camp. And for that I half way blame your slithery, silky, silvery voice Marlowe!”
“But once he drifted ---- and was nudged ---- back into the enemy’s camp we used him”
the Urban Myth Whisperer replied. “We used him and now will we abandon him?”
Wolfe struggled to load his gun. The old spy took the gun and professionally loaded the
bullets. Then he put the loaded gun back in the Anarchist’s shaking hand. “Here is the
safety. Safety on. Remember to shift the safety before you start shooting.”
“I honestly don’t know how I can help if Davy missed your rendezvous” Wolfe said.
“Is there anyplace you might think Davy will make for?” the old spy asked.
Wolfe shook his head. Then he paused. “The Greenwich Tunnel” he said. “Maybe......”
“Thank you! And good luck!” the old spy said as he slipped away. Wolfe watched him
leave. Then he resumed his struggle to load his unfamiliar weaponry. All the while he
remembered the last time he ever saw the fireman.

“I remember the last time I ever saw Davy alive. I was fleeing the morality police. So I
decided to cut through the sealed off Greenwich Tunnel under the Thames. The glass
dome of the Isle of Dogs glowed spookily in the sunset. The setting beams of burnished
light pierced the dirty glass dome with glowing light as if mimicking long ago when it
used to be a brilliantly lighted beacon to beckon one and all to experience its fantastical
Victorian extravagance of engineering and architectural audacity. It had been sealed of
course by the authorities to cut off escape routes in and out of occupied London. I was
aiming for Greenwich which was in the decaying suburbs. Despite the seizure of the
Royal Palace of Greenwich which once was a naval hospital then a naval college and
then the Maritime Museum and now a hareem for a crony of the Caliph, the majority of
the ‘D’s in Greenwich were sullen about their disenfranchisement and the increasingly
brutal occupation by the tyrants betraying the nation they still loved.
Greenwich always had deep roots in British history which anchored the people. They
never fell for the multi-cultural relativist bunkum. They never renounced their national
heroes. They never renounced the role their nation played in history. They never
renounced their vision of Great Britain as a great and also good hearted country which
always tried to leave the world a better place. They never renounced their national
values and ideals. They never renounced their historical achievements and aspirations.
They never lost their way unlike the gutless 68ers did in unmoored London. There was
always this deep connection between Greenwich and history. It was not just the
Maritime Museum which used to exist. It was not just Greenwich Observatory which
used to exist. It was not just the great ships of history which used to exist. It was a
straight line of causality that led from the Empire all the way back to the beginning of the
nation’s starring role in history. Greenwich incarnated the British Destiny.
And the thin red thread of casualty was firmly anchored on the bedrock of what made
Britain great. The British genius for democracy. For meritocracy. For tolerance. For fair
play. For due process of law. For human rights. For reason. For science. For technology.
The thrill for discovery. The excitement for exploration. The fetish for mapping. The
passion for invention. The fascination for gizmos. The obsession with time keeping.
Clocks. And Longitude. For such a curiously deviant, duplicitous, and even feral people
with a secret vein of utter savagery so terrifying we have built a cage all Due Process of
Common Law to contain our inner beast yet we British have always had a most
curiously profound embrace of the Left Brain instead of the Right Brain. Perhaps

because we are so curiously eccentric and secretly feral with such a penchant for
espionage and violence and therefore regret and guilt. So our curiously feral and
turbulent Right Brains are too dangerous and therefore are too often repressed and
bottled up. All because when we go berserk we really go berserk. As in homicidal such
as even terrified the Muslim Indians in violent India in 1857.
No one can run across a battlefield right into cannon fire to plunge their bayonet or knife
into a belly better. So we lock and barricade our disruptive Right Brains and obsessively
use our Left Brains of super rationality, obsessive compulsive precision for details,
fixations for steel and timekeeping, and genius for tinkering to channel our inner
turbulence into the Arts and Science and Technology and especially Engineering such
as the world as rarely seen. Like Old Rome, we dizens of New Rome built infrastructure
to bestride the world. And we transmuted our dangerous penchant for madness into
mere eccentricity — at least on the surface. The turbulence still churning underneath in
the inner depths of our dark souls. But we filled the surface of our world with fantastical
wonders of engineering and construction and transportation while creating arching
cathedrals of vaulting iron archways and towering domes of steel and glass. We even
transformed the depths below the surface of London with the fantastical monuments of
Victorian engineering in the form of gigantic sewers and aqueducts and underground
highways and WW II survival bastions in a maze of subterranean complexity and
wonder. A world under a world. The Underworld.
And we superficially domesticated our turbulent souls into that of a superficially banal
nation of shopkeepers fascinated as much by trade as exploration and buying and
selling as much as conquering. Always combining that vein of unspeakable violence
with a compulsion for doing good counterbalanced with enigmatical guilt for being too
successful. Embarrassed over achievers with an inferiority complex. No wonder we love
losers. We are the most paradoxical people on the face of the planet other than that
island which forms our alter ego: Japan.
Our empire was an accidental creation of merchants trailing reluctant armies too small
to bestride the world and too confused why they were dying in desert wastelands just
because merchants needed to buy and sell to the world. And our accidental empire was
created by trade and marines who were perplexed at finding themselves fighting wars in
the middle of India or Asian jungles because there were never enough soldiers and only
the British would define naval battles as land battles commanded by traders of the East

India Company. But all of this never confused Greenwich. For Greenwich did not just
keep to Greenwich Time. It invented Greenwich Time. And it still held one end of that
illusive red thread of casualty to understand that old saying: he who controls time
controls the sea. He who controls the sea controls trade. He who controls trade controls
the world.
So now I entered the flickering lights of the now derelict Greenwich Tunnel to transverse
the river Thames toward Greenwich. The beacon of British identity. The bedrock of
British history. And the future of British Restoration. For I was not just escaping arrest by
the enemies of my nation. I wasrendezvousing with a telecommunications expert turned
fugitive hacker who promised spy ware to allow me to hack into the enemy’s
telecommunications propaganda center via a secret digital backdoor of the BBC: the
Betrayers Bullshit Clique of the Four Ps.
The tunnel was spectral in its emptiness. Our enemies never used it. They thought it
haunted. And Urban Myth Whisperers whispered that Greenwich Tunnel’s long
subterranean tunnel of tile and fanatical Victorian extravagance of form and function led
into secret caverns and tunnels of the murky Underground World lurking below the
surface of London where the dead lurked and corpses floated and monsters prowled
and especially Morlocks feasted off the remains of too fatally curious Eloi who dared to
leave their ruined pleasure domes at night when their illusions of domination vanished
into shadows and their delusions of ruling were dispelled by the darkness of the dire
reality of something more sinister than the authorities could admit to, only conceal, and
seal off to prevent the darkness of the Underworld from creeping out to snatch the
living.
It was all balderdash of course. The Greenwich Tunnel never connected to any
Underground tunnel or tube or link. It never was connected to the massive Underground
depths such as the Modern Docklands where the shining towers were deeply rooted in
subterranean infrastructure intersecting the Underground labyrinth. A modern World of
Tomorrow build on top of ancient docks and Victorian warehouses and EIC relics and
now vanished immigrant slums where the ragtag and bobtail riffraff of the world once
crashed as if jettison. The castaways of an empire scattered across slums. The flotsam
of the world marooned in slums. The casualties of world conquest and world trade
stranded in slums. And the refugees of WW II dying in slums as bombs turned those
slums into fiery hell. And now those slums and the ghosts who once haunted them were

all swept away by the shining world of Tomorrowland. The New Docklands. In fact the
old and new Underground tunnels and sewers and old WW II routes and bastions all
slithered under the 1200 foot Victorian tunnel of Greenwich entirely. The once
revolutionary Victorian feat of engineering was now only a quant bauble such as used to
amuse tourists drawn toward its twin anchoring portals of glowing glassy domes.
The authorities sealed it off to cut off our escape routes. They kept trying to cut the
power but the only people who understood power grids worked for us. The Harbi
Resistance. So the Greenwich Tunnel’s lights only flickered when all of London’s lights
flickered. But that was increasingly often. For every bombing by Islamic terrorists we did
a matching bombing. So now London’s power grid was tenuously linked to only one
remaining power plant. Well! Actually we just claimed we blew up the other power
plants. Why blow up something we could use. That would be silly. Only Islamic
Terrorists and Green Fanatics obsessed with the Prophet of Ecological Doom blow up
things willy-nilly. We merely gassed everyone who did not join us and took over the
power plants to feed our expanding Underground world. Our subterranean bastions.
Our Morlock lairs as Davy so often loved to describe them. We starved the enemy but
fed our own need for electricity and lights. Sure. It was precarious. But the Welder
Helmets were improving the gerry-rigged diversion of power all of the time. And the
Cockney Cockroaches were improving our Underworld all of the time. And as we were
driven off the surface of London we moved into the Underworld. Our Underworld. So
perhaps Davy was right. We were transmuting into Morlocks. A Dickensnesque
metamorphosis from defeat into something fantastical. But the Greenwich Tunnel was
simply not important. And it as unlinked. So its lights flickered but it was ever derelict the
way London flickered and was ever more derelict.
But Greenwich Tunnel did still have its uses. So the Welder Helmets retrofitted the metal
plates and razor wire the enemies erected to seal off access ---- very badly — in order
to allow the clever to enter and exit quite easily. Now I lifted the deceptive patch of razor
wire and slithered inside the security grid. Then I crept through the darkening shadows
to a massive metal plate sealing the shaft and broken lifts and spiraling staircases. I
punched the code and opened a small door and slithered right inside.
The huge glass dome allowed the last glow of sunset to filled the Victorian
antechamber. My boot crunched broken glass. Garbage was strewn everywhere. Graffiti
besmirched the white tile walls. The few remaining electric lights fluttered erratically. It

was sadly rundown the way every place was now. London was not just devolving but
decaying the way Old Rome decayed when the Vandals conquered it. Crumbling away
under careless abuse by barbarians. Then I took the apparently locked spiral staircase
downwards into the depths of the shaft to the long tunnel under the Thames. Then I
emerged, if that was the correct word, into the dark depths as if entering Hades.
My footsteps rang with subterranean echoes. My torch bobbling. The few flickering
lights gave the long tunnel an oddly disconcerting quality. As if haunted. The tunnel long
and descending and shadowy. The old video security cameras were broken. The wires
dangling. The once shiny white tiles were smashed in many places. Foul graffiti laced
with Arabic obscenities besmirching some walls. Our own tattered Generation Identity
propaganda posters covering up other walls. A visual war of conflicting identities in what
was rapidly becoming both an occupation and a civil war.
Then I commenced crossing over the Thames River as if crossing over the River Styx.
All that was missing was the placard ‘Abandon hope all ye who enter here’ and the boat
of Charon. Make that a peddle bike taxi. Then I heard a sound! Footsteps! I turned off
my torch and pressed myself into the flickering shadows as someone ran down the
shadowy tunnel from the other direction. The footsteps paused. Then I heard what
almost sounded like a whimpering cry. Then the shadowy footsteps raced toward me.
And Davy collided right into me!
‘Davy’ I said as I grabbed his spindly form. His malnourished chest was panting. ‘Long
time. No see. I have not seen you since the last riots before the tanks routed us. Still a
fireman I see? Pretending to be a fireman but working for us or else a fireman for real
now?’
‘I am late for a rendezvous!’ Davy panted. His dark eyes accented by harsh circles as if
exhausted. His long, dark, double eyelashes, his only claim to beauty, fluttering in the
deep hollows of the jutting bones of his eye sockets. His exotic but scarred face gaunt
and haggard. There appeared to be tears in his disquieted eyes.
‘You are always late for rendezvous.’ I laughed. ‘Someday being late for a rendezvous
will be the death of you. Who are you meeting on the Isle of Najis Dogs? The Docklands
are suppose to be nationalized now. Everyone is being driven out. Their condos and
properties confiscated for the Greater Good ---- of the Caliph and his cronies. Our

glorious Mo Mayor is giving a wonderful imitation of Vichy Government of Traitors.
Surprise! Surprise! A man who ranted in Trafalgar Square in 1997 against Kufr and the
Kafirs to impose an Islamic state is now crushing the Kafirs and is imposing an Islamic
state in London. Surprise! Surprise! Surprise! It is a repeat of the Shard. May the god of
fire reward our good Islamic Mayor.’
‘May the god of Pancras plagues reward the ‘elite’ migrants and the suddenly rich
oligarches as they move into their ill gotten roosts’ Davy replied panting. “What is Vichy?
A fish?”
‘The traitorous French part of Nazi occupied France during WW II’ I explained.
‘I am late for a rendezvous’ Davy panted.
“What were you just doing? Your footsteps paused abruptly at this spot and your face is
wet with tears.
‘This is a sad spot for me. I cannot explain. I am late for....’
‘....Long time. No see. You are always late for rendezvous so pause to talk to an old
friend. Are we not friends anymore? I was wondering if you were still on our side.’ I have
told my pals about our misspent teenaged years together. We dropped out of school
together and dropped into Anarchy together. And we waged many a brawl or fight or riot
together. But since you were burned by mustard gas during those last riots you have
proven to be illusive. Disturbingly illusive. I never understood why you signed up to be a
fireman when you could have signed up with my brigade Davy’ I asked. ‘You always
said you loved the Generation Identity posters we used to paste everywhere together.’
‘I had my reasons for joining the firemen. And my reason is dead now. She is dead now.
I have a rendezvous.’ Davy gestured to run.
I grabbed his arm. ‘Davy. I am so very sorry. Why didn’t you tell me about her? You
never told me about her. Who was she? How did she die?’

‘My ..... fiancee ...... hanged herself! Because of me! Her death is my fault!” Davy all but
shouted. “And my guilt and grief has driven me near to madness!’ Davy burst into tears
as he tried to hug him. But he pushed me away. ‘I am late for a rendezvous!’
‘Who? Other than Charon to row you across the River Thames into the Underworld of
Hades? Why didn’t you tell me about her? Do you want to talk about it? Her? We used
to be ..... friends. We still are! At least I still am!’
‘I can’t talk about it!’ Davy shouted. ‘I can’t talk about her. My happy ever after is torn to
tatters. Seventh Heaven is now the antechamber of Purgatory. She was the only thing I
ever loved. She was my Melisande. And she died because of me! And the guilt of that is
gutting me! If I could cross over to the Underworld to find her as if Orfeo I would. To
rescue her or else to stay in Hell with her. But as you know Wolfe. Islam has buried
music. And I have not the skill to sing to awaken the spirits of the deceased or resurrect
the dead such as your Christians believe in. Resurrection of the dead is not an option in
Islam!’
‘Such a fantastical imagination you have Davy. What a poet you might have been Davy
if only you had learned something other than arson. Was that from one of your TV
movies? Poetry and music and TV movies. And the operas we once enjoyed together.
Everything that your religion has declared haram. Next thing you will tell me you joined
the fire department to save art. You are as Right Brain as I am Left Brain. You are as ID
and I am Superego. You are as subterranean in your emotional and magical view of the
world as I am logical and analytical. You are as feral as the Isle of Dogs while I am as
precise as Greenwich. Curious antipodes we are. Yet co-walkers just the same.
Why are you going to the Isle of Dogs? Who are you meeting? Not that Urban Myth
Whisperer again? You know Marlowe is MI 5. He is wooing you to turn you. To use you.
Or more correctly to use your uniform as a fireman. Your insider connections. Davy.
Don’t listen to that siren! He woos you onto the rocks of espionage. Double agents
never end well and secret agents never end happy. You have not the deceit or the craft
to play such a suicidal game.’
‘Perhaps I deserve to die!’ Davy shouted to me as his dark eyes pooled with tears. ‘I am
everyone’s hero again. And everyone trusts me again. And I am the darling of the

Elephant & Castle Fire Department. And my Captain has made me his pet. Perhaps it is
destiny.’
‘Davy!’ I shouted as I grabbed one arm. He winced. It was the still wounded arm burned
by mustard gas. ‘The trouble with you is that you are easily dominated. And your
emotions get the better of you. You don’t think things through to their logical conclusions
or weight the implications and ramifications. Casualty has never been your strong point.
You won’t win! You are just being used! Fight alongside me in my Anarchist Brigade. As
an Identitarian. Win or lose, alive or dead, it is a more honorable way to fight and a
more noble way to die. Spies are doppelgängers who pose as their own alter egos.
Traitors posing as patriots. Patriots posing as traitors. Splintered souls and hearts
cleaved in twain. Playing both sides until it all blurs into a shadowy quagmire of
ambiguity. Losing the plot half way through the thriller. Spies are co-walkers creeping
down dark tunnels toward their own destruction!’
‘Maybe I don’t deserve a honorable exit or a noble death!’ Davy retorted. ‘My darling
beloved girl died because of me! My ..... unwanted ..... love for her free spirit. I wanted
to anchor her to me as my beacon toward the safe harbor of happiness. Like my
namesake. David Copperfield. But that Davy caused the death of his precious thing no
less than I caused the death of my precious thing! For she never loved me as much as I
so desperately, too desperately, too desperately and too unseemly loved her! As Pelleas
caused the death of Melisande I caused the death of my beloved. Her beautiful long hair
becoming her noose. We always kill the thing we love!’
‘Wrong TV movie. I retorted bitchily. ‘Davy! Life is not TV movies or operas or dreams or
ghosts or shadows or wyrd weirdness or hauntings or magic. Get real! Don’t go to that
silvery voiced seducer. Especially on the Isle of Dogs. A rendezvous on an Isle named
after Dogs. Najis dogs. Talk about an omen! Come with me. Back to Greenwich. Join
my...’
‘....They don’t trust me in your brigade!’ Davy shouted as he tore away from me. ‘No one
trusts me! I don’t even trust me! Perhaps I was born a fetch! A co-walker in the Land of
Weird! A creature of shadows and strange and duplicity! Perhaps I am a bad person
Wolfey! A damned soul! Don’t you get it Wolfey? You don’t even know me! Not the real
me!’

‘You have not the craft for it!’ I shouted. ‘Espionage! And I won’ be able to trust you if
you play both ends of a very shabby game! I keep telling my brigade that you are going
straight! Instead you are going down an ever darker labyrinth to rendezvous with
monsters!’
‘Are you giving me an ultimatum Wolfey?’ Davy retorted with a bitter look. ‘Either or?’
‘Yes! That is what happens in civil wars!’ I retorted. ‘Either or! One side or the other side!
And no side forgives or trusts secret agents! Double agents! Insider agents! Or moles!’
‘You underestimate my Left Brain Wolfey” Davy retorted bitterly. “I just don’t show it to
you. That does not mean I don’t have one. I just show you part of myself. Not my whole
self. Because if I showed you my whole self you never would have loved me.’ Davy
broke away from my grip and ran down the dark tunnel as the few remaining lights
flickered ghostly. Then Davy shouted ‘Are you satisfied at last Lledrith?’ as he vanished
into the shadows.
Wolfe stared at the gun in his shaking hand. Then he stared at his compatriot Guy. “I
walked up to the spot where Davy paused so curiously but saw nothing but a patch of
loose tiles and most oddly a little pile of pathetic weeds arranged as if a substitute for
haram flowers. Then I stormed down the other direction of the tunnel toward Greenwich
and my meeting with the hacker. And I never saw Davy again.” Wolfe stared at the gun
in his shaking hand. “I always regretted that last absurd fight with Davy. Over what? I
know not what. He was mad with survivor’s guilt about that lost love of his. I am sure he
was not responsible for her death. Everyone was dying. The streets were filling up with
the dead. And tanks were indiscriminately blasting everyone to smithereens. And
mustard gas competed with Pancras Plague gas. And the uncommitted and the
innocent were trapped in the middle. Collateral damage. Everyone was dying. Death
was everywhere.
Davy was suffering from survivors guilt. Everyone was suffering from survivor’s guilt.
Guilty for surviving as bodies filled the streets as everyone died. Relieved yet guilty at
the same time. But I should have handled Davy more gently. I always forgot he suffered
from PTSD from child abuse. It always made Davy so maddeningly tetchy at times.
Irrational. Pain warping his reason. Trauma garbling his responses. His Right Brain
throbbing. Sobbing. And bleeding. His Left Brain unable to cope with its kindred brain so

out of control way too often. His nights filled by such nightmares he was an insomniac.
Even in the Greenwich Tunnel Davy ran a twisted road to nowhere.”
Wolfe stared at the gun in his shaking hand. Then his compatriot hugged the now
almost middle aged Anarchist. “What’s wrong oh Great and Terrible Wolfey? Why do
you torture yourself over a troubled soul you cannot save?”
“It is too late to save those who damn themselves” Wolfe admitted. “And the Chimes toll
at Midnight tonight. So I have not the time or psychological skill to cope with survivors
guilt such as Orfeo or Davy suffered from. Forgive me for always chattering on about
Davy you. It must bore you so!”
“Don’t worry sweetie” Guy said. “I understand your adolescent crush. But you loved him
more than he loved you. Love unrequited is the stuff of romantic Gay dreams.”
“My love was unwanted” Wolfe whispered softly. “Unsolicited. I thought Davy was just in
the closet. Most Mos are. Homosexuality is so deeply haram it is Hell bound damnation.
Rape and molestation is all Mos are capable of with the same sex. Violence and
loathing and hatred directed viciously toward the same sex. They are compelled to
brutalize what they cannot allow themselves to love. Even if Davy was a heretic, which
he was, astonishing so, he could not unlock the closet of his bleeding heart.
I always assumed he was Gay. A closeted Gay. He never appeared to want sex with
girls. With anyone. I thought he was in the closet. I thought if I wooed him very slowly he
would come to love me the way I loved him. But one day I found out Davy was not Gay.
Or even Bi. He was a goddamn heterosexual. Fiancee and all! What an old fashion
word to use. Fiancee. In this day and age who has a fiancee? Fantasizing marriage and
happy ever after and everything right out of a Dickens movie. God save me from
sentimentalists and imaginative mystics! I thought Davy was ..... and instead Davy was
mad with grief that day. Over her. And we quarreled over nothing at all. Trifles. Jealous. I
was jealous. To be blind sided in the middle of the Greenwich Tunnel no less. By a man
blinded by grief. Unable to leave the grave of his dead love or move on. Some stay
rooted to the graves of their grief forever. Turning their lives into a wastage of shame
and pain. Others move on. I moved on. Show me the safety again Guy”

“Sure Wolfey. My darling sweetie. My incredulous imitation if a computer geek Spartan
Queer. This is the safety.”
“Guy. I have told you to act straight when I am commanding my brigade. Even if it is just
one of the Anarchist Brigades. Respect the uniform even if you are fucking the man.”
“Sweetie. Everyone knows you are my husband” Guy said. “Between us love is not
unrequited. Love is very much shared. Tonight we will fight and perhaps we will die.
Dying with me guarding your back. But I won’t have survivors guilt because I have no
intention of surviving my lover’s death. Either we trod the earth together or else we will
go hand in hand to heaven or hell or else a Medina Trench mass grave. I care not as
long as I am by your side.”
“You speak as if Orfeo to Euridice” Wolfe said. “You speak as Davy spoke to me of his
fiancee inside that shadowy Greenwich Tunnel.”
“So perhaps Davy was passing over the River Styx sans aid from Charon to confront
Hades to either release his beloved or else permit him to stay in the Underworld with his
beloved?” Guy said.
“But Davy had neither the skill of Orfeo or the harp of music to call forth the spirits of the
dead.”
“From what I gathered from your occasional stories David was always a doomed soul”
Guy said softly. “For Davy haunts you as if a living ghost.”
“Yes. David was always a doomed soul” Wolfe said. “ Such doomed souls either end up
in Hell or else haunted houses. So this is the safety....”

*** ***
“.....I have hopelessly missed the second rendezvous” the fireman grimaced as he
marched into the growing darkness. “Wolfe always said being late forrendezvouses
would be the death of me. And the Greenwich Tunnel is in the opposite direction. And
the Ferals will be prowling soon. Too soon. If I don’t find a cubbyhole to hide in I will die

tonight. Why do I think I will die tonight? Allah willing, there will be a miracle” the fireman
mused softly as he marched into the darkness. “Allah willing, victory will be achieved.
But whose victory? And regardless of who wins how can I claim any share of the spoils
of victory? I but cling to the shirttails of Chance. And whatever the winning side might be
I have no moral claim to enjoy the fruits of whatever dubious peace which might arise.
Why do I think I will die tonight? What a sorry story my boko haram will be. None to
even know how to read in order to read it. And it is but dictated to the sprites of
darkness. Scribbled on the foul air. As if fire and smoke. As if ash and cinder. The story
of my miserable life. From the moment I was born it has been a downward spiral.
Beyond my control. And however my boko haram will end that ending will not be ‘happy
ever after’. But can this poor bleeding country have a ‘happy ever after’? After what we
have done to poor raped and bloody Britannia? We have taharrushed Britannia!” the
fireman snarled in a harsh voice. “And if Allah blesses that then Allah is a mad god. And
I won’t kowtow on my hands and knees with my bony arse pointed straight up into the
air for a mad god!
Oh were was I in my dictation of my boko haram to the sprites of darkness? Oh yes!
Dhimmi Dave was forced to retract the threat of further nationalization when the ‘revert’
CEOs protested. They betrayed their nation to enrich themselves and they would hardly
part with their ill gotten riches now. They kept reservations on secret planes at
Southampton to flee if cornered. Liquid capital fight. Then Dhimmi Dave admitted the
Dole was bankrupt and Welfare was deader than a dodo. And oh yes! Surprise!
Surprise! So was the NHS. So was the entire government. There simply was no more
money to be had. Not a penny. Not a farthing. Not a shilling. And not a pound to be had.
Drained dry. Leeched and sucked and bottomed! Like bankrupt Rio hosting the 2016
Olympics. Like bankrupt Venezuela hosting carnival.
That announcement caused massive riots from the Muslims who assumed they could
and would always enjoy the dole and never ever actually have to work. Hell! In the good
old Kafir days the migrants would riot and burn down their centers over the lack of
gourmet halal food or even gummy bears. Having to eat indigenous foods even if halal.
Having to eat spaghetti. The food not fit for ‘women or dogs’. Or if their free pocket
money was not enough. If their asylum centers were not luxurious enough. Did not have
air conditioning. Wifi. Free movie downloading. Video games. Free cigarettes. Hell. Free
booze. Free designer clothes. Italian shoes. Free cell phones. Endless freebies as the

Gimmegrants they were. Even free whores. And only in Sweden or Germany where the
freebies were the best. And no snow or ice. No remote countryside. Only the best of
cities. And don’t even think about asking the ‘Best of Peoples’ to assimilate or integrate.
Much less learn German or Swedish. Or attempt a job. Forget it!
‘Don’t you know who we are? We are the Ubermensch Ummah. Kneel down and kiss
our dirty trainers. And oh yes! New trainers too. Now you miserable Najis filthy Kafir ‘D’
White Slaves! You dogs! You pigs! You rotting vermin! What the fuck is wrong with you?
Why aren’t you ready to hand absolutely everything over to us? Including your blond
daughters. Devshirme! Now! Or else we Taharrush! Give us everything you have as
Jizyah Tribute of the Conquered to the Conquerors or else we will take it from you as
Ghazi Razzia. Don’t you get it yet? The fucking Four Ps lied. It was never a
humanitarian crisis. It was always an invasion. A conquest. Cower before us and we
might at least let your live. But only as our White Slaves of course. We are the Eloi! You
are the Morlocks! You only exist to serve us!’
Well! Jump to the end game of the Great Replacement. Fast forward to the moment
reality kicked in. Now the gimmegrants and economic migrants and rapefugees and
ingrates and chancers and deadbeats and leeches and parasites no less than the
criminals and drug gangs were confronted with the unspeakable horror of actually
working. Work? Really? Are you kidding? The whole point of being The Best of Peoples
was that you were not suppose to ever have to work. Work? That is something the
White Slaves and ‘D’s and Morlocks did! Not the ‘Best of Peoples’! What is the point of
conquest if you have to work? The point of conquest is to bleed everyone else dry. We
are the Eloi! The Eloi don’t work! Fuck you! Hell no! Eloi don’t fucking work!
And indeed over fifty, sixty, seventy, even eighty percent of Muslims in Great Britain and
indeed all of Europe never worked a day in their lives. Living on the dole. Paid to do one
thing alone: breed the Great Replacement on the dole with four welfare wives
committing welfare fraud. Sucking the teats of the Socialistic Welfare States. They had
done it their entire lives. They did not know how to do anything else. Just suck the teats
of the Socialistic Welfare States. Work? Hell! They did not understand the concept. Eloi
never do. They expect their pleasure domes to last forever. The how and why and
wherefore of the miracles of their maintenance was beyond their inbred comprehension.
Eloi don’t work! Morlocks work! End of discussion!

Well! Guess what happened next? Riots erupted all over Great Britain and indeed all of
Europe as the economic migrants and gimmegrants and rapefugees and ingrates and
chancers and deadbeats and leeches and parasites no less than the criminals and drug
gangs started to suck the fumes dry as Europe ran out of gas ie money. Drained to the
dregs. Everything sucked out. Bottomed. For all intensive purposes Europe and Great
Britain was bankrupt. Unless the Great Muslim Migration stopped and Muslims got off
their fat arses Europe and Great Britain would not only be bankrupt but failed states.
The worse failed states. At least the Third World failed states had a track record of
limping along. They were used to failure. Chaos. Starvation. And violence. The West
was used to being a functioning machine called the Advanced World which appeared to
effortlessly print money. No one had any experience coping with a Third World failed
state. Much less if their once functioning Advanced World nations became Third World
failed states. So now it was salvage or else scavenge time. And the Great Muslim
Migration had to stop. No ifs, ands, or buts. The Wild Party was over. The IOU’s were
due. It was hangover time!
The trouble was people smuggling made Muslim insiders tons of money. Crooks in
police departments made tons of money. Welfare fraud shysters made tons of money.
The Caliph and his cronies made tons of money off people smuggling. Millions. Like
vacuuming up loose change in every Third World country. The only people stuck paying
the bills and footing the consequences for people smuggling was the once Advance
World of Europa which was now rapidly becoming the ultimate failed state of Eurabia.
And Eurabia was now stuck with millions and millions and millions and millions and
millions and millions and millions of unskilled and mostly illiterate and diseased and
retarded migrants. The deluge impossible to stop. The insane group think of illiterate
and delusional migrants too entrenched for reality to pierce.
And the Caliph and his cronies and also the hoity-toity Holies enjoyed carte blanche as
long as they threw the free bread at the mob in the modern day version of the
Colosseum while entertaining the mobs with spectacles. In this case the orgy of violent
Sharia executions. The Tower was the New Muslim Colosseum and the tortured and
executed were relieving the spectacle of Roman Christians being fed to the lions. Only
now it was British Christians being beheaded or crucified or chopped up or burned alive.
Roman sadism turned into Muslim sadism. And sometimes the spectacle included free
bread. Or at least it did. So now Muslims rioted at the mere idea of going cold turkey

and actually being expected to work for their bread. And the riots were so serious the
Caliph and hoity-toity Holies recanted. And all the while millions and millions and
millions of migrants continued to pour into devolving Eurabia as Europa was destroyed.
Cut off at the knees, Dhimmi Dave was reduced to ‘Rob Peter To Pay Paul’ financial
chicanery. He stopped the funding for anything else. Infrastructure. Hospitals. NHS.
Schools were closed by now of course. Power. Street lights. Sewer maintenance. Water
purification. The Thames water quality. Air quality. Environmental maintenance. Solar
investments. Bio-fuel investments. Grand Solar Minimum agricultural retrofitting to save
harvests. Defense. Civic improvements. Even civic maintenance. Planting trees ---- as
every single tree was chopped down. That ended. The zoos were closed. The animals
and birds were fed to the migrants. Parks closed and were turned into migrant camps.
Building maintenance. That stopped. Zoning. Any inspections of any sort. Hauling away
trash. Street cleaning. Any but the most minimal policing. As trains broke down they
vanished. As the Underground broke down it shut down. Everything else was starved to
feed migrants and Mos. Not even house them. Just feed migrants. Feeding hundreds of
thousands and then millions of migrants and dole abusing Mos. Like a human body
shutting down as it starved. Cannibalizing itself as it starved. The nation cannibalized
itself. Rationing more and more simply became a scramble for food as everything else
ran out. And increasingly the Scavenge Rats looted and Ghazi Razzia Criminals robbed
and Drug Gangsters destroyed. Money vanished. Barter appeared. Bartering for food.
Looting and salvaging and scavenging for food. Everyone tearing down everything to
barter for food. That only escalated the decline and fall of the nation which once used to
be Great Britain.
And of course Dhimmi Dave racketed up the jizya. No Mo expected to pay taxes just as
no Mo expected to work. He confiscated everything he could confiscate. He started to
delay EU payments and UN payments and even the NATO Jihad payments to play shell
games with trillions which melted away to billions which melted away to mere millions as
London and Great Britain crumbled ----- literally ----- as absolutely everything started to
fall apart and fall down from lack of maintenance or investment ----- even as more and
more and more and more and more migrants flooded into the island. Flooding in faster
than destructive storm surges. Then he froze the Thames Barrier closed to stop the
Somali pirates as power started to sputter. All as this Grand Solar Minimum racketed up.

But now the country had no money to cope with a Maunder little ice age. Much less help
the rest of the world cope with a Maunder little ice age.
That led to a fatal cascade of yet more uncontrollable migration as devastated Third
World countries, that is to say Islamic and African countries, imploded under ecological
collapse. They had never bothered to plan to cope with Global Warming because they
always assumed the guilt riddled West would, as usual, pony up the monies. Well! No
more money! And it was another disaster entirely! An ice age! What the fuck! And of
course these same Third World countries, that is to say Islamic and African countries,
also grossly over breed toward uncontrollable surpluses of gross over population. On
purpose. Over breeding on purpose. Always assuming the guilt riddled West would pony
up the monies. Well! No more money! No more cheap charity food and no more money!
Fortunately the Internet and Twitter and Facebook and Youtube were banned around
this time. The technology became so decayed it was all but inaccessible. Computers
were now all breaking down. TV and Radio had a certain useful techno obsolescence
which could be exploited and also controlled by the mosques and authorities. And it
could be insulated and hermetically sealed from outside contamination. That is to say
the news. The real news. But then the Anarchists figured out how to highjack techno
obsolescence and interrupt the Radio and TV telecasts of the ‘Call of the Faithful’ and
the Dhimmi Dave Show and the glorious updates about the Global Jihad with their own
terrifying form of the news. That is to say the real news. And to be extra spiteful the
Anarchists would often highjack the airways with old Rock and Roll programs or else
ancient televised Operas or Doctor Who serials or ‘Are You Being Served’ or else long
ago Soccer games. Such horrifying Kafir Jahiliyyah!
What was the last TV movie I watched before it all went dark? It was a weird thing. I
think the last commercial channel put it on as a last act of defiance. The singer was
suppose to be famous. I saw his face once in an opera Wolfe showed me. A famously
banned singer in a famously banned movie. All weird music. What did the host say as
he explained it? ‘L’Orfeo was the first opera ever performed and therefore it is fitting for
L’Orfeo to be the last opera ever to be performed.’ I had never seen its like. Orfeo and
Euridice.
I only watched it because I was cleaning my tiny garret to transform it into Seventh
Heaven for my beloved darling girl. My secret fiancee. My Melisande. The reason I was

trying to go straight. For my secret love. And secretly I liked to listen to haram music the
same way I loved to watch Jahiliyyah movies. Why is the forbidden so seductive? Why
is the beautiful so forbidden? And why did Mohammad ban all of it? And why does Allah
hate all of it? Everything that is pretty? Everything that is tender and loving and sweet?
Happy ever after. Like David savoring Dora from a chaste distance in that TV movie I
loved so much. I especially like Dickens movies because everything is so chaste.
Reserved. Honorable. Courting. No one jumping straight into bed. Respectful.
Sentimental. Treasuring. Adoring. Love earned by acts of heroism. But at the same time
the final love was always a love of equals. Equal souls in love with each other. Why did
Mohammad ban it and why does Allah hate it?
I grew up so alone. Always burdened with trying to protect Mother and those pathetic
whiny whelps. Always the one expected to be the adult. Always the one burdened with
doing whatever was brutally necessary for us to survive. Beaten and abused until finally
I had to try to murder The Dominator after he murdered Mother and then tried to murder
Ahmad. Murdering the bugger who tried to assault Ahmad. Murdering the cleric and the
imam who might have informed on me for murdering the bugger trying to assault
Ahmad. Trying to cope with Mohammad’s hysteria and Ahmad’s trauma because I had
to do the dirty work of murdering to save us. To save them. Finally and at last dragging
Mohammad and Ahmad away from that hell hole. All of those hell holes. Alone was safe!
But being alone with them was not consolation for me because I was always the one
burdened with doing whatever it took for us to survive. What about me? Didn’t I need
someone to care about me? Didn’t I need someone to love me?
And spelunkering is fun but so very lonely. Exploring empty and abandoned spaces and
forgotten places as if a living ghost. It became so very lonely. As if I was vanishing into a
living ghost. I was trying to go straight so I could use the influence of my uniform and my
tiny wages to rescue her. My secret fiancee. I liked to call her my secret fiancee. Allah
has 99 names but Love is not one of them. And Islam has no love. No. Not at all.
Marriage is buying the vagina of your property for your own exclusive sexual enjoyment.
Wives. War booty sex slaves. For your exclusive enjoyment. Slaves and women. That is
how Mohammad equated the inferiors to men. Slaves and women. Pity your slaves and
women Mohammad said. Allah has 99 names but Love is not one of them.
The very word for marriage in Arabic literally means ‘to fuck’ your property. Four human
properties to be exact. And you are the mehram guardian master owner of those four

pieces of human property which can be raped and beaten at will. Imprisoned. You don’t
ever have to allow them to leave your house. Not even to go to mosque. And your
human properties must obey you as their unquestioning master. And if you beat the shit
out of them until they scream in agony your neighbors are legally obligated to turn a
blind eye and deaf ear to what you are doing to your human properties inside your
house and not report it to the Kafir authorities unless the human properties die or else
are beaten so badly they are required to go to hospital.
But the hospital is not required to ask questions unless the properties are either dying or
else their bones are too badly broken. And the four pieces of human property only need
to be fed twice a day and provided with two new sets of clothing once a year plus
minimum medicines. And they must clean and cook as well as whore for you. Your
personal whores for your exclusive enjoyment who will cook and clean and slave for you
and also breed a dozen inbred cretins each until they die. And if they lose their looks
you have the right to divorce them and abandon them. And of course you keep the
inbred cretins. No wonder I grew up hating sex.
I did not want that. That is why I wanted her. My secret fiancee. I wanted to be her
rescuer so she would need me. Her Paladin so she would love me. Her protector so she
would marry me. The girl I hoped would become my wife. Wife in a Kafir way. That is
why I picked a Kafir. A Sikh Princess. All Sikhs are either ‘Lions’ if male or ‘Princesses’ if
female. My secret fiancee was a Princess with the longest and most beautiful long hair.
Sikhs are not suppose to cut their hair because their hair is magic. Like Melisande.I
wanted to love my Melisande Princess and protect her and treasure her in sickness and
in health until death do us part. I wanted to live in Seventh Heaven with her. I wanted to
meet her in Heaven. I wanted to stay by her side in this life and the next life and eternity.
The girl I adored from a distance and always saw as my fiancee ---- even if I only
adored her from afar ---- in my own imagination. Reenacting scenes in my head as if a
TV movie of my life as if written by Dickens or else that French Opera Wolfe used to
play on his laptop or else his portable record player for me.
I have never seen such hair as yours.
See! See! Though it comes from so high
it floods me to the heart!
And it is so sweet! Sweet!
As though it has fallen from Heaven!

I can no longer see the sky
through your locks.
My hands can no longer hold your locks.
They are like love birds in my hands.
And they love me more than you love me.
Even if you do not love me
your hair loves me!
Do you hear my kisses?
I am kissing your hair....
And exhausted from my struggle to turn a garret into Seventh Heaven for my secret
fiancee I turned to my cheap little TV set to either turn it off or else turn it to something I
normally liked to watch. TV movies. Especially Dickens sentimental TV movies. But then
I realized the happy couple were celebrating their wedding. Like what I was hoping to
celebrate. My wedding. So I kept watching on my cheap little TV set. And everyone was
so happy. The stage funny. Big floating flowers. A hippy VW van. Flowers. Happy Kafir
party goers. Like Paradise Lost. The lost Paradise of Lost Europe. Lost Britain. The lost
world of the Kafirs which we were destroying. Everyone celebrating the happy Kafir
wedding. Singing. Dancing. Drinking. Laughing. Music. Mixed sexes. Shocking.
Beautiful Kafir girls in shocking states of undress. That is to say unveiled. All of it haram.
Everyone celebrating a happy couple’s happy marriage. What I was so hoping for with
her. My secret fiancee.
And then that guy Orfeo sang of his love for Euridice. Funny. Everyone clearly liked him
but he sang how lonely his life had been. But at least the party goers liked him and his
darling girl loved him. I have never been liked or loved in my entire life. Then that guy
Orfeo sang how his darling girl lifted him out of his shell. Her free spirit lifting his soul out
of his loneliness and brooding unhappiness. How the sorrow and pain of being human
make happiness more poignant than the gods could ever understand. How morality
makes life more intense and love more precious. He had been so very lonely and
unhappy. Only his dedication to music kept him going. But now through his darling’s
love he would know happy ever after. And I was hooked. So I watched for the happy
ever after. And instead Euridice died of a snake bite before their wedding night. Love
unconsummated.

So Orfeo said he would go to the Underworld and rescue his darling beloved girl or else
stay there with her forever. Life or death. And then the happy pastoral scenes changed
to the dark and grotesque Underworld of shadows and corpses and skulls and death.
But he kept singing. And a funny angel girl with fluttering silky silly wings and an ukulele
helped him find his way to his beloved darling girl. First to steal the magical taxi to enter
the Underworld. Then to confront Death. Singing to awaken the spirits so his darling
would hear his voice and find her way to him. And through it all the funny angel called
Hope kept inspiring Orfeo to keep singing.
But Death kept trying to foil him. And there were grotesque beasts and monsters
everywhere. Everything conspiring to silence his song and still his magical voice and
frustrate his love to prevent him finding his dead love. But the power of music kept
inspiring him to sing on. And Orfeo kept singing with a voice which was so unbelievably
beautiful. I don’t know who the guy was. But he did not look particularly remarkable or
like a movie star or rock star. He was not pretty. Kinda like me. Not pretty. Not adored.
Stoic. Not showy. Increasingly dirty. Sometimes brooding. Often despairing. Except for
the angel of Hope terribly alone. But his voice broke my heart!
Funny! Islam says singing and music is haram. So haram. Haram and Jahiliyyah. The
most dangerous sort of Haram and Jahiliyyah. Especially Kafir music. Especially this
sort of music. It drives morally superior Muslims mad. It seduces the Faithful to their
damnation. That was why it was being banned. That is why music must be buried. That
was why this was going to be the very last opera ever witnessed in TV. But that guy who
played Orfeo sang so beautifully he seduced me utterly. Something about his hair. His
beautiful hair. And a nice solid face like Wolfey. Stoic like Wofley. A lot like Wolfey. But
then I was always easily seduced by pretty things and this was so very pretty. No!
Beautiful. Soulful. So I guess Islam is right. Music and singing is dangerous because it
seduces the soul. Orfeo seduced the souls of the Underworld. Orfeo even seduced
Death with his singing to finally secure the release of Euridice after decades in the
Underworld. Despite everything Orfeo persevered and finally Euridice was allowed to
return to life on the surface of the earth.
But as always there was a catch. There is always a catch! Orpheo had to lead his
precious darling back to the Surface of Life Reborn only by the power of his voice. He
could not touch her. He could not hold her hand. And he could not look back. He had to
trust only the power of his voice to bring his lost beloved back. But was his voice good

enough? And was the power of music strong enough? Was there enough magic in
music to resurrect the dead? As he sang his way along the blood red carpet in the black
depths of the Underworld he stumbled and at the cusp of reaching Life he looked back
to behold his darling reaching out to him ---- and dying before him ---- again.
The last scene shows Orfeo transformed into a homeless bum. A disheveled drunk. A
lonely, forgotten, and desolated man who wasted his entire life mourning by his dead
darling’s grave. A man haunted his entire life by his pain and guilt for his darling’s death.
A man doomed by the death of Love. The death of Hope. Then suddenly there is this
frenzy of a wedding party. Happy people. Everyone ignoring this dirty homeless bum
weeping by the grave of some dead woman. The wedding celebration contrasting the
shattering grief as Orfeo uses a knife to slash his arm. And all the while the wedding
celebrations continue oblivious to his grief. It is as if as replay of the first happy
wedding, his happy wedding. But now the celebration is cruel, edgy, almost taunting,
with escalating heartless frenzy.
What is the word? A parody. A mockery of happiness trampling on the grave of his
beloved. Defiling his sad altar of doomed love which Orfeo constructed to his dead
bride. Trampling the decaying relics of his own wedding underfoot. All as he sits
hunched over in the decay of that grave. The signs announcing his happy wedding
tattered. His clothes dirty. His face gaunt. His arm bloody. And utterly ignored by the
happy celebrants as his slashed his veins to ooze out his life’s blood.
But then one of the wedding guests turn around. Shining. Beautiful. Glowing. Happy.
And she peruses the filthy and suicidal bum. And the funny angel called Hope appears
again and plays her ukulele to remind the shimmering vision of something, someone,
which she has forgotten. And for a full minute the shimmering vision of beauty stares at
the dying drunk. And then the ghost of Euridice recognizes the wreckage as Orfeo dying
on the grave of someone. And the ghost of Euridice realizes that the abandoned man on
the abandoned grave is her lost lover. And the grave is her grave. And she is really
dead. And she is really a ghost. A ghost haunt by memories. A ghost replaying the
memories of her doomed wedding. And then the ghost of Euridice comes up to the
dying suicide. He is sitting on the edge of an grave as one arm bleeds out its life’s
blood. And then she sits on the edge of that grave. That all but open grave.

And then she so very slowly reaches across that open grave, her grave, and holds him
in her arms as he dies on that forgotten grave. And together the two souls sink down
into the Underworld as Hope plays her bittersweet ukelele. And the TV movie ends. And
the last opera ever to be shown on TV before music was formally ‘buried’ and banned
and outlawed as haram. And now there is only the Nightly Fatwa. Nonstop rants by the
bellowing Divine Leaders. War announcements of the Global Jihad. The list of the
Glorious Martyrs who have died. And the cynical propaganda of the Caliph and his
Propaganda Minister of the Peace of the Domination of the Divine Slavery. And music is
buried. And Orfeo is dead.
But that last opera ever performed on TV has haunted me ever since. Orfeo. As if an
omen. A premonition. For Seventh Heaven turned from our wedding day to my darling’s
death scene. My darling girl’s death as premature as a snake bite. Paradise lost
courtesy of a snake except the snake in my demi paradise of Seventh Heaven proved to
be me. Her beauty extinguished too soon and her shining face stilled too quickly.
Because of me. My love causing her death. Her long silky dark hair turned into her
noose. And I had to burn her corpse on a bier in the urban wasteland. I had to craft her
crypt. And she is in hell now because of me. And I have haunted my lost darling’s secret
grave ever since. In guilt. In despair. Mourning my lost love for nearly a decade.
Becoming a wreckage of a man. Like Orfeo. My life a mess. A wastage of shame and
guilt and grief!
Oh if only Orfeo could be my musical angel of Hope and lead me into the Underworld to
resurrect my darling precious girl! My bride to be. My ..... fiancee. I would not even ask
for her forgiveness. I would beg Death to allow me to substitute myself for her. I would
take her place in the Underworld. Gladly! To atone. Because my guilt is so great that life
has become unendurable. But alas! It is impossible. Being Muslim singing is depraved.
Music is damned. And it is all Jahiliyyah. That which Allah hates. And we must hate what
Allah hates. And like that Charon guy, Allah hates music. Allah only loves death. And
Allah has 99 names but Love is not one of them. And the only happiness Allah offers to
his worshipers is the joy of death. Martyrdom. And the tenuous hope of Paradise ----which is a brothel full of divine whores and captured war booty Kafir sex slaves and
pearly boys. A brothel where wives do not even exist. And lovers can never hope to
meet again. And all Kafirs and Shirks go to hell along with most females. So my darling
is in hell. And I am responsible for my darling being in hell.

Oh if only I could sing my way to her! To rescue my poor girl. My fiancee. If only Orfeo
could help me save her. The soul of my poor darling girl. But I can not sing my way to
my beloved’s side or bring her back to life or else free her soul to go to Heaven. Do the
Sikhs believe in Heaven? I am sure they do. Just as they see all females as Princesses.
Only we Mos see Paradise as a brothel. I would beg Death to allow me to take her
place if only her soul could be released from hell to soar up to Sikh Heaven. But all I can
do is mourn my lost love for the rest of my life. Mourning the way Orfeo mourned. With
guilt and grief and shame. Becoming a ruin of a man. My life in tatters. My dreams
turned into nightmares. The relics of my wedding day crumbling into decay. As others
dance over my grief as they celebrate their happiness and love oblivious to my
bottomless pain and agony and utter despair. What did someone say once? ‘We always
kill the thing we love.....’
*** ***
The Chauffeur and the Trophy Widow rationed out their fast dwindling diamonds to
order repairs to their armored limo and buy the minimum of provisions to get to Dover.
Mostly they bought ammo. Then the Trophy Widow went to negotiate the sale of their
small national treasure for a Black Market IOU to buy the favors of the Dover Black
Marketeers who controlled the ‘get-out-of-Anglstan’ people smuggling routes.
Meanwhile the Chauffeur smashed out the rear window and paid for the installation of a
bullet proof machine gun shield and mount so the Trophy Wife could weld a machine
gun out of the rear window and shoot at the Scavenger Rats and Ghazi Razzia Highway
Robbers and Calais Animals as well as a second periscope machine gun mount to
retrofit the roof of the armored limo which could be welded by remote control from
inside. “I can’t weld the roof machine gun and drive at the same time” the Chauffeur
mused as he ordered the retrofits. “And the hijab nutter is going to be jettisoned. Worse
than useless. Bad luck. I don’t know what I can do. I wish my baby would just fly to
Switzerland and save herself...”
“That is why you need me” a spectral voice said. The Chauffeur turned around to see
the bloody girl still in her bloody clothes standing right behind him. Oddly, no one on the
high street appeared upset by her bloody clothes. The reality was it was now all too
common to illicit shock anymore. The bloody girl came up and said again “That is why
you need me to help you get to Dover. You need me.”

The Chauffeur stared at the bloody girl they rescued on the besieged highway with
conflicted emotions. “I thought you needed to get here to tell your Grandfather that his
son, your father, died on the highway?”
“My Grandfather is in Dover. I need to get to Dover. And you need me to get you to
Dover” the bloody girl said very softly, her face pale under a terrible cut along her scalp
line which oozed blood. “You stopped to try to save me. No one stopped. Only you
stopped to try to save me. I need to get to Dover to find Grandfather. And you need me
to get you to Dover. You need me.”
“Yes” the Chauffeur whispered in conflicted tones. “Yes. I need you to help me save my
beloved. I need you. I just ..... did not expect...... see you again ....” he paused
conflicted. “Can you.....”
“.....Weld that periscope machine gun you plan to mount on the roof?” she said as she
flinched curiously. “I was welding such a gun when Father’s truck was attacked by the
Calais Animals on the besieged highway that night. I am very good at welding such
guns. I always rode ‘shotgun’ for Father. You .....need me.”
“Yes” the Chauffeur said softly. “I need you. Do you need to be needed? Does that balm
your soul?”
The bloody girl stared at the Chauffeur as blood oozed down one side of her face from
that scalp wound. “Balm my soul? Curious that you should say that. Yes. I .... need to be
needed by those who at least try to save me from the horrors of being trapped on the
besieged highway at night. Our truck crashed. Father dying as he tried to cover fire for
me to escape. The Calais Animals howling. And machine gun bullets spraying the
darkness. Helping someone who stops to try to save me is a sort of balm for my soul”
the bloody girl whispered as if a soul in pain. “This is .....Purgatory” she said as she
gestured to the nightmare which Southampton had become. “Perhaps you can escape
Purgatory. Some people can escape Purgatory. The Underworld. Too many..... can’t......”
*** ***
Then the fireman remembered how he conspired to atone for causing the tragic death of
the only person he ever loved. His wounded mind recycling the murky events over and

over and over as he relived the memories. The fireman remembered stuffing something
into the pocket of his tunic before commencing his tri-night walkabout. But this time he
intended to walk to hell. But the road to hell was not just paved with good intentions. It
started at the Isle of Dogs. Then the fireman broke into the Greenwich Tunnel shaft.
Using his torch the fireman make his way through the now completely dark
antechamber. It was heaped with broken glass and garbage. His torch danced off the
besmirched white tiles. Then he jumped! A pile of garbage moved! Then the fireman
warily eased his way over to the pile of garbage hurdled in one corner. It proved to be a
homeless and starving ‘D’ hurdled over his last possession in a garbage bag. The dying
Irishman groaned as the fireman knelt down beside him.
“What are you doing here old man? In this dire place?” the fireman asked softly. The
dying Irishman cowered in terror at the sight of the sinister fireman towering over him.
But then the fireman knelt down as he pulled out a tiny ration which was suppose to tide
him over until tomorrow at the fire house. He offered the dried up WW II ration to the
dying Irishman.
“I cannot eat it. I have no teeth” the dying man said softly as the fireman helped him into
a sitting position.
“Do you have booze to soften it?” the fireman said. The dying man shook his head. So
the fireman found a dirty puddle. Then he crumbled the dried up thing to soften its frank
petrified repulsiveness. Then he crumbled it still more and helped the dying man to eat
a bite or two.
But then weary, the dying man shook his head. “I came here to die in what little dignity I
could conspire to snatch from the obscenity of this life” the broken Irishman whispered.
His hair grey. His face ashen. His pale skin blotched with scurvy sores which had also
taken his teeth and left his mouth and gums oozing blood. His grey eyes were mere
hollows in his gaunt skull.
“I am sorry I scare you old man. I was spelunkering. I like exploring lost worlds.”
“The Greenwich Tunnel has become a dire place of the dead” the dying man whispered.
“I fear you will abandon all hope if you enter here!”

“That is rather the plan actually” the fireman whispered softly. He paused. Then he
whispered conspiratorially “You see I am going to try to enter the Underworld to try to
beg Death to release my lost love. If Orfeo can do it then I can. I mean to sacrifice
myself. Take my lost love’s place. Whatever it takes. Because of me her soul is trapped
in the Underworld. And I cannot endure living any longer with this guilt after I killed the
thing I loved most in all the world.”
“We all kill the thing we love most in all the world boyo as dear doomed Oscar used to
say” the Irishman whispered as the fireman gently held him in his thin arms.
“But the guilt is intolerable” the fireman whispered.
“How do you plan to cross the Styx River?” the dying man asked bemused at the irony
of such a situation intruding on his lonely death. “Your plan is beyond daffy. It is fey. Fey
such as only we Irish can comprehend.”
“Well I have this old coin here to pay Charon” the fireman said as he held up an ancient
King George coin from WW II. “And I have this” the fireman said as he opened a small
piece of used wax paper to reveal some dried mold and spider webs. “From a haunted
house. The White Lady’s fingerprints.”
“It looks vile” the dying Irishman whispered bemused. His Irish sense of humor
awakened despite his life’s force ebbing away. “The White Lady you say.”
“Well the White Lady was vile” the fireman agreed. “Both sinned against and sinning. I
realized when I got back to my dirty hangout in an abandoned hotel reputed to be
haunted that her besmirched presence still clung to me in smears of mold and spidery
decay and cobwebs and the like. She also breathed out spores of ergot. So I figured
there must be some spores here.”
“The Grey Wolf” the dying Irishman whispered. “Ah! My ancestors would ingest that to
bring forth visions of other worlds.”
“Bog men?” the fireman asked.

“Aye! And Shamans. Druids. I am the last of my kind. A Celt of the ancient blood and the
ancient skills. A Bard. Gabriel be my name.” Then the dying man gestured to his
garbage bag. The fireman carefully opened the garbage bag to reveal a small Irish harp.
“Long did I struggle to keep my ancient arts alive. Despite being declared outlaw. Some
of my proudest ancestors were outlaws. But the slow starvation finally silenced my
defiance and stilled my voice. And you can not sing if you have no teeth. So as any
good Bard does when he sees death I chose my dying place and brought my poor wee
harp here to save it from a hostile world.”
“I won’t take it” the fireman whispered to reassure the dying man. “But I need a guide to
the Underworld. Such as Orfeo. Someone to help me sing. For only music can bring
forth the spirits. But I have not the skill. Though I did memorize by rote a song.”
“What is the song laddie?” they dying Bard asked bemused by the unexpected situation
which he did not anticipate intruding on his lonely death.
I heard this on my illegal ham radio as if Lledrith was singing it to seduce me into doing
a desperate act knowing I would not, could not, resist him.”
“Who is Lledrith?” the dying bard asked.
“My doppelganger” the fireman said. “Lledrith has haunted me since I intruded into his
haunted house so long ago. Lledrith ceased to haunt that place and has instead chosen
to haunt me ever since. He follows in my doomed footsteps as if my co-walker. He
pursues me relentlessly. I fear only haunted places can foil his haunting of me. So I
might as well haunt hell if that could foil Lledrith and barter my lost love’s escape. She
does not deserve to suffer in Purgatory. But I surely do. I am ......a murderer. And being
a murderer I had no right to wish for happy ever after with anyone. Especially that
precious girl whose death I caused.”
“Sing the song then to the best of your ability laddie” the dying bard said softly.
‘At the mid hour of night when stars
are weeping. I fly
to the lone vale we loved when life
shone warm in thine eye.

And I think that if spirits can steal
from the region of air
to revisit past scenes of delight
thou wilt come to me there.
And tell me our love is remembered
even in the sky.
Then I’ll sing the wild song
which once ‘twas rapture to hear
when our voices both mingling
breathed like one on the ear.
And as echoes far off thro’ the vale
my sad orison rolls.
I think oh my love!
Tis thy voice from the kingdom of souls.
Faintly answering still the notes
which once were so dear!’”
“Aye! Thomas More. Set to Britten. I know those songs well. Long ago I sang them so
sweetly when I was a young Bard. But you admit your fatal weakness laddie. Not for
committing murder. Nay. A sin more unforgivable ---- at least to a Bard. For your voice is
terrible. You will not sing your way to Hades such as Orfeo sang.”
“But music can open any door! Even the doors of Hades and the portal of Hell itself!” the
fireman replied. “I saw it on a TV movie once. Orfeo. The power of music can save my
lost love and allow me to atone for my wrong.”
“But you have not the skill” the dying Bard said. “And alas! I no longer have the voice.
But sit me up higher against this wall laddie. Now place my harp in my hands. Let me try
to sing a portal into magic for ye to perhaps slither through. Thomas More wrote such a
song. And the song is the key with which I can pick the lock to snake you inside.” Then
the dying Bard held his old harp gently and one withered hand caressed its strings.
Then he nodded. Then the fireman ingested the fingerprints of the White Lady. “How did
the song go? Oh yes!
‘Dear harp of my country.

In darkness I found thee.
The cold chain of silence
has hung o’er thee long.
Then proudly my own island harp
I unbound thee
and gave all thy chords to light,
freedom, and song!
The warm lay of love and
the light tone of gladness
have waken thy fondest
thy liveliest thrill!
But so oft hast thou echoed
the deep sigh of sadness
that e’en in thy mirth it will steal
from thee still!
Dear harp of my country!
Farewell to thy numbers.
This sweet wreath of song
is the last we shall twine.
Go sleep with the sunshine
of fame on thy slumbers
till touched by some hand
less unworthy than mine.
If the pulse of the patriot, soldier, or lover
have throbbed at our lay tis thy glory alone!
I was but as the wind passing heedlessly over
and all of the wild sweetness I waked was thy own!’”
“I see the spiral staircase shiver before me as if the portal to the Underworld” the
fireman whispered to the dying Bard.
“Aye! I have opened a magic portal laddie. But alas! I cannot lead ye downward for the
staircase goes upward for me.”

“Then we part ways here my noble Bard” the fireman whispered as he eased the dying
man down. “I will conceal thy last treasure under your moldering bones.”
“Nay take it laddie. Perchance you might meet the Muse of Music and Hope. Or even
Orfeo the demigod of Music. Either way you will need a magical harp to seduce Charon
into sleep to creep past him into the Underworld. And you will surely need it to call forth
the spirits. It is an ancient talisman. Treat it with respect and leave it in a good place.”
“Thank you ancient Bard” the fireman whispered as the withered hand fell lifeless to the
dirty floor. “Each goes forth. You. Upward to your ancestors. Me! Downward to Hell!”
The fireman carefully picked up the ancient harp and his torch. Then he carefully moved
down the dangerous spiral staircase as it shimmered. His boots echoing on each step
as he brushed away great tatters of spider webs as if a shroud. The spiraling staircase
circling around and around and around until the fireman felt giddy. As if drunk. Then he
reached the long dark tunnel under the river and his torch promptly died.
The fireman frantically tried to awaken it. But then eerie flickering lights suddenly
illuminated the ghostly tunnel. Flickering lights alternating with shadows. So the fireman
slipped his torch into his tunic pocket and picked up the ancient harp. The he started
descending down the ghostly tunnel. The tunnel descending ever deeper and deeper.
And the fireman knew the tunnel was definitely not leading to Greenwich. Then he
beheld a curious sight ahead of him. A man sitting by two graves. So the fireman
approached to see one grave dug into the dirt beneath the broken floor white tiles. It
was covered by a bridal crown of withered flowers. But the hunched over shadow was
also sitting by another secret grave dug into the wall tiles marked by withered weeds.
So the fireman knelt down by the hunched over man kneeling by the grave of his lost
love. “Flowers have been outlawed so I could only find some dying weeds to place on
my lost love’s wall crypt” the fireman explained.
“You burned her then?” the hunched over man said as he huddled over his lost love’s
grave under a mound of dirt.
“Aye” the fireman said. “I built a secret bier and burned my lost love. Fire is the only
thing I have a gift for. And then I secreted her ashes away here. I used a crowbar and

broke the tiles loose to dig at the old brick and secret her ashes inside. And ever since I
have come as often as I dare to mourn her. My lost love.”
“I have not left the grave of my lost love since the day she died” the huddled man said.
Then the dirty, homeless man pulled a flask out of one empty pocket and drank. He
gestured but the fireman shook his head. So the dirty bum drank again and then slipped
the flask back into one empty pocket. Then he stared at the grave of his lost love. “We
always kill the thing we love” the bum told the fireman.
“We always kill the thing we loved. I can’t endure the grief anymore” the fireman told the
dirty drunkard. “I would rather die. I would rather sacrifice myself if only to free the soul
of my lost love who died because of me. Is that the way to the Underworld?”
“Yes” said the dirty man as he pulled off a dirty wool hat to reveal tangled brown hair
touched with grey and a gaunt face framed by a short greying beard. “Charon is
sleeping in his peddle bike taxi.”
“I have a coin” the fireman said.
“But Charon will not let you pass. You are not dead. And you conspire to retrace my
doomed footsteps and free your lost love from Purgatory. Resurrection is not an option
mere mortals can achieve.”
“But if you could come with me Orfeo then as the demigod of Music you could help me
free my lost love from the Underworld” the fireman said. “The dying Irish Bard lent me
his last treasure. A talisman. The last harp of Ireland. The harp of the Bards and Druids
of Celt Ireland. It is magic. But I have not the skill to play it or sing. But surely it is
destiny if I have found you here. Your grave by my grave. Your lost love by my lost love.
And though I have not imbibed of the spell of the wine I have imbibed of the Grey Wolf
such as Druids and Shamans used long ago to enter magical realms and cross through
magical portals.” Then the fireman placed the ancient harp in the hands of Orfeo. Sing
my way past Charon. That is all I ask.”
“Liar!” the wreckage of the demigod of Music shouted bitterly.
“Shussh. Shussh.” the fireman whispered frantically. “Charon dozes fretfully ahead.”

“You want me to lead you to the Underworld. And Hades. And play this magical harp to
call forth the spirits. If you knew my story then you would know how it all turned out!” the
shattered demigod snarled bitterly.
“You failed. You did not just fail. You killed the thing you loved a second time. And the
survivors guilt is eating you alive. My survivors guilt is eating me alive. You have
mourned here for eons. I have mourned for nearly a decade. But I have something to
sacrifice. To barter for the soul of my lost love.”
“What?” the bitter demigod cried. The Fireman whispered in the despairing demigod’s
ear.
“Well that has always been a potent talisman” the despairing demigod agreed dryly as
he pulled out his flask to drink. “I was rather a slow starter myself. Only my Beloved
freed me of the fear of risking all for love. Before Euridice I only felt one passion. Music.
And when I sang everyone loved me and I was a demigod. But when I was not singing
no one gave a damn about me. And since the death of my Beloved I have not sang. No!
Not once! And everyone has forgotten me.”
“And I saw the TV movie of your life. It ends ..... better than my life will end.”
“How! How!” the grieving demigod cried. “No! There is magic in this! Do not say. I will
help you. Come! Charon sleeps as if on the wings of a crow or else a sooty hued
rooster. And quite peevish that black feathered harbinger of doom has been of late.
Cawing of calamity and the Fall of the Gods and the End of the World. But I will sing a
lullaby so softly as to wrap Charon’s brooding soul in rosy clouds.” Then the demigod
stood up and thrust his dirty wool cap in one pocket of his dirty jacket. Then he took
another drink and then thrust his flask into his other pocket. But the jacket being ragged
the flask fell straight through and struck the dirty floor tiles. “An omen clearly” Orfeo told
the fireman. “One must always take omens seriously.”
Then he picked up the Irish harp of the Bards. One dirty hand gently caressed the
strings and a soft melodious sound floated on the dark air. “This is indeed a noble harp
of ancient pedigree. A harp of Bards indeed. The last demigods were the Bards. And
Bards can do magic. Or at least they use do.” Then Orfeo stood straight and tall as

magic coursed through his veins. Dramatically the demigod of Music reached out as if
embracing his destiny. And one ragged sleeve revealed endless scars of endless cuts.
“I bleed my pain out. Yet as a demigod I am not permitted to die. Renounced by my
father Apollo and denounced by the gods.
The gods condemned me for my unseemly excess of pain and grief for my lost Beloved.
And I failed Hades’ test for being a demigod I had the flaws of human fragility in me. So
I was bound to fail. And I failed. And my Beloved Euridice died a second time before me.
So I killed the thing I loved and my Beloved will never forgive me. And I cannot forgive
myself. And then I was denounced by the Heavenly Pantheon when I refused my
Father’s merciful gesture to ascend with him to Paradise. Olympus. But if I could not
find my Beloved waiting for me there I would not go there. For any place, even
Paradise, which does not have my Beloved is not Paradise. But rather Hell! And if my
Beloved is trapped in Purgatory then the Underworld is Paradise. At least for me.
So in rage Apollo damned me and the Gods cursed me to never die until the day a
miracle allows Euridice to once again hold my hand and led me forth either to Heaven
or else Hell. And Hades will never voluntarily free my Beloved. Especially to save my
soul from this undying torment. And would Euridice forgive my failure? My fragility? I
think not! So I condemned to suffer here. Between and betwixt Paradise and Hell. My
life a torment. My only release from the torment of living being death which is denied
me. But such is the wreckage of my life that now pain is the only thing that proves that I
am alive. And no matter the pain I inflict on my accurst flesh I cannot die. But come.
Charon is ahead. Stealthily we must creep past him.”
*** ***
Mr. Mole ran the program a second time. Then he slummed down into the old stuffed
chair by Mr. Donkey. “Someone has just entered the code” he said as he bit the corner
of the paper with his teeth.
“The code?” the one time lorry driver asked as he petted his German Shepard dog.
“The Fiery Sword of Surtr. The code to commence the pre-count down of the NATO
nuclear warheads” the aging one time computer specialist for Whitehall whispered as he

stared into the fire. Then he shoved the piece of paper into one pocket of his fraying
jacket and picked up his little dog to hug it.
“You mean the Countdown to Ragnarok?” Mr. Donkey said. “Does the enemy know
about the Chimes of Midnight which has been triggered prematurely? Have you run out
of digital magic to beguile the enemy?”
“I don’t know” Mr. Mole said as one shaking hand fussed with his badly repaired
glasses. “It could be in response to the military defeats in the Asian War Sector. It could
be the unleashing of the Dogs of War by the Germans and French. I can’t veil their
surge toward Paris and Berlin forever. I don’t know if I can even fool them until Midnight
here.”
“But China has some hundreds and hundreds of thermonuclear warheads” Mr. Donkey
whispered. “It would be suicide for The Butcher of Istanbul to unleash the Sword of Surtr
Option. He would get the aftermath: the Envenom Of Jormungandr.”
“Yes. Yes it would” Mr. Mole said as he hugged his little dog. “But then The Butcher of
Istanbul is a dangerous fanatic. He always was. An egomaniacal madman. And
egomaniacal madmen don’t care about the consequences of their fanaticism. He not
only think Allah is on his side. He thinks Allah personally anointed him.”
“Nuclear radiation won’t just kill us” Mr. Donkey retorted. “It will kill the Mos too! Not
even waving a Koran in their right hands will save the delusional ‘Best of Peoples’ from
nuclear radiation!”
“But would-be martyrs who clutch plastic keys to paradise as they detonate suicide
vests or else thermonuclear warheads won’t care about the aftermath of nuclear
radiation turning the sky black. Or melting the surface of the earth. Or boiling the waters
of the oceans. Or unleashing the great nuclear cloud of poisonous death to cover the
planet.”
“What about you- know- who?” Mr. Donkey whispered. “Our Night-watchman?”
“Our deep mole Heindall? His secret code Black Crow Gjallarhorn has not yet sent. Or
at least I have not received it.”

“So there is hope that Ragnarok can be deterred” the ex-lorry driver whispered. “Tell me
there is hope! The Chimes are going to toll at Midnight! Tell me there is hope!”
“The trouble, the Norse foretold, is that the world ends because everyone dies while
killing their nemesis during the Last War which ushers in the End of Days. Each slaying
and being slain by their polar opposites. Instead of victory however dubious or pyritic
there is only mutual annihilation. No one winning. Everyone losing.”
“Well! That is the definition of thermonuclear war after all” Mr. Donkey whispered. “But in
the Norse Vision of the End of the World wasn’t Ragnarok caused by the traitorous and
deceitful Loki and his monstrous progeny allied with the Invaders from The South under
the leadership of Surtr welding his fiery sword of Total Destruction? They started the
war. What was Odin and his allies of the North suppose to do? Cower? Kowtow?
Appease? Roll over? Surrender? The Northern Alliance of Odin had to fight back. The
Freyr Round Circle had to unite to fight back. Defensive War is entirely moral when
faced with an enemy who starts the with an invasion and is dedicated to their total
annihilation.”
“Of course! I am not saying Odin and his allies of the Norse North should not have
fought back when invaded by enemies from the South determined to annihilate them
utterly. I am not questioning the heroic determination of the Freyr Round Circle when
they led the Last Stand of the North into battle. The battle that destroyed them and
destroyed their world. Ragnarok. I am not saying our new Odin Northern Alliance should
not fight back against this new Invasion of the Surtr from the South by enemies just as
determined to annihilate us just as utterly. I am not saying the New Freyr Round Circle
should not lead the Last Stand of the North into battle” the computer specialist
protested. “I am simply saying what happened back then might happen again:
Ragnarok! The End of Worlds!”
“It is a battle of hemispheres” Mr. Donkey told Mr. Mole. “It is a battle of civilizations. It is
a battle to the death allowing at best one side to survive. At worse no one surviving. And
it is war which has been thrust upon us. We did not start it. But we have no choice but to
fight! To the end!”

“What I am saying my dear Mr. Donkey is that if we refuse to surrender then WW III
might reach a Ragnarok style stalemate which results in mutual annihilation” Mr Mole
warned Mr. Donkey. “Or we might mount a successful counterattack. We are reached
the end game: The last battle of WW III . But if faced with possible defeat the Invaders
from the South led by the Surtr Junta and the Loki Insider Traitors might resort to their
ultimate weaponry: the Fiery Sword of Total War, thermonuclear Destruction....”
*** ***
The Irish guerrilla soldier Sheridan lead his improvised army of English farmers toward
the last Vichy stronghold of Muslim converts and police in the shire. The last dying light
shimmered as the incoming fog froze to the bare trees as if delicate ice crystals
sparkling ethereally in the dying light. As if the veil of the Snow Queen. A desperate
place momentarily transformed into a magical place.
Suddenly the Druid beheld a most magical thing. A crow cawing in a tree transformed
into shimmering diamonds. The very blackness of the crow contrasted against the
magical frozen fog. Then the crow looked at the Druid with one fey eye as if sentient.
Then the crow cawed “How fragile souls are my dear Sheridan. You will have to turn
your coat into something much more were than a werewolf. For tonight the world will
burn at a much higher temperature than Fahrenheit 451. But then you know that. Don’t
you?....”
“.....Mr Sheridan Sir?” an English farmer asked. “We have reached the crossroads.”
Then the gaunt man pointed to the left.
“Oh. Oh. Oui. Oui. So Vichyland lies that away. So let us be off. I was just marveling at
the beauty of the battlefield. That is all.” Then the Irish Druid gestured for his improved
little army to march toward the last battle they would face this night.
*** ***
“....But when Baldr was murdered by Loki’s deceit and guile and duplicitous, double
crossing, two- face betrayal then Freyr found himself disarmed in the middle of a war
while facing an enemy so ruthless it would use any weapon including the Fiery Sword of
Total Destruction” Mr. Mole told Mr. Donkey. “For Freyr had disarmed himself by casting

away his magical sword, the sword from which the magical Excalibur was later forged,
to buy love. And so the Northern Alliance lost. And Odin was slain. And everyone was
slain. Each slain while slaying their nemesis. And Thor, the Guardian of the Earth,
perished by the Envenom of Jormungandr. And the final battle of Ragnarok became the
End of the World ---- at least as the Norse perceived it.”
“The Norse Foretelling of the End of the World of the North is the stuff of bleeding
Identitarians trying to find consolation for this Wolf Age we are living in” the ex-lorry
driver told the computer specialist. A premonition birthed by the Norse and the Vikings
and then resurrected by the bleeding Nordic Peoples in their besieged mountain
bastions and freezing battlefields as they desperately fought back against people they
foolishly allowed sanctuary in their countries who then betrayed the hospitality of their
hosts by conspiring to slay them and take their countries away from them. The Nordic
Genocide. By the New Surtr from The South. Making Ragnarok a terrible prophecy
indeed. It is a myth our side has resurrected to clutch as if a blankie. I need to clutch
hope! There is no hope in the Vision of Ragnarok!”
“But lets play out the Vision of Ragnarok as a computer gaming program” the computer
specialist said as he held his tiny dog to his chest. “Not a prophecy. An algorithm.”
“A mystic vision of long ago Vikings and Bards drunk on Wolfbane and Ergot?” Mr.
Donkey said. “I need a more rational vision of hope than that post-apocalyptic
nightmare.....”
*** ***
Sheridan led his desperate farmers toward the last occupied town. “Ragnarok is
unleashed after the Red Rooster crows. Then the Golden Rooster crows. Then either a
Sooty Rooster crows or else a Black Crow craws. And then The Eyes of Odin, his Two
Ravens, wheel in the sky while shrieking before falling down dead at his feet. Ragnarok
is a long ago mystic vision of Vikings and Bards drunk on Wolfbane and Ergot. Seeing
visions. But visions no less than any second sight is obscure. Cryptic. Enigmatical.
Does Ragnarok predict the End of Worlds? Or just the end of One World? Which
World? Our World? Their World? The World?....”
*** ***

“.....But lets play out the long ago vision of Ragnarok as a scenario of probabilities” Mr.
Mole said. “Are we not living the possible end of the World? Or at least the End of the
Western World? The End of the World of the North West Hemisphere under the horrific
deluge of invading glaciers of Hel, ice age famines, and the ecological collapse as if
Jormungandr from earthquakes and volcanos and cosmic rays and magnetic gyrations
as the poles prepare to switch. And of course from the Invasion of The Surtr from the
South: the imploding Islamic World. During little ice ages imploding populations both
perish and cause invasions and wars. The result: the Fall of Empires and the End of
Civilizations.”
“Every ice age has destroyed civilizations and empires throughout history” Mr. Donkey
agreed sadly. “Or else seriously devastated them. Not always entirely destroying them
but rather devastating them. Sometimes to the end. Sometimes to a transformation or
resurrection. A new civilization. A new empire. A new dynasty. Ragnarokkr.”
“And this time the New Surtr from The South are waging a multi-prong invasion of both
Northern Hemispheres. North West Europe. And North East Asia. Malaydonsia invading
the Titans of the Shirk Asian North: China and South Korea and Japan and Hong Kong
and Singapore as well as the Last Kafir Naglfar Ark of Australia and New Zealand.
Meanwhile, we are likewise being invaded by the Islamic Levant and Islamic Africa and
Islamic South Asia which is also attacking Shirk India. And North America is likewise
being invaded by the twin migrant deluges of Muslim migrants from the South and the
migrant deluges from all but destroyed Southern Hemisphere of South America and
Mexico. The Ring of Fire destroying faster than the Dogs of War.”
“Which is ironic considering that North America is half covered by glaciers and killing
floods and killing snows so the Tropic Zone should have been where everyone should
have been fleeing to” Mr. Donkey told Mr. Mole. “Fleeing south. Not fleeing north. But for
centuries the Tropic Zone has been the Hemisphere of Third World failed states.”
Mr. Mole sighed as he agreed. “The malfunctioning, ecologically devastated, starving,
grotesquely over populated, and imploding Southern Tropic Zone Hemispheres are
relentlessly invading the ice besieged Northern Hemispheres with their gross over
population of desperate and diseased and dying peoples. Reliving every prior ice age. A
massive ecological melt down co-joined with massive invasions of people who have

absolutely nothing whatsoever to lose by waging the most desperate forms of
destructive war. And nothing to achieve except survival. A day. A week. A month. A year.
Looking no further down the road than war. Looking more further down the future than
the temporary survival of the fittest homicidal maniac....”
*** ***
Sheridan marched his men forward down a road buried under snow. Every sense
pricking. His skin crawling. The dying light shimmering off the frozen fog as if a world
transformed into diamonds and crystals. “Why do I feel as if I am marching into a
magical fog obscuring something horrible? Why do I feel as if I am marching down a
snowy road shrouded by fog toward my death? As if trapped in a toy snow ball dome
filled by fog? The frozen fog becoming ever more dense and obscure. As if the Snow
Queen is breathing out her icy breath of frozen fog? As if marching into freezing white
darkness? Toward something dire. Unspeakably dire?...”
*** ***
“..... So the blindly desperate People from the South, the Surtr, are hurling themselves
suicidally at the last beleaguered vestiges of Northern Advanced World civilizations” Mr.
Mole told Mr. Donkey. “And the last beleaguered vestiges of Northern Advanced World
civilizations are being assaulted and overwhelmed and torn apart and devoured by
climatic calamity and starvation and disease and war. The usual scenario during every
little ice age. How every previous empire and civilization has been destroyed during
every little ice age. This Maunder has become the New Wolf Age of WW III. The Dogs of
War of Garmr tearing the Advanced World to pieces. The Dire Wolf Fenrir devouring the
Advanced World down to the bone of the carcass. All as the Four Headed Serpent of
Calamity, Jormungandr, unleashes ecological collapse, war, famine, disease, and death
upon everyone. As if the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse are each riding a rearing
and hissing dragon head.”
“All entirely preventable” Mr. Donkey retorted bitterly. “The sun cycles of Grand Solar
Maximums and Grand Solar Minimums have been perfectly well known and the present
little ice age was predicted by Russian scientists and Piers Corbyn and John Casey and
others. The only question was if this would be Dalton or else a Maunder. Every Red and
Gold and Black Rooster and Raven and Crow and rainbow hue pigeon and dodo bird

and Heimdall’s goddamn Gjallarhorn was warning us! Including the approaching danger
of the co-joined ecological crisis and invasion.
The Northern Advanced World Super States should have been able to ride this out. We
were technologically advanced enough. Even with the magnetic gyrations as the poles
prepare to switch. Even the volcanic destruction and earthquakes. Even with the
glaciers and floods and destructive storms. The scientists working with Lord Monckton
were predicting this. All of this! Even the famines. Our agriculture is .... was ..... the best
on earth. We should have been able to ride this out!” the ex-lorry driver shouted as his
PTSD symptoms swelled.
“Except for the Loki Insider Traitors” Mr. Mole admitted. “And the Vision of Ragnarok
predicted a winter without summer. The last thing Gore and his sycophants expected
was a Grand Solar Minimum Little Ice Age complete with earthquakes and massive
volcanic cataclysms in South America which destroyed most of the nations there and
much of Mexico. And the disastrous Ring of Fire volcanic cataclysms. All while filling the
atmosphere with tons of ash and acid sulfur to create a three year long winter without a
summer of dire atmospheric calamities. The ash and acid sulfur also feeding cloud
creation which is feeding violent storms and floods and snow which is feeding the
glaciers. The already sickly crops of the world failing utterly. Much of the sickness of the
crops ironically from lack of CO2 and warmth. Winters without summers have also
happened in every single little ice age cycle. Entirely predictable. Tragically entirely
predictable. I was running exactly those statistics when Whitehall was attacked by
our ..... house guests!
And because of the Maunder the crops were already failing. And because of the cosmic
rays and magnetic gyrations as the poles prepare to switch, all it took was one last
natural disaster to spawn world wide starvation, Third World diseases of apocalyptic
proportions, as well as the total break down of Third World failed states. All while
crippling, possibly fatally, the Northern Hemispheres which perversely were where the
Advanced World super states were located. A historic paradox no one has ever been
able to explain. Why the Tropic Zone ceased to be the Cradle the Civilizations and
became the Hemisphere of Third World failed states. Why the Northern Hemisphere
and Western Colonized Southern Hemisphere in the Glacier Zones became Advanced
World super states or else super state want-to-bes.” Mr. Mole stared into the fire. “A
historic paradox no one could never explain.....”

*** ***
“....The fingerprints of the volcanic cataclysm can still be seen in the bloody sunsets
drenched with putrid greens which ravage our skies with visions of the Fiery Fissure
lingering for hours before bleeding into lurid twilights as if the world is oozing blood in a
diseased sky of greenish pestilence” Sheridan mused to himself as he led his men into
a milky darkness of frozen fog which he found unexpectedly creepy. He wondered if the
stoic farmers he was leading into battle found it just as disconcerting. “And the volcanic
cataclysm along with the cosmic rays also caused even more wreckage of our few
remaining telecommunications satellites besides the crucial satellites which the insane
The Butcher of Istanbul ordered shot out of the sky when Youtube Rebels persisted in
insulting him..... Why do I think there is something dire waiting for me down the end of
this snowy road drenched in frozen fog?...”
*** ***
“....Hell!” Mr. Donkey snarled. “Who needs modern telecommunications satellites
anyway when weighted against the egomania of the Beloved Leader! The Butcher of
Istanbul is a second rate egomaniacal knock off of Mohammad who ordered a mother
murdered even as she slept with her baby on her breast and an aged poet torn to
pieces. All for daring to criticize him. And the skies are still bloody even now” the ex-lorry
driver added as he hugged his German Shepard dog to his chest. “Sunsets as if balls of
fire bleeding across the sky. Sunsets lasting for hours. Twilight lasting for over an hour.
Brooding reddish purple shadows setting into foul greenish air which is even more
polluted than it already was because of volcanic ash and nonstop arson fires and the
total breakdown of pollution controls. All as the last beleaguered power plants struggle
to operate because of the madness of the Green Fanatics bent on destroying every
fossil fuel and industry in the West. Hell! They even blew up hydro dams killing millions!”
“Did I tell you the Prophet of Doom is dead?” Mr. Mole said.
“Good news! How?” Mr. Donkey asked.
Mr. Mole remembered the last message he received and blanched. “Oh..... he
just .....died......”

“Air pollution and water pollution and sewage monitoring and solar power and green
goals and climate cycles and the danger to Herd Immunity by Third World diseases and
even garbage collection and snow removal were never priorities of our Beloved Leader
or the Divine Leaders or The Monster! Their priorities were elsewhere!” Mr. Donkey
snarled. “Forget about investing in a Second Agricultural Revolution to survive a little ice
age!”
“The First Agricultural Revolution occurring of course during the Wolf Little Ice Age” Mr.
Mole said. “But no. the Mo priorities were elsewhere which is why they never had an
Agricultural Revolution or Industrial Revolution or Technological Revolution or
Revolution in Science or Medicine or a Revolution in Democracy. Or even a
Renaissance or Enlightenment. Much less a Great Divergence. Their definition of
revolution is the Arabic Spring leading straight into Arabic Winter....”
*** ***
“......Every resource sucked into the bottomless money pit of endless mosque
construction and the feeding of billions of grabby, grasping, greedy indigent migrants
flooding every Western country uninvited despite the near total destruction of agriculture
as the Third World imploded under the impact of the Maunder” Sheridan mused as he
stared into the milky darkness of the frozen fog. “Why am I the only one apparently
scared shitless by this frozen fog? As if I am walking over my own grave?
That and gross corruption. Corruption enshrined since Mohammad the Ghazi Razzia
Warlord got rich off killing and blessed it with the 5% Prophet’s tax. And most of all
Global Jihad. Not even the New World Order and the Military Industrial Complex made
money in the end! The Monster aside. Did The Monster ever regret his sins? Where in
the world can The Monster flee to after destroying the world? Other than hell.
Apparently, just like Marxism and Communism, the Kalergi Plan contained certain
fundamental flaws. No wonder the North West Hemisphere has been devoured down to
the bone of the carcass!” Sheridan exhaled and his breath froze instantly. As if a frozen
fog. “Why am I suddenly so afraid?....”
*** ***

“.....And then the Vision of Ragnarok said the Tree of Life of Yggdrasil would bleed.
Scream. And writhe” the computer specialist said. “And hasn’t this destructive Maunder
Little Ice Age made the environment bleed? Scream? And writhe? Volcanism and
earthquakes and freezing and cosmic rays and magnetic gyrations and engulfing floods
and devastating storms and killing snows and invading glaciers and ecological collapse
are wreaking havoc and destruction all over the world. Even in the Tropic Zone.”
“Didn’t you tell me the Nile froze for a few days in Egypt? Snow in the Sahara and
Arabia and now the Nile freezing” Mr. Donkey told Mr. Mole. “Besides the killing
droughts as the intense cold pressure in the north pushes warmth south.”
“Then three roosters were suppose to crow out their warnings” the computer specialist
said.”
“I consider every scientist who warned us about the coming little ice age to be those
damn roosters and crows and ravens and pigeons and whatever!”
“We based our Gjallarhorn computer warnings on that in fact” Mr Mole explained. “I
created the entire MIMIR on that. Warning Number One: The Red Rooster crowing to
the People of the Forests. Translation: the Southern Tropic Zones. Experts kept warning
not only Mexico and the Amazon Americas but Africa and the Muslim World that their
Third World failed states could not and would not survive ecological collapse. And while
the American People of the Forests were struggling to modernize into Second World
states the warnings fell on deaf ears on the People of the deforested Levant and the
jungles of Africa and South Asia and South East Asia. They had to change course. They
had to institute reforms. They had to stop their shocking sectarian/tribal wars and
shameful corruption and dictatorships and gross over population. They had to focus on
surviving the ecological collapse instead of obsessing themselves with wars and jihad
and their pathological hatred for the Northern Hemispheres of the Kafir and Shirk. And
they didn’t.”
“They used their Soylent Green overpopulation of retards to conquer us!” Mr. Donkey all
but shouted as his German Shepard whimpered to try to calm down his master’s PTSD.
The dog pawing his master’s lap. The shaking man hugged his large dog desperately to
try to calm down.....

*** ***
“.....The trouble with second sight is that it does not always help. Sometimes it hinders”
Sheridan mused as he marched into the eerie milky darkness of the frozen fog. “You
know before the fact that something dire will happen but you only understand after the
fact what the second sight warned of....”
*** ***
The computer specialist carefully ignored the symptoms to not embarrass the PTSD
traumatized man who was always embarrassed later by his seizures. “Then the Golden
Rooster crowed its dire warning. Translation: to the golden cities of the Northern
Hemisphere Advanced World. We belatedly tried to pool our resources and genius for
technology to fend off the effects of the sun going into hibernation. But the insanity of
Gore and his Green Fanatics and the corruption of the Green Ponzi Speculators meant
we were almost completely de-industrialized. Coal mines and power plants shuttered.
Wind power and solar power are useless in little ice ages. And because of the lies of
Gore we had frittered away trillions on useless carbon taxes and ponzi carbon schemes
and even more useless protocols to stop global warming when we were obviously
entering another little ice age. Wasted time and wasted money!
But Asia refused that Green insanity. That left them in a somewhat better position.
Grossly industrially polluted but at least with industrial infrastructure in place. And CO2
is not industrial pollution. But the Communists of China knew that little ice ages
overthrew every single Chinese dynasty and empire. They knew what was coming.
Their grip was tenuous. That was why they were buying up Africa farm lands. When the
famines hit they would topple unless they could guarantee food even if they had to steal
it from the starving Africans.
And though India did not plan ahead, their history also warned them that little ice ages
no less than warm cycles created havoc with monsoons and typhoons. Their Green
Revolution was predicated on the British engineered Punjab irrigation infrastructure
which is extremely north. They knew every famine in their history. It was tied to little ice
ages. Different symptoms but the same cause. Ireland famines. The same thing. Little
ice ages feature destructive rains and floods which destroy their agriculture. You don’t

need snow to destroy a harvest. A spring flood or nonstop rain and hail and ice will
destroy a harvest just as well....”
*** ***
“.... I remember when as a wee laddie seeing my first vision. Of a Grim Reaper. The
gaunt, black garbed specter with his scythe was casually walking through my father’s
potato fields while making strange gestures with one bony hand. As if casting invisible
seeds or something. Then the specter turned around and saw me, a wee bairn, looking
at him while in my night dress and sucking my thumb. And he gestured to me with a
bony finger at his skeletal lips. Then he waved his scythe and promptly vanished in the
nighttime mists. Afraid, confused, and perplexed, my little brain unable to process the
vision, I expunged it. A dream. A dream. Just a dream.
A week later the potato harvest failed utterly. The infamous blight returning. The
potatoes turning into black rot from fungus. It being a damp season of excessively, even
for Ireland, excessively nonstop rain. And then I remembered my dream of the Grim
Reaper. Then in 2017 I saw the Specter again in the fields. My fields. Under a full moon
wreathed in damp clammy mists. Gesturing with one bony hand as if casting invisible
seeds or else fungus spores across my fields. And I woke screaming. And I rushed out
in the cold dawn and knelt down on my hands and knees. And with my bare hands I dug
down and then pulled up a potato ----- and it was black with rot. Blight. And my entire
harvest failed. Every Irish harvest failed that year. The first of so many.....”
*** ***
“.... And both Northern Hemispheres failed to heed the warnings of the Golden Rooster
that Maunder Famines would ravish our harvests and ignite an all destructive migration
out of the South of millions, billions, of desperate migrants, almost all of one dangerous
religion, who would overwhelm us ultimately to our destruction.
We ignored the Golden Rooster’s warning even though time and again we were warned
of the Great Displacement and the Great Replacement as well as the perfectly obvious
statistics that our Advanced World economics and infrastructure could not cope with a
flood of millions, billions, of diseased and indigent and mostly illiterate and all but
completely uneducated and unskilled aliens of a particularly invasive species historically

hostile to us. Almost all with proven low IQs from alien cultures fundamentally
incompatible to our culture. Almost all of one religion, Islam, which was dedicated to the
destruction of the Kufr West and Shirk East. Marching into our lands as if a nonstop
deluge. Mostly men and boys of war age. As if the Dire Wolves. A defacto invasion in all
but name which would surely trigger not only a Clash of Civilizations but civil war and
the Second Wolf Age. WW III.”
“And some of us ignored the warnings of such Heimdall Harbingers such as David
Landes and Bernard Lewis and Niall Ferguson and Christopher Hitchens and Douglas
Murray and Sam Harris and Mark Steyn and Stefan Molyneux and Paul Joseph Weston
and Bill Maher and Black Pigeon Speaks and Sargon of Akkad and Raheem Kassam
and Tommy Robinson. And behold the result!” Mr. Donkey said bitterly. “And thus we are
huddled here in a barricaded and abandoned building which once used to be called
Whitehall” Mr. Donkey told Mr. Mole as he hugged his whimpering German Shepard
with shaking hands.
“And per the prophecy there is also suppose to be the final warning by a crow or else
sooty rooster. In Hell. So we will not hear that harsh craw. That is my final computer
program. That is the actual countdown to thermonuclear war. Then what?” the computer
specialist mused. “I created MIMIR from the legend of Mimir the severed head of genius
kept by Odin to warn the Patriarch of the North when the Fall of the Gods was
approaching. And at the same time the Ravens of Odin warned Odin that their great
flights over long distances told them the Invaders from the South were marching north.
And the modern Ravens of Odin also warned us as the Great Invasion from the South
was marching relentlessly toward us. The politically incorrect Harbingers such as the
Gatestone Institute and Breitbart and Jihad Watch. Odin heeded the warnings. The Four
Ps made sure our Odins, our elected leaders, would not! Instead of truth warning
advanced scouts, we had the lying media and censored social media! Instead of the
truth of the danger facing us we had fake news!
Odin prepared to fight to save his Northern Hemisphere. Alas, our leaders not only
failed to prepare, they all but capitulated before a single weapon was fired. Misled by
the Loki Traitors from within. And blinded by Loki’s stooges the Four Ps and Quislings
and Useful Idiots. They told the North West Hemisphere of fabled Europa and fabulous
North America that the perfectly obvious invasion of Muslim Males of War Age as well

as a secondary Latin Invasion was just a humanitarian crisis which the North West
Hemisphere was not only perfectly capable of coping with but was in fact morally
obligated to embrace.
Open the borders to millions to millions and millions and millions and millions. Let the
seriously flawed and malfunctioning Southern Tropic Zones of failed states vomit out
their millions and millions and millions and millions of suffering humanity — with an axe
to grind. Ignore Japan which warned us as it outlawed Islam and closed its borders.
Ignore China and South Korea when they did the same. Ignore Australia and New
Zealand when they proved that it was not only ruthlessly possible to close the borders
but ruthlessly needful to close the borders in order to save the nation and the people
from defacto invasion.
Ignore every statistic about the Great Displacement and the Great Replacement.
Especially population projection statistics. Ignore every rational economist’s warning.
Ignore the economic hemorrhaging of millions turning into billions turning into trillions as
every nation was overwhelmed and bled dry. Ignore the reality of Sweden which was
already devolving from a First World Advanced State to a Third World failed state
because of out of control migration. Ignore every fact! Ignore every statistic! Open the
gates of the citadel! Cheer in the invaders with flowers!
Duplicitous Loki Taqiyya manipulated the delusional Multi-cultural Relativists and
myopic Baby Boomers still wearing their John Lennon rosy tinted granny glasses that
they had a moral obligation to open the gates of their citadels to millions, billions, of
migrants as Maunder Famines and ecological collapse turned nations into precarious
arks in a destructive sea of wild floods and terrible storms and thrashing waves and
lethal icebergs. And those wild seas and terrible storms and thrashing waves and lethal
icebergs were filled by screaming survivors. And those millions, billions, of screaming
survivors were all rushing to claw their way by force into too small lifeboats! Swamping
them! Capsizing them!
That is what the Grand Solar Minimum Little Ice Age turned nations into. Tiny lifeboats.
Tiny arks. Naglfar arks. Only able to save their own. But faced with either fighting off
millions, billions, of desperate migrants or else face being fatally swamped and sunk by
millions, billions, of desperate migrants. The deluded fools and stooges of the UN and
EU and each national government, manipulated by the Loki Insider Traitors and played

by The Butcher of Istanbul and bullied by the Dictator of Berlin and Big Sis and tricked
by The Monster and aided and abetted by the Quislings of the New World Order keen to
exploit the Kalergi Plan, all delusional to the point of suicidal, each tiny ark which was
each nation in the North West Hemisphere, the land of Odin, opened their borders to
the thousands, hundreds of thousands, millions, billions of desperate migrants. A
deliberately manufactured humanitarian crisis to unleash millions, billions, of invaders
from the South. ....”
*** ***
“....Then the last night I ever stood in my blighted fields under a full moon swathed in
mists I again saw the Grim Reaper. And the specter gestured to me with one bony finger
to his skeletal lips. And I shouted out ‘Why do you haunt me? For I cannot stop the bad
luck you sow!’
And then the specter whispered ‘But it is such fun to torment you Sheridan! There are
so few genuine Druids left in the world who can see me still! It is amusing to perform
before a dwindling audience!’ And with that he gestured with his scythe and vanished.
And Prof Ball came to the door in his flannel pajamas as he rubbed his eyes sleepily.
‘What are you doing out here? We must raise early tomorrow to row to Wales. Can we
make the mysterious train in time?’
‘Aye’ I said. ‘Go back to sleep.’ And when the eccentric Canadian went back inside to
his warm cot I walked in my fields one last time. And I realized there was a crop circle.
So I climbed up onto the roof of my great, great, grandfather’s cottage and I saw the
crop circle plain. And it was the symbol of Thor who slew the monster Jormngandr only
to stagger nine steps and fall down dead of poisoning. A vision of the future clearly. But
what does it mean? And do I even want to know?....”
*** ***
“.....And then like Loki, Soros’ duplicitous betrayal unleashed the Dogs of War of Garmr”
Mr. Mole told Mr. Donkey. “The Second Wolf Age upon the fabled demi-paradise on
Earth which once upon a time not so long ago was Europa. Britannia. Once the beau
jewels of the Advanced World. And the Dire Wolf Fenrir lunged toward the jugular of

everyone. Its terrible jaws tearing everyone to pieces. And The Surtr from the South
pulled out their long concealed weapons to slaughter their hosts and their hosts’
children. From the smallest bairn to the oldest grannie. Without mercy. The gates to the
city thrown wide open. The enemy waging war within every citadel. And like a cascade
of toppling dominos the entire North West Advanced World was swamped and
overwhelmed and invaded and devoured and destroyed. And the Second Wolf Age
became WW III as the paper mask of a ‘humanitarian crisis’ was ripped off to expose
the homicidal mania of the Surtr.”
“How did we let this happen?” the bitter ex-lorry driver asked.
“Tyr The Protector of the Homeland should have recognized his foe” Mr. Mole told Mr.
Donkey. “Once before Garmr attacked Tyr as Tyr was chaining Garmr. Garmr bit off one
of Tyr’s hands. Note that part of the Vision of Ragnarok! Between 632 and 1800 Islam
waged nonstop war on the North Western Hemisphere. Europa. Nonstop war. The First
Wolf Age. And Islam almost devoured North West Europe the way it devoured most of
the Levant and half of Africa. Southeast Asia. And Asia. So Tyr the Protector of the
Homeland should have recognized his ancient enemy.
But Tyr fatally thought he had chained Garmr with chains of law and order. Due process
of law. The Magna Carta. Western Laws of Human Rights. Democracy. Meritocracy.
Secular Citizenship. Responsible Government. Honest administration. The
Enlightenment. Transparency policed by the Fourth Estate of the Honest Press and
uppity Social Media. Tyr The Protector of the Homeland thought he could domesticate
Garmr with prosperity. And Tyr relied on Baldr the god of peace and gracious tolerance
and forgiveness to help him keep the implacable, fanatic, murderous Garmr chained
until he could be domesticated.”
“Who all betrayed us!” Mr. Donkey cried. “Groveling as the leaders of every government
and the UN and the EU and specially the Christian Churches signed off on Dhimmitude
Proclamations after aiding and abetting Dhimmi Dave in scuttling Brexit! Our damn
leaders sold us out! Especially our damn religious leaders sold us out! Appealing to our
ideals and then betraying us! Aiding and abetting in importing millions and millions and
millions of Mos of war age. Then surrendering without firing a shot! Ordering us to
surrender! Saying Jesus expected us to surrender! Surrender! Surrender and hope for
mercy! What the hell happened to Baldr? Eh?”

“The idealistic Baldr were murdered by Loki in the Vision of Ragnarok and betrayed by
the Loki Traitors in our present day replay of that dire Norse parable of the gullible and
the unwary” Mr. Mole said. “Though the Norse finally displayed more spine being
pagans than our own delusional Christian leaders displayed. Only the Archbishop of
York had the guts to fight for his nation and his religion and his people and his
civilization. There is a reason why the pacifistic Jesus so atypically warned his followers
of the reality of the sword. You can’t always turn the other cheek if the executioner is
standing right over you to behead you.
Baldr The Western Idealist was bound to perish when faced by the implacable and
absolutely irrational fanaticism of Islam. Terrorism and the Global Jihad murdered Baldr
just as Islam exterminated every Christian and Jew in the Islamic World outside of
Rebel Israel. The insanely medieval 7th century mentality of the Koran unleavened by
rational enlightenment murdered Baldr. And most of all the unreasoning pathological
hatred for the Kufr Kafir which Mohammad distilled in his new religion murdered Baldr
the god of tolerance and mercy.”
“According to the damn Mos no Kaffir is deemed ‘innocent! Not even a Kafir child!” Mr.
Donkey shouted. “No Infidel is deemed ‘innocent! Not even a ninety year old
grandmother! And no Unbeliever is deemed‘innocent’! Not even the host with whom the
Mo pleads for sanctuary! And forget about the Shirks like the Norse Gods and their
Jahiliyyah Ragnarok prophecies!”
Mr. Mole sighed as he cleaned his spectacles. “And only the most pathetically naive
would think Baldr would not be murdered by an ideology which calls itself the Divine
Slavery which boasts a self proclaimed Divine Mission and Manifest Destiny to conquer
and dominate and rule the world. Peace defined as submission will always murder
Baldr. Murdering the Idealism of Western Civilization and Western Christianity and
Judaism. Murdering the best impulses and noblest motives of the West to share their
freedom and human rights and prosperity and happiness with even their enemies. And
Islam exploited and suborned and then destroyed all of Baldr’s ideals. The UN. The EU.
The Hague. Human Rights. Due process of Law. Tolerance. Graciousness. Democracy.
Meritocracy. The Red Cross Humanitarianism. The Geneva Convention.”

“Betrayed by two faced insider traitors the Brussels Junta ” the ex-lorry driver cried.
“The Quislings eager to complete the ‘Visions of 2050' to usher in the Kalergi Plan.
Labor and the Liberals who sold out the indigenous citizenry for their new voters. Mo
migrants! The Loki Traitors. Secret converts to the Divine Slavery. Two faced insider
traitors working for The Butcher of Istanbul . Working for the New Caliphate. All of the
Caliphates. Working for The Monster. All along colluding with our enemies from the
South! Opening the doors of the citadels to our enemies! Opening the borders to the
Invaders from the South! Suborning us for the Surtr Invaders! The Judases!”
“Yes. As the Vision of Ragnarok predicted” Mr. Mole explained. “And it did not help that
the Freyr Round Table of the Royal Houses of Europe and democratically the elected
leaders of the Body Publick of the nations of the West and especially the Four Ps, the
Police, the Politicians, the Press, and the Professors, lost faith in the Baldr ideals of the
West which they were suppose to guard and preserve and fight and defend. The ideals
of the West. The values of the West. The institutions of the West. The history and
heritage and legacy of the West. The identity of the West. The identity of Europa. The
Identity of Great Britain. The obvious superiority of the West. The moral superiority of
the West. Why the West was the Best.
They lost their anchor. They lost their mooring. They lost the Excalibur of their moral
identity and their need to fight to protect it. To be ever vigilant. To be the shield and
buckler and protector of the West and its ideals. Its peoples. Its right to exist. Its right to
have a homeland. Its right to defend itself. Its right to not be conquered or displaced or
replaced or erased. Like Freyr they tossed the Excalibur aside to trust in more dubious
institutions like the UN and the EU which the Loki Insider Traitors suborned and
destroyed. That left the Freyr Royal Houses and democratically elected leaders
unarmed and defenseless before their implacable foe. All while Cultural Marxists
disarmed us with words like ‘racism’ and ‘bigotry’ and ‘xenophobia’ and ‘Islamophobia’.
All while the police passed gun control which literally disarmed us. Down to banning
even pepper stray!
Multi-cultural relativism and irrational guilt and the masochistic self loathing and effete
decadence and simple 68er exhaustion from too much hedonism and drugs and sex
and extravagances all conspired to disarm the Freyr Leadership of the Round Table of
Western governments. The leaders of the West castrated themselves. They cowered
before the Invaders from the South. They all but groveled to the Surtr....”

*** ***
“.... The West lost faith in itself” Sheridan mused. “The leaders of Europe lost faith in
themselves. The guardians of Europe lost faith in themselves. The politicians of Europe
lost faith in themselves. The bureaucrats of Europe lost faith in themselves. The
economists of Europe lost faith in themselves. The Academics lost faith in themselves.
The religious leaders lost faith in themselves. The police lost faith in themselves. The
military lost faith in itself. And together they caused the people of Europe to lose faith in
themselves and their nations and their ability to stand up for themselves and fight.....
Why do I think I am going to die tonight?....”
*** ***
“....It was like how Dhimmi Dave castrated us during the Brexit debate” the bitter ex-lorry
driver retorted. “He infected us with his cowardice. He made us think we were too weak
to stand on our own two legs as a free and independent nation. He made us think that
we were so weak and useless we deserved to be enslaved. That we were already
defacto Dhimmis. Cravenly cowering sub human sub citizens who did not deserve to be
free.”
“The sword Freyr gave away was the origin of the legendary Sword Excalibur:” Mr. Mole
said. “The symbol of our past. Our history. Our legacy. Our freedom. Our dignity. Our
heritage. Our pride. Our right to exist. Our Civilization. The North Western Advanced
World. The 68ers gave away the Sword of Freyr for touchy feely grovey love and
appeasement and cowering and gutless negotiations which replayed Chamberlain’s
waving the treaty of surrender to Hitler. ‘Peace in our time’ defined as the ‘peace’ of
‘submission to the Divine Slavery. And now our last King of the Last Royal House of
Europe leads the Freyr Round Table of Harbi Allies with very little support from the
distant Shirk Asian allies without the Sword Excalibur or The Once And Future King
Arthur Arisen by his side.”
“We would not even need the actual talisman if we just believed in ourselves and our
ability to stand on our own two feet and fight back!” Mr. Donkey shouted.
*** ***

“....I have been dreaming of the lost talisman the Excalibur” the Irish Druid mused as he
marched into the milky darkness. “I have been dreaming of it. A hand reaching down to
draw it up from the secret sacred waters where it has been hidden. Drawn up by a new
Perceval. Except it is an old Perceval. The hand of a soldier. A warrior. A murderer.
Betwixt and between the coils of time. The hands of two murderers reaching down
together to draw up the lost sword where the long ago Celt throw it. But not in the
waters from which a long ago Druid drew it. Most curious! Visions are never clear
though I am a clairvoyant. If only such a relic existed! It would help us if we had such a
talisman!....”
*** ***
“.....And Heimdall the Night Watchman of the Gods of the North was also fatally
compromised” Mr. Mole told Mr. Donkey. “So the Vision of Ragnarok says. Heimdall was
also the Genius of the ancient gods in wonders of science and invention and technology
which save the Ancient North time and again. And the North West of Europa defeated
the First Wolf Age of Islamic conquests through timely warnings, heroism, the dozen
defensive Crusades, nonstop defensive war, nonstop fighting and dying, and genius.
Genius. Western Genius. Genius for invention and science and technology. And
Heimdall’s Genius, the Genius of Europe, continued to help the North Western
Hemisphere advance ahead of the rest of the world in invention and science and
technology. And chemistry and mathematics and physics and medicine and metallurgy
and weaponry such as the world never before witnessed. 95% of all inventions until the
Millennial originated in the North West Hemisphere of Europe and America! Never has
history seen the like!
Technology kept us ahead of the Surtr and our historic enemy, Islam. Islam which failed
to produce either genius or invention or science of technology or anything whatsoever
except religion and war. And a baker’s dozen of inventions in 1400 years don’t count!
Especially as they were intellectually looted! In fact Islam almost entirely depended on
Western Genius and Inventions and Science and Technology being almost entirely
incapable of doing anything except buying off the shelf what it could not pillage or pilfer
or plagiarize through Muhtadi Western Converts. Even as late as the Millennial the
Islamic Levant was all but dead last in inventions, patents, copyrights, translations of

books, production of books, academic research and development, industries,
manufacturing, and productivity in anything but raw commodities and bomb making.
Technology move us beyond the moldering Cradle of Civilization which Islam was
destroying. The Levant. Technology kept our weaponry ahead of our historic enemy the
Caliphates and Empires and Ghazi Razzia Conquerors of Islam. Technology liberated
the Mediterranean from our historic foe the Barbary Pirate Jihadists and Slavers.
Technology helped to make the Ottomans the sick man of Europe. Technology brought
our foe to their knees after WW I. Technology turned the North West Hemisphere into
the Advanced World. The New Rome. A demi-paradise of the new demi-gods.
Technology and Genius. Technology and Genius even for a while held off the Second
Wolf Age of Terrorism. At least for a while. But what use is a Night Watchman when
everyone ignores his horn of warning? Genius cannot replace the wisdom of heeding
the Gjallarhorn of warning of the Night Watchman.
Genius cannot foil sedition and treason from within. Genius cannot stop traitors from
opening the gates of the citadel and the borders of the nations to the invaders. Genius
cannot save countries being led astray and betrayed. See no Islamic evil. Hear no
Islamic evil. Speak no evil about Islam. The Loki Insider Traitors and their stooges and
useful idiots conspired to trick the leaders of our nation and all of Europe and the North
Americas into mistaking the enemy for their friend and their night watchman for their
enemy. They damned the Heimdall Harbingers. Delusions about multi-cultural relativism
and phony strawman labels about racism and fascism silenced all warnings with the
gags of Islamophobia while irrationally indulging in Islamophilia. The blind love of the
Cult of Islam. Leadership became nothing more than lemmings hurling themselves off
the cliffs of political correctness. Patriotism became nothing more than excuses to
betray the nation and the indigenous people. For their own good of course!”
“For their own genocide of course!” Mr. Donkey said bitterly as he held his dog with
shaking arms.
*** ***
“.....I have been dreaming of the lost sword Excalibur for a week now” Sheridan mused
as he marched into the milky darkness. The closer I come to occupied London the
closer I can feel it. It is must curious. As if I can stretch out my hand and almost touch it.

It is that close now! No one recognizes it. No one sees it for what it is. A most
extraordinary thing! The faces are blurred who found it. Who .......Knockers!..... ‘Kilroy
was here! Kilroy was here! A loop of time! WW II! I can almost see it! The box! The old
fashion handwriting! Someone pulling it out of his old rumble sack and placing it on the
old mat of some old mole of a man. A petit bleu! A petit bleu! It is too long to shoot
through the tubes like that cat! What? What the hell am I saying? I am mad as can be!
Second Sight! It is perfectly useless until after the fact!....”
*** ***
“.... And Thor The Guardian of the Earth was betrayed too before the war started” Mr.
Mole said. “Thor. The symbol of the heroic, self confident, and freedom loving manhood,
the loyal soldier willing to sacrifice himself for God & Country, the officer and gentleman,
aware of both his ambitions as an individual and his penchant for sometimes mistaking
action for wisdom, but also firm in his trust in liberty, free will, self determination, and self
responsibility, a freeman with a free conscience, masculinity co-joined with self sacrifice
and valor. Thor was ridiculed. Castrated. Womanized. Turned into effete Beta males.
Spiritual eunuchs. Literal eunuchs. Hysterical Trannies. Every would- be Thor was
lambasted and reviled that he was just stubborn and reckless and too White Male and
too machismo. Innately racist and repulsively bigoted and obscenely masculine and a
latent rapist for man spreading. Not a team player. A round peg in a multi-cultural
relativist hole of political correctness. That nothing was worth fighting for. That nothing
was worth sacrificing for.
Heroes were ridiculed as fools! Heroes were ridiculed as failures. And the Thors of this
nation and all nations of the North and the West were ridiculed as too brave! Too heroic!
Too obsolete! An obsolete identity as all identities were stripped away. National identity.
Cultural identity. Historic identity. Biological identity. In the new world of mediocrity
everyone was reduced to ciphers. Mere clogs and cams. Interchangeable parts.
Faceless minions who were mice instead of men.
Masculinity was reduced to epicurean effeteness. Geeks. Nerds. Betas. Jokes.
Embarrassments. Enemies. Threats. So when the war came there were no Thors to
raise up and defend the Homeland. Every Homeland is almost always seen as the
Woman Personified. Literally and ideally. Britannia. Marianne. Lady Liberty. The
Motherland. The Mother. The Wife. The Daughter. But the Motherland needs her valiant

protector and her hearthweru and her shieldwall. This time the Motherland faced rape
without Thor to rush to her rescue.....”
*** ***
“....I can almost see it!” Sheridan all but cried aloud. “The box! The curious long box!
The old fashion handwriting! It has been misplaced! It has been misplaced! People
handing it over to people handing it over to people who don’t understand how important
it is! Lledrith! Are you satisfied at last! What did I just say? What does that mean?
Second sight! It is perfectly useless until after the fact!..”
*** ***
“..... And even One Eyed Odin was blind sided despite Mimir his severed head of genius
and his far flying Ravens. Why? His Valkyres abandoned him when they lost
themselves in insane dead end feminism of safety zones from reality because reality
made them want to cry. Or else only willing to wage war against the heinous crime of
males hogging seats on trains. Or else the dubious liberation from morality while
boasting of the pride of having STDS. Jobs instead of homes. No husbands. No
children. No love. No tenderness. Just empty sex in empty places cured by abortions.
Abortions as lifestyles. Abortions because giving birth to life was deemed worthless.
Who needs to procreate the future when the future will end with the Millennials? The
Great Replacement will automatically be the End of Europe. The End of Europa. The
End of the West. The Twilight of the Demigods of the Advanced World. So who needs
children when there is no future and everyone is facing extinction. Biological Ragnarok.
With or without the Wolf Age of WW III. So instead of fighting for Odin the Valkyres
surrendered to the domination and rule of Islam and Muslim misogyny without putting
up a fight. Betraying everything they were suppose to be.
And Odin was also blind sided by the rejection of his values and ideals. Western values.
Western ideals. His achievements. Western achievements. Western achievements like
modern medicine instead of miracles. Modern science instead of superstition. Free will
and self determination instead of fatalism and passivity of pointless suffering. Self
responsibility instead of victimization and the blame game. Insatiable curiosity. The
thrilling search for knowledge. And the audacious love for exploration and discovery

instead of the chained gates of Ijtihad barred and sealed forever. The inquiring Fikr mind
unchained by the heresy and blasphemy of the Zikr mind of ignorant and illiterate
fanaticism.
The prizing of the Humanities because that was what makes people human. The value
of civilization as well as war. The value of prosperity as well as self sacrifice. The
responsibility to rule well and honestly for the well being of all of the citizenry. The joys
of peace. But not the peace which is defined as ‘submission’. Freedom instead of the
Divine Slavery. ‘Life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness’ instead of Jihad. The belief in
progress instead of a god with a name ‘The Greatest Deceiver’ who defines morality as
a large family, illiteracy, poverty, and prayers.
And especially Odin’s greatest invention. Runes. Writing. Literacy. Literacy is so loathed
by the Islamic World it has among the highest percentage of illiterates in the world.
Even India produces more literates and college educated people than Muslims either in
India or in the Islamic Levant. So the you see my dear Mr. Donkey. The West did not
just open the gates of its citadels to the Invaders from the South. The West all but
castrated itself even before it opened its borders to its ancient historical enemy! The
West all but slashed its collective jugular!
The enemy knew it was the Twilight of the Demi-gods of the West. The enemy came
because it know the West was possibly fatally weakened and could not, would not, fight
back against its annihilation. A little chaos. A little taharrush. A little terror. A little war.
And the Second Wolf Age would bring the West to its knees. And the West would grovel
in surrender to an ideology of war masquerading as a religion. A divine slavery
masquerading as the dubious peace of submission. A divine mission statement of world
conquest disguised as a humanitarian crisis. A manifest destiny to conquer and rule the
world decked out in the gaudy seductive colors of a cult. The last hippy cult of the age of
Aquarius....”
*** ***
“.....Can I project the vision into the head of whoever has forgotten about that box?”
Sheridan thought. “Is this the dread I have been feeling? The panic? Water. Water.
Water. Dying by water. Dying in water! Drowning! The box.....floating past bodies
floating in water.....” The Druid shuddered as he suddenly felt something intensely

horrific. An approaching tragedy.. “Can I somehow reach out with my second sight and
cause whoever has misplaced that box to remember it? And .....warn them they are in
mortal danger.....”
*** ***
“.....So to continue the metaphor of the Vision of Ragnarok, the Loki Insider Traitors
were pathologically obsessed with destroying the Kingdom of Odin. The North West
Hemisphere. For whatever reason: be it malevolence or duplicity or for revenge or
because of suicidal self loathing or fanaticism or ideology or pathological hatred of what
Odin represented or the Kalergi Plan of the New World Order or ‘Visions of 2050' or the
lust to stay in power by importing millions of voters or some other nutcase reason” Mr.
Donkey continued. “They deliberately undermined the North West Hemisphere from the
inside out like cancer.
They created monsters and unleashed them. Like the retarded and diseased migrants.
Like the brainwashed Social Justice Warriors. Like the Radical Greens. Like the
Trannies and male hating Lesbians they indoctrinated as their Frankenstein Monsters.
And the Loki Insider Traitors allied their sedition and treason with the Surtr Junta from
the South. The Islamic failed states. All under the all seeing eye of The Monster. They
drafted Islamic African cannon fodder. Then they attack the destabilized and unraveling
North West Hemisphere as predicted by Houari Mohammad Boumedienne in 1974.
‘One day millions of men will leave the Southern Hemisphere to go to the Northern
Hemisphere. And they will not go there as friends. Because they will go there to conquer
it with their sons. The wombs of our women will give us victory.’”
“So the Dire Wolf Fenrir is the incarnation of the goals of Islamic War” Mr. Mole told Mr.
Donkey. I wonder what the heck happened to that curious box..... Marlowe.....oh! The
Knockers! Never mind. It can wait to tomorrow. Where was I? The Dire Wolf Fenrir is the
personification of Islam’s pathological hatred for anything or anyone who defies its
Divine Slavery. The Islamic pathological hatred for freedom, liberty, free will, free
coincidence, free minds, and free souls. The Islamic pathological hatred for anyone who
longs to escape from its totalitarianism cult. The Islamic pathological obsession with
domination and subjugation and degradation and humiliation and ultimately
extermination of people it sees as inferior, sub human, the vilest of creatures. Kufr.

Najis. Jahiliyyah. Us. Infidels. Unbelievers. Non Muslims. The Islamic pathological
obsession with imprisoning the world and chaining every free soul in cells of rigid
orthodoxy with manacles of heresy and shackles of blasphemy. To force the Divine
Slavery down every throat!
The Dire Wolf Fenrir cannot rest until it devours the North West Civilization even if it
destroys the European Advanced World in the process. Devouring everything down to
the bone of the carcass. Devolving the Advanced World back to not only a wreckage of
a Third World failed state but a New Dark Age of 7th Century desert barbarity. Devolving
the Twenty-first Century back to 632 when Mohammad declared war on Christian Rome
and Zoroastrian Persia: ‘....embrace Islam and you will be safe’. If the North West and
the entire world is destroyed then so be it! Down to the bone of the carcass! Which this
Second Wolf Age is doing. Devouring the North West Hemisphere and Europe and our
poor island and the entire world down to ruination! Starvation! Pestilence! War! And
Death! The only winners being the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse!”
“So according to the Vision of Ragnarok we are losing” the ex-lorry driver whispered
softly. “Everyone dies.”
“And if the Surtr unleashes the final weapon of the Fiery Sword and pushes the button
to start thermonuclear war? Then what?” Mr. Mole asked. The ex-lorry driver flinched as
PTSD flashbacks distorted his badly scarred face. Then computer mastermind stood up.
“I need to contact The Odin Master Computer and alert the last Royal House of the
Sons of Freyr so he can warn the Round Table of Harbi Allies and alert the Asian Triad.
Every computer program I have run has computed that WW III will end with Ragnarok.
The End of the World. I have to activate the MIMIR Sequence. The Odin Master
Computer must then decide if saving Western Civilization is worth the ultimate cost:
thermonuclear war and the End of the World as we know it.”
“Why is the burden on us to make the decision to save the world?” the traumatized exlorry driver cried as his dog whimpered in his arms.
“Because the enemies we face, the Loki Insider Traitors, and the Invaders from Surtr
Invaders from The South don’t give a damn about the end of the world! They all believe
they will die in Paradise as Martyrs. They want to die! For diverse reasons. But they all
want to die! They want to commit suicide! Their lust to annihilate is implacable! The

entire Northern Hemisphere of the Western Harbi Kafir and the Eastern Harbi Shirk as
well as the last Naglfar Arks of the West: the Ragnarokkr Survivalist Bastions! They
want to unleash not only the Second Wolf Age but the End of the World! That is why this
is Ragnarok! ‘We love death more than you love life so we will win!’ The logical
conclusion of the infamous Sword Verses of the Koran is Surtr’s Fiery Sword of
thermonuclear warheads!....”
*** ***
“....I never understood why they hated us” one gaunt farmer asked Sheridan.
“This milky darkness is unnerving” Sheridan said. “How far are we from the target?”
“A while yet. We are cutting through the wilderness. The enemy always feared the
wilderness and never could abide snow.”
“Islam has ordered its faithful followers to wage eternal war until the Divine Slavery
conquers and dominates and rules the world” Sheridan explained. “‘Embrace Islam and
you will be safe’. Mohammad in his declaration of war upon the world in 632. ‘Strive
hard against the unbelievers and hypocrites and be firm against them. Their abode is
hell.’ ‘When you meet the unbelievers in the battlefield strike off their heads.’ ‘Fight
those who believe not in Allah or the Last Day, nor hold that forbidden which hath been
forbidden by Allah and His Messenger, nor acknowledge the religion of Truth [ie Islam]
even if they are the People of the Book until they pay the jizya with willing submission
and feel themselves subdued.’ Unless of course they convert to Islam. Then but only
then ‘leave them alone’.
Jihad is the ‘highest duty’ and paradise is guaranteed for those who ‘slay and are slain
for Allah’. ‘slay them wherever ye find them.’ ‘fight them until persecution is no more and
religion is for Allah’. And per the theory of abrogation which is called ‘naskh’ the last
verses trump all previous verses and the last verses of the Koran are the Sword Verses.
And per Sura 9:5 even peace treaties with the Kafir and Shirk are to be abrogated. The
Sword Verses abrogate every peace treaty in the Koran. ‘Fight them until there is no
more Fitnh [disbelief] and the religion will all be for Allah alone in the whole world.’ And
per every established fatwa by the four schools of Islam that abrogates the verse about
‘no compulsion’.

So be the wars waged as Ghazi Razzia Criminality or Taharrush or Drug Gangs or
Piracy or Welfare Fraud or Pillage or Rapine or Slaughter of The Innocents or Slavery or
Terrorism or Sedition or Treason or Civil War or Invasion or Thermonuclear war it is all
justified. It has always been justified. From the moment Mohammad ordered the mass
grave of his enemies the Jews of Medina to be dug. The Medina Trench. Total War has
been justified. Blessed. Sanctioned. And glorified. Jihad. Total War for Allah. For the
Divine Slavery. To dominate and subjugate and rule the world.
And the only negotiation offered to the world since 632 is this: Convert to Islam.
Surrender to Islam. Or else prepare to fight and die. To be exterminated by Islam. The
Sword Verses offer no other option. Peace is submission to the Divine Slavery. Coexistence is not an option! So boyos. When we wage our final battle tonight we will not
show mercy. War to the death is the only option which Islam allows us.....”
*** ***
The young teenaged boss of The Knockers again walked down that long steel corridor
to the closed water tight hatch. He shuddered. Then he looked through the port hole.
“Shadows and strange. Oh God! Oh God please! Please! I am so afraid of seeing a face
floating past this port hole! Oh God! Please! Not by water! Not the way those poor souls
died during WW II....”
*** ***
“.... So the Surtr will weld the fiery sword of thermonuclear war! Islam will do it! If that is
the only way to destroy that which Allah hates and Mohammad has ordered destroyed
then Islam will do it! All as Yggdrasil ,the Tree of Life of the Planet Earth writhes and
screams in pain! Bleeding its life force away! We are clinging to the cliffs of
extermination by our fingernails! The Chimes of Midnight are a fragile hope at best! So
yes! The Fate of the World rests with us. Do we sacrifice ourselves to save the only
Naglfar Arks left? Beleaguered bloody India? Australia now that New Zealand is on its
knees. Japan. South Korea. Hong Kong. Singapore. And China. Does the West allow
itself to be devoured and destroyed to buy The Arks of Surviving Free Humanity
possible escape to reinvent a New World? Ragnarokkr!”

“It can’t come down to the West sacrificing itself to save the East! That is not fair!” Mr.
Donkey cried. “We have a right to survive! No one has the right to wage genocide! Our
genocide! No one has the right to deliberately conspire to invade and displace and
replace and exterminate and extinguish an entire people! Their religion. Their laws.
Their values and ideals and beliefs. Their history. Their culture. Their legacies. Their
achievements. Their civilization. Their very presence on the planet. It is genocide! It is
genocide! It is our genocide!
God damn Mohammad! What sort of maniac offers only this to humanity: Convert!
Surrender! Or else fight and die! Total War! Total annihilation! Total Genocide! At least
Hitler just wanted to destroy Europe. Mohammad ordered his brain dead army of
Zombie homicidal maniacs to wage nonstop war on the entire world! West and East!
Christian and Jewish and Pagan Shirk! The End of the World the final dubious
achievement of the murderous Manifest Destiny of Islam to exterminate every non
Muslim off the face of the planet! Every cross broken and every Jew dead and every
Christian dead and every Shirk dead and the Jizya no more because every non Muslim
is dead! Even if the very planet is rendered radioactive in the process and every Mo is
left banging on the gates of paradise to show their radioactive wounds to Allah! What
sort of maniac blesses genocide? We have a right to fight back! The world has a right to
its own identity! Its own existence! The world has a right to fight back against the Divine
Slavery!”
“Even at the cost of Ragnarok? The End of the World?” Mr. Mole cried. “I have to
activate the MIMIR sequence! It is up to the Odin Master Computer to advise the Last
Royal House of the West and the Leader of the Round Table of the Western and
Eastern Harbi Resistence of the ultimatum! Our destruction to save the East! Or the
Total Destruction of the entire Planet!”
*** ***
Orfeo carefully passed the Bard’s harp to the shaking fireman as Charon slipped into a
deep sleep, lulled by a magical lullaby. Then Orfeo put one dirty finger to his lips.
Gesturing absolute silence. Then the ruined demigod of music crept up to the sinister
Guardian to the Underworld slumped over on his peddle bike taxi. Stealthily Orfeo
picked the foul black rags until he found a key chain ---- which was to say a massive
chain with a dangling key ring of apparently generic keys. The fireman held on hand

over his mouth in fear as that massive key ring tingled. The bedraggled one time
demigod of Music very carefully unhooked the massive key ring and then slipped the
heavy key chain back into one pocket of the sinister Guardian of the Underworld. Then
Orfeo gestured as he stealthily crept ahead. Shaking, the fireman clutched the Bard’s
harp with one hand while keeping his other hand over his mouth. Then the fireman also
stealthily crept past the sinister Charon slumped over his peddle bike taxi.
At this point the fireman all but froze for fear. So Orfeo grabbed the fireman’s shaking
hand and dragged him deeper and deeper into the shadowy tunnel as dim lights
flickered spookily. Then they reached the end of the tunnel. Before them was a massive
vault-like portal of black bronze filled by hundreds of gears and cams and wheels. The
fireman gestured helplessly. They were already defeated by this huge blockage of
overly engineered and even demented cunning. But Orfeo simply picked up Charon’s
massive key ring and searched each carefully tagged key. Then he simply inserted the
oldest key, a massive skeleton key, in fact the oldest skeleton key in the world, in fact
the first key ever invented, into the ornate lock. To be exact the bronze mouth of a
monster Gorgon. Then the strange prototypes of complex wheels and cams and gears
spun and gyrated and rippled across the massive black bronze in a cascade of ancient
Greek Genius. And silently the massive round bronze door opened effortlessly. “Hades
keeps Daedalus busy” Orfeo whispered to the fireman. “Beware Daedalus’ automatons.”
Then the shattered demigod of Music and the fireman of a religion which banned Music
crept inside. The massive door silently closed behind them ------ as a gigantic three
headed robotic dog pounced. The fireman gasped. But Orfeo simply jangled the
massive key ring with a sardonic gesture. The automaton dog promptly sat down and
wagged its tail. “So much for machine replacements.” Orfeo said dryly as he slipped the
massive key ring into one pocket of his raggedly jacket. The keys fell straight though
and into the fireman’s hand. “It is an omen clearly!” the ruined demigod said ironically as
the fireman placed the massive key ring more securely inside his own sinister black
tunic. At the same time the opening and closing of the massive portal ignited a
secondary cascade of automation. Then mysterious gaslight filled the antechamber as
flicking flames of ancient gaslight erupted one by one from blacken bronzed torches
held up by a gilded bronze hands set in the black tile walls. “Did I tell you Hades keeps
Daedalus busy remodeling and retrofitting his Subterranean World?” Orfeo said
sardonically.

“I guess Daedalus invented ‘New & Improved’” the fireman said as the ruined demigod
chuckled ruefully. “I’m scared.”
“Who says I am not?” the grimy demigod replied. “Only a damn fool would not be scared
in this place!” Then the scarred fireman and the shattered demigod walked up the now
slightly assenting black passage to another antechamber which anchored a towering
spiral staircase.
“It looks like the Greenwich Shaft except the colors are all inverted” the fireman said.
“Black instead of white. Blackened Bronze instead of Victorian wrought iron.” Then man
and demigod started their laborious assent upwards. Just when the fireman felt his legs
could not climb another step the spiraling staircase finally ended at the top of the shaft.
Above their heads a dark dome of black bronze and crystal shown. More ancient bronze
hands holding ancient bronze torches of flaming gaslight illuminated the dark dome. “I
don’t see any stars” the fireman said.
“You won’t” Orfeo said. “We have but assented to Hades’ World. And it is the polar
opposite of the World of the Living. As if we have pierced a dark mirror into another
world. A Netherworld. Everything reversed.” Then Orfeo checked the doors. The fireman
gestured to pull out the key ring but the doors were unlocked. So into the Underworld
they went! And they emerged into the foyer of a wonderful palace of slick black and
white marble and chrome and gilded bronze and sleek glass. “This time I stumbled onto
the short route” Orfeo marveled.
“Why this is one of my favorite spelunkering places!” the fireman cried. “My haunted
hotel! But the last time I was here, there, here, at my haunted hotel, as the day started
to wane to ride out the approaching night I found it too dangerous to hide myself in. The
Subterranean Morlocks had taken it over. It had been my favorite spelunker place too.
Reputed to be haunted so no one dared to enter it but me.” The fireman stared at the
shimmering scene of perfection. The long abandoned and derelict hotel was new again.
Restored. Perfect. The way it used to be in the 1930s when Kafir demigods used to
enjoy its beau embrace ---- except the colors were reversed. “But the staircase should
be over there. And the bar should be....”
“In Hades’ world everything is reversed” Orfeo warned. “As if through a mirror darkly.”

“And it is all gaslight instead of electricity.” Then the fireman stared through the revolving
door to behold dark London. “Another version of London. The London Underworld.”
“Everyone sees a version of their world but here and reversed” Orfeo said. “I see
something completely different from you. “I see this place as a Greek Temple of black
and white marble retrofitted by the Genius of Daedalus with the most amazing wonders
of Ancient Greek science. And outside I see a nightmare landscape of my own lost
pastoral wonderland.”
“I see exotic Steampunk retrofits instead of ancient Greek genius.” the fireman said. “I
don’t see the infamous sign.”
“‘Abandon all hope ye who enter here’” Orfeo said. “That is outside the front door to
Hades’s personal abode.”
The fireman looked outside. “I think it is also on his front door mat.” Then the fireman
gestured to the bar from which soft sounds could be heard and echoes of a piano. “The
bar is occupied. I heard those voices earlier this waning of the day. And yet when I
entered the bar it was empty. Dusty. Trashed. And vandalized. Yet when I stood in this
foyer I yet again heard voices and the sounds of ....”
“Music.” Orfeo said as the sounds of a piano filled the empty foyer along with the
sounds of distant laughter.
“Exactly this!” the fireman marveled. “As if ghosts of a lost world!”
“Ghosts of a dead world” Orfeo said. “For that is what Hades is. The realm of the ghosts
of the dead. There are other frontiers of this Subterranean world where others rule as
well. Hel. The Frozen North of the Norse goddess of the Underworld. And The Fiery
Southern Inferno ruled by the Prince of Darkness. And Purgatory to the West. That is a
most uneasy Netherworld of angst and anxiety between and betwixt any and all other
places. And thereby is the Antechamber of Hell where those who did neither good nor
evil dwell. Instead they spent their lives chasing the elusive banner with the strange
device on which they read imagined symbols of whatever their folly which obsessed
them. And eternally they still give chase. Millions of souls chasing that elusive banner
with the strange device on which each sees their folly and their obsession. All as foul

black flies buzz over them eternally. I spent over a century trapped there until I realized
that damn banner was naught but a blank slate on which each imagination writes
whatever device it is fixated by. And toward the East the Deserts of Regret and
Haunting which is the opposite of Nirvana. That place I fear most of all!
I spent centuries searching for Euridice in this Underworld. Centuries exploring dire
worlds both known by Mankind and Godkind and unknown to either Mankind or
Godkind. I spent centuries searching. Spelunkering if you will among the abandoned
and the derelict empty places of this dire counterfeit world. Centuries searching Black
Holes of Emptiness and Hollow Voids. My harp the only sound. My tears my only
companion because the angel of Hope was forced to abandoned me. Hope cannot
linger here and neither can the Undead. Though the Undead are a diverse species of
misplaced souls trapped between and betwixt as well. Centuries. Centuries. I spent
centuries searching before I ever found this bastion of Hades. Then I spent centuries
dangling for Hades to agree to see me. Centuries surrounded by every ghost and
specter and shade longing to hear me sing. Their ghostly hands stroking me. Their
ghostly breaths chilling me. Hades enjoyed my harp as free entertainment. But you
strolled right here!” Orfeo threw the fireman a dirty glance. “While I spent centuries
trying to find it!
And all for nought. For I failed her. And so I killed her a second time. And now Euridice
has forgotten me. For sooner or later the dead always forget the living. Fortunately for
them. Or else they would not be here at all but rather haunting the scenes of their grief
and loss or longing on the surface of the earth. Hollows of time repeating each pain or
tragedy or grief or desperation or need over and over and over. For shades are
oblivious to the passing of time swirling and ebbing around them as if a detour either
bright or else dire. My beloved has forgotten me. Yet her memories haunt me eternally.
Never fading. Always pricking. How ironic. For every careless god predicted I would
forget Euridice for how long is a Mere Mortal’s life compared to gods and demigods? A
fleeting moment. And the contemptuous gods predicted Euridice would mourn her loss
of me forever as her mortality turned bitter as I stayed young and bright. But my darling
did not even live to see her bridal night. Much less old age. Nor did I experience the
foreordained pain of seeing the woman I loved wither and die. Euridice died fleetingly
beautiful. And I have moldered into decay alone.”

“Will I become an undying specter then?” the fireman asked the bedraggled demigod. “if
I cannot atone for my dead love or else free her from the Underworld? Or else will I
become a ghost haunting the derelict ruins of Seventh Heaven? Or else shall I haunt
the Greenwich Tunnel as if an echo as I weep by the fugitive crypt I carved into the
Victorian bricks to conceal the ashes of my lost love? For ghosts are trapped.
Entangled. Rooted. Enmeshed in their rage or guilt or regret or pain. So they cannot
move on. They can only recycle their rage or guilt or regret or pain eternally.”
“There is the Undead and there is the Undead” the ravaged demigod said. “There are
ghosts and there are ghosts and....”
At that moment the elaborate black and gilded bronze doors of the lift opened revealing
an amazing ancient automaton. Then the automaton of the lift operator gestured to the
shattered demigod. Its golden mask of Grecian beauty deceptively benevolent. “Orfeo.
Do you regret your folly yet? Such excess of grief is beyond stubbornness. It is willful.
Excess of anything is destructive folly. And willful self destruction is the most aberrant of
all. The Gods of Olympus feast and celebrate. And their world is shining. Golden. Bright.
And Beautiful. And but for your unseemly grief and stubborn refusal to give up your folly
of loving unwisely but too well a Mere Mortal, you could be in Paradise now. Seated by
your pater’s side. Apollo has not forgotten you even if he has not forgiven you.”
“My Pater cursed my soul to linger eternally between and betwixt worlds until Euridice
rescues me” Orfeo retorted bitterly. “And everyone knows Hades will never free her. And
I failed to free her. And does she after all of these centuries even remember me? For
the one consolation the dead have is that they slowly but surely forget. But even if she
still remembered me could she or would she forgive me? So Apollo has damned me to
endure my life as if hell on earth. Until Gotterdammerung. The Fall of the Gods!” the
bitter demigod snarled. “So go away and warn the Gods above that their golden days
are numbered. And tell the Gods of Valhalla too. The one dubious consolation of my
bitterness is that I can play the harbinger of doom! The Black Crow of Hell has crowed!”
“The gods of the North already know for they have already experienced Ragnarok” The
automaton gestured as if shrugging its bronze shoulders as its golden mask of Grecian
beauty gleamed in the gaslight. “You fireman will experience Ragnarok. But you will not
need my services either fireman.”

“Because you will not offer me your services” the fireman said. “Nor can you. For I killed
the thing I loved.”
“We all kill the thing we love” the automaton said. “For did not my creator Daedalus kill
the thing he loved? His son? When he created great wings to fly them across the golden
sky as if demigods? In order to escape the consequences of his unwise genius. And his
son plummeted to his death. We all kill the thing we loved. And has not even Hades
killed the thing he loved? For how else could he kidnap what he loved most in the world,
Proserpina, unless he killed the thing he loved? For neither the living or the undead can
dwell in Hades as well you know Orfeo. Netherworlds perhaps. The surface if lodged in
an eddy of time or a hollow of an eternal moment. The clock momentarily stopped. Time
circumnavigating around curious timeless spots. But not the Underworld. Fireman. You
will spelunker a Netherworld of your own. No less than this deluded demigod you will
follow a different path of those who love unwisely but too well.” Then the deceptively
beautiful Grecian automaton pushed the button and the lift magically vanished upwards
toward the Paradise of Olympus.
Orfeo snarled as the divine lift ascended without his defiant soul or bleeding grief which
barred him from ever ascending to Paradise. “I willfully defy my Divine Pater no less
than Lucifer! I embrace my eternal self destruction!”
“No!” the fireman cried. “You are desperate to escape it. You are simply trapped in it.
Your bottomless grief. You have mourned your life away!”
“No less than you fireman!” the ravaged demigod retorted bitterly. “We are both
mourning our lives away. We are twin souls who have damned ourselves. Each haunted
by their own rage and grief and despair. Come. As we are here we might a well gate
crash the party in the bar.”
The bitter demigod gestured to march into the bar. But the fireman suddenly gestured to
hold him back. “What did I say to you? Seeing this place both so sadly vandalized yet
haunted at the waning of this day. But I have never seen ghosts haunting the bar. They
haunt the ballroom! Not the bar! And what did I say about the Morlocks? The Morlocks
have not found my favorite spelunker place! No one has found my favorite spelunker
place! And during the waning of this day I was at the Isle of Dogs approaching the

Greenwich Tunnel Shaft! What memories were I reliving? I have not lived such
memories yet!”
“You were remembering something of the future which has not yet happened” the
bedraggled demigod explained. “Your Morlocks, whatever Morlocks are, will find your
favorite spelunker place. And you will spend a waning moment in your favorite
spelunker place and find it compromised as you put it. The gods will haunt the bar
afterwards. After we enter. Whatever happens after we go through those doors will echo
afterwards as if ripples in your future. Now let us enter. After all! That is what you
begged me to help you do. If I must be forced to relive the pain and grief of my debacle
here then at least you should take advantage of my pain and grief and try to free the
soul of your beloved. So shall we go through?” Then the ragged demigod grabbed the
harp and marched into the bar.
The fireman hastily followed, trying to hold on to the dirty hood of the filthy jacket of
Orfeo as he was towed into the bar. And instead of seeing a dusty, ruined, vandalized
place he behold a beautiful place of marble and gilt. An ornate mirror hanging a
gleaming bar. Crystal and glass sparkling everywhere. Great chandeliers glittering. A
black grand piano tinkling away. And beautiful people drinking champagne or cocktails
as if something out of a black and white movie such as the fireman used to watch as a
child when The Dominator used to steal his neighbor’s wifi. “I am in a movie!” the
fireman exclaimed. “One of Mohammad’s beloved movies!”
“We all see what we want to see” Orfeo whispered. Then the raggedly demigod in his
dirty clothes, disheveled hair, and untrimmed and greying beard aggressively marched
into the middle of the beautiful people with the fireman in tow ----- literally as he held the
dirty hem of the ruined demigod’s filthy jacket.
“Life has not been kind to you Orfeo I see” a deep voice said as a man in an immaculate
white tie and tails stood up from the piano and came up to the shabby demigod as if the
incarnation of Fred Astaire. He gestured to the grimy demigod with a sparkling
champagne glass. “And still inviting yourself into my digs as well. The keys please. I
really must chide Charon for sleeping on the job whenever you are on the prowl.”

Orfeo gestured and the fireman hastily produced the key ring and sheepishly handed it
over to the glamorous god of the Underworld. “I apologize Your Highness” the fireman
stammered. “I am here ---- Why am I here? I am ......I ..... I ....I....”
“Everyone kills the thing they loved Davy” Hades said softly as he tossed the key ring
on the black ebony piano. “Everyone has survivor’s guilt. Everyone cannot bare to be
separated from their true love if they find their true love. It is as self evidently true as it is
banal in its universality. But no one gets a free get-out-of-Hades-card. Eh Orfeo?” The
suave god of the Underworld poured out a glass of champagne. The fireman gestured
to shake his head as Hades gestured to give the glass to Orfeo. “Better than the rotgut
booze you have been staying drunk on for centuries my dear Orfeo.” The disheveled
demigod took the glass and bottomed it. “Sparkling water for Davy here” the suave god
of the Underworld said as impeccable waiters produced a crystal glass of sparking
water for the embarrassed and terrified fireman. “You do know you will die tonight don’t
you Davy? That is to say when next you remember this curious episode of your
enigmatic life? After you are late for that last rendezvous you really needed to make.”
“Wolfe always said being late for rendezvous would be the death of me” the shaking
fireman replied as the glass in his hand shook.
“You dawdle in a haunted bar too long. That is what causes to you start to be late. Each
chance event cascading into another chance event a minute too late. Then minutes too
late. Then a quarter of a hour too late. Then half a hour too late. Then a hour too late.
So you collide with destiny. But every minute is a destiny. You choose any number of
destinies. You arrive too late at the rendezvous and that cascades into a meeting with
another destiny instead. A destiny in an obscure alley in an obscure house and a
different rendezvous. Not the rendezvous you were planning which would have saved
you. A different rendezvous. A fatal rendezvous.”
“But if the cascade of chance events start when I am perplexed by ghosts haunting this
bar instead of the ballroom of one of my favorite spelunkerings then isn’t the fault for my
demise entirely with you Sir? I mean Your ....”
“Call me Hades” the suave matinee idol god laughed genteelly. “And quite right too. I
chanced to have a cocktail party here instead of the ballroom tonight. A fey mood. I

unconsciously know you were coming Davy. So I prepared accordingly. Haven’t you
always wanted to star in one of your alter ego’s beloved Hollywood movies?”
“So you slay me” the fireman whispered.
“No. No slay yourself” the suave god replied as he sipped his champagne. “All you have
to do is remember me before you enter that haunted bar. Am I to blame if you fail? It is
like Orfeo here. He blames me nonstop for his failure to restrain his passions and fears
and not stumble on the red carpet leading upwards to happiness. Isn’t that right Orfeo?”
the suave god asked the shabby bum. “And look how you have wreaked your life since
then.”
“I don’t blame you” the shattered demigod said. “I blame myself. But you enjoyed my
suffering when I wandered centuries trying to find my way to your hall only to dangle for
centuries more as you enjoyed my heart breaking music. You were in no hurry to ease
my pain.”
“And you have spent centuries mourning your life away ever since” Hades said. “Hasn’t
he Proserpina?”
A beautiful image of what the fireman always imagined a Harbi Kafir would be came up
in her tight black hourglass gown held by two bejeweled shoulder straps. Her striking
marble profile both unconventionally beautiful yet commanding in its striking authority to
awe and intimidate. “Madame X!” the fireman stammered.
“We are what you imagine us to be Davy” the glamour consort of Hades said in a silvery
voice. “Madame X is calling out for you as if a siren. Don’t go. Or else .....do go. Each is
a different ending. One ending is Ragnarok. One ending is ..... illusive. But then you are
a curiously illusive soul Davy” the glamorous goddess replied in her silvery, melodious
voice.
“You interceded with Orfeo my lady so I beg you to intercede on my behalf” the fireman
pleaded. “My beloved .....she ......died ...... because of me. My Princess Melisande does
not belong here! I do! I beg you to intercede for me! To allow me to take my Beloved’s
place here and to give her the remains of my life on the surface where she belongs!”

“It would not be a good deal for your Beloved” Hades said dryly. “As if a fairy tale, the
chimes tolling at midnight would end her happy-ever-after.”
“I beg you to intercede for me! Please Your Highness! Madame X!” the fireman
stammered.
“Her memories of the tragedy are fading. Would you force her to relieve them Davy?”
the aloof and beautiful woman replied with a silvery but unexpendedly kind voice. “Davy.
You are here because of survivors guilt. To atone for sins real and imagined. Quite real.
Quite imagined. But everyone kills the thing they love Davy. Don’t they my dear?”
Madame X turned to her consort. Hades flinched.
“I loved you unwisely but too well” Hades said softly. “But haven’t I spent an eternity
atoning by bedazzling you with a magical place?” The god of the Underworld waved one
hand at the glamorous room as every artificial form of light blazed to bedazzle. “When
the sun dies then there will only be two worlds my dear. This World. The Underworld.
And the Past. Ragnarok my dear. You forget Ragnarok.” Hades pulled a telegram out of
the pocket of his elegant white vest and waved it. “Gotterdammerung. It is already the
Twilight of the Gods. Isn’t it better to be here when the whole world is dead?”
“Does that counterbalance spending an eternity waiting for Gotterdammerung?”
Madame X replied.
“And you forget Ragnarokkr” the fireman blurted out. “Wolfe is an expert in the Vision of
Ragnarok. He says one world dies. But one world is reborn.”
“Then I definitely won’t grant your wish” Hades retorted peevishly. “Unless Orfeo can still
remember how to sing. A bet. Lets bet! Eh Orfeo! Can you still summon up the spirits? I
will make you a bet. If you can still summon up the spirits then you can sing one soul
back to wherever in the world, this world, any world, wherever place that soul longs to
be. Needs to be. But the catch is it must be whoever comes. And only one soul.
Whoever remembers your voice to come. But only one soul can be freed. And then your
music can only lead that soul wherever that soul wishes to go. Needs to go. Is
desperate to go. One song to one soul to get-out-of-jail! That is to say the Underworld.
And oh yes! The same catch as before. Neither of you can look back before seeing the

rays of the sun. And the soul you lead forth must stay absolutely silent until they are led
by the living wherever they need to go to see whoever they most long to see!”
“But it must be love drawing love forth!” the fireman cried. “Love must be the magnet!”
“Yes Davy” Madame X replied. “Love must be the magnet.”
“Love is a willy nilly magnet” Hades said bitterly. “For love is no guarantee for
happiness. Look at Orfeo here. A casualty of love if there ever was one! He loved
unwisely but too well a Mere Mortal who would have died anyway. And even if she died
at the age of 90 she would have died prematurely when measured against the life span
of demigods and gods.”
“Don’t be cruel Hades” Madame X cried. “If your heart ever felt love then you would
know your conditions are impossible. For god or demigod or man.”
“Love rejected is just as painful as love unrequited” Hades retorted to Proserpina as he
sat down by the piano with his back to the spectacle to play with the ivories, playing
Moonlight Sonata exquisitely. The perfect white tie and tails black and white vision of
moonlight at night.
“I will take your bet with every obscene condition” the haggard and grimy Orfeo replied
as he held up the Bard’s harp. “Davy. Turn around. Whatever happens do not look back.
Hold onto my the hem of my jacket and I will led the wounded soul of whoever
recognizes my voice and follows my voice to the first golden rays of the sun. Whoever
they are! Wherever they need to go! In order for them to see whoever they most
desperately long to see! Love drawing them toward love as if a magnet!” The fireman
took hold of the dirty hem of Orfeo’s raggedly jacket. Then the shattered demigod stood
up straight and tall. “This harp is magic. And whatever magic still lingers in my bruised
heart and battered body I will pour it out into its sorrowful strings.” Then the ruined
demigod stroked the strings. And out of his wreckage and ruination a beautiful lyric
baritone voice sang out.
‘At the mid hour of night when stars
are weeping. I fly
to the lone vale we loved when life

shone warm in thine eye.
And I think that if spirits can steal
from the region of air
to revisit past scenes of delight
thou wilt come to me there.
And tell me our love is remembered
even in the sky.
Then I’ll sing the wild song
which once ‘twas rapture to hear
when our voices both mingling
breathed like one on the ear.
And as echoes far off thro’ the vale
my sad orison rolls.
I think oh my love.
Tis thy voice from the kingdom of souls.
Faintly answering still the notes
which once were so dear!’”
“A bruised and desperate soul have come” Proserpina whispered. “For your song has
awakened forgotten memories! And needs! Desperation! And love as if a magnet is
pulling it forward! Lead on Orfeo! But do not look back! Either of you!”
“And you will but kill the thing you love yet again when your usher your beloved toward
the fingertips of Ragnarok! The Twilight of the Gods! And slay her yet again” Hades
shouted with his back to the spectacle.
“But after Ragnarok there is Ragnarokkr!” Proserpina shouted. “The seas will ebb. The
eagle will soar across the veil of the waterfall and craw. And the fish will look across the
world from the tallest mountain and see the earth being reborn and shout. And
Speranza the angel of Hope will sing. For despite death and Ragnarok life will be
reborn!”
“Not for all of the gods!” Hades shouted as he pounded the piano. “And the miserable
few who survive will bewail their pain when everyone they loved has perished. It is safer
Proserpina to embrace the Triumph of Death than suffer with the fragile hope that some
might survive. The pain of grief for the loss of love breaks every heart. I did what I did to

spare you the pain of Ragnarok. Because no heart can endure the pain of Ragnarok!
The pain of surviving alone! To survive the Twilight of the Gods is unendurable!”
“Sing Orfeo” Proserpina cried. “A silent soul will follow! Lead that soul where it needs to
go!”
“But what if the soul is not my beloved?” the fireman cried.
“Don’t look back!” Orfeo cried.
“Don’t look back!” Proserpina cried.
Hades looked around to snare out a retort and then stared perplexed. “So you can profit
from Orfeo’s heroism?” Hades said softly as he looked at the desperate soul.
“No! To atone!” the fireman cried.
“Don’t look back!” Orfeo growled as he played the ancient harp. “Whatever you do don’t
look back! You want to atone for doing wrong! Whatever soul is following us we are
obligated to lead that soul where that soul wants to go! Needs to go! Is desperate to go!”
“Then don’t look back Davy” Hades whispered.
“I need to see her face!” the fireman cried. “Is she accusing me? Does she still hate
me? Can she ever forgive me?”
“Regardless of what is happening don’t look back Davy. Keep hold of my damn jacket.
Shove the dirty hood over your face. I will led us forth to the first shining rays of the sun.
And I will lead this soul following my voice wherever this soul needs most desperately to
go. Close your eyes Davy! Close your eyes! Bury your face in the hood of my jacket!”
So the fireman closed his eyes and held on to Orfeo as if a blind man. And Davy buried
his teary face in the dirty hood of Orfeo’s filthy jacket. And Orfeo sang so beautifully
Davy wept. And it felt as if an eternity. But Orfeo sang with such heartbreaking beauty
Davy felt as if his soul was leaving his body. Then suddenly the fireman felt the first
warm rays of the sun striking him. Orfeo sighed. “You can open your eyes now Davy”

the exhausted demigod said very softly. The fireman pulled Orfeo’s dirty jacket’s hood
away from his face and looked around to see the raising sun behind a silhouette of a
hollow and gutted out townhouse. The fireman staggered. Then he turned around to see
the raising sun sparkling over the glass pyramid of the survivalist’s bunker. Then the
fireman stood by a massive Victorian girder holding up the false facade of a townhouse
gutted by fire and then retrofitted to conceal a ventilation shaft of the Underground.
“This is the haunted Victorian house where I most loved to spelunker. The ghosts of a
Victorian family used to live here. The sort of make believe family I so longed to be a
part of. The sort of happy-ever-after I so desperately wished for. But then this became a
plague house. The loving father nursed his family as one by one they died in his arms.
His wife. His son. His darling daughters. His new baby. And then he set fire to it. A bier
for his family and himself. And I used to fantasize being their lost son! That they had two
sons and I was their lost older son! Their ..... misplaced son! Misplaced in a distant and
terrible war! But now I know it is simply a gutted out sham. A facade. A hollow place
where occasionally time slips and ghosts relive the last bittersweet night of their lives
over and over and over.”
“I hear the echo of the song” Orfeo said. Then he played the ancient Irish harp and
sang:
‘Tis the last rose of summer
left blooming alone
all of her lovely companions
all faded and gone
No flowers of her kindred
no rosebud is nigh
to reflect back her blushes
and give sigh for sigh....’
‘.....I’ll not leave thee lonely one
to pine on the stem
since the lovely are sleeping
go sleep thou with them.

Thus kindly I scatter
thy leaves o’ver the bed
where thy mates of the garden
lie scentless and dead....’
‘.....So soon may I follow
when friendships decay
and from love’s shining circle
the gems drop away
When true hearts lie withered
oh who would inhabit
this bleak world alone?
This bleak world alone?’
“No! No!” the fireman cried. “Where is the soul of my beloved? Where is she?” the
fireman staggered around the gutted out hollow. “There is no lost soul here! We did not
save my beloved! Or your beloved! Or anyone at all! There is just us! And my tri-night
walk about was all for nought! We did not save anyone Orfeo! And now I have to report
back to the Elephant & Castle Fire Department and do evil having failed to do good!”
“Hades said there would be a soul” the ruined demigod said softly. “ He did not say
whose soul. We led that soul where that soul needed to go. I thought you wanted to do
something selfless Davy? We did. We saved a lost soul who did not belong in the
Underworld but rather the Netherworld. There is the Undead and there is the Undead.
There are ghosts and there are ghosts. We did something selfless. We saved a soul.”
Orfeo came up to the crying young man and awkwardly hugged him. “A soul needs to
be here Davy. You will understand in time.”
“She won’t ever forgive me!” the fireman wept. “I can’t forgive myself!”
“She does not remember you Davy” Orfeo whispered softly. “Euridice does not
remember me. The balm of death is that memories fade. The pain of living is haunting
this life alone. Forgive yourself Davy.”

“How when I can’t atone for what I have done?” the fireman wept. “To the only person I
ever loved who I caused to die! To people I have murdered! Some who deserved to be
murdered! But some who did not deserve to be murdered!”
“You will atone Davy. It just will be later and in a different way. Go to your charmingly
named Elephant & Castle. Whatever that is. The sun is raising. Ragnarok is not yet.
Don’t worry if you don’t remember dawdling at that haunted hotel. The ghosts of the bar.
The piano music. Hades plays so beautifully. He filched all of my songs I played in the
Underworld. I finally realized if I simply stopped singing he would have no reason to
keep me dangling. Your destiny will take you where you must go.”
“I am so very sorry I drag you through this fruitless exercise in survivors guilt” the
fireman whispered. “I just yanked the sticking plaster off your own grief and pain.”
“There was no sticking plaster to yank off” the ruined demigod whispered. “I bleed my
grief regardless. You have a beautiful soul Davy. Someday you will realize that” the gruff
demigod said as he pushed the fireman away. “Now go! Go!” The fireman hurried away.
Then the wreckage of a demigod sat in the debris of old Victorian construction litter as if
a homeless bum. Then he used his hands and dug a shallow grave in the dirt. He
placed the harp gently beside the mound of dirt. Then he laid down into the shallow
grave as if a bed and used his knife to slash his arm. Blood poured out as the golden
light of dawn poured down. Blood poured out onto the shadow grave and soddened the
loose soil. A silhouette approached and stood before the sight of a filthy, homeless
drunk curled up in a shallow grave. Then the silhouette knelt down beside the shattered
man as his blood sodden the soil.
“You always grounded me” the ghost of Euridice whispered to Orfeo.
“You drew me out of my shell” the dying man whispered.
“I waited so long for you to come” Euridice whispered.
“A demigod sometimes has a problem dying” Orfeo whispered as his life’s blood poured
out.

“You did not have to mourn your life away like this” Euridice whispered. “Your failure to
lead me forth but proved your fragile humanity just as your valiant attempt to save me
proved your godliness. Apollo’s golden halo calls your forth to Paradise. Go to Paradise
my love. I am happy I saw your poor sweet face one last time. But I would rather that
you had not mourned your life away for me thus. My love for you did not demand your
ruination.”
“If I am with you my Beloved then I am in Paradise” the dying demigod whispered to the
ghost of his lost bride.
Then the ghost of Euridice laid down in the shallow grave and embraced the dying man
as Orfeo’s life blood poured out of him. The dead and the dying in the shallow grave as
if a lover’s bed. And the souls of Orfeo and Euridice descended to the Underworld as
the silhouette of the survivalist stood over the shallow grave. Then the survivalist knelt
down and surveyed the shattered vestige of a broken homeless man. “Another casualty
to the Wolf Age” the survivalist said softly. Then he took his shovel and buried the body
of a homeless man. He went over to his glass pyramid and unearthed part of the feral
climbing roses. Then he planted it in the mound of freshly turned earth. He patted it
carefully.
Then he saw the old Irish harp and picked it up. “A bard’s harp. A poor Irishman. It is
fitting you found your way to a haunted house. Some nights at twilight you can hear
songs being sung by ghosts. I will set your harp in the ruined spot where once the parlor
stood. Perhaps the ghosts will find it when time next slips and illusive magic shimmers
such as we Mere Mortals are rarely permitted to experience. Let your ancient harp play
music eternally in a haunted hollow where time swirls golden.” The survivalist knelt
down by the mound. “Sleep in peace poor Bard. At least this way you are spared
Ragnarok. For not even I will be able to survive the approaching Fall of the Gods.”

CHAPTER FIVE
The fireman stared at the darkness of the nightmare which London was now. “If only I
had not lingered at that haunted bar I would not have been delayed making the
rendezvous with my handler. I fear that might be the death of me. But perhaps death is
the only escape from this hell on earth I can hope for now. The very air tastes foul as if
Ragnarok is on the tip of my tongue.
I remembered when the Royal Exchange was bombed. By now so many bombings
were occurring in London it was hard to say who did that one though Anarchists
ironically highjacked the airways to announce that the only thing worse than Capitalism
was everything else. The masked Anarchists then melodramatically pointed to an
electronic countdown to when Great Britain would become officially bankrupt. Economic
Armageddon. The mullahs replied by outlawing Economics as haram. If Islam could
outlaw Cause and Effect and Free Will then it could outlaw Economics. ‘Economics is
the preoccupation of donkeys.’ It was the one thing the Sunni in London agreed with
that damn Shia Khomeini about.
Economics was not exactly a topic which madrassas taught. In fact Economics was
something Islam never worried about. Being the preoccupation of Jewish donkeys. Alas!
As Wolfey always ranted, Islamic Economics never progressed beyond Ghazi Razzia
Holy War For Holy Profit, Slavery, and Dhimmitude Exploitation. They formed the tried
and true Islamic Triad of Crude Extractive Economics which the more sophisticated
Extractive Economics of Oil only slightly augmented. It was all Ponzi. Parasitic
symbiosis. Eloi and Morlock. Unsustainable. But no Muslim ever could understand that.
And every Muslim country clung to it. And every Muslim dreamed of enjoying it. But
Economics to me was personal.
When the Ghazi Razzia and Dhimmitude was apparently churning out the riches, which
was to say confiscating the riches and transferring the riches from the Morlocks to us
Eloi, then I used my tiny wages to actually buy a shabby loft in the attic of a confiscated
townhouse seized from a Kafir courtesy of the Kafir Wealth Tax and converted to house
Muslim citizens. After The Dictator of Berlin stared confiscating German private homes
to house migrants the gambit was adopted by everyone. Just the threat of confiscation
kept the Kafirs cowering. And Muslims now could enjoy even better digs than charity

council houses. They could now take any house. So this was my first home. The attic
loft. A bisection of the attic actually. Right on the roof. A garret loft.” The fireman paused
in the middle of the filthy street which used to be Piccadilly to savor the memory of it as
he stared into utter darkness while a distant wail of sirens and the rat-tat-tat of machine
gun fire pierced the polluted air. Then by instinct he ducked under a burned out bus as
sinister helicopters roared across the dark sky machine gunning everything that moved.
“How I dressed that tiny attic on the seventh floor as if it was Seventh Heaven.” the
fireman recalled as bullets peppered the sewage reeking street. The sounds of spiraling
helicopters circling and circling in the foul dark sky overhead. The fireman hunkered
down to wait for the flying death machines to pass over to torment others. “I
remembered some old TV movie called ‘Seventh Heaven’ about a poor city worker and
the Street Angel he swept up to Seventh Heaven. How they fell in love in an attic called
Seventh Heaven. How I loved that garret. Seventh Heaven. I dressed it with flowers.
That garret. My Seventh Heaven. Flowers had not been declared haram as decadent
bourgeois Kafir Jahiliyyah yet.
Then I found a clean mattress and placed it on the floor after I scrubbed the floor and
walls and ceiling all day. I polished each and every window. I found a rickety table and
arranged two cheap tin plates and mugs. I placed the flowers on the table. I fussed with
everything. Desperate to please my bride. My Street Angel. My Dora. No! I think that
was another TV movie. My bride to be. My Melisande. Then I went off to sweep her off
the street into my arms and sweep her up to Seventh Heaven. It did not exactly turn out
like the movie.....” the fireman wept softly. “Cleaning my Seventh Heaven for my bride
while watching Orfeo was clearly an omen which I did not understand enough to take
seriously.”
The fireman wept as an image of something hanging from a ceiling beam filled his
wounded brain. “We always kill the thing we love! I don’t deserve my happy ever after!
Not after I caused the death of my precious darling. The one thing in the world I ever
loved and hoped could, would, love me. I damned myself. Her death was all my fault!
And I can’t atone! I can’t atone! That is why my happy ever after has turned into
torment. Is that why I am going to die tonight? Because I should be punished?
God! But why tempt me then to damn me? It has all been an uncontrollable and
unpremeditated slippery slope to hell!” The fireman wept as one hand unconsciously

caressed something concealed over his heart. “Why did you have to take her God? If
you had to punish me then punish me. Why did you take her? The only thing I ever
loved. The only thing I hoped could bring me out of my shell. Why did you have to kill
her? Why couldn’t you kill me instead? Why don’t you have 100 names Allah? Just 99
names. 99 names and not one name is Love. At least the Christian God is called Divine
Love. What good are you Allah if you don’t even understand the word ‘love’?”
The fireman flinched. “Seventh Heaven was always a lie” the fireman wept in a soft
voice. Then that soft voice shouted “Admit it Davy! It was all a lie from the get-go! The
antenna wire needed the roof to pick up and project the wireless radio your handler
gave you. You retrofitted no end of cunningly deceitful hiding places which no honest
soul should have needed. You squirreled away things that were beyond haram. They
were treason. Not just ...... Ahmad’s childish needful things. Or my sentimental needful
things. Your duplicitous needful things! What a lying and deceitful two faced bastard you
are David Mohammad Ahmad!”
Then fireman remembered what damned him. “The British Museum screw up was an
one off” he said in that soft voice of his alter ego. “That is what I told myself. I would go
straight. I would be a good fireman. A good Muslim. I would not be seduced. I would not
be tempted. I would not be damned. I would be a good Muslim and keep my job so I
would be able to keep Seventh Heaven and my tiny income would allow me to marry ....
us to marry .... Davy to marry ..... The Princess. Our precious beloved Melisande. So I
refused to meet Wolfey. I had to give up Wolfey. Davy needed his Princess and what I
felt for Wolfey was .....” The fireman flinched and hunched over with his thin arms across
his starved chest as he wept. “I had to give up Wolfey! I had to give up Wolfey! And
Davy had to give up the Black Market Monuments Men! We all had to go straight! Even
Ahmad. If the Princess came to Seventh Heaven Ahmad would have to hide his secret
things. And my blankie. We would have to hide him. We would have to hide Us. She
would not understand! And Davy needed this! But everyone would have to pay the price
including Davy! We would all have to go straight!
But the Tate was announced to be the next target for Jahiliyyah bonfire burning. The
Strand Fire Department was assigned the job of burning the Tate and the date was set
so we could be a backup if needed.” The fireman wept as he remembered his
damnation. “Why? Why? Why did you temp me Allah just to damn me to take my happy
ever after away from me Allah? Because I contacted the Procurer. Under the table. My

cell phone still worked then. Covert communication was still occasionally possible. I .....I
....why? It was not the money! That was a decoy. It was ...... so maybe the Procurer
would rescue the best of the Tate and some of the pretty things would be spared? Is
that why I did it Allah? Is that why you damned me and conspired to cause me to kill the
only thing we ever loved?
I told the Caliph’s Procurer the date set to burn the Tate. The Prep date. I made it sound
as if I wanted a bribe for the insider intel. I advised him that if the Caliph wanted to
cream the cream of the Tate he had to move fast and rush vans to haul away what he
wanted on the night before the Prep was slated to start because the Fire Captains were
angry that some of the Jahiliyyah was being saved. And everyone knew it was being
diverted to private collections of the Caliph and his cronies. The oligarches. The Strand
Fire Department was determined to do a glorious bonfire of the Tate to appease Allah so
Allah would send a miracle and stop the Pancras plagues afflicting us. All of the plagues
afflicting us. It was going to be a sacrifice to Allah!
We needed a sacrifice. You demanded a sacrifice. Something had to be sacrificed. And
the British Museum sacrifice has been such a botch. The Elephant & Castle Fire
Department did not come out well. Except for me of course. The hero of the hour.” The
fireman grimaced. “The hero of the hour. But something ---- or someone ---- had to be
sacrificed to appease your wrath because thousands of people were starting to die in
the streets from every sort of plague and contagion. The Hellwaine Hearses could not
keep up with the corpses that were filling up the streets. Every sort of disease. Plague.
And contagion. And hunger. And pollution. And the Global Jihad only unleashed the
Dogs of War. The Hell Dogs of Garmr devours everyone indiscriminately. And the Dire
Wolf Fenrir tears everyone to pieces.
And it was as if that damn fool of an old church guy really did curse us. For it was as if
the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse really were tormenting us. And every night the
skies turned bloody for two or three hours before oozing from red into purple with putrid
smears of the most dreadful green. As if the sky was oozing pus. Followed by twilights
which lingered for an hour. As if the sky was pouring out blood over the nightmare vision
of hundreds of thousands of migrants dying of plagues. Dying in every migrant camp
and park and on every street and sidewalk and inside every gutted out store front. Dying
so fast the Hell Wagons could not keep up. Dying so horribly blood erupted out of ever
orifice of their bodies. A city of corpses rendered lividly red by the glory sunsets. The

bloody sunsets painting all of London into one gigantic Medina Trench of bloody red
corpses. The stench of death and decay so nauseating you could not breathe. It was
like the carnage after a thermonuclear war except nukes at least incinerate the bodies
to ash. This decomposing carnage co-mingled with garbage and sewage left behind a
tonnage of putrid rot squirming with maggots and rats.
And then the winds started to blow so cold. The all but nonstop rain turning into
shimmering ice and sleet. Deceptively beautiful ---- except it was lethal for the homeless
migrants. Anyone caught out in the freezing cold. No one could last a week so exposed.
And how tuberculosis exploded then! Damp and cold and freezing feeding death by
exposure and the spread of the White Plague as warmth vanished. Then terrible
hailstones raining down as if bullets. Hailstones the size of your fist. People killed by
hailstones. Their blood pooling under the hail and freezing. Turning the hail red. As if red
cobblestones. Red cobblestones of shimmering frozen hail covering every street and
sidewalk as if strange bumpy snow. Freezing. But if you knelt down and stared through
the red cobblestones of the huge hail you could see pulverized corpses in a frozen pool
underneath.
And I saw birds dropping down from the sky. Instantly slain! Literally frozen to death.
The temperature dropping so fast they literally froze to death in seconds. ‘Weather
bombs’. The first one was called a freak event. But then more weather bombs hit and it
was not just birds which died. Animals. Some killed with fodder in their mouths. Literally
dying as they were grazing. And it was not just animals who died. People. Homeless
migrants huddled in the foul mud of the park camps and the sidewalks and the streets
freezing to death all but instantly. And then furious blizzards hit. Winds of up to 90 miles
an hour. Snow so cutting it sliced the flesh of the exposed even as it froze them to
death. Bodies found frozen into mounds of snow. Frozen into the snow. White. Then
black. The corpses incased in the snow turning black. The snow tinged a most curious
pink. Or else dirty grey. Dense with sulfur ash. One day somewhat warm enough to lull
people into thinking the weather was getting back to ‘normal’ and then bam! Blizzards!
Leaving snow banks up to the first or even second story windows. London was not
suppose to see snow. Much less blizzards as if something out of the Arctic.
Then the Thames froze. Sure. Sure. It was only for three days. But then another terrible
storm froze the Thames. Then another terrible storm froze the Thames. And by January
there was so much ice and snow even in London no one knew where to put it all. And

our glorious Mo Mayor had no funds to haul it away or de-ice or spread salt. So
automobiles or buses or lorries skeeted and crashed as if dominos all over the place.
Then the streets simply filled up into a solid mass of snow and wreckage. And the
homeless froze to death. Frozen corpses competing with plagues to kill The Faithful.
Every dawn seeing another layer of frozen corpses embedded in the snow drifts as they
rose up to the second story of gutted out store fronts. People literally climbing out of
upper windows to climb down the drifts. And tons of snow on every roof causing no end
of cave ins.
Sure. There were lulls between the terrible storms. Enough to melt the frozen carnage
into wreckage intermixed with rotting black corpses and polluted water and icy mud
oozing everywhere. But then bam! Another storm. Another storm. Another storm. It was
no point even trying to dig out! And the melting between storms simply spread the
rotting decay and befouled mud and tainted water everywhere. If anything that was
worse!
Spring came late. And by then all of the trees were chopped down. Anything that could
burn had been burned. And all of the flowers were dying. No spring bulbs. People dug
up rot but ate the rotting flower bulbs anyway. And there were no more green parks.
Just foul mud five feet deep as if polluted bogs. Some ten feet deep. And rumors said
people floundering in the mud even found ancient corpses of Medieval plague victims in
the deep boggy mud. The ancient parks of London being Medieval plague pits. The
grassy veneer gone the death underneath raising up to the surface. Though that could
have been the Urban Myth Whisperers. Hell! Even I spread that. It sounded so
deliciously grotesquely Dickens in a way! And everything was turning foul and rotting.
The whole of London turning foul and rotting. And there was no food anywhere.
Spring famine it is called. The famine before the first harvests. And the erratic weather
and spring floods destroyed spring planting. The old days when airplanes used to haul
in exotic spring foodstuffs from warm Spain or Italy long gone. Increasingly only one
harvest per year. And if storms struck then well.....So there simply was no food. No food!
Omens! Omens! Omens demanding sacrifices! Something or someone had to be
sacrificed! And the sun waned as the air became foul and crops failed and the Urban
Myth Whisperers started to whisper warnings about the Vision of Ragnarok. As the
world started to fall apart as the Second Wolf Age devoured us down to the bone of the
carcass!

So why did I do it Allah? Because it was me! Me! I did it! Not Davy! I did it! So why did I
throw a stone wrapped with a calendar page circled through a back window of the
smoldering British Museum with a drawing of a van and the picture of the Caliph’s
Procurer. If the Morlocks were smart they would use the Procurer’s midnight raid to raid
the Tate. If the Morlocks were not smart then Inshallah! As Allah wills! I was not going to
risk my neck for the Morlocks. I was not going to risk my neck for anyone. I am no hero.
I have never been a hero. I risk my neck for no one. Not when I had a chance for my
Seventh Heaven. A chance for us to go straight and woo our precious darling beloved
girl. My ..... our ......fiancee. Our future bride. Our Princess Bride. Our Melisande. I had
to go straight. We had to go straight! For her! For our Seventh Heaven! The British
screw up was an once off. A twist of fate. An accident. Chance. As destiny would have it.
A momentary flirt with damnation. Not to be repeated. Except I was back at the scene of
my momentary flirt with damnation! I knew the smoldering bastion had security cameras
and if fate would have it then one of the cameras might still be working and the paper
covered rock would be found. Either way I would be gone. As if I had not done anything.
A coward never does anything heroic. I ran away in the darkness.
I was half a mile away when I heard someone running behind me. I pulled out my gun
and turned around to find the MI5 agent running up to me. It was Jack Philips. Then he
panted. Then he held up his hands. And then he looked around as we ducked into the
shadows. Then we moved deeper into the shadows. Trying to elude the eavesdropping
mikes. Then I whispered to him that I advised the Caliph’s Procurer that if he wanted to
cream the cream of the Tate he needed to do it on the date before the Prep was slated
to start. The Prep and Torching was going to be done by the Strand Fire Department. So
the Procurer’s vans had to queue up at midnight with the Caliph’s mark and stamp and
slither inside The Tate the night before the Prep to cream the cream.
Only the Caliph’s Procurer could slither through the Morality Police who encircled the
doomed place to prevent rescue or escape. So all the Morlocks had to do was highjack
the vans of the Procurer. Substitute their own drivers. Get White Van Blokes into the
driver seats and kill the real drivers. Let the Procurer snake everyone inside by waving
the Caliph’s mark and stamp. Leading the Morlocks right into the Tate. To loot the place.
Then drive away. Pretend to be driving back to the Buckingham Fortress. But then
abscond. But I was not going to be dragged into another British!”

The fireman grimaced as tears drenched his thin face. “But of course I already was.
Why? Why did I do it? Why?” The fireman wept as both black gloved hands covered his
face as he cried. “And that damned me! And you have punished me Allah by taking
away the only thing we ever loved! No! Worse! Worse! You made us kill the thing we
loved!”
The fireman remembered how his sin went down. “‘We need to save the National’ the
spy said. Then the spy grabbed me by the arm. He was frantic. ‘Not just the Tate! The
National! You helped us once. You are helping us now. But we have to save the
National. It has the greatest treasures of the nation inside. The legacy of the British
People. You helped us save the legacy of the World when you helped us save the
British Museum. You have to help us save the National!’
‘You bastards should have thought ahead!’ I snared at the spy. ‘You should have already
hauled the stuff away. Dragged it down into the vaults. Like the British vault.’
‘But only the British Museum had such a massive underground bastion!’ the spy
protested. ‘And Dhimmi Dave kept assuring us the museums would never be torched.
Attacked. Looted. He swore the museums were safe. That the Muslims of Great Britain
were different! They were moderate! They could be trusted! They would not pull an Iran
Detour to Fundamentalism! Or an ISIS! They wouldn’t play sheeple and let the radicals
lead them by their noses! They would stand up to the fundamentalists! They would be
loyal to everything Great Britain stood for! Everyone told us we were being bigoted to
assume the worse! That we were racists! That we were Islamophobes!’
‘Well you are doing a nifty job gassing migrants at the train stations!’ I snarled. ‘Pump
the Pancras gas out of every museum. Just tell me when you plan to do the V&A
because my fire department is slated to do that and I don’t want to die. Otherwise! Let
me be!’
‘We used up all of the Pancras! We barely scrapped the bottom of the barrel of the test
tubes to spew out a fart at the British. It will be a month before Oxford In Exile can
produce a new batch. We have some ideas how to improve it. Improve its psychological
effects the way monoxide acts on the brain. Dire fear. Irrational fear. Irrationality. Deadly
side effects. So we can dilute Pancras and make it go farther. But right now we have
zilch!’

‘Concoct a tear gas’ I hissed in the shadows. ‘Throw in some burning plastic. Just don’t
dump a whole can of solvent into the fire. Like before. Burn some paint. Just don’t dump
the whole can. Do it right this time! Toxic acid smoke. Create as close to carbon
monoxide as you can. Monoxide creates a sort of ....’
“Psychological dread. Pathological fear. I get it.’ the spy hissed back. ‘The New &
Improved Pancras will. To chemically induced Haunted House Syndrome. Shadows
House Syndrome. Psychological terror. Monoxide is cheaper right now to spew out. I
agree. The superstitious would think that is what Pancras plague would smell like.
Jahiliyyah would smell like. Evil would smell like.’
‘How difficult can crafting acid foul monoxide be?’ I whispered. ‘Eavesdropper mikes
might be here! You are incriminating me!’
‘You are incriminating yourself!’ the spy hissed.
‘You are implicating me! Drawing me in!’ I protested.
‘You are drawing yourself in!’ he replied.
‘I am not going to be your ....’
‘....Deep Throat!’ he said.
‘What? I never saw that TV movie!’
Is that how you think? Cheap TV movies?’ the spy asked me.
‘I am not going to die for pretty things!’ I protested. ‘I am only sixteen years old! I am not
going to die for your pretty things! I ...... love someone! I have to think of her!’
‘We need to save the National!’ the spy protested as he held my arm.
‘Look!’ I told the spy. ‘The Procurer for the Caliph has an established ....’

‘....Penchant’
‘His job as Procurer is to cream the cream of the national treasures so everyone knows
he uses vans to cull the loot and haul it away. Just before. The night before. Highjack
his vans. Add your own vans to his vans. He won’t be counting. Use the Procurer as
a .....what was that movie? Trojan Horse. To snake through the Morality Police guarding
the museums to prevent escape or reinforcements or rescue by your Morlocks. But they
won’t suspect the Procurer. So use the Procurer to slither in. Then haul everything away
that you can. Maybe you can’t get it all but you can get the best. Do what you can. But
don’t entangle me!’
‘But the National!’ the spy protested.
‘Use the Procurer Trojan Horse to get into the National too!’ I said. ‘Forge his mark!’
‘We don’t have any insider to be the face. We need a face to present the mark. We
need the Procurer’s face or else his minion to snake us into the National. Through the
guards. We don’t have enough fighters to take them on. We need you to stampede the
Procurer into also making a raid on the National.’
‘I can’t do that!’ I protested. ‘That would be suicidal! I am a good Muslim!’
‘If you were a good Muslim you would not be talking to me here. Now. You need to play
more than Deep Throat. You need to play our Deep Mole and go contact the Procurer
and feed him false intel to stampede him into making a raid on the National on the same
night. A two prong raid which we could highjack!’
‘And risk my neck? I am not going to risk my neck! I have a girl I love!’”
The fireman grimaced. “Except of course I did risk my neck. Using my uniform as a
fireman and my previous association with the Procurer at the British Prep. I set up the
Procurer before the fact. Hell! I even stole that Longitude Watch I previously handed
over to him. I was that sure how quickly he would be terminated! Meanwhile, the MI5
spy set up the Procurer after the fact by sending a Black-marketeer to the Caliph
advertizing highjacked treasures the Caliph particularly wanted ---- which he expected
the Procurer to be hauling back in a row of vans into Buckingham Fortress. A frame up.

To make the Caliph would think his Procurer double crossed him with the Black Market.
And one of the pictures was of that Longitude watch. The Procurer had kept it when I
offered it to him. He should have handed that over to the Caliph. His boss. But instead
he kept it. So that proved to the paranoid Caliph that his Procurer was double dealing
under the table. And being very paranoid the Caliph reacted accordingly.
Especially as the Procurer was at that very moment being surprised by the
disappearance of his row of vans full of pretty things which were driving off. But not
back to the Buckingham Fortress. Driving off into the night. While at the same time the
National saw a row of vans full of pretty things driving off ---- but not back to the
Buckingham Fortress. So much for the Procurer’s thumb print! A bait and switch!
Leaving the Procurer empty handed and unable to explain why the Caliph would also be
empty handed. Both museums no less! So the needful sacrifice vanished. So you
exacted another needful sacrifice didn’t you Allah? Her!
So the trigger happy Caliph blasted the Procurer dead the moment he saw him sans
vans after waving that photo of the missing Longitude watch. Fortunately! Because if he
had not blasted the Procurer dead my duplicity would have been exposed. My trick to
stampede the damn fool into driving vans to BOTH the Tate and the National when the
National was not slated to be burned for another week! Telling him I could liaison with
the Black Market for extra vans to help him in return for a split with the Black Market and
a ‘finder’s fee’ for me. He could haul away twice the amount he originally anticipated.
But he could not tell the Caliph about the Black Market split. Being a greedy bastard the
Caliph would not understand. But this way he could get twice the amount! And decide
how much to give to the Caliph. It would look as if he was doing a swell job! A bloody
overachiever!
The fool thumb printed no end of authorizations! Me in one white van riding ‘shotgun’
and waving one of those thumb print authorizations. In a phony Buckingham Fortress
uniform of course! Keeping to the shadows of the cab in that dark night as Morality
Police milled around that condemned museum. But totally hoodwinked by the Procurer’s
totally legit authorizations. Hell! I never even saw the pretty things in the National which
I risked my cowardly skin for. I did not even keep that Longitude Watch. But the Wallace
will undo me! A member of the Morality Police is sniffing around. A Hunter. He is sniffing
around. Asking questions. Allah! Why did you incriminate me? Why did you tempt me

down that slippery slope to damnation? Why would you tempt one of your own to
damnation? And why did you kill the only thing I ever loved?”
*** ***
The Hunter forced his way into the garret of the decayed rockery of a slum tenement.
The rockery was crammed with over five hundred Muslim migrants when the original
building was once a townhouse for one family and then an apartment building for ten
families. Now over five hundred Muslim migrants were hurdled in the foul rooms and
fouler landings and stairwells. Sewage overflowing. Rats and cockroaches everywhere.
Mold and decay everywhere. Rot and Najis everywhere ---- but not a Kafir in sight. The
‘Best of Peoples’ were stewing in their own Najis now. The water pipes clogged.
Everything clogged and overflowing. Every window broken. Everything fouling and
leaking everywhere. And the best deluxe room was an intact closet. It was like
something out of Dickens or the Seven Dials except now all of London other than the
Buckingham Fortress and the Pancras Plague spots were like this. Clogged and broken
and befouled with Najis and crammed with hundreds of thousands of migrants. Reputed
to be half a billion migrants. All clogged into a handful of devolving cities of which all but
London were now curiously ‘off line’.
The Hunter gestured with his gun and the terrified migrants crammed cheek to jowl into
the partitioned garret fled. Then the Hunter surveyed the last official digs of the
suspected traitor he was investigating. Now he carefully tore the garret room to pieces.
Ripping up floor boards. Ripping out walls. Tearing down everything. Checking the
broken window along the roof. Expertly ferreting out secrets ------ and finding them. The
hidden antenna wires to a secreted away ham radio behind a cunning cubbyhole on the
roof. It was broken. Corroded. Then the Hunter found another secret cubbyhole in the
garret itself. It was empty but an honest Muslim does not need secret cubbyholes to
conceal anything. A good Muslim’s life should be a transparency of monomania. There
is no god but Allah and The Prophet is His Messenger and there is no life outside of
Islam. Secret cubbyholes are echoes of sins committed. Fingerprints of treason.
The Hunter found other things carefully concealed in yet more secret cubbyholes artfully
and cunningly crafted. A broken TV squirreled away. The inside cleverly concealing
another shortwave radio. This one not broken. Also an old wireless telegraphic receiver
gerry rigged to be powered by batteries when batteries used to be available. On the

bottom of the old wireless telegraphic device was scratched a dot and a dash. Of course
the traitor probably knew a small handful of very simple telegraphic emoji symbols.
Antiquated versions of ancient Victorian Twitter. But only traitors filled the illegal airways
with illegal codes. And anyway. Now even emoji symbols were haram. Morse code
certainly was!
And the Hunter found an old scrapbook of 1920s and 1930s movie stars. Old black and
white photos and magazine cut outs pasted onto soft black paper. It was all Jahiliyyah of
course. But no Jahiliyyah is innocent. And there was a decaying sock monkey. The
stuffing fallout out. The socks decaying. One eye gone. But still obviously something
which had been treasured and loved by an abused child grown up into an abused man.
But unforgivable. Thou shall make no any graven image. It was an idol. Dolls and toys
are not allowed any Muslim once they grow up. Aisha surrendered her dolls at the age
of nine when her famous consort bedded her. Yet this toy had been desperately
treasured before the suspect finally was forced to part with it and all of his other illegal
possessions when he could no longer enjoy the privacy in this small and leaky garret.
Probably this occurred when housing was further ordered rationed so entire families
could be shoved into each room. The suspect clearly choose not to share his digs and
abandoned his garret to live full time at the fire station except for the tri-night off when
the limited ration of beds forced the suspect out into the cold. That rendered privacy all
but impossible and secrets definitely impossible. Apparently the suspect had been
caught unprepared for his expulsion from his pathetic demi-paradise of this tiny garret.
His privacy apparently so quickly interrupted the suspect was unable to ever come back
and retrieve his sins from their cunningly secret hiding places.
More depravity was found by the Hunter. The sins of the suspect growing by the
moment. A tiny tin toy of an ape playing cymbals. The Hunter wound it up and the
battered little toy tried to clap its cymbals. The toy managing to make two pathetic dings
before it petered out. Then the Hunter stomped down and brutally buried music. Then
the Hunter found a crudely carved wooden Scottie Dog blackened with shoe polish and
still boasting a decayed red ribbon bow tie. A tiny Cracker Jack toy moon with a broken
smilie face. Another tin toy elephant with a tiny castle on its battered back. The
mechanics broken of course. The colors mostly gone. The tin corroded and battered. A
small piece of a very worn down blanket. A .....blankie. And worst of all: a toy alphabet
letter D! And tapped to it was a faded photograph of the suspect with a Kafir. The

suspect when he was around sixteen. The Kafir perhaps a few years older and wearing
an Anarchist T shirt. The suspect sitting on the Kafir’s motorcycle, his thin arms around
the Kafir driver’s waist in what looked suspiciously like an embrace.
It was all Jahiliyyah! It was all haram! It was all evil! Especially the most brazenly evil of
all. Not the illegal ham radio or telegraphic receiver. No! The toy letter D. It was all
evidence of a hell bound deviant Fikr Brain polluted by Kafir depravity and warped by
Kafir perversion. Embrace the Jahiliyyah of the Kafir and you become a Kafir. A Takfir
Kafir. And that toy letter D was the most evil of all. It meant the depraved suspect
aspired to break the ultimate haram. Sacred Illiteracy! To deliberately pollute his
besmirched Zikr with the ultimate sin of trying to learn the alphabet to read! Disgusted,
the Hunter swept up the foul evidence into an evidence bag. Then he studied the
ceiling. The exposed beams of the inside of the decaying roof. One beam was odd for
some reason. The Hunter stared at it. The upper edge. There was something about the
upper edge as if something once hung there. But whatever it was, it was now gone. And
so was the traitor. But tomorrow morning the traitor would be back from his tri-night walk
about to report for duty at the Elephant & Castle Fire Department. And the Hunter would
have his prey!
*** ***
“What happened then?” the fireman mused as the helicopters roared across the sky.
Spiraling but further away. The machine gun fire receding. So the fireman stood up and
resumed his mysterious march toward some distant destination he knew not what.
“While I slipped down that slippery slope to hell? Wasn’t the first Muslim Mayor still
alive? Wasn’t one of his last acts the declaration to confiscate and nationalize the
luxurious Battersea Power Station Urban Complex to house elite migrants. The first
Muslim Mayor delivered the proclamation with much fanfare just before announcing that
he was automatically reelected ---- sans election ---- because of the national emergency
and the humanitarian crisis made referendums and elections too expensive during the
crisis. Hey! If the Dutch could be treated this way by the EU when they tried to have
referendums and recall that Dutch traitor of a prime minster who was ordered to ignore
all Dutch democratic referendums and elections then why not us? If the EU was now a
bunch of bureaucratic dictators led by The Drunkard who was the dictatorial lackey of
The Dictator of Berlin who was the dictatorial lackey of The Monster, then why not us? It
proved to be that bastard’s last act as Mayor. The Guildhall Pancras Infestation silenced

the first Muslim Mayor of London shortly thereafter. I wonder where his diced up corpse
was arranged in the Guildhall? Seated on his guildhall throne perhaps? In disassembled
pieces?
But the Battersea Power Station Urban Complex was clearly a repeat of the Shard
Nationalization. The first Muslim Mayor of London nationalized the elite Shard condos of
the ex-elite indigenous British citizenry to hand over to migrants. Elite migrants. And oh
yes! Dole abusers who were suddenly criminal robber barons. First the Shard. Then
after the Shard burned the Battersea Power Station Urban Complex. And the Docklands
was slated to be nationalized next. For migrants? Elite migrants? And ex-dole abusers
turned robber baron oligarches? As in where were these ex-indigent migrants getting
their riches? Where were the ex-dole abusers getting their riches? And oh yes. Divine
Leaders? And where were they getting their riches? And how the hell could indigent
migrants who were supposed to be victims of a humanitarian crisis suddenly become so
elite they needed some of the best condos in the world?
When that was announced a general protest of the increasingly bullied and intimidated
and blooded Dhimmis finally erupted. Hell! It took that long. Fuck. I would have started
the protests right after the election of the first Muslim Mayor of London. Fuck. I was part
of that Identitarian protest right after the election of the first Muslim Mayor of London.
Wolfey and I got thrown in jail. We escaped during a football Hooligan riot which blew up
one side of the entire jail. The Anarchists blowing up the jail as the Hooligans distracted
the police who were shooting live bullets by then.
All as rumors percolated that London has just crossed the long forewarned line in the
sand of 80 million people in England. Dhimmi Dave swore on a bible that if Britain
stayed in the EU he would moderate the flow of migrants and England would not see an
impossible and unsustainable 80 million people in England. And then guess what?
Surprise! Surprise! There were 80 million people in England. Mostly entirely shoved
cheek to jowl in England. Mostly cheek to jowl in London and Manchester and
Birmingham. Migrants never left big cities unless forced to. And God knows how many
there are now. Rumors say half a billion.
The British People voted IN on Dhimmi Dave’s promise there would not be three million
more migrants coming to England. Much less 80 million people in England. Much less
half a billion. But once the referendum was over then the EU announced the UK had to

obey all EU directives no matter what ---- despite what Dhimmi Dave said. And the EU
also announced that the UK had to accept as many migrants as the EU dictated ---despite what Dhimmi Dave said. And feed them and clothe them and house them on the
dole. Free medicine. Free pocket money. Free everything. Despite not paying a penny
toward the nation which was bankrupting itself for them. Their dignity was now the
priority. The EU said so. Their dignity was now the national priority. Yeap! Dignity so
expensive the Shard and the Battersea had to be nationalized to house the elite among
them. The humanitarian refugee crisis was now the national priority ---- even if three
quarters of the migrants were economic and every Third World failed state was now
vomiting out millions of migrants.
So the governmental monies and resources and education funds and the dole and
council houses and NHS and job training and jobs openings intended to go to the
unemployed blue collar indigenous workers and the Millennials and the first Generation
Zers would instead be handed over to the migrants. Ordered from above. By the EU.
Rubber stamped by Dhimmi Dave. All at the costs of millions. Then billions. All of the
millions, then billions, coming out of the pockets of the indigenous population ---- who
now could be legally discriminated against in favor of migrants. That was to say
Muslims. Because it was not just the White indigenous British who now could be
discriminated against. It was also the British Jews and Hindus and Sikhs and Asian
Buddhists as well as the non Muslim British Commonwealth people who could also be
discriminated against now. And the UN backed up the EU and Dhimmi Dave blessed it
all. Well! He rolled over like a human door mat. He allowed it! And he lied before the
Brexit about it!
Then the EU said Europe had to accept three million Syrian refugees and then
thousands of economic migrants from nations not even involved in the Syrian war, and
then thousands of migrants from nations not even effected by war, and then hundreds of
thousands of migrants from nations that did not remotely qualify by any definition as
‘imperiled’ and then more hundreds of thousands from countries like Italy and Spain and
France because it was too dangerous for them to return there. And then more hundreds
of thousands. And then more hundreds of thousands. And then more hundreds of
thousands And now thousands of elite migrants?
And suddenly dole abusers were rich enough to require the dignity of the Shard? The
Battersea? Indigent Muslims were suddenly rich Muslims and required the dignity of the

Shard and the Battersea? And where was the money coming from when there was
suppose to be this terrible national crisis and humanitarian emergency? Nationalism of
the richest condos in Europe when hundreds of thousands of Muslim migrants were
being shoved cheek to jowl in to train stations and foul open air camps in our ex-parks?
As the UK crossed the 80 million people mark? So a riot occurred. But this time the riot
was indigenous.
Evicted Dhimmis blew up their own expensive digs rather than allow elite ‘migrants’ to
enjoy them. It was a replay of the Shard Arson. But not as professional. They were
declared ‘racists’ and ‘Islamophobes’ and hunted down as they tried to flee the country.
Those caught were beheaded on live TV to discourage the first faint hints of an
indigenous rebellion. Then the outlawed Football Hooligans and Anarchists launched
big protests. Generation Xers and their Generation Zer kids. Not the Millennial
Snowflakes of course. But Millennial Identitarians joined while organizing more protests.
Wolfey and his crew highjacked the airways. The Heroine of Hyde Park led one
spectacular protest and was shot in the face. The next week she was out of a secret
Jewish hospital to lead another protest. Her face still in bandages. I kissed my illegal
little TV set screen when I saw it. The riots rumbled across London. White Van Blokes
joined. Blue Collar Industrial Workers joined. Pink collar clericals joined. Computer
Geeks and Nerds joined. Jews and Sikhs joined the Hooligans and Identitarians on the
front lines.
Israel, just declared an outlaw state by the EU and UN gave logistical support by
pilfering more Panama style financial off sea criminality of Dhimmi Dave and his clique
of traitors. The last MP with any ethics joined and was shot dead. Outlaw Kippers
joined. Outlaw Pegida and A of D joined. Outlaw Youtube digital reporters joined. The
last newspaper reporters joined. Janitors joined. Sewer workers joined. Factor floor
workers joined. Shopkeepers joined. Every sort of ‘D’ who still had balls joined. Every ‘D’
who was not still brainwashed by the delusional Regressive Left joined. The High Street
joined. The Chamber of Commerce defied the Guildhall and joined. It was not as if the
Guildhall represented anyone in London who was someone other than a Muslim. And
the Cockneys of London led the charge.
Well. Dhimmi Dave went on TV to protest the shocking vigilante violence (most of it
being done by Muslims and Black Bloc Open Borders Anarchists) erupting all over
London. He protested the shocking violence of the rioters (most of the shocking

violence being done by the police who were mostly morality police). Then he told the
British Dhimmis to remember their national obsession with Due Process of Law and
Property Rights. The later was a somewhat ironical protest to make when the EU was
legalizing discrimination against the indigenous citizenry as well as nationalization and
confiscation and reparation taxes and White wealth taxes while Ghazi Razzi criminality
was grinding everyone down to a bloody pulp. And right after the 80 million threshold
was crossed too. And today fuck. The Urban Myth Whisperers are whispering England
has one half billion fucking Mos!
Well! Right in the middle of that Dhimmi Dave lecture more Anarchists highjacked the
airwaves to protest that there was no more Due Process of Law or Property Rights or
British Law because the EU and the UN and Dhimmi Dave and the first Muslim Mayor
and the first Muslim Prime Minster had suspended the Magna Carta and all British
Laws. National emergency. EU Martial law. And the new EU Army would enforce it. The
new EU paramilitary police would also enforce it. And UN blue helmets from Muslim
countries would also enforce it. And Common Law which was all but trumped by EU law
was now replaced by Martial Law which in fact was Sharia. And the entire Government
of the people by the people for the people had been suspended and supplanted by
Islam and Sharia and Islamization and Islamism. Islam was the State and the State was
Islam. And something was rotten in the state of Islam.
Well! The still insanely delusional Multi-cultural relativists and Marxist Leftists and
Regressive Four Ps and Millennial Snowflakes insanely rushed to the defense of
Dhimmi Dave while the Caliph and his cronies paraded out the mullahs and imams and
clerics along with the cowering Archbishop of Canterbury to prove how much more
moral Dar ul Islamic Great Britain was now. So much less racist! So much more moral!
The British were atoning for their historical colonial sins. And look how many poor
migrants were being saved. Over half of the 80 million being Muslim migrants. The
indigenous population suddenly relieving what happened to the last Cockneys of the
East End of London: displaced, replaced, and erased. Defacto politically correct ethnic
cleansing of the indigenous. But everything was proceeding wonderfully! That is what
Dhimmi Dave said! Thank God Brexit was averted!
What a disaster that would have been! Saved by the EU! Saved by martial law! Saved
by Islam! Now the nation formally known as Great Britain was an EU utopia. Translation:
an Islamic Utopia. Islam was the Religion of Peace. Never mind that ‘peace’ was

defined in Islam as ‘submission’ and ‘surrender’. Never mind that Islam called itself the
‘Divine Slavery’. And never mind the ever more authoritarian EU was becoming a
Muslim dictatorship and the Brussels tin-type quasi-dictators were becoming genuine
dictators. The Brussels Junta. The Dictator of Berlin in bed with the Butcher of Istanbul
— figuratively or literally. Hopefully not in threesome with The Monster.
And the Brussels Junta now commanded every army and navy and coast guard and
paramilitary police force in the EU and UK so it had full authority to depose any racist or
bigoted or Islamophobic indigenous plot to overthrow the glorious EU or foil the UN
Agenda 21. Legalizing coups of democratically elected leaders no less. All as the EU
gave up even a pretense of a farce of democracy.
And the Brussels Junta was also ordering this brand new paramilitary force to shoot at
their own indigenous people. It was a national emergency! It was a humanitarian crisis!
Another populist and xenophobic Brexit could not be allowed to endanger the moral
needfulness of the EU from achieving its glorious goal of saving Europe and Great
Britain from Alt Right fascism! Racism! And Bigotry! The Brexit almost incited other
rebellious European nations and people to revolt! Something had to be done! EU
authority was unraveling! The EU’s totalitarian vision was being challenged! Something
had to be done! Xenophobia and Islamophobia was threatening the world! Only the EU
could save Europe and Great Britain from itself! And the end justifies every means!
Never mind the costs. Never mind the EU and UN paramilitary patrolling every street
with machine guns and tanks. Never mind the Sharia Police and Morality Police.
Everything was so much more moral now. Racism was exorcized. Islamophobia was
exorcized. Xenophobia was exorcized. Bigotry was exorcized. The historical sins of the
West were now exorcized. The nasty fascist Right was exorcized. Everyone who
disagreed with Dhimmi Dave and the Brussels Junta would be arrested or else driven
underground. Dangerous democracy would be fixed by outlawing it. That would stop
stupid indigenous people from voting ‘unwisely’ ie voting for someone other than the
chosen National Leaders ---- chosen by the Brussels Junta ----- who were totally loyal to
the new Brussels Super State. Everything was so much more moral now.
The dangerous threat of nationalism would be exorcized too. The dangerous parts of
human rights would be exorcized too. Like freedom of speech. Freedom of the press.
Freedom of conscience. Freedom of assembly. Freedom of the internet. Freedom of

Twitter or Facebook or Youtube. Freedom was too dangerous in these dangerous times.
If the indigenous people refused to obey blindly then they would be compelled ---- for
their own good of course! Everything was so much more moral now. Censorship would
exorcize racism and bigotry and Islamophobia and xenophobia and outlawed
nationalism and EU disloyalty. Trolling by the Stasi and cypher Blacklisting and BBC
doxxing would keep the racists and bigots in line.
Everyone would be compelled to be politically correct. All deviants would be crushed or
else driven underground. Everything was so much more moral now. And the UN Agenda
21 would redistribute the immoral prosperity of the immoral North Western Hemisphere
to the more moral inhabitants of the much more moral Southern Third World failed
states. Just force the Northern Hemisphere to bankrupt itself. That would fix climate
collapse. Just hand over the wealth of two thousand years of hard work by the West to
the dictators of every Third World failed state and everything would be so much more
moral. And open the borders of the Northern Hemisphere to anyone and everyone who
wanted to come from every Third World failed state of the Southern Tropic Zone and
everything would be so much more moral. The Islamic Tropic Zone.
And all dangerous books and dangerous ideas which conflicted with established moral
authority would be censored no less than rebellious social media. So much more moral.
Dangerous books and dangerous ideas. But simply censoring dangerous books was not
enough. How to censor dangerous ideas? Book burning was the answer! But not the
whole answer! Education. That had to be adjusted as well. Education was simply too
dangerous. Literacy! That definitely had to be fixed too. Ultimately, at the end of the day
the logical conclusion was illiteracy and boko haram. Fire. Burn the books and the
educators. Burn the books and the book readers. Burn the books and dangerous
thoughts by burning the dangerous people reading the dangerous books. But then
everything would be so much more moral. So much more moral! As the Swedes used to
say before they were ethnically cleansed out of their own country, Sweden belonged to
the migrants! Not the Swedes. So much more moral! Don’t you think?...”
*** ***
Mr. Mole sighed. “I can’t keep this charade up any longer! I have to contact the Odin
Master Computer! There is intel that the Black Crow is about to....” He sagged

exhausted as he pulled off his spectacles to turn around and look at Mr. Donkey. “I have
to!”
“No! Don’t! Please! There must be hope!”
“I can’t keep the veil of misdirection going! The fog of war is tattering! The Drunkard of
Brussels has to suspect now!”
“But the Night-watchman!”
“He can’t! I can’t! We can’t! I have to contact the Odin Master Computer! The gig
is .....up......”
“Obscure and confuse the Caliph of Buckingham Fortress! All you have to do is keep
fogging up the intel coming into the computer of the Caliph of Buckingham Fortress and
the Tower Fortress! Valerie can do the rest!”
“At what cost?”
“The Chimes must toll at Midnight! Please! Keep trying! Valerie can do it!”
“At what cost?...”
*** ***
“.....Islam was everything the Multi-cultural relativists and touchy feely Leftists said it
was” the fireman snarled as he walked toward the rendezvous which would not take
place now. Which was to say Islam was the opposite of the West. And the West was
everything which was rotten and materialistic and chaotic. Therefore the exact opposite,
Islam, would be perfect. Perfectly perfect. It had to be perfect because the West was the
incarnation of all evil. Therefore the exact opposite of the West had to be perfectly
perfect. And so much more moral.
Islam was the only genuine and absolutely true religion on earth. Untainted by historic
evil. Primitive and therefore pure like the Nobel Savage. Not besmirched by anything
remotely modern or industrial or commercial. As pristine as the lost Communistic

Utopia. Not contaminated by the evils of Christianity or the Jews. Not besmirched by
anything remotely decadently European. Not containing a single microscopic speck of
anything British. Not containing one cell of the cancer of indigenous biology. Not
incorporating one speck of DNA of White genetics. A sort of fairytale utopia suspended
between heaven and earth and completely disconnected to historical reality.
Like the old 1960's communes or cults. Perfect for those who pathologically hated
themselves down to the very essence of loathsome Whiteness. Therefore Islam was
perfect! The only religion that was absolutely perfect! As perfect as Jim Jones and his
cult! Except it was even more perfect! Perfectly perfect! Touchy feelly 1960's Multicultural liberals embracing something they thought was the cure to too much success
and too much happiness after the horrors of mono-culture imperialism and racism and
world war and totalitarianism which in fact was the oldest incarnation of mono-culture
imperialism and racism and world war and totalitarianism. The primeval supremacy
doctrine of Ubermensch and Untermensch. The primeval fascism. The original fascism
before the term ‘fascism’ was ever coined.
It was not just chance that Islam called itself ‘The Divine Slavery. And as frosting on the
cake Islam hated the same things the EU and UN and the global elite of the New World
Order hated. European nationalism. European history and heritage. European
exceptionalism. European identities. European values and ideals. The European
Renaissance. The European Enlightenment. The European Industrial Revolution. The
European Beau Epoch. The European Great Divergence. Everything that made Europe
unique. Everything that made Europe great. Everything which caused Europe and the
West to so unforgivably excel and out produce and triumph and dominate the world. An
excess of embarrassing success.
Especially British exceptionalism and identity and values and ideals and uniqueness
and greatness. All which the Multi-cultural self haters pathologically hated because they
were embarrassed by the overwhelming achievements and embarrassing
superabundance of excess of success which Europe and Britain and the West
represented to them. All which the ‘Divine Slavery’ pathologically hated because that
meant the ‘Divine Slavery’ was not triumphing and dominating the world. Especially as
the ‘Divine Slavery’ was only good at producing failed states. Anything but an excess of
success.

And the ‘Divine Slavery especially pathologically hated Liberty. Free Will. Democracy.
Meritocracy. Self responsibility. Human Rights. Secularism. Due Process of Common
Law. Property Rights. Freedom of thought. Any Freedom at all! Freedom was especially
hated and feared by the ‘Divine Slavery’. And the Multi-cultural self haters and the EU
dictators also now pathologically hated Liberty. Free Will. Democracy. Meritocracy. Self
Responsibility. Human Rights. Secularism. Due Process of Common Law. Property
Rights. Capitalism. Freedom of thought. Any Freedom at all!
For the Multi-cultural Leftist Baby Boomers Islam was a LSD flashback to the 1060s
cults of their youth. In many ways Islam was the ultimate cult. Just don’t drink the CoolAid of rational analysis. As William Thomas said so perceptively: ‘Multi-culturalism is an
anti-intellectual movement that promotes group think to cure racism, denies truth to
avoid facing facts, and rejects human rights and morality in the name of humanity.’ Oh
Wolfey? Wolfey? Where are you Wolfey?
Do you know I may die tonight without making things right between us? Yet another
failure on my bloody soul. Yet another thing to be guilty about. I lost your photograph
Wolfey. Tapped to that toy D you gave me. I lost my secret things Wolfey. A huge fucking
Mo tribe of dole deadbeats moved right into my precious Seventh Heaven when I was at
my job. And when I returned I found my Seventh Heaven invaded Wolfey. And I could
not do anything but flee. And it is all still there Wolfey. Hidden. I am sure if the fuckers
who invaded Seventh Heaven ever found anything I would have been arrested by now.
But it is like a sword of Damocles dangling over my head Wolfey. If anyone ever finds
my secret things Wolfey then I am done for. And it is just a matter of time Wolfey.
Because the morality police have a Hunter hunting me Wolfey. So I am going to die
Wolfey. And I am going to die without making things rights between us....”
*** ***
Wolfey checked his watch and then checked his gun. It felt heavy in his hand. “Where is
that safety again Guy? Oh yes. There. There. Thanks. Go check with Doctor Dog that
everything is up to snuff. Thanks. Am I going to die without making things right between
us ......Davy....”
*** ***

“.....But where was I Lledrith? Are you still taking dictation of my boko haram life? Oh
yes! The EU. Dhimmi Dave. And how Great Britain was betrayed. Only the Divine
Slavery could subjugate the few still defiant indigenous species of Europe. Britain. The
West. Their very genetics prevented them from totally surrendering. That was why the
Communistic Utopia failed. That was what was preventing the triumph of the EU Super
State. The UN Super State. The Global Elite New World Order. The harder the global
elite crushed the defiant the more defiant the indigenous became. Brexit was a near
thing but popularism was raising and revolts were erupting and it all had to be crushed!
Squashed! And eradicated!

The Triumph of the Crusaders had to be extinguished. The ‘Unfinished Business’ of
Islamic Conquest of the Great Infidel had to be achieved. Because only the Divine
Slavery had a track record of almost crushing, squashing, and eradicating the defiant
indigenous of the West. And the Divine Slavery had successfully crushed, squashed,
and eradicated the defiant indigenous of the old Classical South East Levant! So clearly
the Divine Slavery could do it! Crush, squash, and eradicate the North West Levant and
Europe! The entire North West Hemisphere! The end justifies every means. Because it
would take the entire enslaved North West Hemisphere to then crush, squash, and
eradicate the defiant North East Asian Triad. What part of global elite New World Order
don’t you understand? But China, South Korea, Japan, Hong Kong, and Singapore was
digging in its collective heels. Ditto India. A New World Order could not be global unless
it was ....well..... global!
And despite everything going so horribly wrong it was amazing how many brainwashed
Snowflakes and delusional Baby Boomers of the Regressive Left were still aiding and
abetting ‘Visions of 2050' and the EU and the UN Agenda 21 of the global elite New
World Order. Embracing their Great Displacement and their Great Replacement which
would surely result in their Great Erasure. And it was amazing how many bureaucrats in
the EU were still enthusiastically throwing their weight behind the unfinished business
which would result in Great Displacement, Great Replacement, and Great Erasure of
the very indigenous citizenry they were suppose to be serving. But the end justifies
every means.
The Shoe Bomber was a Muslim
The Beltway Snipers were Muslims

The Fort Hood Shooter was a Muslim
The underwear Bomber was a Muslim
The U.S.S. Cole Bombers were Muslims
The Madrid Train Bombers were Muslims
The Bafi Nightclub Bombers were Muslims
The London Subway Bombers were Muslims
The Moscow Theater Attackers were Muslims
The Boston Marathon Bombers were Muslims
The Pan-Am flight #93 Bombers were Muslims
The Air France Entebbe Hijackers were Muslims
The Iranian Embassy Takeover, was by Muslims
The Beirut U.S. Embassy bombers were Muslims
The Libyan U.S. Embassy Attack was by Muslims
The Buenos Aires Suicide Bombers were Muslims
The Israeli Olympic Team Attackers were Muslims
The Kenyan U.S, Embassy Bombers were Muslims
The Saudi, Khobar Towers Bombers were Muslims
The Beirut Marine Barracks bombers were Muslims
The Besian Russian School Attackers were Muslims
The first World Trade Center Bombers were Muslims
The Bombay & Mumbai India Attackers were Muslims
The Achille Lauro Cruise Ship Hijackers were Muslims
The September 11th 2001 Airline Hijackers were Muslims
Ladle out the Jim Jones Cool Aid! And bring out the machine guns! And by the third
week of the London Protests the authorities were bringing out machine guns. Our police
replaced by Blue Helmets and German paramilitary units commanded by the EU. Our
own army ordered deployed to France to take down a similar Froggie revolution there.
Divide and conquer. The mounted police replaced by tanks. The rubber bullets replaced
by real bullets. Water cannon replaced by real cannon. Mace and pepper spray
replaced by mustard gas.
Half of the army refusing to redeploy to France and instead mutinying. But half of the
army fighting us because their military code compelled them to. The Blue Helmets
drafted entirely from Muslim Third World failed states in Africa to come and exact their
historic grudges against us. And they did. Machine gunning everyone with a British face

or a British flag. I think I saw that Rhodes ‘scholar’ bastard who once boasted he made
a white waitress cry leading a brigade of machine gun welding Blue Helmets and
machine gunning every white face he saw. I remember when a judge refused to
condemn a Mo who openly spat on a British White woman and her baby while
screaming all Whites should be required to stop breeding. He walked! It is not racist to
wish for White Genocide! It is not insane to advance the Great Displacement, the Great
Replacement, and the Great Erasure of the indigenous White People....”
*** ***
The commander of the Morality Police at The Tower Fortress stared into the cracked
mirror in his office. His fingers rubbed his gaunt face and his red eyes. He gingerly
checked his teeth. They felt very wobbly. One finger gingerly checked his nose. It felt as
if it was about to fall out. Then a mass of hair fell out in one hand. “No. No!” Then he
stared at the growing rot devouring his shaking arm. Each injection site a livid mass of
oozing green pus. The flesh blackening. The stench vile. The jagged fingers
compulsively clawing as if the hand had taken on a life of its own. Then he whimpered.
He checked the last functioning clock. Then he rolled down his sleeve and put on his full
uniform and helmet to drive to the rendezvous.
“Sir? Where are you going Sir?” his minion asked.
“Never you mind. And tell me when you see that Hunter again. And what questions he is
asking.” Then he rushed out.
*** ***
“.....I was still suppose to be in the Elephant & Castle Fire Department but I was fighting
with Wolfey ---- howbe it in disguise on tri- nights when I was suppose to be in my
walkabouts” the fireman recited to the invisible Lledrith as he marched with increasingly
exhaustion and hunger toward a dark destiny he feared would be his death. His legs
were becoming weak. His chest was panting. His stomach was a hollow hole. And he
felt increasingly woozy from hunger as well as weak from malnutrition and loss of blood.
All as he increasingly snarled and ranted and raved out loud, reckless of any hidden
microphones or name takers or morality police. Unraveling even as he hunched over

with his thin arms across his starved chest except when he unconsciously stroked some
hidden thing concealed inside his tunic over his heart.
“But sometimes I was fighting with Wolfey for a week at a time. Part of me wanted to die
because I could not endure my loss of Seventh Heaven after the death of her. Part of
me loved the deadly thrill of it. I had been abused my whole life. Pain was normal. Terror
was normal. The London Riots were curiously normal for me. Horror was normal for me.
I reported back just often enough to preserve my cover. I insisted I was being attacked
and no end of Jihadists were on the front lines fighting. I was just on the wrong side of
the riots. I insisted I was wounded while waging Jihad and I had been trapped in the
riots. And for a week I actually was trapped in that haunted hotel nursing two minor
bullet wounds, three knife wounds, and a terrible mustard gas chemical burn. I limped to
the Elephant & Castle Fire Department to show off my wounds. Fortunately the use of
mustard gas has recoiled ---- literally ---- when winds shifted and jihadists who did not
have gas masks keeled over. Dying by mustard gas was one hell of an ugly way to die!
And no miracles either! Allah willing. The Faithful don’t need gas masks. But I guess
Allah was gone that day. So my mustard gas burn worked to my benefit. I was a martyr!
Everyone loved me! My Captain no longer suspected me! I was everyone’s hero again!
And everyone loved me! I was even the Captain’s pet again!
So why was I at the Elephant & Castle Fire Department instead of with Wolfey?
Because the Urban Myth Whisperer whispered in my ear and Mr. Mole at abandoned
Whitehall begged me to load flash sticks he created back at the jihadist headquarters.
All I had to do was insert spy ware into the governmental computers which were still up
and running. The computer virus would do the rest. As long as the computer was turned
on. Even I could do that. It took nerve of course but it also took malice and I always
possessed a vein of stubborn and defiant malice in me being a damnable and deviant
soul. And with my mustard gas burns and wounds I was everyone’s hero. No good
Muslim suspects a martyr. But if I had just stayed with Wolfey then I would have been
on the straight and narrow. Even if it was the losing side. Instead I ended up on the
winning side ---- as a double agent. And I fought with Wolfey. And I have not seen
Wolfey since. So who was worse? Me? Or the scum at the EU and Dhimmi Dave and
the Four Ps who started this ugly death spiral?

We were outgunned. We were all outgunned. It was hopeless. It was Fate. It was
Destiny. Europe would become Eurabia. Dar ul Islamic Eurabia. Nothing would stop it.
Nobody would stop them. Therefore everything had to be proceeding wonderfully
because it was destined. It was manifest destiny. And after the streets were filled by
hundreds of thousands of the dead and dying the indigenous riots bled out. The ‘D’s
surrendered. The Harbi retreated. Either into the far wastelands the government could
not control or else underground. As the Hidden Resistence. As Morlocks.
Some of the ‘D’s abided their time and plotted while pretending to cower and serve.
Covet Morlocks. Of course the other gutless ‘D’s surrendered in genuine cowardice. The
cowering Baby Boomers. The Snowflakes. The Luvvies. The Champagne Socialists.
The deluded Marxists. The even more deluded radical Greens. The truly insane
Feminists. The Regressive Left. The Four Ps. The Quislings. The New Vichy Traitors.
Those New World Order Want-to-bes. The genuine ‘D’s sincerely drank the Mohamad
Jim Jones Cool Aid. And they paid dearly for their madness.
Me? By then it was too late for me to go straight. I was up to my skinny neck in treason.
What Stephan Marlowe call me? Oh yes. ‘My gremlin in the machinery’. What did Mr.
Mole call me? ‘My petite mole in the heart of the enemy’. If only I had died with Wolfey.
Is Wolfey died? Am I going to die tonight? Why do I think I am going to die tonight? Is
tonight my own personal Ragnarok? Will you be satisfied at last then Lledrith? When I
die?...”
*** ***
The madwoman roamed her secret treasure house. “I am afraid of dying! They burn
people like me! I am afraid of burning alive! I don’t want to die! Especially if that means
burning alive....”
*** ***
The commander of the Morality Police of The Tower Fortress secretly met the Blackmarketeer down a dark alley. “The Hunter is sniffing my trail to you.” he shouted at the
sinister black clad motorcycle rider with his black helmet and visor and small All-SeeingEye pin. “You didn’t tell me why you wanted that broken old prisoner.”

“You did not ask” the motorcycle rider said as he revved his motorcycle. Then he tossed
some mercury meds at the terrified man. “One night with Venus. Seven nights with
Mercury’ he laughed behind his visor.
“The mercury is not working!” the terrified man cried as he struggled to control his
tremors. Some drool dripped down from his mouth exposing increasingly jagged,
decayed teeth and black gums. “Flesh eating germs are devouring my injection sites.
My arm is rotting! My flesh is rotting! I am rotting! I am rotting! And I am
feeling .....urges...... urges..... uncontrollable urges to.....” One black gloved hand
desperately tried to control the other black gloved hand as it writhed as if with a
demonic will of its own.
“Feralism? There is no cure for that mate. I can barter you morphine but I expect
something in return. I hear you tried to implicate a fireman from the Elephant & Castle?
He works for us. We don’t like it when our liaisons are made into fall guys. Keep your
sins to yourself. Tell the Hunter the fireman is simply a crooked liaison for us. Muslims
and corruption go together like jihad and violence. Get that Hunter off our liaison’s back.
Or else!”
“But then the Hunter will attack me!” the terrified head of the Morality Police cried. “The
Hunters don’t obey us! The Hunters don’t take bribes! The Hunters don’t cut deals! And
Hunters are uncompromising in their vision of Islam!”
“That is your problem mate. Don’t contact me again!” Then the sinister motorcycle rider
roared off into the darkness.
The terrified head of the Morality Police staggered back to his office and stared into the
mirror as his body shook uncontrollably. “No! No! No! Please Allah! Please! Not
Feralism! Not Feralism! My very soul is putrefying!....”
*** ***
“.....Well! Despite the untimely death of the first and last Muslim Mayor events hurled
themselves forward” the fireman told his invisible biographer as he staggered toward
the darkness. His knees growing ever weaker. His chest aching. Blood oozing. And his
splintered mind unraveling. “With the Caliph at the wheel and Dimmi Dave at the throttle

the manifest destiny of ‘Visions of 2050' rushed toward the cliffs. No braking allowed!
Capitalism was outlawed. Marxism was redistributing the assets to the indigent and the
disadvantaged ----- Muslims. Multi-culturalism was spreading diversity. Which was to
say Muslim multi-cultural diversity ie Islamism and Islamization. Funny that multiculturalism was ushering in Islamic mono-culture and Arabic racism! Politically Correct
Group Think was silencing all ‘racist’ and ‘bigoted’ counter opinions. Nasty ‘fascist’
dissent was being silenced. Nazi Harbi were being driven out into the wilderness or else
underground. Historic ‘Guilt’ was being used like a bludgeon to crush all willful protest.
The nation was an obsolete concept. Even that arsehole Obama said so as his
replacement pulled a ‘Merkel’. Opening the borders to a million Mos a year! Then two
million Mos a year! Then five million Mos a year! The power of Washington DC used like
a bludgeon to enforce national suicide. Nationalism was an obsolete concept. The
Dictator of Berlin was on the ‘right side of history’. Big Sis was on the ‘right side of
history’. National identity and European identity and British identity and American
identity was an obsolete and even racist and bigoted concept. Nations had no more
value. Nations were obsolete. The world was now global. The New World Order
replaced political parties or elected leaders. And oh yes! Islam belonged in the West. Or
more correctly the West belonged to Islam.....”
*** ***
Brigadier General Narcissi prepared to move into position. But it was the most
advanced of positions and it was all but indefensible. “How the hell did a misplaced
Swedish ex-body builder get into a job like this?” he mused. “I thought I would be
fighting in Sweden. But I was trapped in Ireland when WW III exploded. Everyone I
knew back in Sweden was already dead. Betrayed by their leaders. Stockholm was on
fire. All I could do was watch the TV horrified and helpless as Stockholm exploded into
fire. Arson exploding into riots exploding into gun battles exploding into massacres. The
indigenous Swedes being slaughtered like sheep by their .... ‘guests’. It seemed
hopeless. And there were no reports of any organized Swedish resistence whatsoever.
Sweden looked finished. No good deed ever goes unpunished. And I was stranded in
Ireland when WW III exploded.
I remember trying to get to Wales to join the Resistance. The last ferry was under
machine gun fire. Bodies all over the street. Night and it was bright! Bright with arson

fires and the fiery hail of bullets. Everything going to hell in a handbasket! What an
English expression! What does it mean? Petrol fire bombs and Molotov cocktails were
exploding all over the streets. The last ferry was struggling to escape as screaming
mobs hurled themselves at the last gangplank even as it was falling into the water.
Screaming people were jumping from the docks for the departing ferry. Mostly falling
into the water. Everyone screaming! Many on fire! A woman was trying to throw her child
across the widening gulf into the arms of a sailor. And her hair was on fire!
I grabbed my jacket and threw it over her. Then I picked her up on my arms and threw
myself off the dock toward the rails of the ferry ---- hoping to at last crash against the
side of the ferry so a sailor could catch her. One sailor caught the child! One sailor
caught me! I landed with a crash. The poor woman under me. Then I pulled off my
jacket to see her face ....well..... Later I sat by a sailor’s berth while the ship doctor
bandaged her. I held the child. It was asleep. She moaned and opened her eyes in a
swath of bandages. I gestured to place the child in her arms. Then she told me ‘It is a
child of a woman killed beside me. So I swept up the child to try to save it. I do not even
know its name.’ I gave the small child to the doctor to parcel out. Then I sat and held the
poor woman’s hand. I sat by the berth all night. At dawn the sun finally shone on the
Welsh coast as the over crowded ferry limped into Britannia. Its decks covered by the
wounded and terrified. Then I said ‘My poor lady. We have arrived in Wales. Can I help
you find your family? Do you have a family?’
The poor woman groaned. ‘I don’t think I want him to know I survived. A ‘smilie’ is one
thing. But this?’ The woman groaned. ‘I want to spare him the horror. It is not as if we
are married. He has such duties and responsibilities. I would only be a burden. I won’t
be a burden.’
‘My poor lady. Can you make that decision for him? What is his name? Perhaps he
would love you regardless? What is his name?’
‘Harry’ she whispered.
‘Is Harry a soldier like me?’ I asked.
‘Yes’ she whispered.

‘What is your name my poor lady?’
‘For now on I have no name because I have no face’ she whispered.
‘You have the face of a bleeding Britain’ I said. ‘All of Britain is bleeding now’ I told her.
‘Then I am Britannia’ she whispered. ‘Can you find me a mask to wear so these awful
bandages don’t inspire pity? And guns to wage war? My guns were lost when I
struggled to save that child.’
‘My poor dear lady. You are too terribly wounded to fight!’
‘I have not even started to fight!’ Britannia retorted. ‘Find me a machine gun!....’
*** ***
“...... And it was amazing how many people actually believed the bullshit and drank the
Cool Aid” the fireman ranted. “An aged ex-German Communist explained the irrationally
blind trust displayed by the 1960s Multi-cultural relativist Marxist Leftists and
Snowflakes. He explained that it was typical of the brainwashed Sheeple in old
Communism countries. A variation of the ‘Stockholm Syndrome’. If Sweden could go off
the cliff into mass insanity then any country could ---- and was. Sweden was totally
imploding. Sweden, once one of the richest nations in the world, was rapidly collapsing
into a bankrupted Third World Failed State of utter violence and anarchy. But as that exGerman Commie explained, unless the deluded crashed on the rocks, they would never
break out of their group think spell in which they were enthralled. Quite literally,
something absolutely horrific would have to occur and only IF THEY SURVIVED THE
HORROR could the mass psychosis be broken. Apparently Great Britain had not yet
reached the level of the absolutely horrific yet because the group think spell by and
large held at least for the Baby Boomers and the Four Ps and the brain washed
Sheeple cowered....”
*** ***
“....What is the thin line between being human and being Feral?” the commander of the
Tower Fortress asked as he stared at his reflection in the broken mirror. A pus tear

oozing down his ravished cheek from red inflamed eye. The flesh holding the eyeball in
place black. The eyeball wobbling. He gagged as another tooth fell out of his rotting
gums. “What is the precise moment when humanity is lost and madness
commences?....”
*** ***
“....Yet some hell bound deviant and perverted souls did cry out as if the Night
Watchman Heimdall blowing his siren horn and shouting and waving his lantern at the
lights of an oncoming train hurling itself straight at a tunnel which was caved in” the
fireman told the invisible Lledrith. “At the same time threatened satirists and renegade
reporters who survived the bombing of the Fleet Street newspapers resurrected as
Youtube reporters. Youtube became the last hold out. They savagely ridiculed everyone
and everything while revealing the increasingly brutal persecution of the Dhimmis by
Muslims. They exposed gross oligarch corruption, grosser mismanagement of the
government, the embezzlement of national assets and treasures, and the outrageously
cavalier behavior of the cronies of the Caliph. They exposed the shockingly immoral
corruption of the hoity-toity holies including a sex video of a mullah cavorting with pearly
boys.
They exposed the ludicrous incompetence as well as savage cruelty of Sharia Law
mullahs blundering ---- and plundering ---- British businesses ---- along with cartoons
featuring a certain famous person’s genitalia shoved inside a certain famous nine year
old child bride’s moonglow. That came courtesy not of outlawed Charlie Hebdo but
rather outlawed Renegade Mad Magazine. After the staff of Mad were machine gunned
to death the final tragic protests were featured in the very last edition of Playboy
Magazine before it was fire bombed out of existence and their editors were arrested for
daring to evoke their Bill of Rights for Free Speech and Freedom of Thought and
Freedom of the Press. So died the Bill of Rights and the Charter of Human Rights. First
exploited by the Loki Insider Traitors and then gutted and tossed into the garbage....”
*** ***
“.....What is the last thought I will ever think as a human being?” the commander of the
Tower Fortress whispered to the ravished face in the broken mirror. “What is the last
feeling I will ever feel as a human being? Fear. Fear of course.” One black gloved hand

stroked the broken mirror mournfully. Outlining the decaying features. “My own mother
would not recognize me.” One black gloved hand pulled out a clump of dirty hair
exposing lesions on his scalp. One by one he let the strands of hair fall into the dirty
sink. “I left my family behind to make a new start in a new land.” A gloved hand plucked
more loose hair out of his scalp revealing more lesions oozing greenish pus.
“I always planned on paying smugglers to bring them over.” The gloved hand plucked
more loose hair away revealing more lesions on his scalp. One lesion bursting open and
oozing pus. “My family. My mother.” The gloved hand plucked more hair as it fell away
revealing more lesions vomiting out vile pus. “But...... what with one thing and
another......” The gloved hand poked at one huge lesion as it exploded into noxious pus
as if a volcano. The blackish green pus oozing down from the gigantic crater on his
skull. The gloved hand then extracted a loathsome thing. He surveyed it casually.
Clinically. Then he tossed the bit of skull bone into the dirty sink.
“Being illiterate neither of us could make contact after the cell phones started to die.”
One gloved hand casually pulled a decayed ear away and tossed it into the dirty sink.
“The satellites either crashing or else corroding under the impact of cosmic ray
bombardments.” The gloved hand picked up the decayed ear as if a bug and studied it
with clinical detachment. As if an alien thing. “It has been years.” The gloved hand
tossed the decayed ear back into the dirty sink.
“ I don’t even know if she is alive. I don’t even know how she died. I can’t even
remember her face. Only her tenderness.” The gloved hand looked down to survey the
evidence of his eroding humanity only to realize one eyeball was dangling down!
Suspended only by nerves! The eyeball surveying the rot in the sink up close and
personal. Frantically he tried to shove the dangling eyeball back into the decayed eye
socket. “She would not recognize her son .....now” he cried. The eyeball rolled lose in
the eye socket. Frantically he tried to find some tape to tape the eyeball back in place.
But that bumped his nose which imploded as if a rotting thing. The man wept helplessly.
“Oh Mother! Why did I come here! It has all become such a nightmare!”
Frantically he tried to press tape over the black thing which used to be a nose to keep it
attached. Then he stared at the violently twitching other hand. Suddenly the hand
lunged up at him! Attacking him! He battered it down and then held it down by force with
his other gloved hand. Then he pealed off the foul black glove incasing it. The decaying

flesh pulling off with the inside of the glove. Decaying flesh pulling away exposing rotting
flesh and naked bone. The tips of his fingers nought but bone and nail. As if claws.
Homicidal claws. “Mother! Mother! Why.....why..... why...”
*** ***
Whether or not those last tragic acts of futile defiance helped or hindered the news
reporting, the Renegade Reporters and Satirists and Ridiculing Exposers of gross
maleficence and grosser sex scandals by hoity-toity holies exposed the ugly truth — if
only on Youtube which was fast becoming the last bastion of Rebellion on the planet.
Apparently outlawing the Secular division of Religion and State, and shutting down Due
Process of Common Law, and outlawing rational Business Law and Economics and
Capitalism, while nationalizing Banking and sequestering Businesses and confiscating
Properties, and outlawing Insurance and Bankruptcy, while imposing ruinously high
taxes and tariffs, while exacting a kleptomaniac ‘Wealth Taxes’ right into the deep
pockets of the Caliph and his cronies, all while spending money the nation no longer
possessed to continue to pretend to support millions of new migrants who were
economic deadbeats, while pretending to pay for Muslims wallowing on the dole
because they had always been economic deadbeats, while punishing every Dhimmi
who actually bothered to work with ruinous jizya, while bombing the Newspapers to stop
any and all watch dog reporting, and firing all experienced civil servants to replace them
with inexperienced Muslims per Sharia Law despite the fact the Muslims possessed not
one iota of experience in anything except taking bribes, was not making Great Britain
---- or Europe ---- more moral or just or prosperous. It was just destroying it. In reply the
Caliph on the advice of the mullahs ordered the name Dar ul Islamic Great Britain
stripped. For now it the island was to be known as Dar ul Islamic Anglestan. Likewise
Europe was now formally declared to be Dar ul Islamic Eurabia.”
*** ***
“I found a two person machine gun” Brigadier General Narcissi remembered as he
waited to march his men out to an impossible position to defend. “Britannia and I waged
war. Having never seen her face before it was pretty much destroyed by fire I could not
shudder at the ruination. She always wore her mask. A gasmask at first. Then I found
Steampunk regalia for her. Then she found an old Britannia helmet to further augment
her new identity. Her valor was breathtaking. It was as she was channeling the ancient

goddess. Yet her voice said she was Anglo Indian. It just made her even more the
incarnation of Harbi Britain. She inspired everyone! Especially me!
I realized I was rather falling in love with her. But she quietly mourned her unspoken
lover too much for me to have a chance to woo her. Then one day during a battle as we
ran across the battle field under fire, me carrying the machine gun across my shoulder,
Britannia carrying the ammo, we all but fell into a trench and an over turned armored
Rolls. The five men trapped there were firing away at the enemy who were pinning them
down. We set up our machine gun and blasted away. That sent the enemy running.
Then the officers stood up and dusted themselves off. One introduced himself. ‘General
Harry Hotspur’ the red head said. And Britannia involuntarily flinched. And I knew who
she mourned and who he mourned. For the officer was wearing a black band over one
sleeve of his battle tunic. So I fell on one knee and I said ‘My Prince! I am here to fight
to the death for you! But your lady is not dead. Britannia lives!’
He did not understand me. He assumed I was speaking metaphorically. But then he
suddenly gasped as Britannia covertly tried to turn her masked face away. Then he wept
as he swept her up in his arms. And she wept as she embraced him. And I wept for I
loved a woman who loved the man destined to become the next King of Great Britain....”
*** ***
The Hunter returned to The Tower Fortress. As he approached the office of his pretend
commander he heard as strange sound. Then he gestured for the minion to let him
through security. “No more excuses. I need to cross examine your boss.”
“Your boss too” the cowardly minion said as more strange sounds came from the closed
office.
“Just let me in. Now!” the Hunter snarled. So the minion opened the door and the
Hunter marched inside to confront the commander of The Tower....
*** ***
The fireman stared into the black night as arson fires erupted all over the benighted city.
But he was not brooding on this symbolism of Islamic Triumph and Western Tragedy. He
was brooding how his dream of sweeping his Street Angel up to Seventh Heaven and a

pretty attic garret careened from Joy to Tragedy. His chosen Street Angel screaming as
he tried to embrace her and kiss her. “It is for you!” the sixteen old cried as the fireman
remembered the emotional debacle with tears flowing down his eyes as his younger self
tried to placate the kidnaped Sikh girl. “It is Seventh Heaven! See! The flowers! I even
got flowers! I spent my whole month’s wages as a fireman to make this place worthy of
you! I know as a Sikh your middle name is ‘Princess’ and you will be my Princess! My
fiancee and soon my precious bride! My Princess Bride! I love you! I have loved you
from afar for over a year now! I will never ever hit you! I love you! I will worship you!
Treasure you! I will even marry you! And you won’t have to convert! Ahmad says you
can even play with his toys and his Sock Monkey! And Mohammad says your can watch
TV movies wrapped in his blankie! See the flowers! I got flowers! For you! For you!”
The skinny sixteen year old fireman held up the pathetic bouquet of cheap flowers to the
kidnaped Sikh girl. In reply she throw the flowers into his face and tried to run to the
door to escape her adolescent kidnapper. Tears flowed down the fireman’s face as he
remembered his sixteen year old alter ego struggling with the screaming girl, shoving
one black gloved hand over her screaming mouth as his other arm held her in a steely
gripe. “Please stop screaming! I won’t hurt you! I am not my father! I am not The
Dominator! I love you!
I just don’t know how to express my love for you because I grew up without love! But I
love you! I have been following you for over a year! I loved you the moment I saw you
comb out your long wet hair! I love you! I love you! I can’t pay a dowery but I love you! I
will even marry you! You won’t even have to convert! I can protect you! I can protect
your family! Don’t you understand? I love you .... I love you ...... I love you .....” The
fireman stared into the darkness as drug gangs machine gunned each other. Then he
ducked and cowered behind a burned out automobile. “We always kill the thing we
love....”
*** ***
The implacable Hunter marched into the inner office. The commander of The Tower was
bent over, his back to the Hunter, his face to the mirror. “Your story about who leaked
the whereabouts of Prisoner Number One does not....”

At that moment the commander turned around and lunged at the Hunter! “Shut up! Shut
up! Shut up! Stop tormenting me!” Then the crazed man hurled himself at the Hunter.
Spittle and drool foaming from his mouth. His lips black with rot. His bulging eyes so red
they were oozing blood. Great clumps of hair falling out to reveal a skull so decayed that
great lesions had erupted. The decayed scalp flesh ripping open, exposing huge
craters. The huge craters exposing rotting brains. His few decaying teeth as if fangs
inside a stinking black void called a mouth. That stinking black thing snarling! Then one
eye all but exploded out of his skull! Dangling loose! As his nose dropped off exposing
only a black and secreting hole oozing something loathsome!
The Hunter grabbed a chair and hurled it into the face of the crazed Feral. Then he
pulled out his gun and fired! The Feral staggered but then hurled himself at the Hunter
yet again as if impervious to bullets. The minion shouted as he appeared at the door. In
reply the Hunter grabbed the minion and threw him between himself and the Feral.
Then the Feral grabbed the minion and tore him to pieces! Plunging his monstrous face
into the man’s ripped flesh and blood to devour him! The Hunter staggered backwards
as he fired his revolver into the brains of the crazed Feral. Five bullets! The Feral
staggered backwards under the impact, dragging the bloody carcass with him as he
staggered. Then the crazed creature crashed against the mirror as the Hunter ran out of
the room and slammed the door!
Quickly the Hunter locked the door. Then he dragged the desk of the minion over to
barricade it. More Morality Police ran in as howls from the inner office filled the air. The
Hunter frantically shoved bullets into his revolver . “Your boss has gone Feral! Get your
guns out you damn fools! It is about to escape to attack us!” Then the terrified Morality
Police heard violent pounding on the barricaded door. The door suddenly appearing
very flimsy as the wood splintered! Then a piece of the paneling broke as a decaying
hand, mostly just bone and dangling bits of flesh and jagged nails, burst through and
gestured to grabbed someone! Anyone! All as the beast inside howled!
The Hunter emptied his revolver at the monster as the other police frantically found their
guns to blast at the fiend barely contained inside the office. More bullets peppered the
fast splintering door as that loathsome hand furiously clawed at the air. The fingernails
as if talons! The maniac pounded the splintering wood of the door as if immune to pain!
Then a crazed visage burst through the splinters! The face unrecognizable! The rotting
hole which used to be a mouth howling! Spraying bloody foam at the shocked men!

“Back! Back!” the Hunter cried. “That bloody spittle is like rabies! Back! Back!” The
terrified men retreated to the far door and again peppered the rapidly splintering door.
But the maniac appeared immune to pain even as the bullets ripped into him. Then the
maniac tore the splintered wood apart and struggled to force its way out!
“Nothing is stopping it!” the terrified Morality Police screamed. “Guns are not stopping
it!”
Then the monster broke through and staggered toward them. More bullets impaled its
chest. But that only enraged the beast which used to be man! The Morality Police
turned and ran as the Hunter grabbed a second gun abandoned by the cowards. Then
he used both guns and blasted away at the howling monster! More bullets pummeled
the thing yet still the Feral staggered toward him! Screaming! Howling! Blood pouring
out! Yet staggering relentlessly toward him! Then for a brief moment the crazed man
staggered and then jerked into some semblance of awareness.
“Allah! Mercy! Mercy! Don’t let me die a Feral! Paradise will be closed to me!” the
infected man screamed. Suddenly one rotting hand, mostly just bone and dangling
flesh, grabbed his own neck! As if to choke him! “Kill me!” the infected man screamed as
his other gloved hand fought with the thing choking his own neck. “Kill me! Kill me!” The
Hunter slammed the far door and barricaded it. Then he frantically reloaded his gun as
the beast within screamed! Then howled! Then pounded at the door! The wood
smashing! Then the horrifying visage exploded through the gapping hole as the Hunter
shot six bullets all but point blank into the Feral’s skull! The diseased brains exploding!
Then the Feral slumped down as blood poured out. The Hunter fled down the hallway....
*** ***
The heavily veiled younger wife of a dead oligarch reappeared like the bad penny she
was as the Chauffeur finished loading the armored limousine. The Trophy Widow was
practicing with the retrofitted steel shielded rear window machine gun. The bloody girl
was loading the retrofitted shielded roof mounted periscope machine gun through a
hatch opening. The Chauffeur was loading ammo in the boot as well as the now loaded
interior leaving scarcely any space for the luxury of transportation. “We don’t have room
for you” the Chauffeur announced coldly at the heavily veiled Mo. Then he looked at the
bloody girl. The two exchanging mysterious looks.

“Don’t take her!” the bloody girl whispered as her bloody clothes clung to her thin body.
Her face pale under the smear of blood from her scalp wound.
“Look dearie” the Trophy Widow said briskly. “We are not obligated to keep saving you.
You were aiming to get to Southampton and we got you here. From here on you are on
your own dearie.”
“But I have nowhere to go!” the heavily veiled Islamic girl cried. “They won’t let me past
the security guards!”
“Why should they when you are veiled like that?” Chauffeur said. “Even the hypocritical
minions of the Divine Leaders junk their holier-than-thou crap when they come here to
buy black market for their crooked bosses with money out of the mosque tithe boxes.
Everyone knows that is the only way the crooks can still enjoy food. Everyone smells it.
Food cooking in the back of mosques. Who can enjoy that nowadays?”
“Though even the hypocritical Divine Leaders are being reduced to Halal R now” the
Trophy Widow said as she expertly loaded the rear machine gun. “Even we were about
to be reduced to eating Halal R” she said as the heavily veiled girl flinched and then
shuddered.
“But you have given that Najis filthy Kafir whore a ride!” the heavily veiled younger wife
of a dead oligarch cried. “I had to abandoned my mehram’s limo so I have nothing to
barter with!”
“Your fault dearie” the Trophy Widow said.
“You should have kept an lover who was good at driving.” The Chauffeur chuckled
ruefully.
Then a security guard approached in his sinister black armored uniform and gun and
shield. His face obscured by a visor helmet. “If you are departing without that species of
Islamic devotion then she is going to be jettisoned beyond the security perimeters.”
“You mean kicked out for the Calais Animals to enjoy?” the Trophy Widow asked.

“The parking lot is for parking. Not for migrants. We don’t do a Dhimmi Dave. We are
not on the ‘right side of history’ as Obama The Two Faced proclaimed. Or Hillary Merkel.
We are on the right side of Survival. We survive by refusing to cower and beg for mercy
as the Brussels Eunuchs did. Right after the Brussels Bombing they told their population
that because the Faithful of Islam were about to outnumber the Faithful of Jesus they
had better not make enemies of their future masters. Appease! Surrender! And cower!
Even as it was confirmed Mos danced in the streets of Molenbeek and handed out
sweets after the bombing. And every bombing since! Southampton has survived when
every other town and city capitulated to the Divine Slavery by knowing our enemies and
treating our enemies as enemies. That cow either goes with you or else she goes out to
her own. The Calais Animals. After all! Aren’t Mos suppose to only be loyal to Islam and
the Ummah? She is obviously loyal to Islam to be veiled like that. And ain’t the Calais
Animals specimens of her Ummah. Mo to Mo.”
“Allah! Please! Don’t throw me out to the Calais Animals! Please! Please!”
“Don’t let her in” the bloody girl said as she stared at the Chauffeur. He stared at her.
Both knowing a secret they were loathed to tell the Trophy Widow. “You need me to help
you get to Dover ----- especially if you take her” she whispered to the Chauffeur. He
agonized as the Trophy Widow flinched.
“Look dearie. We are not Chinese to be bound by that proverb that they who rescue
someone are bound to them for the rest of their lives.....”
“Allah be merciful1 Don’t you know what the Calais Animals do to females?” the heavily
veiled girl screamed.
“Hell! You Mos have been doing that to everyone else for centuries” the security guard
snarled. “Whatever thy right hand possesses do with as you will! Islam raped its way
across the world. And how did you Mos repay our damn fool gesture of giving you
bastards sanctuary? You bastards assaulted and molested and taharrushed before the
shadow of Cologne Cathedral. At swimming pools. Parks. Rock concerts. School
bathrooms. In taxies. On the public streets. Remember Cologne. Rotherham. Malmo.
Calais. Every city in Europe. Every city here. Your fuckers taharrushed every Kafir
female from the age of six to ninety six as your lot invaded us. Your fuckers would have

gang raped our Queen. The statue of the Virgin Mary. Your fuckers would have
masturbated on a statue of Queen Victoria. Why shouldn’t you experience what your lot
forced us to experience as Islam invaded Europe and this country.”
“Mercy!” the heavily veiled girl cried. “You know the Calais Animals have been infected
by Feralism! They are devolving because of Feralism! Feralism is worse than death!
Please! Please! I beg you! Please! ....”
*** ***
The Hyde Park Heroine and her Amazons deployed next to a wing of the Valkyres. Her
famously scarred face inspired everyone. “I don’t veil even to spare people the sight of
my visage” she said to a shaking girl.
“Your face is inspiring all of us” the shaking girl said. “I don’t want to let you down.”
“You won’t” the Heroine of Hyde Park said softly. “There is nothing wrong with being
afraid. “There is only something wrong if your fear causes you to surrender to tyranny.
Tonight the Free World raises up to throw off the chains and shackles of the Divine
Slavery. Tonight the Northern Hemisphere raises up to fight back against the Surtr
Invasion from the South. We are the daughters of Odin. Whatever happens will be
glorious because even if we die tonight we will be dying on our feet and not our knees!
And every Mo we kill goes straight down to Hell!....”
*** ***
A computer specialist came up to the sole remaining representative of the Freyr Royal
Houses of Europe: King Harry. “You Majesty. The Japanese Ambassador has just
landed at Southampton.”
“Oh good. At least one Shirk Harbi still remembers us” the prematurely aging warrior
king said as he checked his gunnery.
The computer specialist paused. “Your Majesty. The Odin Master Computer has just
received a security routed priority computer alert from MIMIR.” The prematurely aged
royal flinched. “As the Leader of the Sons of Freyr and the Round Table of Harbi Allies

of the Northern Alliance you need to be alerted that the computer programs being run by
MIMIR say that the Chimes of Midnight might ...... will......in all statistical probability ......
ignite the Countdown To Ragnarok. And MIMIR has been contacted that the Minister of
the Right and the Minister of the Left computers of the Bridge of Two Worlds, Kyoto,
have confirmed this. And The Two Ravens of Odin Computers of the Double Headed
Eagle Confederation and the French Resistence have also confirmed this.”
“The Envenom Of Jormungandr?” King Harry said as he stared at his consort Britannia.
“Yes Your Majesty. Thermonuclear war. “Our Warriors of Thor can’t fight that. It is Nine
Steps To Gotterdammerung Your Majesty....”
“Has the Golden Rooster officially crowed?” Britannia asked.
“Not yet but every gaming algorithm projects the Golden Rooster will crow. And it is just
a matter of time before MIMIR’s efforts to shroud the enemy with false data will unravel.
The Second Battle of Bulge has become the full blown battle which was suppose to
start at....”
“...But has the Sooty Crow? ...”
“No but secondary algorithms indicate it has in fact already crowed. An re-examination
of a debriefing of a deep plant gifted with untrained second sight indicates he overheard
a ....... paranormal presence ...... Orfeo .... say he heard the Sooty Crow in Hell while
under the influence of ergot aided and abetted by an Irish Druid. Another Irish Druid has
likewise confirmed that. Sheridan. His gift of second sight rivals even MIMIR. And
another secondary algorithm from the Swedish Resistence indicates that Hel has
likewise so uttered that the Sooty Crow has already cried out its shrill screech.”
“I don’t normally based battle plans on paranormal manifestations” the grim king replied.
“You held the sacred rites of kingship in a secret holy cave in Wales Your Highness.”
“Yes. Well. I don’t deny the reality of the paranormal. But I also prefer to relay on more
solid data. Being a Mundane with no second sight. Are the Moles of Brussels ....”

“....Not yet close enough to cut all of the power sources. They have given up trying to
dig both tunnels and are concentrating on the tunnel to the power source of the
thermonuclear warheads. But....”
The prematurely aging warrior king stared at his consort. “Sent a cipher to
Southampton, the Japanese Ambassador, appraising him of the situation. The trigger of
the Fiery Sword of Surtr might be because of the turning of the tide of the Asian Sector
of the Global Jihad. The Asian Triad won’t capitulated even if faced with thermonuclear
war. So our capitulation won’t impact the global reality of Gotterdammerung. Also send
out priority alerts to the Ragnarokkr Survivalist Subterranean Strongholds of the
Northern Alliance. Harbi Australia. Harbi Canada. Harbi America. The Harbi Nordic
Strongholds. The Switzerland Ragnarokkr Stronghold. .....Alert our Harbi Command
Centers in the Europa Sector of the Global Jihad. France. The Double Headed Eagle
Confederation. Though frankly Europa barely has the resources. Not even
Subterranean Dresden can hold off radiation poisoning. Has our Night-watchman sent
his final Gjallarhorn warning yet?”
“Our Deep Mole Heimdall? Not yet but he has sent a Red Rooster. And .....Your Majesty.
Wait! Wait! Here is another cipher and it is from Heimdall! It is ...... a ......Golden Rooster
alert.”
“But the Final Warning of the Sooty Crow is only paranormal yet?” King Harry asked
softly. “Not the explicit Final Warning?”
“But it is the Golden Rooster alert Your Majesty” the computer specialist whispered.
“The Ragnarok Prophecy is a genuine ....paranormal ......”
King Harry gestured ‘Enough’. He looked at Britannia. Then he continued to load
weaponry. “If the Surta Junta is preparing the countdown to the Fiery Sword of
Armageddon it could very well be because of the turning of the tide of the Asian Sector.
The Chimes here have not even tolled yet. We are on schedule and so far MIMIR has
clouded the intel to the Caliph and The Tower. The European Battlefields are roaring
ahead. Too fast. But facing little opposition. The enemy has not yet responded as if
understanding the reality which is occurring. But even if the enemy is comprehending
the reality the issue is not if we of the West must fall on our swords to save the world.

The Dire Wolf of Fenrir is devouring everyone. Not just us. The Dogs of War of Garmr
are attacking everyone. Not just us. The Second Wolf Age is ravishing everyone. Not
just us. Islam declared war on the world. Not just us. We might be Islam’s iconic
nemesis but we are not their only enemies. Everyone who defies Islam is the Harbi.
Islam gives the defiant no option except to prepare to fight and die. Therefore whether
or not we capitulate will not impact the course of the Global Jihad. The reality is Islam
has proclaimed its manifest destiny and divine mission since the Medina Trench: to
conquer the world. The end of the world per the Islamic ‘behind this tree’ vision is the
total extermination of every Kafir and Shirk and Harbi and also every Apostate in the
world.
The entire world per Islam must and will be not only dominated and ruled by the Divine
Slavery but converted to Islam. It is the very nature of Islam’s monomaniacal
totalitarianism that it MUST and WILL conquer the world and destroy all willful Shirk
deviancy and Kufr defiance and Harbi rebellion and most of all: freedom. Such fanatic
monomania and totalitarianism leaves humanity with no option but to fight. Maybe die.
Even to Ragnarok. Ragnarok is after all the ultimatum of the implacable and all
destroying Surtr Conquerors of the South. The invaders invading us. The conquerors
attacking everyone. The enemy who declared war upon the entire world in 632. Offering
the Free People of the world only one ultimatum. Convert to the Divine Slavery.
Surrender to the Divine Slavery. Or fight and die.
Be prepared to be devoured. Be torn to pieces. Be erased. Be exterminated. Be
destroyed. Be eradicated. Be wiped off the face of the earth. Against such implacable
rage there is only one option: fight. Even to Ragnarok. Because either way the fate is
death. If your back is to the wall then the only option is to pick your death. The death of
a warrior fighting for freedom and dignity and the right to exist unconquered. Or else it
will be the death of a coward who will die anyway but in the most degrading and
brutalizing of ways. Exterminated as if the vilest of creatures. A pig. A dog. An ape. A
monkey. Sub human. Najis filth. Vermin. Garbage.
And the reality is the Asian Triad won’t capitulate to the Surtr Junta. And they have
infinitely more Ragnarokkr Survivalist Subterranean Strongholds than we do. The
Yggdrasil Tree of Life is already so diseased the reality is life is already being driven
underground. The world has already become the Vision of H G Wells. The Future is the
Morlocks. The few arrogant and delusional Eloi huddled under their broken pleasure

domes on the surface of this befouled and dying planet were always doomed to
extinction. They will simply usher in their own demise so much quicker.
Even if there is some future hope for Ragnarokkr the Eloi won’t be alive by then. Nor
should any few who might remotely survive expect rescue by their brutalized victims
after they unleash thermonuclear war. So this is not just a War of the Northern Alliance
of Odin or the Sons of Freyr of the Round Table of the Northern Hemisphere or the Kafir
Crusader West. The Round Table is the Free World. And if there is a hope for a future
world reborn out of the wreckage of Ragnarok it won’t feature Muslims. The Clash of
Civilizations will end here.
This is a global Jihad to devour the entire Free World. Including the Ragnarokkr
Survivalist Strongholds. The Monstrous Garmr will not rest until it tears every free soul
on the earth to bloody pieces. The Dire Wolf Fenrir will not rest until it devours every
free soul on this planet. Loki will not rest until he murders everyone he considers his
enemy. His malice implacable. The Surtr is merciless in its pathological hatred for its
foes. Even to Total War. Even to thermonuclear war. So whatever we do when the
Chimes toll at Midnight won’t impact the reality that the goals of Global Jihad are
implacable. And the Surtr Junta won’t stop regardless of cost to achieve the goals of
Global Jihad.
If Ragnarok happens it will be because of Islam. Not us. Not the Harbi West. Not the
Harbi East. Not the Ragnarokkr Survivalist Strongholds. It will be because of Islam. So I
feel absolutely no guilt. Islam unleashed the Dogs of War of Garmr. Islam unchained the
Dire Wolf Fenrir. Islam killed Baldr’s fragile of idealism: Christian Western Ideals and
Peace and Tolerance and Graciousness to avert world war and nurture peace and
spread prosperity. And thereby Islam condemned the world to the repercussions of the
Maunder Civilization Breaker and Empire Destroyer. Islam condemned the world to the
Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse. And Islam used the Four Headed Serpent of
Calamity of Jormungandr to wage WW III. Islam used ecological collapse as weapons
of war. Islam used the resulting famine and chaos as weapons of war. Islam
manufactured a bogus humanitarian crisis of billions of diseased and starving migrants
as weapons of war. Islam used Third World diseases as weapons of war. Islam used
deliberate gross over population of grossly inbred retards as violent weapons of war.
And if Islam uses the Final Option, thermonuclear war, then Islam will use the ultimate
weapons of war. To kill the world! Not us!

The moment Mohammad ordered the Medina Trench dug and declared war on the
entire world in 632 he set this tragedy in motion. Not us. Every free soul on this planet
has a right to fight back against the Divine Slavery’s ultimatum of Islamic Totalitarianism
or else Islamic Extermination. Islam does not have the right to dig our Medina Trench
and call it the Great Displacement or the Great Replacement or the Great Erasure. If
genocide is done tonight it is because of Islam. Not us. The Chimes will toll at Midnight!”
*** ***
“Where was I in my dictation of my nonexistent autobiography Lledrith?” the fireman
mused as he marched toward the darkness of a devolving city on fire. He paused as he
heard a distant sinister howl. He shuddered. “Oh yes? Alas, by now it was too late. The
Great Betrayal was too complete for the indigenous British Citizens to stop. We had
been disarmed. And we were outgunned. And anyway. The citizens of Great Britain
were being reduced to a sub human sub citizenry in their own country no less then the
indigenous Citizens of Eurabia. By now they were a distinct minority. ‘If you ask us why
we died it is because our fathers lied!’
Sure. When Muslims are a minority they appear blandly nonthreatening. But a panther
never changes its spots. The Koran says exactly what Muslims are suppose to do when
they become strong enough. Jihad to impose the Divine Slavery upon the whole world.
One way or the other. Co-existence is only an option when Muslims are in a position of
weakness. Peace is officially abrogated in favor of the very explicit Sword Verses. And
the Sword Verses leave only three options. Convert. Surrender. Or else prepare to fight
and die. No wonder Fjordman said ‘This is the greatest organized betrayal in Western
History.’...”
*** ***
“....This was the greatest organized betrayal in Western History” Wolfe said to his
brigade. “Tonight we will take our nation back!....”
“..........Tonight we will take our nation back!” Captains Knoll Sterling and Fawkes Hyde
and Goldman told their brigades.

“.....Tonight we will take our nation back!” Mr. Donkey told Mr. Mole.
“......Tonight we will take our nation back!” the teenaged boss of The Knockers told his
tragically young Bonus Boys and Bonus Girls.
“.....Tonight we will take our nation back!” the Heroine of Hyde Park told her brigade.
“.....Tonight we will take our nation back!” Brigadier General Narcissi told his brigades.
“.....Tonight we will take our nation back!” Princess Anne told her tank regiment.
“.....Tonight we will take our nation back!” King Harry told Britannia.
*** ***
“.....Tonight we will take our nation back!” Sheridan told his little army of English farmers
as they encircled their target. The last Quislings of the Islamic Vichy formally known as
Somerset.
What does your second sight see” one English farmer asked the Irish Druid.
“I see a Black Crow shrieking....”

*** ***
“What is this?” the teenaged boss of The Knockers asked as he picked up a curious
long box with old fashion handwriting on it.
“That is what Mr. Marlowe brought us from Mr. Mole Boss! Remember? To route to the
Churchill War Rooms to route to ....”
“General Singh! Oh yes! But it is too long to send through the tubes like a petit bleu or a
box! Remember when someone sent a cat through the system? How do we.....”
“Worry about it tomorrow Boss!” one Knocker suggested. “It can’t be that important.”

“No. We are too busy. The Chimes of Midnight. We have time ..... tomorrow...” But then
the teenaged boss of The Knockers remembered the nightmare vision earlier this
evening. “‘Kilroy was here! Kilroy was here!’ Water. Can someone run this through the
hatch .....No! Telegraph the Anarchists at the War Rooms to send a runner without fear
of the surface to fetch this. Now. It is ..... Important! It is dark outside but not yet time for
the Ferals to emerge. The Anarchists remember when they used to surface all of the
time. They are not.... like us ..... who have never surfaced ..... Telegraph the Anarchists.
This is important. General Singh will be expecting this. Yes. Right. Do it .... now.” The
teenager placed the box on the Priority Spot by the dish of lollipops.
“Ok. If you think so Boss!...”
*** ***
“.....So the Chimes will toll at Midnight Your Highness?” the Sikh general asked King
Harry.
“Yes General Singh! The Chimes will toll at Midnight! Tonight the Morlocks will raise up
and erupt out of their wilderness bastions and subterranean depths to take back their
city and their nation! And every Eloi will die! Let the monsters they unleashed devour
them!”
*** ***

The story continues in the final book of the Fahrenheit Series. Who is the ghost of Moon
Street? What is the mystery of Echo House? Will the Chauffeur and the Trophy Wife
reach Dover? Who is the bloody girl who hitches a ride with them? What happened
during the In & Out Coup? Will Wolfe die? What happens to the young Knockers? Will
the Morlock rebellion succeed? Will London be freed from the Divine Slavery? Or will
the Hunter foil the rebellion while snaring his traitor? The fireman? Will General Narcissi
save the sacred site where Prince William and Princess Kate so tragically died? Will Mr.
Mole and Mr. Donkey see dawn or will they see the thermonuclear warheads raining
down upon them? Will the Robots of Japan save their besieged islands? Will Australia
save itself from the combined assault of half a million starving jihadists? Will the fireman
meet his destiny at the lost treasure house of a mad woman? Will Madame X burn? Or
will Ragnarok incinerate the world at a temperature tragically higher than Fahrenheit
451?
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